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You Are The Creator
of Your Life!

You are creating your life, even
though you may not know that you
are doing it, much less know how you
are doing it.
Here is HOW you create your life.





Chapter 1

Objectives

This book will purvey you with a basic understanding of how your BEing and
your Life really work. You will learn:
• How you create all your experience, all your thoughts and emotions, and

the circumstances of your life.
• The nature of Love; what it is, where it is, and how it works.
• The nature of Happiness: what it is, where it is, and how it works.
• Why you feel the way you do. You will know the cause of all your 

emotions, both positive and negative.
• That there exists a scientific and precise technology for eliminating 

negative emotions, both at the time of their activation, and over the
longer term, permanently from your life.

• Exactly what self-esteem is, where it comes from, and how to develop 
it in you and in children.

• Understand your mind much more. You will be aware of certain 
mechanisms of thought that cause most of the problems, conflicts,
and suffering on this planet.

• Human behavior. You will be able to trace any negative behavior to the
exact cause in your subconscious. You will know that there exists a proce-
dure to change your undesired behaviors including addictions of any kind.

• The fundamental causes of conflicts and negative energy between people.
• How your life flows from Who You Are. You will understand that the

most important thing in life is the work that you do on your BEing.

A SUMMARY OF THIS BOOK

The last chapter contains a summary of this book. However, a single mis-
understood word is sufficient to prevent the understanding of the text. As the
summary includes technical words and concepts explained in the book, it may be
difficult to understand before having read the book.



There is nothing you cannot be, there is nothing you cannot
do. There is nothing you cannot have.

—Conversations With God



Chapter 2

What Is This Book?

You are the Creator of your life. By this I mean, you are the ultimate Cause of
everything that exists and occurs in your experience, in your life. You are

Cause of all that you think and feel, the quality of your relationships, and the 
conditions and events of your life.

You primary creation and your primary experience is yourSelf. You are 
creating your experience of self at all times, whether that experience is one of
being powerful or powerless, of being rich or poor, of being sick or healthy, of
being a winner or a loser, of being joyful or depressed, of being happy or unhappy.
Positive or negative, happy or painful, you are the creator of your experience.

You are also creating your physical circumstances, including your physical
health and your financial situation. Of course, most of the time you don’t know
you are doing it, much less how you are doing it. However, in this book, we will be
concentrating on how you create your non-physical experience of self (including
self-image, self-esteem, self-love), of your mind and thoughts, and of your 
emotions, love and happiness. We will deal with how you create your physical 
universe and life circumstances and events in more advanced materials.

Many people walk around thinking that life just happens, and they are basically
at the mercy of random events and circumstances. Nothing could be farther from
the truth. You have the Power; you lack the Knowledge. It is your ignorance of
the fact that you are Creator, and of the process by which you create, that blocks
your innate ability to create the life that you desire.

This book proposes to remedy that ignorance by detailing how you create your
experience and your life.

The fact that you are the creator of your life is not news. Oriental philosophy
(Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism, etc.) has taught this for thousands of years. In the
Western world, it has also been proclaimed for many years; James Allen in As a
Man Thinketh, 1905, being an example. Modern expression of the concept that you
are a Creator include Psycho-Cybernetics, PMA (Positive Mental Attitude), Silva
Mind Control, and NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming).



What this book offers that is new is not the fact that you are the creator of your
life, but HOW you are creating everything. This book presents cutting-edge
knowledge of the mechanisms and processes by which you create your personal
world. It spells out the laws of the operation of your spirit, mind, emotions, love
and happiness. It shows you the precise procedures by which you create your life.
With this knowledge, you can take a quantum leap forward in understanding 
yourself, others, and life; and will be able to begin to create the life you desire.

We will show how you create Who You Are (your BEing and your identities1),
and then show how your BEing creates your life. We will explore certain
thoughts—always your creations—that are causing most, if not all, of your 
problems in life.

We will show you what your emotions are, how you create them, and how you
can eliminate the negative ones and generate the positive ones. We will present the
exact mechanism by which you are creating your emotional pain in life, and point
out the only true road to permanent and impregnable happiness.

We will show you the origin of your conflicts with others. We will show how
you create or destroy your self-esteem. We will examine the nature of love and how
you create it—or create its opposite AntiLove. And we will present what is 
necessary for you to achieve power over the physical universe so that you can 
manifest the things you wish to have.

Psycanics, Psycan, and Psycanic
Psycanics is an extensive model of human existence that integrates philosophy,

psychology, non-physical energy physics, and spirituality into one body of knowl-
edge. It is scientific. It proves its laws and principles and eschews faith and belief.

As scientific philosophy of how life works, as does all true knowledge,
Psycanics gives you the power to understand and control your life. It gives you the
power to resolve problems, eliminate all your negative emotions, pain and suffer-
ing; improve your relationships; grow your self-esteem and self-love and love for
others; and expand your happiness. Its central themes are your relationship with
Wisdom, Power, Love and Joy.

A “psycan” is the non-physical LIFE Energy entity, consisting primarily of
Consciousness, Will (Causal Ability), and Love-Joy. Synonyms include spirit and
soul. You are a psycan, an immortal Spirit, temporarily located in a physical body
for the purpose of experiencing and manipulating the physical universe.
Psycanics is the study of the origin, nature, functioning, abilities and purposes of
psycans, of the non-physical part of humankind: Consciousness, Will, Mind,
Emotion, Love and Happiness.
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“Psycanic” is an adjective that means: of, belonging to, or related to, psycans.
Anything psycanic is anything that is non-physical, which cannot be detected or
measured by the human body or physical instruments. Psycanic energies/realities/
things/experiences include your identities, your thoughts and all the content of
your mind and subconsciousness (memories, data, ideas, imaginations, dreams,
knowledge, plans, goals, values, beliefs, dogmas, philosophies, religions, etc.); and
all your emotions: anger, anxiety, fear, sadness, sorrow, grief, guilt, resentment,
depression, frustration, desperation, etc.

Notice that the most important things in life are psycanic, not physical
Wisdom, Intelligence, creativity, imagination, enthusiasm, Love, Joy, relationships,
and feelings, for example. Even the concept of money as a store of energy (as
opposed to the physical representations of money such as coins and bills) is psycanic.

Knowledge is Power
People have come a long way since cave-dwelling days. We have acquired power

over the physical universe and are able to bend matter and energy to our will to a
considerable extent. Our power and the quality of life it gives us would astound all
prior generations.

Power is the ability to produce the desired result. Power is the child of
Knowledge. Knowledge begets Power.

Knowledge is the understanding of the principles and laws of existence that
allows us to select the few correct actions among the infinite possibilities of
actions. It then guides those actions to produce the desired result. Knowledge is
the key to Power; they are inseparable.

Acquiring Knowledge and Learning
The learning of any subject matter is about 80% understanding the concepts

and 20% assembly of the concepts. The concepts are the ideas, principles and laws
of a subject. Assembly is the placing of the concepts into their relationships with
each other to create a mental model of the subject that guides the student to apply
the knowledge in a practical manner. These smaller models then become parts of
an even greater model until finally you have a science. Science is knowledge and
knowledge is power.

The study of any science is very much like learning any language. The concepts
of a science are the words, the assembly is the grammar. The words are what things
are; the grammar is how those things relate and affect each other.

Before you can assemble a science, before you can acquire power, you must
first acquire the pieces, the concepts. The primary failure in all study and learning
is that the student proceeds beyond a word or a concept he or she does not under-
stand completely. On doing so, s/he has failed to pick up all the pieces and there
is no way s/he can assemble the science. It is impossible to learn anything if you
try to proceed accumulating mis-understood words and concepts.
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To read or study with mis-understood words is like trying to assemble a motor
with missing and misshapen parts. The motor is just not going to work.

Concepts are made up of and depend on words. The failure to understand one
or more words used to express a concept will make the comprehension of that
concept impossible.

Thus, the primary rules of learning are:
Never, ever, continue to read beyond something you do not understand. To do

so is to guarantee that the subject will become more and more confusing, difficult,
and eventually impossible to understand, much less apply.

If you don’t understand something, the cause is a mis-understood word. Any
time you do not understand something, look for specific mis-understood words.
This is more complicated than it may seem; there are about 12 different ways to
mis-understand a word.

Once you find the mis-understood word, learn ALL its definitions in a diction-
ary and then its concept. If it is a technical word of Psycanics, then it must be
learned from the technical dictionary (available at www.psycanics.org or by request:
support@psycanics.org). Trying to use that normal dictionary definition of a 
technical term will only increase confusion.

Nomenclature
Psycanics has an extensive and very precise nomenclature, one that is designed

to get you to look and think about existence from a particular point of view. Every
technical word is defined when it is introduced and included in the Dictionary of
Psycanics. When you encounter a defined word, learn it carefully. The fact that it
is defined means that it has a meaning beyond the usual ones. If you don’t
learn and use the psycanic definition, you will soon be unable to understand the
text.

Operating Manual
Life is complicated. You are complicated. You are the most sophisticated and

complicated entity on the planet—much more so than any other animal and any
machine or computer. Your body is so complicated that physical science,
medicine, only understands about 40% of its workings. Your spirit, mind,
emotions, and behavior are so complicated that non-physical science, psychology,
understands very little of how these function.

Therefore, you should not expect any book that purports to unravel such 
complicated mechanisms to be overly simple. I would love to be able to promise
that this book is simple and easy to understand, but the truth is that it may require
considerable effort to absorb the concepts. So this is not a “jolly-you-along” self-
help book; it is not motivational or inspirational. It is science, albeit simplified as
much as possible. Therefore, please don’t expect light reading. You are going to
have to work to understand new and revolutionary concepts. As we said, both you
and life are extremely complicated. You are not going to achieve much power over
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things as complicated as yourself and life with platitudes and PMA (Positive
Mental Attitude). Real Power over life requires real knowledge and that requires
real effort to understand and to apply it.

An analogy: The most complicated machine on the planet is probably the space
shuttle. You are not going to be able to fly the space shuttle with high school
physics textbook. You need the real operating manuals—and they consist of
thousands of pages of highly concentrated information. Likewise, to fly yourself
through life requires a reliable Operating Manual for your BEing.

The price of Power is to acquire Knowledge and powerful Knowledge is rarely
light reading. You will have to study and to think if you want to get anywhere.
What I can promise you is that this book is powerful. It, with the other Psycanics
materials, will give you the power to control your BEing and therefore your life.

Cults, Sects and Religions
Some of the people who truly apply Psycanics in their lives become fanatical

about it. People who don’t know much about Psycanics see their fervor and some-
times conclude that Psycanics must be a cult or a sect or even a religion. It is none
of these. Psycanics has no dogmas, no commandments, and no ecclesiastical
authorities. It claims no divine revelation and asks neither belief nor faith. It seeks
neither your adherence nor your obedience.

It is a science a system of laws and principles that models how human beings
function and how life works. It proves these principles in the laboratory of your
own life. It validates itself by the fact that it works. It never seeks blind belief or
faith, and in fact eschews these as destructive of Truth and Power. So why do some
people become so enthusiastic (even fanatical) about Psycanics? Simply because
they have—often after years of searching—found something that really explains
life and that really works to give them the results that they desire. They have found
a system of knowledge and procedures that truly increases their Wisdom, Power,
Love, and Happiness in life. Who would not be enthusiastic about that? 

Confront
You may find this book confrontational. It is going to put the mechanics of

your psyche (another definition of psycan) in your face. You may not always like
what you see. Many people will throw this book down because they can’t handle
this level of reality about themselves or this level of responsability2 for their lives.
It is not that the book is designed to be confrontational; it just is because there is
no way to avoid it and tell the truth. And without Truth, which is true Knowledge,
you have no Power.
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There Is a Solution
Fortunately, in the final analysis, in the psycanic cosmology, life makes perfect

sense. When you understand Psycanics and just a touch of mysticism, the purpose
and the functioning of life become clear.

And life does have a steering wheel, a point of power and control. It does have
one focal point where a little effort will achieve grand results and change the
course of your life. This element is your BEing—and the main focus of this book.

Conventions
To get the most out of this book, please note the following recommendations

and text conventions:

SPIRITUAL VERSUS RELIGIOUS

The word “spiritual” is often written “spirit-ual.” This is to remind the reader
not to confuse spiritual with religious.

• Spiritual means “related to spirit,” to a non-physical, Life-energy entity.
Spirit means “Life” or the “Animating Factor” in the universe. Its prime
characteristics are Awareness, Will and Essence. There is only ONE 
SPIRIT or LIFE ESSENCE BEING that in different levels and amounts,
imbues ITSELF into forms, creating the appearance of many separated,
individual BEings. You are a spirit, a Life-Energy entity, temporarily
focused in a physical body. All the laws of Spirit and spirit-ual energy
apply to you.

• Religious means “related to a registered brand of dogmas, doctrines, and
rituals about God.”

Many people confuse these words, spiritual and religious, thinking they are
more or less the same. However, they are not only not the same, but are sometimes
opposites. Something can be very spiritual and not at all religious, e.g. meditation
and mysticism.

And something can be very religious and not at all spiritual, e.g. dogmas and 
doctrines, intolerance of other religions, intolerance of free thinking, intolerance
of ideas such as spirits and past lives, inquisitions, terrorism, crusades, jihads and
other “holy” wars.

Psycanics is highly spiritual in that it deals with you as a spirit and how you
function spirit-ually. Psycanics is not a religion and is not religious; it eschews 
dogmas, doctrines, faith and belief. It is a science, founded on evidence and proof.

Acronyms, Abbreviations, Symbols, Formulas & Equations
Psycanics has many acronyms, abbreviations, and symbols: PIRs, NIRs, RExp,

RespExp, neg emo, WPVLJ, EmoLoveJoy, Rxx, Perxx, and UPS, to name a few.
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Examples:
“�” means “causes or produces.”
“BE�FEEL” means “BE causes FEEL.”
“UPS” means Unhappiness, Pain and Suffering. (Memorize this one: you
will see it frequently.) 

Each is a symbol to be learned and connected with its concept. These are listed
in the free Dictionary of Psycanics, available at www.psycanics.org or by request:
support@psycanics.org.

Polarities and the Symbol +/-
Many of the most important phenomena of existence, and therefore in

Psycanics, are Polarities (as explained in this book). When the concept of Polarity
is important to the term being discussed, the symbols of +/- will be added before
or after the word.

Examples of the use of the Polarity symbol +/- 
• “Emotion+/-” This means “both positive emotions and negative 

emotions,” or “any emotion whether positive or negative,” or “the entire
Emotion Polarity Scale from lowest negative to highest positive.”

• “Love+/-” means both positive love and negative love. (The concept of
negative love will be explained in the text.) 

• The term “anti” may be used to express the negative polarity, for exam-
ples:

• “The concept of Power+/- includes +Power and AntiPower.”
• “The negative polarity of Love is AntiLove.”

Gender
Where a sentence includes both or either gender, I use these dual gender forms

s/he for she or he; hir for him or her; hirs for his or hers. Example:
“Whoever fixed that; s/he is very intelligent, but s/he left behind hir tools.”

Word Equations 
You will often see two or more words with an equal sign between them, and all

the words underlined to group them into that thusly-created word equation. The
equal sign between the words means that the underlined words share the same
concept; or one thing is included in the other, or they are in some way highly 
related as to meaning.

Underlined word equations connect or unite different words that refer to the
same phenomenon. This is extremely important to full conceptual comprehension.

Three examples of word equations:
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• Negative emotions = MODs = activations= resistance = AntiLove = UPS
• Consciousness = perception = feeling = experience = knowing
• Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/-

In each example, these words appear to be different phenomena, but they are
really all the same thing. It is unfortunate that we have different words for the same
thing as this has prevented real understanding of the phenomenon.

For example; we will show that Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/- are
all the same thing. Until you understand this, you do not really understand any of
them and are lacking critical data about how your life works.

When studying, until you understand why and how the equation-linked 
phenomena are all the same, you have not understood any of them fully. Any time
you do not understand why the equal sign is there, why and how the terms are 
intimately related, you do not have full conceptual understanding in the area.

Make sure that you understand the sentence with each of the words individu-
ally and with all the words together. At first, word equations may feel a little 
awkward, but you will soon get used to it and eventually appreciate how they add
to your understanding.

Words in ALL CAPS 
• All words referring to that indefinable FIRST CAUSE beyond human

comprehension are written in all caps; and there are many. Examples
include INFINITE, CONSCIOUSNESS, INTELLIGENCE, LOVE,
WISDOM, CREATOR, CAUSE, WILL, POWER, ENERGY,
ESSENCE, SPACE, the ONE, the ALL THAT IS, IT, the EVERY-
THING-NOTHING, TAO, SOURCE, ESSENCE, etc. Pronouns 
referring to IT are also capitalized and will usually be dual gender S/HE,
HIR, ITSELF, etc.

• The elements of the Causal Sequence, BE�FEEL�THINK�RELATE�
DO�HAVE, are always written in all caps to make sure that the reader 
recognizes that we are referring to elements of the Causal Sequence. This
rule includes their derivatives such as BEing, FEELing, FELT,
RELATEing, RELATIONS, DOing, DID, HAVEing, HAD, etc. When
you see any of these words with capital letters, remember to add in the
entire concept of the Causal Sequence and of that element of the Causal
Sequence in particular.

• Your BEing consists of all your IDentities. IDentities are written in capital
letters: for example I AM ABLE; I AM INTELLIGENT; I CAN DO IT.
The purpose is to insure that the reader recognizes that these are
IDentities and that all the laws of IDentities apply. Like BAD and the
Causal Sequence, IDentity is a crucial concept in Psycanics.
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• BAD and, when important: TRUTH are written in all caps to remind 
the reader of their total concept and the extreme importance of those
concepts to human existence. As an example of such importance: BAD 
is the only entry point to AntiLove; it is the only cause of all pain 
and suffering. This book introduces the concept of BAD; its totality is
explained in other Psycanics materials.

The first time a technical term of the Psycanics terminology is introduced in
the text, it may be written in capital letters for emphasis e.g. ACTIVATION. It will
also be defined at that point.

Capital First Letter Only 
Words with a capital first letter refer to the entire psycanic concept of that 

phenomenon. The major psycanic concepts are usually so complex and extensive
that they require multiple chapters, even entire books to explain. Examples of such
major concepts include Love, Power, Cause, SPace, Polarity, Responsability,
Fatal Paradigm, and Victim. IDentity and SPace are often written with the first
two letters capitalized that are also their abbreviations: ID and SP. Each of these
concepts is a major and important concept in Psycanics and the first letter is 
capitalized to help the reader remember this when s/he sees the term.

Repetition of Data
In the first books on Psycanics, I try to make each book a conceptually com-

plete unit, so that each can be understood without needing to have read previous
books. To do this, I must repeat certain fundamental concepts in each book. For
example, no serious philosophical discussion of life can be complete without
Polarity and the Causal Sequence. Therefore, I must include these in all the first
level of books so that each can be read independently of the others.

In the advanced books, I presume that the reader already understands the 
fundamental concepts, and so make a minimum mention of these so that we can
proceed to advanced concepts.
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Chapter 3

What Are You?

What are you? 

Not “who” are you: What are you? 
When you say “I,” to what exactly are you referring? What is “I”? What are

you? 
Are you your possessions? Are you your nationality or your race or your reli-

gion? Are you your body? Are you your human identity? Are you your emotions?
Are you your mind? Are you your thoughts?

Most people have never distinguished their consciousness from their mind.
Most have never distinguished their spirit from their human identity. Most have
never felt their immortality.

None of these things above is you; none is your “I.” These are things or 
qualities that you do or have, but they are not you. You are something far beyond,
far higher, far more powerful than your mind or emotions, or your body or your
human identities, or any material possessions.

The “I,” the essence of existence that is in every one of us, is all the same “I.”
It consists of two elements: Will and Consciousness. The I in you is the same I in
everybody: there is only one I.

Will is your ability to be Cause; it is your capability of Power. Your Will is your
ability to decide and choose and determine. It is your power to move energy, and
to create and manifest what you desire.

Consciousness is the second element of your being. Consciousness is aware-
ness. Consciousness and the ability to experience are the same. It is your ability to
perceive, to experience, to feel. These are all the same phenomenon: consciousness
= awareness = perception = feeling = experience = knowing. Consciousness or
awareness is feeling of all kinds, starting with Self, one’s own existence. Experience
is the perception and feeling of what is, of reality. You perceive = experience =
feel your thoughts and ideas, your emotions, and your body. Through your body,
you perceive and feel the physical universe. When you are unconscious, as in deep
sleep, you do not feel anything, including your Self and the fact that you exist.



Your experience is the only thing that exists for you, the only thing that
you know or can know. These two qualities, Will and Consciousness, make up the
essence of your BEing: you are an AWARE-WILL.

Neither Will nor Consciousness is physical. They cannot be found or measured
with physical instruments. You, the Aware-Will, are a non-physical life-energy
entity. Because different systems of thought use different words for this entity—
e.g. spirit, soul, anima—and because we want to be very precise, we call that life-
essence entity that you are a PSYCAN.

Definition: PSYCAN: The non-physical life energy complex consisting of
the Life ESSENCE energy that is above all, Will and Consciousness.
ESSENCE also has the properties of Cause, Power, Intelligence, Intuition,
Creativity, Wisdom, Value, and Love. The psycan is the unit of control and
perception that directs and experiences all lower forms of energy—
thought, emotion, and physical energies and matter. The cosmos is full of
psycans, some of whom incarnate in a human body in order to play in this
physical universe: you, for example. The word comes from the Greek:
“psyche” which is the root of “psychology” and “psychic” and other psi
and psy words.
Definition: PSYCANICS: Psycanics is the study and the science of the psy-
can, of the spirit BEing that is the essence of the human being. Psycanics
reports what s/he is, how s/he functions and what s/he does. It includes
the study of all hir abilities and powers including: will, consciousness,
experience, mind, thought, emotions, power, wisdom, love, happiness and
relationships with others. It is a science of the soul, of being, and of the
non-physical parts of your existence—mind and emotion, love and happi-
ness, for example.
Definition: psycanic, is an adjective. “Psycanic” means related to the psycan
and, therefore, to that which is non-physical. Psycanic energies = experi-
ences include everything that occurs in your mind: thoughts, ideas, memo-
ries, knowledge, beliefs, values, identities, etc. “Psycanic” energies include
all your emotions and non-physical feelings. Emotions include: resentment,
anger, hate, fear, anxiety, worry, sadness, sorrow, grief, guilt, depression,
joy, enthusiasm, etc. Other non-physical = psycanic experiences include:
intelligence, intuition, creativity, wisdom, love, happiness, etc.

All of these things are psycanic as opposed to physical. They do not come
from, are not produced or found in the physical universe. They are part of another
universe, the psycanic or spiritual universe in which you psycan = spirit reside, even
while you are visiting this physical universe.

To control life, we must start with that which is going to control life: you,
the psycan. Your life is your experience, all of your experience, both 
psycanic (mind and emotion) and physical. You are not a puppet of the 
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universe. You were designed to control your life = experience and to be able
to produce the experience that you desire to live. You were designed to
CREATE your life, to CREATE your experience, and so experience what
you desire and choose to experience.

Many of your problems arise in life because you do not think of yourself as an
Aware-Will, as a spiritual being having a physical experience. You do not think of
your Self as Creator of your experience. Instead, you identify with your mind, or
your emotions, or your body, or your human roles—instead of with your spirit.
You think of your Self as a small, relatively powerless entity in a vast, uncaring, or
even hostile universe over which you have little influence.

These are paradigms, illusions which you yourself have created. These para-
digms cause you problems because you cannot control reality when you are caught
in an illusion. They also cause you to focus on things of secondary importance in
life while ignoring the important ones, including the highest purposes of your 
existence: the expansion of your BEing, the increase of your ESSENCE.

Now, let’s explore, a moment, your essence: Will and Consciousness.
First: Consciousness. All your experience is your consciousness at work. All

experience is the effect of energies on your consciousness. Close your eyes and
become as relaxed as you can. Take your time. Come fully into the present time,
the moment of now. Turn off your mind and focus on your breathing. It will help
to watch your breathing. Just watch the air move in and out; feel it at your nose and
feel your chest expand and shrink. Do this for a minute or so.

Then, let your consciousness = perceptions expand to include all of your body.
No thoughts, no names, no labels, no analysis—just feel your body directly and the
space immediately around your body out to about a foot. Just feel this space and
your body in it. It is normal to get some negative emotion while doing this—
sadness or anxiety are very common. In that case, don’t close down, resist or 
withdraw. On the contrary, open yourself more and just feel as much as you can
whatever emotional energies are there. Feeling them flows their energy out from
you and discharges�discreates them. Your resistance, your negation to feel them,
causes their persistence. See how long you can maintain your consciousness
focused on and experiencing any negative energy, before you slip off into mind,
non-confront, and forget what you are trying to do.

End of exercise.
Now let us examine Will. Will is force; it is Power. It is the ability to move 

energy. There are many degrees of Will. There is the Will that you exercise when
you choose to lift your arm or go somewhere. There is the Will that you exercise
when you commit to a relationship or to a goal.

Will requires resistance to experience and to grow. The more negative energy
that there is against you, the more Will that you have to use to overcome the 
resistance and move yourself. For example, surely you have had the experience of
having to get up early after not having slept enough. It almost physically hurts to
get out of bed, and you have to use your will-power to do so. Another common
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use of will-power is in physical exercise, foot races for example. You become tired,
and your body and lungs are screaming, “Stop! No more!” But you keep running
against the pain on sheer will.

Will is your Creator force, the ability to form and move psycanic energy; and,
therefore, to create your psycanic experience including love, joy and happiness.
You can also use Will to call forth that which you wish to manifest in the physical
universe.

Here is a creation exercise to play with your Will. This is an advanced process
so it may or may not bite on you if you are a beginner at working with your inte-
rior energies. Bite means to activate and move your energies to a degree sensible
to you; it means the process is working for you. Whether you can sense this
process working or not depends on the power of your will and your concentration
and on the sensibility of your consciousness = ability to feel. These vary greatly
from person to person, and are developed as you apply psycanics.

You can do this exercise with Love, Strength, Power or any other quality of
BEing you would like to start creating in your life. I have chosen, arbitrarily,
Richness for this example. (By rich, I do not mean just money—but a life rich and
abundant in rich experiences and all that you desire).

Make yourself rich now, in present time. Will richness into you, into your
BEing. Be very clear here: I am not talking about thinking that you are rich; I am
not talking about imagining or pretending you are rich, or saying or affirming that
you are rich. I am talking about generating an energy of BEing and feeling rich. I
am talking about WILLing yourself rich and abundant right now. Will richness and
abundance into you, now.

This does not require words, and in fact, it is best done with pure intention,
with will-force, not with words. Furthermore, it is not possible to explain very well
how to do this. There is, however, something in you that knows how to do this.
Just do it.

Your experiential result on doing this process can vary. Your experience will lie
along a spectrum from the activation of negative energies such as sadness; to no-
change in your experience (common for newbies to interior energy work); to joy
and an experience of greater richness. You may feel your energy rise and feel joy
and love. Or you may feel pressures and masses moving in your head or body. Or
you may feel a negative emotion such as sadness or anger. Or you may be blocked
and feel nothing.

Again, the results of this exercise will vary greatly from person to person and
may be difficult for beginners to interior energy work to perceive. How to do this,
and the reality of the results will also increase once you have taken the Psycanics
courses on Power, Creation and Manifestation.

You can also do this creation exercise with Love. Will Love into you. Love 
yourself by your will to do so. Will: “I love me.” Will to BE Love: “I am Love.”
Contemplate: “I open myself to the Universal Love;” and “The Universe loves
me.” Positive energy may activate negative counter-energy, so it is normal that this
process activates sadness. That sadness has to be discharged in order to experience
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the Love underneath, but that is beyond our discussion for the moment.
It took me a long time before I could break through my blocks to Love and

actually feel this process working. And when it did, I spent months discharging
sadness (AntiLove) before I could feel Love positively. However, now, I can flood
myself with Love and Joy (they are the same thing) at will.

End of exercise.
So: WAKE UP!
Wake up from your slumber in this physical reality. Feel yourself, your “I,” your

“I AM.” You are an immortal spirit, a point of Aware-Will, a psycan, incarnated in
a human body. You are here to experience; you are here to play. You are here to 
pursue your Destiny, and to create and enjoy whatever you choose—once you
remember how. (And I say “remember,” because as an immortal spirit, you already
know all this.)  

If you are creating things you don’t want, first admire your creator power: how
real have you made all those things that you don’t want? How real have you made
your negative emotions? Or your bad health? Or your lack of money or a job you
dislike? 

You have the same power to make real in your life whatever you choose:
loving relationships, health, and wealth. The Power is within you. You lack only the
Knowledge of how—a deficiency that we are starting to remedy with this book.

You are an Aware-Will, a “psycan.” Your highest elements of BEing are Will
and Consciousness. Will is the ability to create and Consciousness is the ability to
experience that which has been created—and to discreate that which is not desired.

You are the CREATOR and 
you are the EXPERIENCER

of that which you have created.
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Chapter 4

A Few Fundamental Concepts

Before science, people lived in ignorance and superstition, and therefore with-
out power. Science is way of modeling life, so that you can take control of it.

Psycanics, as does all science, teaches you to look at and think about the world in
a certain way, a way that gives you power over it. This chapter is an introduction to
some basic concepts that you need in order to be able to look at life from the 
psycanic viewpoint. This is only a brief explanation. Each of these concepts is
extensive and is covered more fully in other works.

Energy
Everything that exists is made or formed of energy, including solid matter. The

universe is made of energy, whether fluid (radiation) or static (matter). Einstein
demonstrated this for solid matter with his famous equation: E = mc2. The 
concept of energy includes matter.

The universe is organized, ordered and lawful, not chaotic. All energy obeys
exact laws. Since everything that exists is energy, everything that exists operates by
law. Science as Knowledge is, in effect, the laws of energy, including of the rigid
energy that is matter. In the final analysis, both physical and psycanic science are
about the nature and control of energy.

“Everything that exists” includes your thoughts and emotions, happiness and
pain. These are all energies and your experience of energies. Your thoughts and
emotions are masses of energy. Masses of static or “rigid” energy is the definition
of matter, of things. Your thoughts and emotions are things; they are objects.
As such, you can control them.

Your thoughts and emotions are lawful: they obey specific laws and principles.
The understanding of these laws gives you power over your mind and your 
emotions, and that power is our objective. Only by achieving power over your
mind will you achieve power over your physical world.



Summary:
• Everything that exists, both physical and psycanic, is energy.
• All energy—and therefore everything that exists—follows the laws of

the cosmos. Everything operates according to laws of cause and effect—
including your BEing, mind and emotions.

Experience
Your experience is everything you perceive, feel, and live. You have experiences

on many levels. Your mental experience is the perception of, the experience of,
your mental energies = objects, that is, of your thoughts, ideas and memories. Your
feelings are your experience of your emotional energies. You experience your body,
and through your body, you experience the physical universe.

Some of the Laws of Experience are:
• There is only experience. Experience is the only thing that exists.
• Life is experience. Your life is all your experience and nothing more.
• You know something, and that something is real for you, only to the

degree that you experience it, whether directly or through experiencing
other’s reports of their experience through any form of communication.

• The only motivation of all human behavior is to control experience.
• The primary experience is the experience of your own BEing, about

which you generate either self-love or self AntiLove. As we will later
show, your emotions are your love or AntiLove for Self according to your
Essence IDentities of the moment.

To understand the importance of the concept of experience, try to name 
anything that affects you, anything that is important to you—or for that matter,
anything at all—that is not an experience. Your life is your experience.

The objective of Psycanics is to teach you how to control your experience, both
your psycanic experiences and your physical experiences. You can learn to control
your psycanic experience of happiness, unhappiness, or pain without having to 
control the external world. This is a great power and a great freedom, including the
freedom from all suffering.

Two Universes
You exist and operate in two universes. Your experience = your life occurs in

two universes, two distinct areas of energy, each with its own set of laws. A 
universe is a space wherein all energies = things operate according to the same set
of laws, and therefore behave congruently and consistently. A universe is a place
of a certain kind or set of experiences: your physical experience is very different
from your mental experience. You are very familiar with the physical universe, with
physical space and light and heat energies and physical matter = objects including
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your body. All these are governed by the laws of physics, chemistry, and biology.
However, the physical universe is your second universe and is of secondary

importance. Your primary and more important existence takes place in a universe
of a higher order: your psycanic universe. Your psycanic universe consists of all
your psycanic energies = objects = realities. It is your interior world, your private
world of thought and emotion. It is the place wherein all your non-physical
experience occurs.

Your psycanic universe is a universe in every sense of the word. It is a space
around you in which you exist (you, the Aware-Will entity). That space contains 
psycanic energy = matter = objects = things = realities. It has its own time—time
that passes fast or slowly depending on whether you are enjoying positive energy 
or suffering negative energy. It is the space in which the energy-forms of your 
mind such as thoughts, ideas, memories, images, beliefs, and your emotions exist.

Remember that all of these items are masses of energy = objects = things, and
you can learn to control them. The fact that they are not physical in no way
reduces their importance nor their reality and impact on you. In fact, your
psycanic universe is equally real, more powerful, and more important than
your physical universe. It is not only the source of all your psycanic experience;
it is also your control panel for your physical universe. In your psycanic universe,
you can create what you want in your physical universe.

Your psycanic universe is more important than your physical universe for 
several reasons.

First of all, your psycanic universe contains all the things that are most impor-
tant to you—that which you most seek in life. It is the place of residence of Who
You Are, your IDentities, and of your personality, character, intelligence, Wisdom,
Power, Love and Happiness. Wisdom, Power, Love and Happiness are psycanic,
not physical; and these are the Essence of Spirit and are what you most seek.
Furthermore, they are not found in and do not come from the physical universe.

Your psycanic universe controls your physical universe. Your physical life 
conditions are the reflection of your psycanic universe. Your mind, your thoughts
and especially your IDentities (all of which are energized+/- by your emotions+/-)
determine what shows up in your life.

Your psycanic universe determines your physical universe. Your thoughts,
beliefs, values, ideas, visions, resistances, emotions, affinities, aversions, etc., attract
or block what you want or don’t want.

You must first learn to control your psycanic universe before you can control
your physical universe. You must gain power over yourself, over your interior,
before you have power over your exterior.
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Polarities
Many experiences, both physical and psycanic, are polarities. That is, they con-

sist of two opposing poles and a range of variations or degrees between those
poles. Some examples of physical experience polarities are: hot–cold, up–down,
light–dark, big–little, rich–poor, and strong–weak.

Some examples of psycanic polarities are Positive–Negative, Good–Bad,
Pleasure–Pain, Power–NoPower, Cause–Effect, Happiness–Unhappiness,
Joy–Suffering, Emotions+/-, Love–AntiLove, Success–Failure, and Rich–Poor.

Some of the Laws of Polarities are:
• For any form of polar experience to exist, both poles and polarities must

exist. You cannot have one polarity without the other. This means you
cannot have pleasure without pain, good without bad, success without
failure. One must exist in order for the other to exist.

• You can only know and appreciate one polarity of experience to the
degree that you have known the other. BUT…  

• It is not necessary to continue to experience a negative polarity. One 
experience of a negative polarity is sufficient for you to be able to 
appreciate the positive polarity.

• The price of ignorance of the nature of Polarities is suffering. All 
suffering is resistance to one side of a polarity, which means that all 
suffering is due to ignorance of how life works. Any person who does 
not understand and is not able to transcend polarities, particularly the
resistance to negative polarities, will suffer.

The concept of Polarities is extremely important in Psycanics, and we will refer
to and apply the concept many times in the future.

Cause–Effect
Both universes operate by the laws of Cause and Effect. The laws of Cause and

Effect are the essence of science. In your life, you are either at Cause, that is 
causing = creating your realities and experience, or you are at Effect. At Effect
means that your creations are impacting you and causing your experience, but you
are not aware of having created them. You feel that you are a victim of life with
little control over what happens to you. Thus, you are either Power-full, or power-
less, which is the condition of Victim.

Responsability
Responsability (spelled with an “a” in Psycanics) is the point of transition

between Cause and Effect. Response-ability is the acknowledgement of your
Cause in the things that you do, and the ability to respond to the things that 
happen to you. To respond is to act, and to act is to be Cause.
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VICTIM: A Victim is a person who believes that life mostly just happens to
hir without hir control. S/He believes that “shit happens” and that s/he has had
little to do with it happening—a condition of no Response-ability. Victim is a
belief of no Personal Power. Most human beings live in the condition of Victim.
Common behaviors of a Victim are complaining, blaming, guilting, and covert
manipulation of others.

You either live at Cause and are taking responsability for your experiences =
life, or you live assigning Cause = blaming others and life for your experiences.
Anyone who assigns responsability = blames others for hir experience assigns
hir Personal Power outside of hirself and creates hirself as the victim of others.
To become Powerful, to control your life, you must live in a condition of
Responsability for everything that happens to you, especially your emotions. Thus,
Responsability is a make-or-break point in life.
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Chapter 5

You Are The Creator of Your Mind—
and there isn’t one.

My object is to stimulate men and women to the discovery and perception of the
truth that “They themselves are makers of themselves” by virtue of the thoughts
which they choose and encourage; that mind is the master weaver, both of the inner
garment of character and the outer garment of circumstance, and that, as they may
have hitherto woven in ignorance and pain; they may now weave in enlightenment
and happiness.

—James Allen

Imagine the deepest, darkest jungle; a place that has never known the hand of a 
gardener or caretaker. The vegetation is wild and overgrown. The trees are 

twisted and gnarled and so thick overhead that they block most of the sunlight and
the jungle floor is dark. Few produce fruit and the little that they do is of poor
quality. Vines twist and turn and interweave every which way. The thorn bushes
stick out like islands in the weeds and waist-high grass slices you as you try to push
through it. The bushes and the trees are laced with cobwebs. Their creators stand-
ing guard on the edge. Vipers lurk about in the grass and slither between the tree
roots ready to strike anyone who should tread near. The air is buzzing with biting
flies, mosquitoes and other obnoxious insects.

Now imagine a palatial garden, well-tended and spacious. The original brush
has long since been cleared out and the weeds pulled. The trees, which were care-
fully selected, planted, and cared for have grown strong, straight and tall. They
were deliberately spaced so that adequate, soft sunlight filters from above creating
soft, pleasant lighting. Many are fruit trees, most heavily laden. The flowers,
especially chosen for their beauty, glow on all sides, sparkled here and there by the
flutter of butterflies. The lawn is manicured to look and feel like a fine green 
carpet. There are no dangerous animals or insects. Instead, birds chirp and flirt,
and squirrels and chipmunks dart hither and thither.

You are living at this moment in one of these scenarios. These gardens 
represent your psycanic universe, your interior life, the condition of your thoughts



and emotions. They represent the state of your mind and your emotions. Your
interior life is either light, airy, peaceful, love-ful and joyful; or it is heavy and dark,
a jungle of negative thoughts and painful emotions. For simplicity, I will speak in
terms of the two opposing poles, although most people live somewhere in
between and with a mixture of happiness and pain.

To use another analogy, your mind is the house that you live in. You literally live
inside your mind. Your mind is full of objects, your thoughts and emotions. They
are the furnishings that determine the beauty or ugliness of your residence.

What determines the furnishings of your interior space, the psycanic real estate,
the garden or the jungle wherein you exist? You do, which is what we will be 
proving in this book.

Your mind is like a garden or a residence in two ways:
First: You reside there; you are inside your mind. You may think that your

mind is inside you, but this is not so. You, the psycan, reside inside your mind.
Your mind is all around you = consciousness.

Second: You have to weed, plant, fertilize, and tend your mind. You have to
weed out useless thoughts and negative identities and all painful emotions. You
have to plant and water the flowers and the trees, i.e. the positive thoughts, identi-
ties and emotions that you wish to enjoy.

Many people take very poor care of their mind. Those who do not tend their
inner world will live in a psycanic world filled with useless, negative thoughts.
Negative thoughts beget negative emotions: anger, resentment, fear, anxiety, worry,
guilt, sadness, grief, depression, apathy, etc. Such negative experience is not neces-
sary. You can weed all of these out of your life.

You can consider Psycanics a manual for mental and emotional gardening. You
will learn to weed out all unpleasant experiences and to plant and maintain loving
and happy thoughts.

The Mind That Is Not
The first thing to understand about your mind is that there is no such thing as

mind. There are only thoughts, consciousness, and will. Look for a mind and you
can find only thoughts. To understand your mind that isn’t, we must first under-
stand what thoughts are.

Thought As Energy
Everything that exists is formed of energy. Thoughts are energies formed =

shaped = modulated to carry information, to be ideas or images. Thoughts are 
energy very much like the images on your television or your computer screen.
What you see on an electronic screen is modulated energy.
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You can also think of thoughts as mental photographs. You can think of them
as energy recordings of ideas, knowledge, and data. For example, you can think of
your memories as mental video recordings of what you have lived through in the
past. Your thoughts are recordings, modulations of your conscious energy field.

All thoughts are modulated energy. In the physical universe, we talk by 
modulating air to form voice sounds. In electronics, radio and television, for 
example, we modulate the carrier wave at the transmitter to carry the information
that we want to transmit, and it is received by the person listening or watching. In
photography, we use light to modulate the chemicals on the film to record images.

The fact that all your thoughts and emotions are energy is important because
all energy follows precise laws. When you understand those laws, you can create
and discreate any energy form. This means you will be able to create your thoughts
and emotions at will. You will be able to control your psycanic universe, weed it
and till it, and grow what you want to experience.

Controlling your psycanic universe is important for two reasons:
Happiness is living in the garden instead of the jungle. Happiness is living in an

interior world = psycanic universe that is clean and ordered and created to your 
specifications (by you, of course).

Your physical universe is the reflection of your psycanic universe. By control-
ling your psycanic universe, you can manifest the physical things and conditions
that you desire in your outer world.

Thoughts As Things, As Realities
All things are made of energy. Objects are masses of static or rigid-form 

energy. Thus, thoughts are things; they are objects. They have mass; they are 
matter. They have a life, a persistence in time, whether that persistence is a fraction
of a second or a lifetime. You can note the varying persistence of thought-matter
with knowledge and memories. Some data and some memories are soon gone
while others last a lifetime.

Let us introduce the concept of “Reality.” A “reality” is anything that exists,
and especially, that you experience. A reality is any form of energy that can cause
an experience, whether physical or psycanic. For example, if I throw a rock and hit
you, you would have no doubt that that rock is a reality because you experienced
it hitting you. In the same way, your thoughts and emotions are realities because
they cause you experience, psycanic experience. You create a thought-reality, and
then that reality causes you its experience. You experience that reality as an image
or information. You, psycan, create and can discreate realities.

Emotions are also realities. An emotion is a mass of energy, an energy form,
and, therefore, a reality. An emotional reality zaps you with its charge, and you feel
anger or fear or whatever the modulation of that energy mass is. Both your 
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physical and your psycanic universes are filled with realities = objects = things of
all kinds. What we seek is power over our realities: the power to create and discre-
ate realities, both psycanic and physical. That is the key to power over our 
experience, the only thing that exists for us.

You are the Creator of all your psycanic realities.
What you have created, you can discreate.

The Cycle of Existence
All things, both beings and objects, exist according to the Cycle of Existence.

The Cycle of Existence always has three stages:
1.- They begin (are created or born) �
2.- They exist or live; and �
3.- They end or die.

For example: 1- humans are born � 2- they live � 3- they die.
Thoughts and emotions are 1- created (by you) � 2- they exist and are experi-

enced � and then 3- they dissolve and cease to exist.
Of course, they only cease to exist if you are not resisting them. When you

resist them, you are energizing them which gives them more energy = mass = real-
ity = persistence. That is the basis of the Law: Resistance Causes Persistence.

In Psycanics, you will learn how to control at will the Cycle of Existence to
both create and discreate realities, especially, IDentities. By causing a reality to
complete its Cycle of Existence (be experienced), you cause it to cease to exist.

Returning to the analogy of your psycanic universe as a garden, because
thoughts and emotions are things, you can discreate = weed out the ones you don’t
want. You can plant and grow the ones you do want. This is important because
your thoughts, especially your IDentities, determine all the rest of your life. A 
little effort in your mind can totally transform your life. We will show how this
works later.

Now that you understand thoughts as energy = mass = matter = things =
objects, we can explain how it is that there is no such thing as mind.

The Physics Of The Mind
What we call the mind consists of the interaction of four elements.
Will: the force of the psycan that forms and moves energy. Your will molds,

modulates thought energy to the form, image or data representation desired. In
other words, you create thought forms. If you doubt this, see how many different
images of something—trees for example—that you can create = imagine.

After you have formed a thought out of energy, i.e. created it, you can 
manipulate it like any object. With your will, you move thoughts, compare them,
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analyze them, compute their consequences and then decide your course of action
(if relevant).

The second element is the creations, the thoughts = the mental objects = mental
realities themselves. We have already covered the nature of these.

Next is the psycanic space (universe) around you where your psycanic creations
= objects, your thoughts and emotions, exist and “hang out.” We divide this space
into two ranges or distances, Conscious and Subconscious = Unconscious.

Conscious: You, the spiritual being, the psycan, are a point of consciousness,
of perception of energy. Consciousness itself is an ultra-high frequency energy
field: you are that field, concentrated in the center. When psycanic realities are
close to your consciousness, within perception distance, you perceive = experience
them.

Subconscious: When the realities are “farther out,” outside of the range of
perception of your consciousness, they are beyond your perception = awareness
= experience= consciousness. They are therefore unconscious or subconscious.
There is no such thing as a subconscious as it is commonly thought of, just as there
is no such thing as a mind. The subconscious is all the psycanic space around you
full of old thought forms and emotional charges that are too far out from you, as
the center of perception, to be perceived at the moment. It is that part of the 
jungle out of your sight at any moment.

Your thought forms and your emotional charges are highly mobile. They can
be called into consciousness = experience deliberately, by Will, as when you want
to recall something. And they can be involuntarily triggered to move into your 
consciousness = experience by events in present time.

For example, when someone says something and you become angry, an anger-
energy mass has triggered and moved in on your consciousness = experience.
This triggering of old thought patterns and their accompanying emotional
charges is the source of all of your emotional pain in life. It appears that the
external event causes your negative experience, but this is an illusion. We will
examine the exact mechanism of all this later.

THUS, YOUR MIND IS: 
• Your Will: that force of BEing that forms thoughts which generate 

emotions. Will creates thought realities and manipulates them.
• The thought forms and emotion masses, your psycanic creations = 

realities, themselves.
• Your Consciousness: the ability to perceive = feel = experience psycanic

realities. This is the awareness energy field that you are as a psycan. You
perceive = are aware of = experience psycanic realities within the field.

• The Out-of-Consciousness Space around the psycan where psycanic
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realities, old thoughts and masses of emotional charge, exist and persist.
You can think of this space as a warehouse of psycanic creations =
objects, thought and emotion energy forms, that are too far away to be
perceived = experienced at the moment. You can call forth realities from
this space into consciousness, and they pop into your consciousness =
experience all the time involuntarily. These “pop ins” are the source of
your emotional charges.

Your mind is you, the psycan, the Aware-Will, causing = creating and 
experiencing your psycanic creations: thoughts and emotions. You create and
perceive your mental and emotional realities, warehousing the old ones around you
but out of perception.

Your personal physical world is then manifested out of your predomi-
nant thoughts and identities, conscious and subconscious, as energized by
your emotions, which are creative Love-AntiLove energy (as we will see later
in the text).
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Now that we have shown that there is no such thing as mind, we will continue
to use the word “mind” to refer to the interplay of these four elements. And we
will continue to use the word “subconscious” to refer to the location of those 
psycanic realities that are out of your experience at the moment.

As you progress in your study of Psycanics, you will begin to think about your
mind, your thoughts and your emotions, in a new way. You will begin to think in
REALITIES. A reality is a mass of energy—thought, emotional or physical—that
causes you an experience. You will eventually learn to discreate = terminate the 
existence of those realities you do not wish to experience and to create those 
realities that you do. This is the height of Power: the ability to create and discreate
reality and therefore experience.

You Are Cause
The next point we want to establish is that you are CAUSE3 over the contents

of your mind, i.e. your psycanic realities. One aspect of Cause is Determination.
You DETERMINE what is in your mind. You do this in either of two ways.

• You directly CREATE what is in your mind. You create your thoughts.
You create them by putting your attention = consciousness on something
and are willing or letting thoughts about it come to you.

Or:
• You DECIDE (the use of your Will) to import a copy of the thoughts =

ideas of others (e.g. beliefs, religions, political persuasions, opinions).
You may then create other DETERMINATIONS (opinions, judgments,

decisions, etc.) about those realities (whether created by you or imported). These
determinations are more of your mental creations about the ideas of others and
this takes us back to Point #1 above: creation of your thoughts.

If I tell you to think about trees, who decides whether or not to think about
trees? Who conjures the thought image of those trees? Who decides whether they
are oaks or pines or apples or junipers? Obviously, you do. You are sovereign in
your mind.

You may import the realities (ideas) of others by listening to or reading them
and making a duplicate copy in your mind, which is to learn them. They may have 
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3 CAUSE: Noun: Any agent of will, power, force or action that creates, forms, initiates,
decides, acts, moves, controls, changes, affects, or otherwise produces effects = results.
The “northern” pole of the Cause–Effect Polarity Spectrum. Responsability is the point
of transition between Cause and Effect.
Verb. tr.: The action of originating, starting, creating, controlling, changing, moving,
affecting, or effecting something. The action of producing an Effect.



not created those ideas, but you decide whether to make a copy for your mind (i.e.
learn them), and whether or not to retain an idea or use it in your own thinking.
You also determine whether those thoughts are true or false, good or bad,
interesting or useless—which is creating thoughts about thoughts.

Someone, such as parents and teachers, may have spent years trying to fill your
mind with ideas of all kinds. But you decide whether they are valid or not, whether
to retain them or not, whether to use them or not, whether to guide your actions
and life by them or not. You are CAUSE.

Even as a small child, you had to agree with what they told you in order for it
to become yours and affect you. I agree that a young child has little power of
discrimination, but this does not change the fact that the child has to agree, to
decide to accept that thought as true. And not all do. Given the same input, some
children will agree, and others will rebel, whether openly or covertly. In the ultimate
analysis, you, the psycan, are CAUSE over what is in your mind, even as a child.

There is nothing in your mind that you did not put there, either by creating it
or importing it. No one else has power over your mind. Can anyone make you
accept or believe something you don’t want to believe? Can anyone make you think
about something you don’t want to think about? Can anyone make you accept
something as true that you know as false? For example, suppose you are a Catholic
and someone comes along and wants you to become a Buddhist. Who determines
whether you change religions or not? Who is Cause, who is the final authority in
your mind? 

You are: You are the Creator and Determiner of the content of your mind.
Given that you are Cause, we want to look at what you are causing to exist =

creating, in your mind. You are Cause over your mind and your mind is the Cause
of all the rest of your life.

As we will see, you use your Will to create Who You Are, and that generates
what you feel (your emotions), what you think, how you behave, what you do, and
what you have. Your creation of your Self in your Consciousness, your determina-
tion of what you BE and not BE, is your primary creation in life, one that 
determines all others.

In other words, life is BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE. Your point of
control is your BEing and your BEing is a creation of your Will.

The General Content of your Mind
Your mind, especially your subconscious, is filled with many kinds of mental 

realities. Here is a list. It is not important that you understand fully at this time
what each of these are; just note the great variety of kinds of mental creations:

• IDentities (the most important of all realities)
• Images, mental pictures
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• Ideas
• Concepts
• Goals
• Purposes
• Programs
• Paradigms
• Beliefs
• Values
• Your morality
• Your ethics
• Knowledge
• Sciences

A few of these, identities and opinions for instance, are of extreme importance
to your life, and we will study them in the following chapters.

Manifestation in the Physical Universe
Your physical life conditions and your HAVE (what you have) in your physical

universe are the result of your psycanic universe. The content of your mind 
(identities, determinations, beliefs, character, personality, intelligence, creativity,
level of responsability, self-discipline, etc.) determines the quality of your life, both
your psycanic (interior) life and your physical life. Thus, your mind determines
your life. Your power lies in that you determine, you create, your mind = thoughts.

The power to manifest in the physical universe is a combination of several fac-
tors. One of these factors is that something must be real for you in your psycanic
universe before it will manifest = become real for you in your physical universe.
Real is a psycanic technical term that means “being experienced in present time.”

For example, suppose you want financial abundance, wealth. First create in
your psycanic universe the psycanic reality (the thoughts and feelings) that you are
already wealthy and secure financially and that you can spend money with no worry
about it. When you have that experience psycanically, when you are BEing the
appropriate IDentities, the physical universe will manifest that experience physical-
ly in the form of money.

Most people try to do this backwards. Insecure, worried, and afraid about
money and feeling that they don’t have and can’t get enough, they try to get money
to change their feelings. Their psycanic reality is that they don’t, or won’t, have
enough money. Therefore, they work hard in the physical universe to get money in
order to change their psycanic experience. This is backwards: first change your 
psycanic realities: identity, feelings and thoughts. Life is BE�HAVE; not
HAVE�BE. Create the psycanic experience of abundance and your physical 
universe about money will change automatically.



SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

There is no mind. What exists is the BEing = spirit = psycan, consisting of Will
and Consciousness, Cause and Effect, Creator and Experimenter; and hir creations
= thoughts. Thoughts are things, objects, made of psycanic energy. They are
thought-frequency realities.

Just as the human being molds energy = matter in the physical universe to 
create the objects = realities that s/he wishes to experience, so does the psycan
create hir psycanic realities (thoughts and emotions) by molding psycanic energy,
thereby creating hir psycanic experience.

All your psycanic experience (thoughts, emotions, feelings, etc) is the effect, the
impact of modulated psycanic energy masses = thought and emotion objects = 
realities on you as a conscious-energy field. That impactor stimulation of your
consciousness is your perception of them.

You Cause (create) your psycanic realities, and then you are at the Effect of
them. They then impact you, cause your experience and dictate your behavior and
actions which then determines your results in life. BE�THINK�DO�HAVE.

The contents of your mind define everything about you. They define who you
are, your values, beliefs, desires, morality, your feelings and emotions. You act in
accordance with all that, and your actions determine your results. This is represent-
ed by the formula:

BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE

Thus, you can control your life by controlling the contents of your mind. Your
most important psycanic realities, those that most control your life, are the NIR
masses buried in your subconscious. We will be studying these in depth. (NIR =
Negative Identity Reality—to be explained later.)

In the next chapters, we are going to examine certain thoughts that are causing
your problems and must be handled before we can get to the NIR masses.
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Chapter 6

You Are The Creator of Not Being the Creator—
and this is what kills you.

There is one type of mental creation = thought or belief that is superior to all 
others: IDENTITY.

An identity is any idea that you create about yourself. It is a determination of
self. Your identities are your beliefs or statements of I AM (this or that); and I AM
NOT (that or this) 

Most identities are polarities: they have a positive, affirmative side, and a nega-
tive, denying side.

Examples:

I AM STRONG <> I AM WEAK
I AM WORTHY <> I AM UNWORTHY

I AM POWERFUL <> I AM NOT POWERFUL
I AM WISE <> I AM FOOLISH

A few identities can be expressed as verbs, for example: I CAN <> I CAN’T
(which is really the same as I AM ABLE <> I AM UNABLE).

Your word is law in your psycanic universe. If you say you are weak or foolish,
you will BE. And BE is the start of the Causal Sequence of Life: BE�FEEL�
THINK�DO�HAVE.

The Causal Sequence works like this: Your self-created BE of WEAK will
make you FEEL weak and FEEL angry or sad about yourself for BEing weak.
Your mind = THINK, consciously and unconsciously, will then work overtime to
try to compensate for BEing weak. Your DO = Actions will become neurotic as
you try to pretend and convince yourself and others that you are not weak but
strong. All of the above, your resistance to I AM WEAK�negative
emotions�THINK�DO will sabotage your wisdom and ability to produce your
desired results = HAVE. A negative identity always produces a negative Causal
Sequence.

Identities are the controlling factor in your existence and, we will have much to
say about them later. In this chapter, we are concerned with one particular identity:



The Primordial Identity
Just as there is one type of mental creation that is superior to all others (iden-

tities); so too there is one identity superior to all other identities. And that is the
Primordial Power Polarity:

I AM CAUSE <> I AM NOT CAUSE.
I AM CREATOR <> I AM NOT CREATOR.

With the declaration = determination = belief that I AM NOT THE 
CREATOR, the creator is creating that s/he is not a creator. S/He is creating that
s/he is not Cause in life; that s/he has no Power. Notice that s/he is creator even
as s/he creates this.

This creation of identity does not change the fact that s/he is creator, but it
blinds hir to it, blocks the reality that s/he is the creator. Once the creator has put
hirself in this identity, s/he can no long perceive hirself as BEing the creator, and
will no long feel, think or act, as a creator. S/He has counter-created hir experience
of power and control over life. S/He will then live in the false reality and experi-
ence that s/he has little power over life; that life just happens to hir mostly beyond
hir control. S/He will feel hirself the victim of life, of others and of events.

Most of humanity operates in this identity most of the time.
The question is: Are you operating in it? To answer, examine your experience.
• To what degree do you feel that life just happens (“shit happens”)?  
• To what degree is it real for you that life is chance, luck, coincidences and

accidents?  
• Do you control your world or is the universe a giant machine beyond your

influence?  
• To what degree do you feel that it is hard to get what you want in life?  
• Do you feel out of control or helpless in life?  
• To what degree can you stand up, feel and say: “I am Captain of my Fate,

Master of my Destiny”?  
All of these experiences are the results of the Primordial Identity.
We have already shown that you are the Creator of everything in your mind.

We will later prove that you are the Creator of your emotions = FEEL and
show you the exact mechanism by which you generate them. We will also show that
the only motivation of all your behaviors and actions is to control your FEELing.

BE causes FEEL: The BE (identity) of I AM NOT THE CREATOR gener-
ates the FEEL = the emotions of anger, frustration, fear, sorrow, helplessness and
depression. It also generates an enormous THINK structure called the Fatal
Paradigm, which in turn leads to a neurotic pattern of behaviors known as the
External Quest. (Each of these has its own chapter later)

We are talking about Cause-Creator and Power over both your physical universe
and your psycanic universe. Of these, remember, the psycanic universe is much
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more important. It is where you create Who You Are, your BE, from which all the
rest of your experience flows, including your HAVE in the physical universe.
Control your psycanic universe = mind and the physical universe will fall
into place as you want it.

CAUSE <> EFFECT, and RESPONSABILITY
In the chapter Fundamental Concepts, we introduced the concept of

CAUSE<>EFFECT and the concept of Responsability as the transition point
between these two polarities. To the degree that you are blaming anyone or any 
circumstance for anything in your experience, you are assigning Cause to some-
thing outside of yourself. You are saying: “That person (or thing) is the Cause of
my problem, not I.” You are denying Cause; you are denying Responsability. If you
are not Cause, you can only be Effect. To be the Effect of negative things for
which you feel you are not Cause and have no control is the condition of Victim.

VICTIM
A Victim is a person who perceives hirself without Power, acted upon and 

controlled by forces beyond hir reach. The common DOs = behaviors of a
Victim include: Complaining, Blaming, Invalidating, Guilting4, Manipulating,
Irrespons-ability, and Blackmailing5. The victim tries to get others to change or to
act instead of doing so hirself.

A Victim lives in a lot of negative FEEL, in negative emotions such as Anger,
Frustration, Anxiety, Worry, Fear, Resentment, Sorrow, Depression and Apathy.
All negative emotions are the result of AntiPower identities that produce low
self-worth. Obviously, Victims tend to be unhappy people. The relationships of
Victims tend to be stormy and full of negative energies.

Look around your life and see if you can identity some Victims.
More importantly, look at your life and see if you are living in Victim.

As you can see, you must not take the CREATOR identity lightly. It is the
prime identity. It sets the whole course of your life. It opens or blocks your
power over life and your perception of yourself as in control or not. It is the basis
of your self-esteem, your relationships, and your ability to achieve your goals. All
these added together are important to your happiness.

To have Power over life, you must be operating from a consciousness of Cause.
You are Cause of your experience. Even when others really do things to you, you
are the creator of your FEEL and THINK about those things, and of your DO =
response to those things. You are always RESPONSE-ABLE and the creator of
that response (unless you are in Victim, for which you are creator and responsable
anyway.)
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5 Blackmailing is withholding love or support to control others, or threatening anything
in order to get what you want.



If you are not willing to recognize your Cause, to assume Responsability for
your life, for your BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE, then close this book and
go get your money back. There is nothing Psycanics can do for you. Psycanics is
only for Creators, to restore their power to create.

Exercise
Try the identities below on for size. Try them by relaxing, closing your eyes and

affirming them with your Will and your Intention to BE.
Note: The Intention to create a positive reality may activate negative reality =

identity masses already present in your sub-conscious. In this case, instead of
FEELing the positive, you will FEEL negative emotions and FEEL that the 
positive identity is not true. If this happens, just flow your negative energies; just
experience your experience without resistance. This discharges the negative 
realities (thoughts and emotions); it discreates them. Once you have discreated the
negative counter-reality, return to creating the positive reality, and keep energizing
it until it is real for you. This is a Creation and Discreation Technology technique
called CCC: Creation Counter Creation.

I AM CAUSE
I AM THE CREATOR OF MY BE (my identities)
I AM THE CREATOR OF MY FEEL (my emotions)
I AM THE CREATOR OF MY MIND (my thoughts)
I AM THE SOURCE OF MY DO = ACTIONS and BEHAVIORS
My THOUGHTS and ACTIONS DETERMINE MY RESULTS =
HAVE

Play with these. Start meditating on them, repeating and energizing them to
make them real for you. To have Power over life, they must become your realities,
your identities.

On the other hand:

If you are not Cause-Creator, then you had better go find out who is. You will
then have to spend your life following hir around and motivating hir to create for
you what you want. Otherwise, you have no way to get what you want in life. You
have no power.

It is a lot easier to just BE the Creator and do it all—your creation and discre-
ation of your realities�experience directly. A middleperson can only slow your
results.
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The Polarity Scale of Cause and Effect,
with the points of Responsability and Victim.

Cause is that which decides, 

creates, initiates, moves,

changes and controls other

things.
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� Manifest
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� Decide

� Act
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� Provoked
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EFFECT
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point between being Cause and

being Effect in life.
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to some agent outside of you.

Negation of Responsability for

anything in your life kills your

power to control that situation.

Effect is that which is created,

initiated, moved, changed and

controlled by an agent of Cause.
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Chapter 7

You Are The Creator of Good and Bad—
and there isn’t any!

The driving force of life is to avoid suffering and achieve happiness:

The Only Motivation of all Human Behavior 
is (one’s own) Happiness.

(This is a law of life proven for any human behavior—there are no exceptions.)

The driving force of ALL negative human behaviors 
is to avoid or end pain= negative FEELing = emotions.

The ultimate purpose of all your DOing in life is to move as high as you can
on the polarity scale of experience from negative FEEL = pain and suffering, to
positive FEEL = love and joy.

We are going to ignore Happiness for now, and concentrate on the negative
polarity, unhappiness and suffering. The first goal on the road to happiness is to
stop suffering. To BEcome joyous all the time, no matter what, is one of the goals
of Psycanics. You must understand the nature and mechanism of unhappiness and 
suffering in order to eliminate your experience of pain.

What is Suffering?  
You might answer that suffering is caused by, is the result of, negative events.

But this is not so. Suffering is never what happens. Suffering is how you FEEL
about what happens.

Suffering is FEELing, and your strongest FEELings are your emotions. Your
negative emotions are pain. Suffering is your resistance to your negative 
emotions, to your pain. Suffering is pain about pain. We will see later that your
emotions are not caused by events and show what does Cause them. At this point,
it is only necessary that you understand that your suffering is the result of your
emotions and only your emotions, not the events of your life.



The essence of pain is the negative emotions.

Note: The words “pain” and “suffering” in Psycanics always refer to psycanic
(mental and emotional) pain, unless specified as physical pain.

We all seek in life to avoid or end suffering. Knowledge is Power: Knowledge
= Science is the understanding of Cause and Effect and that leads to power and
control. To avoid, control and end suffering, we need to know what Causes pain
= what evokes negative emotions.

Therefore, one of the central philosophical questions of life is:
• What Causes pain? Or stated in other words:
• What is the Cause of the negative emotions?

Have you ever thought about the cause of suffering, of your emotions? Or
have you lived just blaming external things, people or events for your pain? Are you
aware that nothing outside of you can Cause your thoughts or your emotions?  

As long are you are living blaming external factors and events for your
pain, problems and suffering in life (i.e. creating yourself as a Victim), you
will never move to a position of Cause over them and so will never be able
to free yourself of pain and problems and will never reach any significant
degree of happiness.

One of the ways by which science finds Causes is to look for a common 
element among events. What factor, what element does all suffering have in 
common?  

What all suffering has in common is BAD. Everything that causes suffering is
BAD. When there is suffering, there is always something BAD going on. Don’t take
my word for it. Verify this in your experience. Try to find any negative emotion—
anger, fear, guilt, hate, depression, grief, etc.—that is not about or related to some-
thing BAD.

You won’t be able to: Negative emotions cannot exist in the absence of BAD.
A simple example: If I give you $100 bill; that is “good” and you are happier.

If I steal $100 from you, that is “bad” and you get angry = suffer. Now suppose
somebody had sent you that $100 bill contaminated with anthrax: now it is “bad”
that someone tried to give that $100. But I steal the letter before you ever open it.
I get sick from the anthrax, and in the investigation you learn that the anthrax was
meant for you. By stealing it, I saved you from death. Now, it is “good” that I stole
the bill from you, and you are happy about it.

Notice it is not the event, the giving or the taking of the money, which is the
deciding factor in how you feel—we have moved the money back and forth four
times. It is whether that particular movement was perceived as “good” or “bad”
that determines how you FEEL, not the movement itself.
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“BAD” is the Cause of all suffering.
It is impossible to suffer in the absence of BAD.

So our next question is:

Where does BAD come from?  
What determines = makes = creates something as “good” or “bad”?  

The entire nature and structure of BAD is enormous. Here we have space for
only one of the many processes and conclusions:

Imagine that you were to take any person, object or action and make a list of
all its REAL characteristics and properties. Real here means that you can objec-
tively measure them in some way, and that most people examining that thing
would agree that it does have that quality. If other people observing that thing are
not able to find that quality, or do not agree that it is so, then that quality is not
objectively real, but rather a subjective opinion.

For example, imagine that you are seeing dancing pink elephants and flying 
purple snakes. However, other people report they are not seeing them where you
say they are. We then know that those creatures are not objectively real, scientifi-
cally real, no matter how subjectively real they are for you in your mind.

Now take any person or object. You can note properties such as size, color,
shape, weight, temperature, movement, etc. You can measure these properties with
instruments. When you present the object to others, they easily confirm those
properties. That thing and those properties are objectively real.

Now take the property or characteristic of BAD. Can you find and measure the
property of “BAD” in that person or thing? Can you get all others to agree that
that thing or person is BAD?  

No, you can’t. It is impossible to find or measure the characteristic of BAD.
You can’t find or measure it because it isn’t there in the object. Nor will you ever
get everyone to agree on what is Good and BAD because Good and BAD have no
objective reality whatsoever.

“BAD” does not exist outside the human mind. There is no Good or BAD in
the objective world. No thing, person or event has the property or characteristic of
BAD. BAD is another creation of your mind, and it exists only in your mind. It
has the same reality as pink elephants, flying purple snakes and Santa Claus.

In a previous chapter, we have shown that you are the Cause, the creator, of
everything in your mind. Where is BAD?  In your mind, and only in your mind—
and you are its Creator.

BAD is always an opinion, a point of view, a subjective reality. It depends sole-
ly on who is looking and from where they are looking. We can illustrate this with
a Chinese story:
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GOOD? BAD? WHO KNOWS?
There was once an old man, so poor that all he had in this world was his
son, a parcel of rocky land, the shack they lived in, and a stallion. Horses
were valuable in that land, and his son used the stallion to plow the hard
ground. Thus, they survived, barely, on what they sowed and reaped.

Then one day, the stallion ran away into the hills. The neighbors heard of it
and came to commiserate with the old man. “Oh, look how bad this is!,”
they clamored. “You have lost your magnificent stallion and can no longer
work the land. You will surely die of starvation. This is truly terrible.”

And the old man said: “Good? Bad? Who Knows?”  

The next week, the stallion returned, leading five mares.

Again the neighbors came, this time to rejoice. “Oh how good, how 
marvelous is this!” they exclaimed. “You have gone from certain death to
considerable wealth. You have five mares to breed. You will soon be rich!
How wonderful!”

And the old man replied: “Good? Bad? Who Knows?”  

The next week, the son was breaking the mares in to the saddle when one
threw him, fracturing his leg.

The neighbors came again: “What a tragedy!,” they lamented. “Your son
can no longer work. There is no one to tend the field and harvest the crops.
You are facing certain starvation. This is bad; very, very bad!”

And the wise old man only replied: “Good? Bad? Who Knows?”  

Later that month, the army marched through the region conscripting all the
young men for the war.

Again, the neighbors gathered at the old man’s place. “The army has taken
all our sons!,”  they cried. “They will be killed in the war, and we shall never
see them again. But you!  Your son they did not take because his leg is 
broken. How is it that God has blessed you with such good?”

And the sage said only: “Good? Bad? Who Knows?”

For anything you think is BAD, I can find a viewpoint from which it is Good.
Anything.
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For an example, many people consider physical pain bad. But physical pain is
your body’s way of announcing that something is wrong, and that it needs atten-
tion. It is notifying you in terms difficult to ignore that there is a threat of damage
or death. Imagine that you grab a hot poker, but it doesn’t hurt. You don’t notice
anything wrong until you smell burning flesh and see smoke curling up from your
hand. It is the instant, sharp pain of burning that saves you from much more seri-
ous damage.

Or, imagine that you have an infection or a tumor, but no pain. How would you
know to get treatment in time to cure it?  You could have cancer and not know it
until long after the point where it is curable.

Throughout life, physical pain saves you from worse damage and from death.
So, is physical pain BAD?  Obviously, not. You could not survive long in this world
without physical pain.

Another example of how BAD is always a point of view and never an objec-
tive reality:

• The thief who robs your house considers that Good; you consider that
BAD.

• You spoil his robbery attempt: he considers that BAD; you consider it
Good.

• He is arrested: you consider that Good; he considers it BAD.
• He escapes: he considers that Good; you consider that BAD.

There is no objective reality of Good or BAD. It is always a personal 
opinion, a viewpoint, a particular and individual creation of the human mind.

BAD does not exist 
(except in your mind by your creation).

It is not (objectively) REAL.

Thus BAD is, in addition to a mental creation:
• A falsehood, a lie.
• An illusion, or worse: a hallucination, a delusion.
• A projection on and a distortion of reality: irreality.

Note: In Psycanics, the word BAD is always in capitals to remind you that it is
a delusion; and that there are negative consequences of creating it.

Thus, the capitalized word BAD in Psycanics means the: mental creation =
opinion = lie = illusion, hallucination and delusion of BAD and all its nefarious
and insidious consequences, of which there are many and they are immense.

How do you hope to be effective Cause over reality when you are dealing with
a hallucination—one that you created?  
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What would you call a person who lives insisting on the reality of a hallucina-
tion? For example, someone who insists s/he is pursued by flying purple snakes?
Would you not call hir insane, crazy?  

The majority of the human race lives in an even greater hallucination: BAD.
Thus, most humans are quite insane. If you don’t think humanity is insane, take a
good look at the events and conditions on the planet.

Weaseling
Some people try to weasel out of their responsability for creating BAD by

claiming that BAD is determined by God or a sacred book or their religion or the
civil laws, or some other authority outside of themselves.

We will not cover here whether a supernatural being ever wrote the Bible, or
has ever defined Good or BAD in any way. Instead, we will explore Cause and
responsability for BAD.

The question to such people is: Who is Cause in deciding to use the Bible (or
whatever authority) as their criteria of Good-BAD?  

The answer: They are, of course. Each person decides to use any given 
authority—i.e. somebody else’s moral or legal code—for hir value (Good-BAD)
system. You and only you decide what code to use.

The fact that you are choosing, buying into, an off-the-shelf, pre-packaged,
brand-name code originated by others in no way changes the fact that you are
Cause in deciding to use that as your standard of what is Good and what is BAD.
No matter what anyone decides to use for hir criteria of Good-BAD, s/he is who
decides and that decision = determination itself establishes Good and BAD—for
hir.

It is impossible to escape the fact that you are the final judge of Good and
BAD. Even when you adopt a prepackaged code, you cannot evade the respons-
ability for choosing it and therefore the responsability for creating Good-BAD, and
what is Good and BAD in your life. You are always the Creator of Good-BAD.

Notice that no matter what code you put forth as the “true” one—religious
texts are a common example—the majority of the people on this planet do not
accept and do not use that code. There is no majority agreement on Good and
BAD, much less total agreement. You will never get agreement from others on
Good and BAD. It simply has no objective reality. It doesn’t exist outside the indi-
vidual mind.

People argue endlessly about what is Good and BAD, something for which
there is no, and there never will be, proof. The question itself is a delusion, a ques-
tion about something that does not and can never exist. Psycanics recommends
that you transcend the entire concept, transcend the illusion, if you want to find
Truth.
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By the way, this also resolves one of the oldest and most frustrating of all 
religious dilemmas: How can an All-Powerful, Good God create or even allow
BAD?  To do so, to Cause or allow BAD, makes the Causal agent BAD. A God
who creates or permits BAD is therefore BAD.

The answer is simple. The SUPREME BEING does not create BAD; people
do. The CREATOR understands polarities and does not operate in the polarity of
Good and BAD. She is beyond all polarities. The CREATOR just creates and loves
it all. People label = create things and events Good or BAD. If an all powerful
SUPREME BEING thought something was BAD and therefore should not exist
(the definition of BAD is that which should not exist as it is), it would not exist.
Therefore, the SUPREME BEING has no opinion of BAD.

This brings us to one of the most important laws and acronyms in all
Psycanics:

Law:

NIsGOB-CarPriCon: Nothing is Good or Bad—and everything, every action,
every entity, has Characteristics, Prices and Consequences.

I suggest you memorize this law and meditate on it. Its implications are 
profound. It is the gateway to Liberty, Love, and Power.

Most humans, of course, live in a world in which almost everything of any
importance is divided into Good and BAD. Most humans believe that Good-BAD
exist in the world independent of themselves.

Here you can see clearly the Fatal Identity; I AM NOT CREATOR, at work.
To most humans the idea that they are creator of Good and BAD is preposterous.
They deny Creator and blind themselves—worse: they lock themselves into a 
hallucination. This is the Fatal Identity in operation. The denial of creation kills
your awareness and your power, and sends you to the condition of Effect and
Victim of your own creations. The denial of the creation of BAD locks you
into suffering and slavery to your hallucinations.

You are the Creator of BAD. BAD is a lie and an illusion. Nothing per se is
Good or BAD. Something may be positive or negative, or love or AntiLove, but it
is never BAD. Psycanics evaluates in terms of the Love-AntiLove polarity and in
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NIsGOB & CarPriCon:
Nothing Is Good Or Bad—and everything, every

action, every entity, has Characteristics, Prices and
Consequences.



terms of positive-negative, not in terms of Good-BAD. The differences are 
critical.

To quote Shakespeare: “Nothing is good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” In
the next chapter, we will see why it is so “bad”—why it is “hell”—to create BAD.

Note: Life cannot function without the Value Polarity. The Value Polarity 
consists of positive and negative, and of Love and AntiLove. Good and Bad is an
insidious distortion of the Value Polarity. Instead of Good-BAD, you can use
Positive-Negative and Love-AntiLove to control your life.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

YOU ARE THE SOLE CREATOR OF GOOD AND BAD
in your life—and they don’t exist outside of your mind.
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Chapter 8

How You Create Your Pain and Suffering

This book is about creation, all your creations. In Chapter 6, we began explor-
ing how you create your pain and suffering in life. That led us into Chapter 7,

your creation of BAD. In this chapter, we continue to explore unhappiness and
suffering and how you create  it. Only when you understand how you create it, can
you stop creating it.

We return to the question: what are unhappiness, pain and suffering?
(Remember that “pain and suffering” in Psycanics always refers to psycanic 
experience, to mental and emotional pain, unless physical pain is specified.)

Most people will say that pain and suffering is having to live through BAD
events, for example, the death of someone they love. We said that this is not so.
Pain is never What Is, or What Happens (events). Pain is FEELing. Your pain in
life is always how you FEEL about What Is or What Happens. Pain is never events;
it is always how you feel about events.

Your most important and strongest FEELings are your emotions. Emotions
are the essence of FEELing, and therefore of happiness and unhappiness = pain
and suffering.

Positive emotions are happiness, negative emotions are unhappiness.
There is no other source, cause, or experience of Happiness +/- (happiness or

unhappiness) other than your emotions. If you doubt this, try to find any situation
in your life in which your pain or happiness was anything other than your feelings,
your emotions about anything.

The negative emotions are the essence of pain, the only cause of suffering. All
your pain in life is purely the experience of your negative emotions, not the events
themselves. Your suffering is your negative emotions, not the events of life.

EMOTIONS+/- = HAPPINESS+/-
UNHAPPINESS = PAIN = NEGATIVE EMOTION

Your emotions are the most powerful things in your life, the most powerful
force in your life. They are the essence of happiness and of unhappiness. They are



the motivation of all your behaviors, no exceptions. I can prove this statement as
an absolute of human behavior.

Given that the essence of unhappiness and pain is the emotions, it behooves
us to explore the nature of emotions and how we Cause = Create them. As always,
the knowledge of Cause leads to Power and Control.

What Are Your Emotions?
They are many things. First of all, your emotions are energies. They are 

psycanic energies—energies internal to your BEing; they are spirit-ual energy. Your
emotion energies have two important characteristics and purposes, one internal
and one external. As energy, they are both internal experience = FEEL; and, exter-
nally, motivating force to DO = act.

Internally, your emotions are the prime FEEL, the prime experience of life.
They are the elixir of love, happiness, and joy. Of course, for these experiences to
exist, their negative polarity, pain and suffering, must also exist. Unhappiness,
Pain and Suffering (abbreviation UPS) is the price you pay for the possibility of
Happiness and Joy. Thus, the internal function of the emotions is FEEL.

Secondly, and “externally,” the emotions as energy are a motivating force. They
are the motivation and impulse to act in the world. They are e-motion = energy in
motion. These are all related concepts: motivation, motive, motor, motion, and
movement. All require energy. Thus, the external function of emotions is to impel
and move you to DO = ACT in the world.

Let us examine the emotions with this table:
Table 1. Characteristics of Emotion
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CHARACTERISTIC Positive Pole Negative Pole

FEELing = Experience 
= Happiness

Positive Emotions =
Happiness, Joy, Ecstasy

Negative Emotions = 
Pain, Suffering, Unhappiness

AFFINITY Positive emotion is affinity:
interest, attraction, and liking.

Negative emotion is negative
affinity = aversion: 
dislike, repulsion.

Motivation to MOVE

Positive emotion = 
motivation to move towards,

to approach, to reduce
Distance.

Negative emotion = 
motivation to separate, 

to withdraw and move away, 
and to avoid.

Result of MOVEment
is SPACE and Distance

To give Space to, and to want
to be in the same Space, to be
with, to have, to unite with =

Minimum Distance. e.g.
Marriage, sex.

Negative emotion is motivation
to deny Space, to avoid being in
the same space, to not be with

or around = Maximum Distance.
e.g. Divorce, to put in prison.

ACTION
Positive emotions impulse
actions that create, help, 
support, and grow things.

Negative emotions impulse
action to attack, to change, stop,

or destroy.



Your emotions are your primary FEEL in life, the essence of Happiness (and
by polarity, of pain). That is their internal function. Externally, they are your
impulse, motivation, motivating force to action (DO). That action may be to move
towards, to create or support, and to be with; or to move away, avoid, or to change
or destroy.

Observe that both situations, internal FEELing and external DOing are related
to Love+/-. Love as FEELing and Love as action. We will come back to this.

Your negative emotions are the only source of pain and suffering in your life.
To control, to avoid pain, all that you need to do is control your emotions.
Fortunately, you are the sole creator of your emotions, so that point of control is
already within you.

What Determines Your Emotions?
Your emotions have another characteristic: they are your internal, experiential

reaction to Value. Value is the polarity that expresses Positive-Negative and Worth
(including self-esteem). The concept of Value includes the polarity of Good-BAD
that is a distortion of the Positive-Negative polarity.

Value and Emotion are related—so much so that you cannot separate
Emotion+/- from Value+/-. You feel positive emotions towards Good things, and
negative emotions towards BAD things. This goes back to what we saw in the pre-
vious chapter, that it is impossible to enter into negative emotions without first
having created BAD.

The next table presents the Emotion Characteristics again, this time with Value
integrated. Notice that every characteristic is determined by Good or BAD.

Table 2. The Characteristics of Emotion from the point of view of Value+/-
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CHARACTERISTIC GOOD BAD

FEELing
Happiness, Joy, Ecstasy: 

you feel these about 
GOOD things.

Pain, Suffering, Unhappiness:
you only suffer for BAD

things.

AFFINITY You have positive affinity 
only for GOOD things.

You experience negative 
affinity = aversion only for

BAD things.

Motivation to
MOVE and Movement

You move towards GOOD
things.

You move away from and
avoid BAD things.

Result of MOVEment is
SPACE and Distance

You give Space to GOOD
things. You only want to 
be with, to have GOOD

things and people.

You deny Space to and 
avoid BAD things.

ACTION You only want to create and
support GOOD things.

You attack to change or
destroy BAD things.



Your emotions are determined by Good-BAD. And what determines Good
and BAD? You do, remember? (If you don’t remember, go read the previous 
chapter again.)

You are the Creator of Good and BAD, and these creations determine your
emotions. Your emotions are never caused by events, but by your evaluations, your
opinions, your hallucinations of Good and BAD about events.

Let us prove this with two examples about death, something most people
would say is a cause of suffering:

About 275,000 people die every day on this planet, almost 200 every minute.
Do you suffer from knowing that? Not at all. This proves that death does not cause
suffering. If it did, we would all be rolling on the floor in agony all the time.
(Nothing external causes your psycanic experience..)

Now imagine that your mother dies. Do you suffer? 
Depends. If you hated your mother, you are secretly, or openly, glad. If you

loved your mother, you may be grief stricken and suffer. (Even so, as we will see,
your mother’s death is not the Cause.)

Notice that it is not the event of your mother’s dying that causes the pain: the
event ‘death of mother’ is the same in both cases. It is your opinion = creation
about the death of your mother that determines your emotions. If it is Good that
she is dead, you celebrate. If it is BAD that she is dead, you mourn.

Who determines whether her death is Good or BAD? Obviously, you do.
Most people on the planet don’t have an opinion about it one way or the other.

All this is another example of the law that you are the Creator of all your 
psycanic experience; of all thought and emotion.

Nothing external to you ever causes your experience, your happiness, or your
pain. Nothing external ever causes your emotions, you do. And you cause the 
negative ones by creating BAD.

BAD � RESISTANCE � PAIN
When you create something as BAD, you are creating that it should not BE

as it is. This leads to the computation that it must be resisted, it must be stopped,
changed or destroyed.

To stop, change or destroy something requires energy, requires action. Remem-
ber that your emotions are motive energy for action? To move you to action, you
generate negative psycanic energies = negative emotions against the BAD.

You generate anger to move you, to put you into action to attack the BAD. Or
you generate fear to move you to avoid it. Or if it is inevitable, and you cannot
attack and win or avoid it, you can only generate grief to lament it.

It is this generation of negative psycanic energy, negative emotions, resistance to
BAD, which is your negative experience, your pain. This is the only source of suffering.
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Motivated and moved by your negative psycanic energies = emotions (e.g.
anger, fear, hate) you may then actually physically attack the BAD to change or
destroy it.

The “attack on BAD” on this planet has reached the proportions of nuclear
bombs and threatens to destroy us. (Thus, we are in danger of destroying ourselves
for a hallucination. Do you still think humans are not insane?)

Your negative emotions are your internal, psycanic energies that you generate
to resist BAD things. Your suffering is never the event. Your suffering is your neg-
ative emotional energy, your resistance to What Is as It Is. Your suffering is your
resistance to the events. That resistance can exist only in the presence of
BAD—and you are the only creator of BAD.

What Is, Is, as It Is.
Your unhappiness is never What Is = Reality.

You unhappiness is your Resistance to Reality.
(Resistance is negative energy, especially emotional energy.)

All resistance starts with BAD. You are the Creator of Bad. Thus, the “bad”
thing about creating BAD is that it sends you into negative emotion = pain; i.e. into
“hell.”

NIsGOB & CarPriCon.

It is not BAD to create BAD, and there are many and strong CONsequences
for doing so, e.g. the negation of love and the destruction of your happiness. The
CONsequence of creating BAD is suffering.

Law of Psycanics:

It is impossible to suffer without first having created an opinion of BAD.
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Taking Responsability for Creating Your Suffering
BAD is the trigger for all your negative emotions = suffering. You are the sole

Creator of BAD.
Who, then, is the Creator of all your suffering? 
That’s right: you! You are the Cause, the Creator of all your suffering, and you

do it by creating BAD.
This is tremendously good news! Because if you were not the creator of your

suffering; if your suffering were created by external events, then you would never
be able to stop suffering. No human being, including the mightiest kings and
emperors, has ever had much power over external events.

The good news is that, as you are Cause = Creator, you can learn to stop
Causing yourself suffering. This is precisely one of the teachings of Psycanics:
how to stop suffering. Part of the teaching is how to stop creating BAD.

That’s the good news. Now the bad news (even news has polarity!).
BAD doesn’t exist; it is a self-created illusion. It is really nothing, no-thing; and

no thing is really BAD.
So you know all that suffering you have done in life? It was for nothing! BAD

doesn’t exist; it is no-thing, and no thing is BAD. You have suffered for nothing,
for an illusion, for a hallucination—that you yourself created!

Since BAD is a hallucination, to stop suffering, just stop hallucinating. Stop 
creating BAD. And that is also the beginning of true Love, of Space, to all that is.
(Space is the next chapter.)

Change, Resistance and Persistence
Law: Creation is a process of energizing. All energizing gives more energy

to that which is being energized, thus making it bigger, more massive, more real,
and more persistent.

Law: The polarity of the energy is irrelevant. In creation, it doesn’t matter
whether the energy is positive or negative. Negative energy = AntiLove is just as
effective as positive energy = love in manifesting. Thus, fear will attract = manifest
the thing you fear. Therefore, all the time you are in negative emotion you are ener-
gizing = creating something “bad” = something you don’t want. Thus, you attract
(manifest) that which you resist, and what you resist, persists. These laws as regards
negative energy are often expressed as

Resistance Causes Persistence. (Symbol or formula: Rxx � Perxx.)

When you live resisting and struggling to change things—especially yourself—
instead of giving them Space to BE as they are and as they are not, you are
Causing those things to persist as they are, therefore making change difficult.
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When you resist, you stop the flow of life, which is Change. If you resist
something enough, you will actually give it sufficient energy to not just persist, but
to grow.

For example, if an angry person comes to you, and you resist hir anger with
your anger, you only increase hir anger and make it last longer. Children in rebellion
are resisting parents who are resisting them. Their conflicts will persist as long as
they resist each other. The resistance of the government to drug trafficking has
made drug trafficking a very rich, powerful and very persistent business. The 
resistance of the Palestinians to the Israelis and vice versa continues to grow the
severity of their problems.

You lose Cause over and become the Effect of what you resist. What you resist
begins to control you as you focus your actions on attacking it with your negative
energy—which is the only pain that exists. In other words, your resistance is your 
suffering. It appears that the thing or event that you are resisting causes your pain,
but that is just another illusion.

It is said: “Resist not Evil,” and now you know why: because
1. you will cause it to persist and even increase, and
2. you will suffer, because your negative energy is your pain.

You resist things because you have created them BAD. BAD is an illusion, a
hallucination. BAD is a lie about reality. Therefore, you suffer for your own 
hallucinations for nothing. The Truth—nothing is Bad—will set you free.

The Law of Change is:

The only Constant in Life—the only thing that 
doesn’t change—is Change.

Life is change. Nothing is permanent.
“This, too, shall pass.”

The Paradox of Change is:

When you try to change, you can’t, because you are resisting What Is.
When you stop resisting and give Space to What Is,

things will change naturally in the flow of life.

You cannot stop change, but you can learn to control its direction. That is one
of the secrets of Power: direct change with your mind. Another secret of Power
is: You cannot create what you want by resisting what you have. You cannot
become Who You Want to BE by resisting Who You Are.

All this is extremely important, because as you advance in Psycanics, you 
will begin to discreate all negative identities and energies from your BEing. This
discreation must start with NO-resistance to the negative of how you are and
emote, to your BE and FEEL.
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Creation
All creation is a process of energizing what you want to manifest in your 

experience = life. The process of energizing commences in your psycanic universe.
You must first make real, make it a reality, in your mind that which you want to
exist: you must create a vision of the final reality desired. To make something real,
you must put energy = mass = matter into it—on both the psycanic and then on
the physical level (if physical manifestation is desired).

Your thoughts = mental realities are communications to the INTELLIGENT
CREATOR ENERGY. They are the mental images and patterns that you commu-
nicate to the ENERGY, so that SHE knows what to manifest around you in the 
physical universe. This ENERGY, which is also the physical universe ITSELF (see
Cosmology), will then put within your reach all that you need to manifest your
desired reality in the physical universe.

Energy is mass and mass is reality. All creation is a process of energizing of the
psycanic reality (thought image) until it reaches the desired degree of reality =
mass, including in the physical universe.

Again, the polarity of the energy does not matter. Both Love and Fear mani-
fest what you are energizing with that love or that fear. You use Love = positive
energy for those things that you desire. You use negative energy (anger, fear, hate,
etc.) against the BAD things that you don’t want—which only serves to create
them and cause them to persist (Resistance Causes Persistence.) Thus, whenever
you are in a negative emotion energy, you are energizing = creating something that
you don’t want.

How much time are you letting yourself pass in negative emotions, such as
anger, fear, anxiety, worry, guilt, resentment, sadness, depression, etc? All that time
you are creating and persisting things that you do not want. Can you afford the 
luxury of permitting yourself to wallow in negative energy? 

So what is the solution to BAD and to suffering? Obviously, Love. Love starts
with Space—and that is our next chapter.
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Chapter 9

Space: That Most Important Creation of Nothing

The three main factors of BEing—including the Supreme BEing—and 
therefore of life are CAUSE = POWER, ENERGY = LOVE, and SPACE =

WISDOM.

When you understand these three factors, you will control your life.
The concept of Space is hard to communicate precisely because it is nothing:

no thing, no energy. Space is the absence of energy and matter. On the polarity
scales of energy and of Love, Space is the neutral point of no energy, between
positive and negative energy, between Love and AntiLove.

Thus Space is
• The end of negative energy and the beginning of positive energy.
• The end of resistance; Space is acceptance and tolerance.
• The end of AntiLove and the beginning of love.
• The end of negative emotions and the beginning of positive emotions.
• The end of suffering and the beginning of happiness.
• The end of the foolishness of resistance and the beginning of Wisdom.
• The end of Effect and the beginning of Cause.

When your mind = consciousness is empty of all thoughts and emotions, of all
energy—particularly negative energy—you are in Space. Of course, a totally empty
mind is very difficult to achieve, usually requiring a lifetime of daily meditation.

CAUSE = POWER

ENERGY = LOVE SPACE = WISDOM



However, there is one level of mental Space that you can achieve quickly if you
work at it: the absence of BAD.

When you are creating BAD, your consciousness is occupied by that creation
and by the negative energies = resistances that it triggers. When you are 
creating BAD, you have no Space: your Space is occupied by negative energy, by
the thought of BAD, all other negative thoughts, and by the negative emotions that
negative thoughts trigger. You are therefore denying Space to What Is to be As It
Is. Your Space of BEing is filled with your negative energies = AntiLove that is at
the same time your pain. Your are dense instead of Space.

Note: The abbreviation for psycanic Space is SP. SPace is sometimes writ-
ten with two capitals to remind the reader of its significance in psycanics.

Mental Space determines emotional Space. Emotional Space exists when 
your consciousness is clear of all ACTIVATIONS. An activation is the movement
of a subconscious mental-emotional energy mass into your consciousness = 
experience. You experience activations mostly as negative emotions: anger, fear,
grief, depression, etc., but these are always the result of negative identities, called
NIRs: Negative IDentity Realities. These identity masses are called NIR masses
and we will study them in a later chapter.

An Activation occurs when any event in present time triggers a NIR mass
(which is latent in your subconscious). That mass then moves from your subcon-
scious into your consciousness, and you experience the negative emotional energy
contained in the mass. Activations of old psycanic energy masses are the
source of 99% of your negative emotions and pain in life. A good part of
Psycanics is involved with how to discreate these masses.

BAD
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Space
In any energy spectrum, particu-

larly Love, Space is the point of

no energy or neutrality, the 

midpoint, between positive and

negative energy; between Love

and AntiLove.

Space is the gateway to Love.

Space is the make-break point

between Love and AntiLove.

Space is the beginning of Love.

BAD is the gateway to AntiLove.

ANTILOVE =

NEG. ENERGY =

NEG. EXPERIENCE= 

SUFFERING, 

UNHAPPINESS

SPACE =

absence of energy, no

creations or opinions,

absence of bad.

LOVE
POSITIVE ENERGY

POSITIVE EMOTION= 

POSITIVE EXPERIENCE= 

HAPPINESS



An activation, then, is the stimulation, the stirring up, of negative energies that
are latent in your subconscious. To be in Space is to be free of activations, of all
negative emotions. Thus, Space is the end of suffering. To live in Space is to live
free of all suffering.

BAD, a mental creation, is the trigger for all negative emotions. Therefore,
mental Space is the key to emotional space. The first level of Space is to maintain
your mind free of all your opinions = creations of BAD. This will help maintain
your emotional Space free of all resistance = negative emotions.

Space, non-resistance, is the only solution to negative energy. The opposite of
Space, resistance and negative energy, only leads to more negative energy. When
you throw negative energy against negative energy, all you get is more negative
energy. Nevertheless, most humans use negative energy against negative energy.
They try to solve (change, destroy) BAD things with negative energy and fall into
Rxx�Perxx. (Rxx�Perxx is the symbol for “Resistance Causes Persistence.”) 

Any time you want to change something, above all yourself—which should be
the main target of all your efforts of change—and you are creating BAD and 
negative emotion about it, you are in resistance. Your own resistance to reality is
the only source of pain in life—and a source of persistence of that which you wish
to change.

Laws:

Energy flows to Space.

Negative Energy = Resistance blocks the flow of Energy.

Resistance to negative energy stops flow and
causes the persistence of that energy.

Thus, Space permits the discharge of negative energy.
(whether the energy is your own or that of others).

As the discreation of a reality is a process of “de-energizing” it (discharging
and removing all energy = mass), Space is the entry point of all discreation.

Space as the end of negative energy is the end of AntiLove 
and the beginning of Love.

Discreation is a process of Love:

Love dissolves AntiLove.

These laws become very important when discreating your negative realities,
IDentities, and emotions. You cannot discreate what you resist. They are also very
important in human relations, as meeting the negative energy of others with 
negative energy, instead of with Space, only increases the negative energy in the
situation.
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Pardon and Forgiveness: An example of Space is Pardon or Forgiveness. To 
pardon or forgive yourself or others is to wipe out the negative energy = AntiLove
that you are holding towards that person. While you are maintaining negative 
energy, you are not in Space. To pardon is to restore yourself to a condition of
Space, of no negative energy towards that person.

You pardon someone, not for them, but for you. When you hold a grudge = 
negative energy, you are the one who suffers that AntiLove—your own. With 
pardon, it is your Space that you are cleaning of painful energies; you are return-
ing you to a condition of Space and Love and positive FEELing = happiness.

Psycanics says: “Life is as it is, and occurs as it occurs. Reality is What Is.” To
resist reality with your illusions of BAD is like banging your head on the wall to
change or move the wall. What do you gain by resisting? You only make yourself
suffer. Your resistance to the wall has very little effect on the wall, and only hurts
your head.

To change anything, especially yourself, start with granting Space to how it is,
or how you are. Accept it/you as it/you are: no negative energy, no resistance that
causes persistence. Then use Wisdom and Power and Love to create the changes
that you desire through CDT (Creation and Discreation Technology). You have
the Power to change both your internal (psycanic) and your external (physical) 
realities, but that Power is achieved by applying positive energy, not through 
resistance to the status quo.

Law:

You cannot create what you want by resisting what you have.
You must be in Space to what you have (What Is) 

in order to stop energizing = “persisting” it.

Yet this is how many, many people live—resisting reality. Many people live
resisting things in themselves, in others and in the world. They resist some of their
own thoughts, most of their negative emotions, some of their habits and 
character traits, their bodies, their jobs, etc. They resist others and their religions
and politics, and crimes, drugs, abortion, etc. All resistance only causes the 
persistence of that condition or situation in their lives.

Creating Space
Although in Psycanics, we often say, “create Space,” you don’t actually create

Space: Space is nothing and you can’t create nothing. You “create Space” by not 
creating anything that would occupy your Space—in particular BADs, which in
turn trigger negative energy = resistance = AntiLove. Or, if you have already 
created such things that are occupying your Space, you discreate them to restore
your Space.
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If you have lost your Space by generating negative energies, you can return to
it by discharging = discreating the negative energies, including BADs, and especially
the causal identities (NIRs) and all activations. (We will see later the entire mecha-
nism of how you generate negative identities and negative energy.) The procedure
for discreating realities in Psycanics is called CDT: Creation and Discreation
Technology. On discreating whatever is occupying your Space (BADs, negative
emotions, resistances, activations, NIR masses, etc.), you become Space again.

Your original spiritual nature is Space—as it is the nature of the SUPREME
BEING. The SUPREME BEING is Space to everything that exists. Were IT not
Space to something; were IT creating BAD and resistance to something, that
something would not exist—what could withstand INFINITE POWER against its
existing? 

You are a BEing “made in image and likeness” of the SUPREME BEING; i.e.
your essential nature is also Space = Love. Where you have lost Space, it is because
of your own creations, starting with the creation of BAD which leads you into Rxx
�Perxx to other creations. Thus your own Rxx�Perxx loads you and your FEEL
up with old, useless and negative creations.

Psycanics is about digging yourself out of all your old psycanic resistance mass
and returning to Space = the beginning of Love and Happiness. This digging out
includes the discreation of all the negative realities and identities in your BEing to
return you to your original nature of Wisdom, Power and Love. A truly spiritual
BEing is mostly Space. Psycanics is about freeing yourself from your negative 
creations and returning to BE Space.

Until you learn how to discreate, practice Space by giving yourself, others, and
all things and events the Space to be as they are and to not be as they are not.
Do this by not creating BAD. Recognize that everything that exists is valid and has
the right to be.

Everything that exists has the SUPREME BEING’s Space to BE as it is. The
CREATOR is all-powerful and omnipresent. If SHE did not want something to
BE, it would not BE. Who are you to so arrogantly contradict the decisions and
the permission, the Space = Love, of the CREATOR? 

Love starts with
giving yourself and others the SPACE to BE 

as you/they are, and as you/they are not.

The opposite of Love is AntiLove, which includes all forms of negative 
energy = resistance to stop, change or destroy What Is As It Is (after you have
painted it BAD).

Thus one of the opposites of Space is Resistance. Your pain is never What Is:
your pain is your Resistance = AntiLove to What Is, which negative energizing
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only increases its Persistence. Your own AntiLove is your suffering. The only pain
that exists in life is your experience of your own AntiLove = Rxx.

Love starts with giving all things the Space 
to BE as they are, and to Not BE as they are not.

Love is Happiness.
Space is the beginning of Love.

Thus, Space ends pain and is the beginning of Happiness.

That which most needs your Space is you.

Furthermore, you can only give Space to others 
to the degree that you give Space to yourself.

You can only Love others to the degree that you Love yourself.
You are the Creator. You decide what will be for you:

Resistance, AntiLove and pain—or Space, Love and Happiness.
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Chapter 10

The Causal Sequence of Life

Your life works according to the Causal Sequence. You can not escape the 
domination of the Sequence. However, you can understand it and control it—

and therein lies great Power.
The Causal Sequence is:

BE�FEEL�THINK�RELATE & DO�HAVE 
(abbreviated BFTRDH)

The Causal Sequence can also be expressed

IDENTITY�EMOTION�THOUGHT�ACTION�RESULTS

Each word in the first equation is equal to the corresponding word in the 
second equation.

Note: The concept of DO = ACTION and BEHAVIORS includes RELATE:
how you act and react to others. Likewise the concept of HAVE includes not only
material things, but also includes the quantity and quality of your relationships.

Life is BE, FEEL, THINK, DO and HAVE. All your experience, everything in
your life, occurs in these five areas. There are no other possibilities.

One of the beauties of the Causal Sequence is that you can control the entire
sequence by controlling only the first element: BE = IDentity.

The CAUSAL SEQUENCE of life states that each element in the Sequence
determines the following elements:

Your identity determines = Causes your emotions. This is expressed with the
formula:

BE�FEEL

Your identity plus your emotion determines what and how you are thinking.
BE�FEEL�THINK

Your identity, emotions and thinking together decide and guide your actions.
BE�FEEL�THINK�DO & RELATE



Your actions, obviously, produce your results, your HAVE: DO�HAVE, never
forgetting that DO includes RELATE and is the result of all that precedes:

BE�FEEL�THINK�DO & RELATE�HAVE

The Causal Sequence states that everything in your life: your emotions, your
thoughts, your behaviors and actions, your relationships, and your possessions
emanate from your BEing = IDentities. By learning to trace back anything in your
life to the causing identity and then changing that identity, you control all the ele-
ments of the Causal Sequence and therefore your life. The Causal Sequence and
how it works, and how to change it are one of the major subject areas of
Psycanics.

There is nothing in life more important or more powerful than WHO YOU
ARE, the psycanic IDentities with which you are operating. (The concept of
“psycanic IDentities” as opposed to other kinds of identities will be presented in
the next chapter.)

There are two sides to the Causal Sequence. The positive side is creating 
yourself as you wish to BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE. By BEing Who You
Want to BE, you will naturally love yourself—and that self-Love is the basis of all
good FEELings and happiness. BEing and FEELing thusly, you will naturally
think positively, expansively and creatively. When your THINKing is positive, your
actions (RELATE & DO) will be loving and effective; and you will produce the
results that you desire. Control your BE and life works like a dream.

The opposite polarity, the negative side, makes life a nightmare: Your BEing 
negative identities such as: weak, unable, failure, stupid, less than, unworthy, etc.
produces a negative sequence. Negative identities are the only source of negative
emotions, as we will show later. When you are operating in negative identities, you
will AntiLove yourself, and others, with anger, fear, hate, sorrow and depression,
etc.

When your FEEL is negative, so will be your THINKing: angry, contracted,
egotistical, fearful, unreasonable, and you will make unwise decisions, both about
things and about people. You will act in negative ways that estrange the good will
and cooperation of others. All this makes it difficult to get = HAVE what you
want.

Furthermore, you have little choice in the matter except to choose your BE =
IDentity. Positive BE will execute a positive Causal Sequence, and a negative BE
will produce a negative sequence unless you really strive to control your negative 
emotions and actions. Few people are able to for long. The only thing you can 
control is the BE = Identity.

When you are first exposed to the Causal Sequence, it may seem overly simplis-
tic and short on logic and proof. However, I assure you that it is the Formula of
Life, and it is powered by the strongest drives in human nature: the drives to Love
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and to Power. Above all, it is powered by the strongest force in existence: the
ESSENCE of BEING (Wisdom, Power, Value and LoveJoy) and the drive to BE
ever more ESSENCE.

Archimedes, the Greek mathematician and physicist, is reputed to have said
that given a fulcrum and a long-enough lever, he could move the earth. The Causal
Sequence is the level and fulcrum for your world—more than move it: you can 
re-shape it to whatever you like.

Let us define briefly what we mean by each term:

BE = IDENTITY: Your BEing consists of everything that you are BEing and
not BEing. Your BEing is the totality of your IDentities. IDentities are statements
of “I AM (whatever)” and “I AM NOT (whatever)” that you decide = create about
yourself. We will take up IDentities in the next chapter.

FEEL = EMOTION: FEEL includes all feelings and emotions, both positive
and negative. FEELing includes joy, enthusiasm, rejoicing, interest, delight,
affection, attraction, aversion, anger, fear, anxiety, panic, phobia, worry, guilt,
resentment, hate, sadness, sorrow, depression, grief, mourning, regret, boredom,
apathy, and any other sentiment of any kind. As we saw in a previous chapter, your
emotions are Love, that is a polarity of PosLove and AntiLove.

THINK = THOUGHT = MIND: THINKing is the creation and manipula-
tion of thoughts; it is everything that occurs in the mind. This includes ideas,
concepts, desires, goals, plans, dreams, memories, opinions, knowledge, learning,
values, beliefs, dogmas, programs, paradigms, visions, imagination, creativity, intu-
ition, etc. It includes telepathy and any other psychic experience or ability. It does
not matter if you believe psychic phenomena exist or not: if they do exist, they fall
in this category. Mind includes all the content of your subconscious and your
unconscious. That content consists of your mental realities, masses of psycanic
energy modulated to contain data and images.

DO = ACTIONS = BEHAVIORS: This concept includes everything that
you DO in life. DO includes all your movements, actions, habits, customs and
behaviors. It includes your work and your performance at work, your career,
profession or business activities. DO includes RELATE: it includes how you 
communicate, treat, and act and interact with others. DO-RELATE also includes
how you react to their treatment of you. DO includes the use of substances or
activities to avoid or suppress negative FEEL: addictions. It includes all neurotic
or psychotic behavior: compulsions, aversions, and obsessions.

Examples of positive DO: keeping your word, being on time, listening 
attentively, working with quality, driving carefully. Examples of negative DO:
criticizing, arguing, blaming, being late, ego, laziness, not communicating (the silent
treatment), being stubborn, complaining, smoking, overeating, taking drugs, etc.

HAVE = RESULTS: Your HAVE is everything that shows up in your life,
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whether you take responsibility for putting it there or not. It includes your 
successes and your failures. It includes your business or your job, no matter
whether you like or detest it. It includes all your worldly and material things, such
as: certificate, titles, assets and properties. It includes your money, bank accounts,
and your financial condition. It includes all your relationships and the quality of
those relationships. It includes titles and positions, and honors and disgraces. It
includes your body and its condition of health or sickness. It includes all events,
everything that happens to you, whether you call it good or bad luck, coincidence,
or accident.

HAVE also includes your NEGATIVE HAVE: all the things you have that
you don’t want (e.g. sickness, accidents, lack of money, etc.). And it includes your
NOT-HAVE: all that you do want (e.g. a better job, more money), but have not
been able to manifest. (We will explain all this in the chapter on HAVE.)

Examples of positive HAVE includes: good financial position, material 
abundance, relationships in harmony, and children in responsibility and 
cooperation, fascinating work or career. Examples of negative HAVE includes:
debts, lack of money, few or rundown possessions, conflictive relationships,
children in rebellion, illness, a job or career you dislike.

Notice that of the six arenas, only two are in the physical universe: DO
and HAVE. The other four are psycanic: BE, FEEL, THINK, and
RELATE.

Here is one, overly simple example of the Causal Sequence at work in a person:
BE = IDENTITY:
1- I AM NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
2- I AM UNABLE.
3- I AM LESS THAN OTHERS.

FEELings = EMOTION: sadness, sorrow, depression, shyness, apathy.
THINKing: It is BAD to be less than others. It is BAD to be not good

enough. I am bad for being less than others. It’s no use; I will never amount to
much. Everybody is more capable than I. Why try?

You can see here the dynamics of low self-esteem and an inferiority complex.
DO = BEHAVIORS: Relationships: such a person stays apart from others to

avoid their finding out “who s/he is” and rejecting hir. Hir few friends will likely
have a similar identity. Can be lazy and irresponsible in school if a teenager, or at
work if an adult: if s/he can’t compete and win, why try? Does just the minimum
required of hir, showing little initiative or creativity. Will tend to use food, alcohol,
or drugs to suppress FEELings. May sometimes adopt a strategy of appearing
“cool” and superior to others. May seek out an area in which to become very good
and try thereby to compensate hir negative identities.
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RESULTS: This person will have few relationships as s/he avoids some peo-
ple and alienates others with hir laziness and lack of responsibility; or with hir
mask of superiority. Can hold only simple jobs and does not advance in work,
income or relationships.

To change the entire personality of our example person here, you have only to
change those identities (and any similar ones). It is not necessary to analyze why
the person is that way. It is a waste of time to try to change hir FEELings or hir
behaviors. Just change the identities and all else will change as if by magic.

Study the following diagrams to help your understanding. In the next chapters,
we will examine in much greater detail the structure of each element in the Causal
Sequence.

The CAUSAL SEQUENCE
as a Pyramid from Cause to Effect
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The Causal Sequence is represented here as concentric circles with 

BE as CAUSE in the center.  

FEEL, THINK, DO and HAVE result from BE = IDENTITIES.

They are the EFFECTS or results of the IDENTITIES.

Life is designed to be lived from the inside out, from BE to HAVE.

However, most people try to live it from the inside in; they try to HAVE

in order to BE someone and FEEL good about themselves.



Chapter 11

You Are The Creator of Your Being

Your most important creation, the most important creation you will or can ever
make, is the creation of yourself. You create what you are and what you are

not. The rest of your existence is a footnote to that. The only thing you really
have to worry about in life is creating yourself according to your highest
vision of who you can BE, especially in ESSENCE of BEing = Wisdom, Power,
Value, Space and LoveJoy. The rest of life flows from that.

You create what you are and are not by creating IDENTITIES. An identity is
any declaration = creation = belief about yourself. Most identities take the form of
I AM (whatever), and I AM NOT (whatever). A few can also be expressed as
verbs: for example, one of the identities of Power: I AM ABLE; I AM CAPABLE,
can be expressed as I CAN (do whatever), with the AntiPower form of I CAN’T.

For example, we have already examined one creation of self, one negative 
identity, common to most humans:

I AM NOT CAUSE; I AM NOT THE CREATOR;
I AM NOT RESPONSABLE.

Types of Identities
There are many levels and kinds of identities. Identities can be assumed and

held for any time period, from a few seconds to your entire existence. Almost any
noun or adjective can be an identity. If you can say “I AM” before a word, then
technically it is an identity. However, there are identities and then there are
IDentities. Not all identities are created equal.

BE � FEEL � THINK � DO � HAVE

We are here.  



PHYSICAL STATES AS IDENTITIES

Technically then, such statements as I AM COLD; I AM HUNGRY; I AM
TIRED are identities, because they are I AMs. However, these are fleeting 
physical experiences and easy to change. Unless they continue long enough to
threaten your physical survival, they have little impact in your life. We exclude them
from our discussion of identities.

EMOTIONS AS IDENTITIES

Another form of identity is reports of emotional states: I AM HAPPY; I AM
SAD; I AM ANGRY; etc. Again, technically, these are identities because they are
statements of I AM, of being. However, all emotions are the result of other 
identities as we shall soon see. As with the physical states mentioned above, they
are variable and fleeting, and easy to change (as we shall see). Furthermore,
emotions are effects, not causes. In the next chapter, we shall look past emotions
to the identities that cause them. For all of these reasons, we can ignore emotions
as identities, and do not include them in our concept of identities.

Roles: the Human Identities
It is common for parents to stress to their children that they should grow up

and “be someone.” “Be someone” is often presented as the formula for success in
life. Such BEs could include BE: a wife, a mother, a father; or a lawyer, a doctor or
an actor; or BE rich, famous, a successful businessperson or politician. So in some
degree, we recognize instinctively that identity is important.

What we usually mean by “be someone” falls into 2 groups of identities: 1-
social identities; and 2- commercial identities. We will call these kinds of purely
human identities: roles.

SOCIAL ROLES

Social identities are those that define your personal relationships with others.
Some of these identities you acquire by birth. Others you acquire during life,
usually through marriage, whether yours or that of another family member.
Examples of social identity roles include: I AM a: father, mother, son, daughter,
husband, wife, uncle, cousin, friend, godfather, stepchild, etc.

COMMERCIAL ROLES

The second group of roles is the commercial roles. These usually require learn-
ing whether informally on the job or as an apprentice, or formally through the
school system and/or government licensing. Examples of commercial identity
roles include: I AM a: carpenter, salesperson, nurse, businessperson, architect,
lawyer, computer programmer, pilot, psychologist, etc.
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Are your social and commercial roles important in life? Absolutely. The 
quality of each of these identities determines the quality of your performance in
that role, and that determines the quantity and quality of your results for that 
identity. This is the Causal Sequence in operation.

However, your human roles are not your most important identities. You have
much more profound and powerful identities. Roles are purely human identities
that depend on more important psycanic identities. We shall, therefore, ignore the
roles in our discussion of identities. The concept of identities is deeper still. It is
the Essence IDentities that determine your life and your Causal Sequences.

The identities that really interest us are the ESSENCE IDENTITIES, in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 12

The Essence of Life = The Essence of BEing

Your roles are human identities relevant to who you are as a human being.
However, you are much more than a human. You are a spirit, and you also

have spirit-ual = psycanic identities. Your psycanic identities are far above and far
more powerful than your human roles, and indeed, in great measure determine the
quality of your human roles. Your psycanic identities define who you are as a
BEing before and beyond your human roles.

You-psycan are a non-physical life energy entity that comes from and is always
part of the ONE and ONLY, the ALL THAT IS, the INFINITE SPIRIT, the
CREATOR. You are a “chip off the old block.” What you have inherited from and
share with the SUPREME BEING is ESSENCE. Your “image and likeness” of
the “old block” is ESSENCE.

Spirit-ual ESSENCE, the components of SPIRIT, includes the qualities of
Space, Consciousness, Intelligence, Creativity, Cause-Will-Power-Creator,
Goodness, Love, and Bliss. These are all qualities of BEing of which the
SUPREME BEING is the maximum expression—and a rock the minimum. For
our purposes, we shall simplify and summarize ESSENCE as Wisdom, Power,
Value and LoveJoy.

Thus main elements of ESSENCE are:
WISDOM: This concept includes: Consciousness, Awareness, Knowing,

Knowledge, Intelligence, Understanding, Intuition, Creativity, etc. Wisdom is the
total of all positive and effective mind and intuitive activity. Its purpose is to
choose and guide Action so that those actions are correct and produce the desired
results. Wisdom is an essential element of Power.

POWER: The elements of Power include: Will, Cause, Source, Creator,
Decision, Determination, Persistence, Control, Responsability, Proactivity, etc.
Power is the ability to be Cause and act to produce the desired results. Wisdom can
be considered part of Power, if desired.

VALUE: Value includes measurement, evaluation, estimation, goodness,
worthiness, deservingness, and positive-negative. We have already introduced a 



distortion of the Value Polarity: Good and Bad. Value for the ignorant human
being is mostly decided by Power.

LOVE: The unconditional acceptance, respect, appreciation, esteem, admira-
tion and commitment to well-being, first of self and then of others. Love is all
forms of positive energy that benefit the beloved. Love for the ignorant human
being is determined by Value.

JOY = HAPPINESS: Love is the great positive experience; it is the best of
FEELings; it is joy and ecstasy. Love is Joy and Happiness, which are the positive
side of your emotions. (The negative emotions are AntiLove as we shall see.)

ESSENCE in capital letters means the SUPREME BEING. Essence with the
first letter capitalized refers to the Essence as the original spiritual nature of each
psycan as a child of the SUPREME BEING. It refers to Wisdom, Power, Value,
and LoveJoy at human levels. Essence = Wisdom, Power, Value and LoveJoy will
often be abbreviated to WPVLJ.

ESSENCE and each element of ESSENCE is a polarity and all the Laws of
Polarity apply. Thus, there is also AntiEssence. ESSENCE is also a Causal
Sequence, the Causal Sequence of BEing or Essence: WPVLJ; not to be confused
with the Causal Sequence of Life: BE�FEEL�THINK�RELATE &
DO�HAVE.

The Causal Sequence of WPVLJ
ESSENCE is also a Causal Sequence of its own. Each element tends to 

determine the next element, although each element can also stand alone.

Wisdom � Power � Value + (Opinion of Good-BAD) � LoveJoy

In the formula above, note the arrows from left to right between the elements
of ESSENCE. These represent that ESSENCE has an order of operation, a
causal sequence, of its own.

The Causal Sequence of BEing = Essence is the first two elements,
BE�FEEL, of the Causal Sequence of Life: BE�FEEL�THINK�RELATE &
DO�HAVE. BE is Wisdom�Power�Value, and FEEL is your emotions =
LoveJoy. Remember that Wisdom, Power, Value and LoveJoy will always be first-
letter-capitalized when they refer to the ESSENCE elements of BEing.

Here below, we place the arrows vertically and show how one element leads to
the next.

Wisdom (knowledge, thinking, intelligence, planning, creativity, etc) deter-
mines the correct actions to take and then guides those actions to produce the
desired results:

Power is the ability to produce the desired result. Therefore, Wisdom is an
essential element of Power. Thus Wisdom�Power.
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As Power is a word that has different and sometimes negative connotations in
today’s power-hungry world, we need to clear the psycanic concept of power.

Power, in Psycanics, is defined as the ability to produce the desired results,
referring to your ability to create and manifest what you wish to experience, both
internally = psycanically and externally = physically. It also has a corollary defini-
tion as the ability to hold a position despite all counter effort.

Power, in Psycanics, always requires Wisdom and always implies Power with
Love.

These three cannot be separated and exist for long. Power without Wisdom
leads to failure and destruction—which is both AntiPower and AntiLove (e.g.
Hitler and Germany). In other words, Power without Wisdom destroys. Power
without Love also destroys (e.g. people who spoil their children in the name of
loving them). Also, Love without Wisdom destroys. These three are a Trinity and
the ESSENCE of BEing and cannot be separated.

Value: We naturally evaluate Agents of Cause (e.g. people, governments)—
ourselves above all—based on their effectiveness = ability to produce the desired
result; i.e. according to their Power. When an entity produces results and achieves
its goals, it is effective = successful = powerful; and we (assuming we agree with
those goals) assign it positive Value. We judge it Good, valuable, worthy, deserv-
ing, etc. The opposite polarity also applies: when an Agent of Cause does not 
produce results, it shows itself to be ineffective, useless, a failure, without power,
or foolish (AntiWisdom). We assign it a negative Value IDentity such as incompe-
tent, undeserving, unworthy, less than, useless, etc.

In addition to the Value IDentity Polarity (as unworthiness, less than others,
not good enough as a person, etc.) there will be a value judgment on the Good-
BAD Polarity. Thus, there can be a negative IDentity, including of low or
AntiValue such as I AM WORTHLESS, or I AM BAD; and then an opinion of
BAD about that IDentity. Thus you can have an AntiValue IDentity opinion of I
AM BAD and IT IS BAD TO BE BAD.

Love: We love according to Value. We love according to how Good, Powerful,
useful or beautiful something is. We love that which is most valuable to us, for 
example our spouse or children. Value and Love are so closely related that they are
difficult to separate. We love that which is Good. We try to get and keep Good
things.

Love is a polarity. The negative pole of Love we call AntiLove, and it will be
explained in a later chapter. Our AntiLove is both our negative emotions and our
destructive actions. We are in AntiLove energy (emotional) when we get angry
with, fearful of, or lament BAD things. We AntiLove in action BAD things and try
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to change, stop or destroy them with negative energy=AntiLove. The Polarity =
Good-BAD determines the Love-AntiLove polarity.

Joy = Happiness: Love is joy and happiness. Both are the experience of
positive emotional energy. AntiLove is negative emotion and is the essence of
pain. Your negative emotions = AntiLove are the ONLY pain that exists.

Because Wisdom is essential to and included in POWER, and Happiness is the
result of LOVE, we can also abbreviate at WPVLJ to Power and Love. Power and
Love are the essence of the ESSENCE of BEing.

AN EXAMPLE

For a small, but important, example of the Causal Sequence of WPVLJ, let’s
take self-esteem. Self-esteem is quite simply your esteem-ation (estimation) = 
evaluation of your self. It is your sense of value, of worthiness as a person. Value
= Good-BAD determines Love. When you are valuable, you love yourself. When
you perceive yourself as less valuable, you love yourself less. When you perceive
yourself an unable or as a failure, you AntiLove yourself. In the final analysis,
self-esteem and self-love are the same.

Love is happiness. To verify this datum, recall a time when you were “in love”
and feel again how you happy you were. The prime love, however, is not love for
another; it is self-love. Love is the essence of happiness, and self-love = self-
esteem is the primary, most important Love. Therefore, self-esteem is happiness.
Self-love = self-esteem is the essence of all happiness, and the essence of all 
happiness is self-love = self-esteem.

Where does this sense of value, of esteem and love for self, originate?  It orig-
inates in your sense of Power, your FEELing of being able to produce whatever
results you desire. It originates in your belief in yourself as able and competent to
meet and handle the challenges of life, or any particular area of life. When you
CAN, you are powerful. When you CAN’T, you fail; you have no Power. Your
sense of Power depends on your sense of Wisdom: Knowledge�Power.

In turn, Good-BAD depends on your Power. Subconsciously, when you
CAN, when you are powerful, you evaluate that as being GOOD. When you
CAN’T, when you aren’t powerful, you evaluate that as being BAD. You esteem
and love that which is GOOD. You dis-esteem and AntiLove that which is BAD.
Thus, you can see the Causal Sequence in action:

Wisdom � Power � Value � Good-BAD � Love = Happiness

Thus, Power is the main source of all self-esteem. When you feel able, your
self-evaluation = your self-esteem is high. Whenever you feel unable and incom-
petent to handle life or any given situation, your self-evaluation = self-esteem =
self-love goes down.
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Remember that Power has an antecedent: Wisdom. The concept of Wisdom in
Psycanics includes: education and knowledge, intelligence, reason and logic,
intuition, creativity, and above all, the ability to foresee the consequences of action.

Wisdom guides Power; without Wisdom, Power will eventually destroy and
therefore become AntiPower. It is easy to observe how much our Wisdom (educa-
tion, knowledge, creativity, etc.) determines our Power in life. The world pays much
more for mind work than manual work.

And it is easy to see why school, where children first formally acquire
Knowledge�Power and are graded (e-Value-ated) on their Power to acquire
Knowledge, is so crucial to self-esteem.

Wisdom is an essential element of Power and therefore of our self-esteem.
Thus, the entire Causal Sequence of self-esteem—and of all life— is:

Wisdom � Power � Value � Love = Happiness
Education, Knowledge � I AM ABLE; I CAN, I AM a SUCCESS �

I AM VALUABLE, GOOD, WORTHY, � I LOVE ME � Happiness

By applying Psycanics, it is relatively simple to develop a titanium self-esteem
that is impervious to everything. (And you can guide your children to do the same.)
Just transcending BAD for self is a great step forward.

No “BAD” to self breaks the Causal Sequence of:
negative Value = BAD � negative self-esteem �

AntiLove to self � suffering about self.

Note: As will become clear later: ALL suffering = negative emotion is negative
self-esteem, and ALL negative emotion is AntiLove for self. We suffer because of
who we are in the areas of Wisdom, Power, and Value = Essence.

The Two Causal Sequences
There is a relationship between the Causal Sequence of Life: BE�FEEL�

THINK�RELATE & DO�HAVE and the causal sequence of Essence: Wisdom,
Power, Value, Love, and Happiness. Wisdom and Power are BEs that are Valued
as Good or BAD, and that Value determines Love, and Love is Happiness.
Wisdom and Power are BEs; Value is a THINK creating a BE (Good or
BAD); and Love = Happiness is FEEL.

Wisdom is also related to THINK which guides DO = Action to produce the
desired result = HAVE, which is the definition of Power. Value is related to
THINK since THINK is where you create your opinions of Good-BAD. Love
and Happiness are FEEL.

Your ability to understand the above will depend on how well you understand
each of the concepts of both sequences. If it is confusing, you have not under-
stood the full significance of one or more concepts—which is understandable as
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you are just beginning your studies. You need not concern yourself with these rela-
tionships at this beginning stage: everything will fall into place and operate natu-
rally as you concentrate on IDENTITY. The phrase “Causal Sequence” in
Psycanics will always refer to the Causal Sequence of Life = BE�FEEL�
THINK�RELATE & DO�HAVE unless the Causal Sequence of BEing =
Essence = Wisdom�Power�Value�LoveJoy (WPVLJ) sequence is specified.

Above diagram: Your BE consists of your IDentities, primarily the Essence-
AntiEssence IDentities: the polarities of Wisdom, Power and Value. Your FEEL
= emotions+/- are your love or antilove for self = IDs. Your emotions+/- are
your Love+/- for self, and that self-Love+/- is the only pain or happiness that
exists. (Love = Emotions = Happiness Polarity). The polarity of your self-love =
emotions is determined by your creation of Good-BAD about your ID = Who
You Are BEing at the moment. All this will be come clearer as we proceed.

ESSENCE as a Polarity
We have introduced the nature and the importance of Polarities. Experience

is the ONLY thing that exists, and most experience is polar, starting with
ESSENCE. Never forget that YOU are made of ESSENCE, of the ONE LIFE
ENERGY that is both CREATOR and CREATED. ESSENCE is the spirit 
energy of which you are formed; it is your fundamental nature.

It is crucial to understand that ESSENCE and each of its elements, WPVLJ,
are polarities. We have already seen how Value splits into the (distorted) polarity of
Good and Bad. We have introduced Love as a polarity of PosLove and AntiLove,
and as the polarity of the positive and negative emotions—and we will later show
this in much greater depth. Power and Wisdom are also polarities. As Essence is
BEing, BEing itself is a polarity, a spectrum from minimum to maximum, as
shown and explained on the following page.
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The Causal Sequence of BEing =

Essence IDentities = PIRs/NIRS

Wisdom�Power�Value
Value #2 

Good-BAD

BE         � FEEL        � THINK 
� RELATE & DO � HAVE
The Causal Sequence of Life

Love+/- = Happiness+/-
(all emotions+/- are self-love+/-)



Explanation of the above diagram:

The qualities of all the elements of ESSENCE = WPVLJ range from the level
of the BEing of the SUPREME BEING = INFINITE WISDOM, POWER,
GOODness, LOVE, and BLISS down to that of a human BEing who is 
dramatizing negative ESSENCE, AntiEssence. The AntiEssence creations of self
of the human BEing consist of AntiWisdom, AntiPower, and AntiValue, which
are painted BAD and then resisted with negative emotions = self-AntiLove. The
consciousness and experience of ESSENCE of the human BEing is “overlaid”
(counter-created), and therefore suppressed by hir AntiEssence creations of
AntiEssence IDentities.

(You can take the ESSENCE scale down even lower if you want to
include the level of WPVLJ of animals, plants, and rocks. In other words,
WPVLJ together as the ESSENCE energy, and each element of it is a
polarity spectrum that ranges from rock to SUPREME BEING.
However, rocks, plants, and animals are not Creator BEings as are
humans, so we exclude them from our discussion.) 
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AntiWisdom � AntiPower � AntiValue  � AntiLove=Pain
Ignorance               Unable to                BAD            Negative Emotions

The SUPREME BEING = The INFINITE ESSENCE = WPVLJ

The ESSENCE of all Spirit BEings
consists of (the polarities of):

PolarityPolarityPolarityPolarity

Human Being are spirits “encased” in AntiEssence
Mass=Energy, thereby dramatizing the opposite polarity 

of the SUPREME BEING as Positive ESSENCE.

Wisdom  � Power   � Value   � LoveJoy  



The 64 million dollar questions of life are: Where on the scale of Essence,
where on the spectrum of Wisdom-Power-Value-LoveJoy are you? Expressed in
other words: What is your chronic experience of WPVLJ? Are you living in
AntiEssence and AntiLove (negative emotions), or are you living in Essence and
Self-Love = Joy?  More importantly: what are you doing to move up the scale?
What spiritual work are you doing on yourself ? 

How much WPVLJ are you creating in and of yourself ?
How much WPVLJ are you?

Are you at a transhuman level (as were Buddha and Christ and others)?  Or are
you creating and experiencing yourself—as most humans do—without much
Power or Value or Love? Do you live more in Power and Love, or more in no
power and AntiLove = negative emotions = Unhappiness, Pain and Suffering?

To become a human, to “fall (or descend) from the heavens” in religious terms,
you had to greatly lower your WPVLJ to the very reduced level of most humans
(much closer to rock than to the SUPREME BEING). You did this by counter-
creating your Essence. You cannot destroy your Essence; you can only counter-
create and suppress it with denying IDentities (NIRs). The fact that you, a Big
Being, a great Spirit, child of the ONE, are here on this planet operating at the
human level of WPVLJ (as low as you can get and still BE a Creator BEing) shows
how much you have counter-created your Essence, plastered over it with
AntiEssence creations of self.

The game of life is to return to the higher levels of BEing = Essence, to return
to the INFINITE ESSENCE from which you came. Psycanics is a technology of
how to do that, of how to discreate your Essence Suppressor IDentities = NIR
masses.

THE PURPOSE OF LIFE IS TO MOVE TO
EVER HIGHER LEVELS OF 

ESSENCE = BEING = expand in Love and Power.

This game does not stop until you are at the highest level 
whence you came: the SUPREME BEING.

WPVLJ = ESSENCE = more BEing is the only motivation of all human
behavior. What you want in life is WPVLJ—and ever more WPVLJ. With
Wisdom-Power you can do and have anything you want. If you are Power-ful and
can do anything, then there can be no problems, no negatives, for you in life.
Problems can only exist in the absence of Power.

Your Power then “makes” you value-able, and BEing value-able “makes” you
self-lovable: When you are Power guided by Wisdom and Love, you will Love 
yourself and be loved by others. Love IS joy; IS Happiness and IS the internal 
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celebration of who you are. That FEEL of self-love is the ONLY happiness that
exists and the ultimate motivation of all human behavior. The return to
ESSENCE is the Existential Imperative. The maximum ESSENCE of BEING =
WPVLJ is the SUPREME BEING. Would you not love to be ESSENCE (again)?
This is really what we all seek: to return to THAT from which we have come; to
ascend and BE again the INFINITE BEing from which we have descended. To
increase one’s own WPVLJ = BEing and thereby to eventually return to The
SUPREME ESSENCE from which we all came is the ultimate motivation of all
human behavior.

(This last statement, the Existential Imperative, I can prove for any behav-
ior, no matter how unselfish or altruistic it may appear. Notice I am not
saying that all behavior does indeed increase WPVLJ, only that that is the
subconscious intention of all behavior.)

The most important thing in your life is you, your BEing. You have created
your present level of AntiEssence that is a suppression of your true spiritual
ESSENCE. You can discreate the AntiWisdom, AntiPower, and AntiLove in
which you exist now and restore your spiritual ESSENCE. This will not
only resolve your human problems and pain, and increase your human
power and happiness, but will also accelerate your return to the ONE
ESSENCE BEING.

Note: As a spirit BEing, you already are WPVLJ: you had to counter-
create your Essence with AntiEssence to lower your WPVLJ to your
human levels. It is more accurate to ask: How much AntiWisdom,
AntiPower, BAD, and AntiLove (that block your true nature) have you
created in you—and therefore need to discreate? This discreation is one
of the purposes of CDT (Creation and Discreation Technology).

This brings us to a most important concept: IDENTITIES. You create and
counter-create your BEing, who-what you are, by creating your identities.
Identities, you remember, are declarations = creations about self. They are self-
determinations of what you are, and what you are not. Most are phrased as I AM–
I AM NOT; a few are verbs such as I CAN–I CAN NOT (control, do or have
whatever).
We can now define the concept of the PSYCANIC or the ESSENCE 
IDENTITIES:

Your Psycanic IDentities (or ESSENCE IDentities)
are those that affirm or deny your spirit-ual ESSENCE of

Wisdom, Power and Value, and thereby trigger 
your (self) Love-ability = Joy = Happiness.
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Your Psycanic = Essence IDentities6 (abbreviated IDs) are those identities
(determinations of I AM and I AM NOT) that affirm or deny your spirit-ual
Essence, your “image and likeness” of the SUPREME BEING.

They are the most powerful factor in your existence.
They determine your Causal Sequences in Life.

Positive and Negative IDs: PIRs and NIRs
• Those identities that affirm your spiritual Essence of WPVLJ are called

PIRs; Positive Identity Realities.
• Those identities that deny or suppress WPVLJ are called

NIRs: Negative Identity Realities.
“PIR” and “NIR” are words we will be using a great deal. Here are the defini-

tions more formally:
• PIR: Positive Identity Reality*: Any identity = creation about self =

declaration of I AM or I CAN that affirms your spirit-ual Essence of
Wisdom, Power, and therefore Value, and therefore determines your 
experience of (self) Love and Joy.

• NIR: Negative Identity Reality*: Any identity = creation about self =
belief that denies or suppresses your spirit-ual essence of WPVLJ. Any
reality about self that denies or suppresses Wisdom, Power, Value, or
Love and therefore promotes AntiLove = negative emotions = suffering.

*Reality is an important and sophisticated concept in Psycanics. For now,
consider it any thought, idea or belief that a person can perceive; anything
that causes experience. All physical objects, e.g. stars, bodies, trees and
rocks, etc., are physical realities. All psycanic objects, all thoughts and
emotions, and all identities, are psycanic realities.

Your Essence IDs = BEs initiate all your Causal Sequences of FEEL, THINK,
DO and HAVE. Your IDs cause your emotions, as we will see in the chapter on
FEEL. Your IDs color your thinking and determine the manner of your actions=
DO, and your DO determines your results= HAVE in life.
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DO IT, I AM CAPABLE, I AM WEAK.



A PIR initiates a positive Causal Sequence:

BE = IDentity of WPV = [W: I KNOW � P: I CAN � V: I AM WORTHY] 
� FEEL = emotion+ = self-Love = Joy that produces . . .
� expansive, positive THINKing that produces . . .
� loving and effective ACTIONS that produce . . .
� good RESULTS = positive HAVE.

A NIR initiates a negative Causal Sequence:

BE = ID = [W: I DON’T KNOW � P: I AM UNABLE � V: I AM USELESS]
� FEEL = negative emotion = self-AntiLove = UPS that produces . . .
� negative, angry or fearful THINKing that produces . . .
� negative (angry, fearful) DO = ACTIONS that produces . . .
� poor RESULTS = negative HAVE.

The exact words used to express an IDentity are not critical: it is the way of
BEing, the concept of self, and internal experience of that concept, that is 
important. Thus, AntiPower can be expressed as: I AM UNABLE, I AM 
INCAPABLE, I CAN’T, I DON’T HAVE THE ABILITY, I DON’T HAVE
THE POWER, I AM WEAK, I AM POWERLESS, I AM A WIMP, I AM A
FAILURE, and many other ways.

The words are just a label for a creation = identity = experience of No-
Power, of not BEing able to do (whatever). The creation is beyond and above
words; words are only symbolic representations of realities and experience, not the
reality or experience itself.

Your psycanic IDentities are the most important factors in your existence.
They are your primary and most powerful realities.

The AntiEssence IDentities are great masses of dense thought-emotion 
energies that are buried deep in your subconscious. They are so massive that it
takes years of CDT to completely discreate them—although you can eliminate any
one particular activation quickly. They are so powerful that they extend out into the
universe and communicate with the SUPREME BEING: they block your commu-
nication with HIR and they block your power to create and manifest. They are so
massive and powerful in your life that they suppress the knowledge and experience
of the most powerful truth of your existence: that there is only ONE BEING, and
there is only LOVE, and that you are IT.

Your AntiEssence IDs are so powerful that they block your Creator Power. The
universe obeys your IDs and will not send you anything that contradicts even one
of them. You can visualize, affirm, and energize whatever you want to manifest,
but as long as your ID is not appropriate to that thing, it will not come into and
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stay in your life. Manifestation of a desired HAVE is much more blocked 
by problems of IDentity than by lack of visualization, affirmation, and
energizing.

Your NIRs and PIRs are like icebergs: only the very tip sticks up into 
consciousness: the great mass is “underwater” in your subconscious. And when
they do appear in mind—often in the middle of emotional charges that tend to
drown out their perception—they may seem to be ordinary thoughts and get lost
among all your other thoughts. For this reason their significance and power 
passes unperceived—until you understand them. Then life becomes understand-
able and controllable.

Examples of PIRs and NIRs

WISDOM IDENTITIES

Definition of Wisdom: That combination of knowledge, perception,
intelligence, reason, creativity, intuition, SPace, patience, and past experience that
is able to foresee the consequences of actions, and therefore to choose and guide
action to the desired result.

Law: Wisdom + BEing = Power
(often abbreviated to “Knowledge is Power.”)

Law: In the absence of Wisdom, Power will always destroy.

NIRs that suppress Wisdom are suppressing that which must guide Power.
Therefore, there is no true and lasting Power without Wisdom. Power without
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PIRs of
Wisdom

IDs that AFFIRM
Consciousness, Intelligence,
Creativity, etc. = Wisdom

• I know.
• I am smart /intelligent.
• I am wise.
• I am a good learner.
• I learn quickly and easily  
• I understand quickly.
• I am intuitive.
• I am very creative.
• Etc.

NIRs of
AntiWisdom

IDs that DENY 
Consciousness, Intelligence,
Creativity, etc. = Wisdom

• I don’t know.
• I am dumb / stupid.
• I am a fool / foolish.
• I am a poor or bad student.
• Learning is hard.
• I have problems

understanding things.
• I have poor intuition.
• I am not creative.
• Etc.



Wisdom always destroys even that which it seeks to help, and is thereby AntiPower.
Therefore, the AntiWisdom NIRs can also be considered AntiPower NIRs.

Examples: 1- Hitler destroyed the German nation that he sought to make
supreme. 2- A parent who does not have the Wisdom of understanding Love 
weakens and damages hir children by spoiling them, by not holding them 
responsible for the consequences of their actions. Hir intention is to do well by 
hir child, but without Wisdom, s/he harms them.

THE POWER IDENTITIES

Partial Definition of Power: The ability to produce the desired result.
Definition of AntiPower IDENTITIES: Any IDentity that suppresses or

denies Power, Cause, ability, or responsability. AntiPower is any IDentity that is
counter to your power and capability in any area.

The above are just some of the ways that Power and AntiPower are common-
ly expressed, not an exhaustive list. Again, it is the concept of Power or AntiPower
that is important, not the particular words used to express it.

THE VALUE AND LOVE-ABILITY IDENTITIES

Love is much related to value and worth. You love something to the degree that
you value it. Love is the emotional experience of value. Externally, Love is the 
giving of positive energy in any form, any positive action that benefits self or 
others. You support, give positive energy to, that which you value, to Good things.

Definition: AntiLove: Negative energy. Internally, it is the negative polarity of
emotional energy: the negative, painful emotions. Externally, as action, AntiLove is
all actions that cause a net loss of energy and organization in the universe.

You generate AntiLove around anything of negative value = BAD.
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PIRs
IDs that AFFIRM Power 

• I am Cause
• I am Creator
• I am able.
• I can do it.
• I am capable.
• I am strong.
• I am useful.
• I am cause.
• I am responsible.
• I am powerful.

AntiPower NIRs 
IDs that DENY Power

• I am not Cause.
• I am not Creator.
• I have no power
• I am unable.
• I can’t.
• I am incapable.
• I am weak.
• I am useless.
• I am not the cause



Notice that these are all IDentities of Self-Esteem.
Notice the correlation between Value, Love, and Self-Esteem: they are the same

thing.

These IDentities+/-, WPVLJ, are your original and fundamental IDentities =
characteristics as a psycan; these are your spirit-ual Essence IDentities:

• WISDOM: I know. I am intelligent. I am smart. I am logical. I am wise. I
am intuitive. I am creative. I learn easily and quickly.

• POWER: I am cause. I am creator. I am powerful. I can (do it). I am able.
I am capable. I am strong. I am responsable.

• VALUE: I am Good. I am valuable. I am important. I am worthy. I am
deserving.

• LOVE: Love starts with SPace: I accept myself as I am (no negative
evaluation). Then Love moves into positive energy: I respect, appreciate,
esteem, honor, admire, and celebrate myself. Value+/- determines
Love+/- for the ignorant person. The objective is to learn to love every-
thing all the time, as the SUPREME BEING does. This love starts with
SPace.

• JOY: Joy and Love are the same thing. Joy and Happiness are the same
thing. Love and Happiness are the same thing. The explanation of the
emotions has its own chapter where we will discuss joy and all of the
emotions.
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PIRs
IDs that AFFIRM

Value and Love 
• I am good.
• I am adequate / sufficient.
• I am as good as . . .
• I am excellent.
• I am great.
• I am worthy.
• I am deserving.
• I am valuable.
• I am admirable.
• I am acceptable.
• I am lovable.

NIRs of AntiLove
IDs that DENY
Value and Love

• I am BAD.
• I am not good enough.
• I am mediocre 
• I am inferior.
• I am unworthy.
• I am undeserving.
• I am less than others.
• I am worthless.
• I am despicable.
• I am a reject.



The human condition is one of counter-creation to these qualities in the
form of the NIRs. NIR masses are the primary factor of negative experi-
ence, behavior, and results. My estimate is that the average human being has
about 20,000 watt-hours of AntiEssence = NIR mass in hir subconscious. A NIR
mass is a mass of negative mental and emotional energy created around a NIR. A
NIR mass consists of NIRs surrounded by BADs and then encased in AntiLove
= negative emotional energy. NIR masses are the source of all negative emotion
= pain = negative FEEL in life. They are the source of all negative Causal
Sequences.

The psycanic IDentities exist and are the same in all human beings 
irrelevant of language, race, culture, creed, occupation, gender or position.
They exist in kings and beggars without distinction. They exist in the most 
successful persons, which is why so many of them are so neurotic. However, the
relative strength, intensity, and ease of activation of the various IDentities differ
greatly from person to person.

Power as the Supreme Element of BE
In the final analysis, life and BE come down to Power. If you can do or get 

anything you want, then you can have no problems. Your emotions will be positive
and life is good. (However, it would soon get boring as you would have no
GAMES and no DRAMA as explained in other materials.) Thus the main Essence
polarity is Power, which will produce negative Value IDs. Most AntiLove = 
negative emotion = UPS is generated about the AntiPower IDentity.

Happiness is the ultimate purpose of all action, of all use of Power. Power 
without Love always leads to greater unhappiness. To use Power in negative ways:
to dominate others or to puff up one’s ego or to AntiLove (damage or destroy) is
always an attempt to compensate NIRs, a negative Causal Sequence in action. Such
use of Power to compensate NIRs will eventually backfire and produce even
greater unhappiness. On producing unhappiness, power has failed its primary 
purpose—happiness—and therefore fails its definition and becomes not Power
but rather AntiPower.

Power is part of the I AM CAUSE, I AM CREATOR IDentity. Power is the
ESSENCE of the SUPREME BEING by which all things exist. If your BEing is
Power-ful, then all the rest of the Causal Sequence falls into place by itself. If you
can do and have anything you want when you want it—if you are Power-ful—you
have no obstacles or problems. In life, no matter what the situation, either YOU
CAN or YOU CAN’T, and that is Power.

Power and AntiPower are the main issues of life and Power is therefore
the prime IDentity. The Power IDentities are the main determinant of all Causal
Sequences: emotions, thinking, actions, and results. They are what we most look
for when discreating and when creating IDentities in CDT.
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SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

An identity is a creation of the psycan about hirself, thereby establishing hir 
reality = experience of what s/he is or is not. An identity is any declaration of I
AM or I AM NOT.

Your BEing is the sum total of all your identities. Your BEing is all that you are
BEing and NOT BEing. You are the determiner = creator of this.

While there are various kinds of identities, the Psycanic = Essence IDentities
are the most basic and the most powerful ones.

A psycanic or Essence IDentity is any creation = belief = reality = experience
of what I AM or I AM NOT in the area of our spiritual ESSENCE of Wisdom,
Power, Value and LoveJoy.

The Essence = Psycanic IDentities, especially Power, determine our Causal
Sequences: FEEL, THINK, RELATE & DO, and HAVE. They determine the
quality of our roles and through them, our entire life.

• PIRs are identities that affirm WPVLJ. They initiate positive Causal
Sequences. They are the source of self-love and therefore of the ONLY
happiness there is.

• NIRs are identities that deny WPVLJ. They initiate negative Causal
Sequences. They are the source of all pain and suffering (negative FEEL),
and of all AntiLove behaviors (negative DO).

You, the psycan, are the Creator of your Essence Identities. From your Essence
Identities, you create your life: your FEELings, your THINKings, your roles, and
your DOings = Actions which then determine your HAVEing.

EXERCISE

Study the lists of NIRs and circle or highlight those that you recognize you
have. You have an NIR if you have a pattern of thinking or saying that negative
concept (AntiWisdom, AntiPower, AntiValue) about yourself. Likewise, every 
negative emotion is absolute proof of a NIR in activation. How many negative
emotions do you experience in the course of a day, week, month, etc.?  

As it is the concept and not the exact words that are important, note down any
other ways that you think, say or feel AntiPower and AntiValue that are not listed.
For example: you might say I AM A WEAKLING or I AM A WIMP instead of I
AM WEAK; or I AM DIRT instead of I AM WORTHLESS. You might think:
“Nobody Loves Me” as an expression of AntiValue.

See The CAUSAL SEQUENCE PILOTING CHART in Chapter 21, for a 
format to list NIRs and all the other elements of a Sequence.
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Chapter 13

You Are The Creator of Your Emotions

Exploring FEEL in the Causal Sequence

The Causal Sequence is BE�FEEL�THINK�RELATE & DO�HAVE. We
have introduced BE = IDENTITIES in the previous chapters. We are now

ready to explore the second element: FEEL = EMOTION. We will see what 
emotions really are and how your BEing = IDentities generate yours, as indicated
in the Causal Sequence. We will be looking at the emotions from multiple points
of view: as energy, as experience, as Love+/-, as the Happiness-UPS polarity.

The control of emotion, the elimination of the negative emotions that
are unhappiness, and the generation of the positive emotions that are 
happiness, is the most universal and most urgent of all human needs and
endeavors. It is, in fact, the ultimate motivation of all human behavior—a 
statement that I can prove for any behavior. No matter what motive any human
professes for any action, no matter how rational a decision appears to be, the ulti-
mate motive is always FEELing, how that person FEELs. This is because your
FEELing = emotions is your perception of Love, and we all seek Love. (Again: I
am not saying that all actions produce positive FEEL, only that that is the—
usually subconscious—motivation.)

Psycanics describes exactly what the emotions are, pinpoints what causes them,
and provides a technology of control. Psycanics permits you to move from
EFFECT to CAUSE over your emotions.

Before we can see and understand the true Cause of emotion, we must first

BE �FEEL � THINK � DO � HAVE

We are here.  



understand what the emotions are. That understanding is the key to understand-
ing how you generate them, and how you can control them.

In this chapter, we will show that:

The EMOTIONS+/- are LOVE+/-.
The emotions are the Polarity Spectrum of Love.

Your emotions are your experience of the Love-AntiLove Energy Polarity.
Love has two aspects: as a noun, and internally, it is your FEELing. As a verb, and
externally, it is your DOing (actions & behaviors), and the results of your DOing.

1. Internally, your emotions are your experience, your FEELing, of Love+/-.
2. Externally, your emotions are the motivating force that impulses your

actions = DO. Your actions are your Love in action (DO). Your actions
are either loving, help and grow the energies around you (everything is an
energy); or they are AntiLoving actions that harm, damage or destroy
things or people around you. Your actions are your Love as a verb.
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What Are The Emotions?

1- The Emotions Are Energies

This is easy to see. Everything that exists is energy. Even solid matter is 
energy. This is expressed by Einstein’s formula E = mc², and spectacularly demon-
strated by atomic bombs that convert matter back into energy. Since everything
that exists is energy, there isn’t anything else that emotions could be.

All perception: thought, emotion, and even the perception of physical realities,
is the experience of energy = matter acting on consciousness. There is really no
difference between the mechanisms of the perception of thought from that of
emotion; the difference is the frequency and amount of energy. Your emotions are
psycanic (non-physical) energies that impact, vibrate, strum or resonate your 
consciousness causing you to experience = FEEL their particular flavor of energy.

Your emotions are a spectrum of differing frequencies and modulations of
psycanic energy, just as light and sound are modulations of physical energy. Just as
white light is composed of different frequencies of light energy, each perceived as
a different color; so too you perceive each different frequency of emotional ener-
gy as a different flavor of FEELing: joy, anger, sadness, delight, etc. Just as all
sound is the modulation of the same basic substance: air; so are you emotions
modulations of psycanic energy. All emotional energy (and all thought energy) is
the same basic energy-substance in different frequencies and modulations.

2- The Emotions are a Polarity Spectrum

An important property of energy is polarity. A polarity is a single concept of
experience pulled into two opposite poles such as hot-cold, light-dark, and Good-
BAD. Polarities create a range or spectrum of possibilities between the two poles.
For example, between hot and cold there is the range of all temperatures possible.
Temperature is the concept, hot and cold are the poles. Polarities are a major 
component of the incredible variety of experiences that make up the cosmos.

Both poles are absolutely essential for a polarity to exist. It is impossible to
have one pole without the other. You cannot know a positive quality without
having known, at least once, its opposite. It is not possible to understand the con-
cept of temperature except by knowing its poles.

Your emotions, like all energy, are a polarity spectrum. They are one type of
energy pulled in two opposite directions to create the entire range of emotional 
experience. Thus, your emotions have a positive and a negative side. The positive
emotions are pleasurable; they are the elixir of happiness. The negative emotions
are the substance of unhappiness, of pain and suffering. In your extensive person-
al experience with emotional energy, you have undoubtedly been to both poles at
one time or another.

Under the Laws of Polarity: for the positive emotions to exist, the negative
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emotions must exist. For you to experience, know and appreciate the positive
emotions, you must have experienced the negative emotions at least once—and
continue to do so very, very occasionally (say, once a year) because too long in a
positive experience dulls your perception and appreciation of that experience.
However, you do not have to live in recurring negative emotions as most humans
do. One of the purposes of Psycanics and CDT (Creation and Discreation
Technology) is the elimination of negative emotions from your life—not a quick or
easy goal, but a possible one.

On a personal note, one of my biggest securities in life is knowing that I
can handle any negative emotional state. Like most people, I have 
experienced all the emotions: frustration, anger, desperation, fear and
panic, sorrow and grief, and suicidal depression. Wherein lies my strength
and security is that I can end any negative experience quickly. Now, after
years of CDT, negative emotions are fairly rare.

3- Emotions Are Happiness.

Note: “Happiness” written with a capital letter, or written “Happiness+/-,”
refers to the general concept of Happiness which is Polarity and so includes the
opposite: UPS = Unhappiness, Pain, and Suffering.

Happiness+/- is the condition of your experience, pleasant and desired, or
unpleasant and undesired. Thus Happiness+/- is how you FEEL. Happiness is 
positive experience; unhappiness is negative experience. Positive emotions are 
happiness, and negative emotions are unhappiness.

Your main psycanic experience, your main FEEL, in life is your emotions. Your
emotions are your primary, your strongest, and your most important FEEL. (Note:
the concept of experience in Psycanics includes all your experience, while FEEL
refers to emotional experience only. However, because your emotions are your 
primary experience, we often use “experience” interchangeably with FEEL.)
Events themselves just are: it is how you FEEL about them that is your happiness
or your pain. If the equivalence of Emotion+/- and Happiness+/- is not
clear for you, think of any event in your life and try to separate your experi-
ence of Happiness or UPS from your experience of Emotion+/-.

When your emotions are positive, you are happy. When they are negative, you
are unhappy. Happiness+/- is your emotional state at any moment. Your emotions
are positive = pleasant or negative = unpleasant or painful and that is your happi-
ness or unhappiness at any given moment.

Happiness is positive emotions such as satisfaction, optimism, enthusiasm, love
and joy and the absence of the negative emotions that are the opposite polarity.
UPS (Unhappiness, Pain, and Suffering) is the experience of the negative emotions
such as anger, fear, sadness, loneliness, guilt, hate, resentment, anxiety, grief, etc.
The negative emotions are the essence of pain and suffering, of unhappiness.
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Notice that happiness-unhappiness is a Polarity; it is a spectrum or scale that
ranges from maximum negative to maximum positive. Notice that the Polarity
Spectrum of Happiness+/- is the same as that of the Emotions+/-.

Emotions+/- = Happiness+/-

The Cause of Happiness: Never External
Note: Psycanics includes an absolute, scientific proof that you are the
Creator of all your psycanic experience = thoughts and emotions. This
proof demonstrates that your psycanic experience, which includes your
emotions, is never caused by external things or events. These proofs are
beyond our space and depth here. This chapter and the next are more
about how you create your emotions than the proof that you do.

Happiness = Emotion has little to do with events or your HAVE. It is how you
FEEL about those events or things. Your mother can die and you may be happy
or unhappy about it (as we mentioned before). You can be a millionaire and be
intensely unhappy. You can have nothing and be totally joyful—St. Francis of
Assisi being a well-known example. External events never Cause internal =
psycanic experience—despite all appearances to the contrary.

In life, it matters not so much what you have or what you do or what happens
to you, as what you FEEL about it. Feelings are everything: For example: who is
better off: a poor, happy man; or a rich, miserable one? And if you think rich,
miserable is better, remember a time when you felt really bad: e.g. grief-stricken,
fearful, or depressed. Would you really accept feeling like that all the time just to
have a lot of money? 

Your happiness or unhappiness is your emotional state at the moment; and
despite appearances, it is independent of your external situation. You, not 
externals, are the Creator of your emotions and therefore of your happiness or
suffering in life. Of course, most humans do live letting externals affect their 
emotions.

Equations:

+/-Emotions = +/- Energy = +/-Experience = +/-Happiness

Polarities:

+positive emotion = happiness; happiness = positive emotions

negative emotion = pain and suffering = unhappiness

Let us leave the subject of the emotions for a moment to explore Love. We
introduced Love in the chapters on Good-BAD and Space. Let us review and then
take up where we left off.
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Love
Note: “Love” with a capital first letter, or “Love+/-” refers to the gener-
al concept of Love and therefore includes both polarities, PosLove and
AntiLove. I will refer to the positive polarity as “PosLove,” “love+” or just
“love” (lowercase); and use “AntiLove” for the negative polarity.

What is Love?

LOVE IS ENERGY

At the cosmic level, all energy and therefore everything that exists is Love; it is
made of Love. The cosmos is made of LOVE as the substance of the SUPREME
BEING. The cosmos is the body of the SUPREME BEING, made of the
SUPREME BEING, and that body is LOVE (actually ESSENCE, to be more
exact, but ESSENCE includes LOVE and here, we are only interested in LOVE).
LOVE as energy is a concept too general for our purposes, but we do need to start
with the fact that Love is energy.

As we said before, Love+/- has two aspects: as a noun, and internally = psy-
canically, it is your FEELing. As a verb, and externally= physically, it is your
DOing (actions and behaviors), and the results of your DOing. (Notice that Power
= action to produce results is necessary to love someone or something. It is not
your FEELings that is your love to others—they do not experience your
FEELings; it is your actions that they experience.) Again, the two aspects of
Love+/- are:

• The internal, psycanic FEELing aspect: Love is an experience =
FEELing. You, as the Lover, experience Love. You FEEL PosLove or
AntiLove. These FEELings are your emotions+/-, as we shall soon show.
Most humans live in the illusion that love is just the high-affinity, feel-
wonderful part of the emotions and do not understand Love as the whole
spectrum of emotional energy.

The internal experience of Love+/- then motivates the external actions
of Love.

• The external, physical, DOing aspect: Love is a verb, it is what you
DO, the actions you take (towards self or others). Love as action is to
give positive energy that benefits the beloved. You love by using positive
energy to benefit and grow that which you Love, whether that be your
children, your business, a hobby, a plant, and organization, or your country.

Thus, Love is Energy, both psycanic energy = FEEL, and physical energy =
DO in the Causal Sequence. Love+/- is something you experience = FEEL; and
it is something you DO: to care for and grow that which you love. From the Causal
Sequence, we know that FEEL (experience) causes (motivates) DO = Action;
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therefore, the internal experience, the FEEL of Love+/-, is the causal
aspect in the action of loving: FEEL�DO.

LOVE IS A POLARITY

Love is energy. All forms of energy are polar (even matter, as science has 
discovered anti-matter). Therefore, theoretically, Love must be polar; it must 
consist of both positive and negative energy. Theoretically then, there must be a
polar opposite of PosLove, which we shall name AntiLove.

Does AntiLove exist? Let us compare five properties of Love and see if there
is polarity and if AntiLove exists.

Five Characteristics of Love:
1. Value: Love is an expression of value: you love Good things; you hate

BAD things.
2. Love is an Experience; it is a FEELing, a lovely feeling.
3. Affinity: attraction towards something, and possibly movement to unite

with it.
4. Energy: (e.g. money is a form of energy and so is Love.)
5. Action

Thus, observing and experiencing life, we can have no doubt that AntiLove
exists: it is all around us and in us. The planet is bursting with AntiLove acts and
results of failures to love: criminality, corruption, starvation, tyranny, war, “man’s
inhumanity to man and to nature,” etc. Thus, there is no doubt that Love is polar.
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CHARACTERISTIC PosLove ANTILOVE 

Value
Value is the worth, 
relative goodness or 
badness.

Good: You Love = FEEL good
and ACT beneficially towards
things of positive value =
worth.

BAD: You AntiLove = FEEL
negative (UPS), and ACT to
avoid, stop, harm or destroy
things of negative value.

Experience, your 
feelings, your emotions. 
Positive Experience is
Happiness. 
Negative Experience is
Unhappiness.

To love something means that
you have a positive experience
towards it: liking, interest, 
caring, affection and enthusi-
asm. What are these but the
positive emotions = positive
experience, which is happi-
ness?

Anger, grief, fear, resentment
and hate: these are negative
energies and therefore
AntiLove, against their object.
The negative emotions are
painful experience, the
essence of unhappiness and
suffering.

Affinity, Space,
Distance, Movement
and Union.

Love attracts, joins and seeks
union—as do the positive
emotions. Both PosLove and
pos-emotion are experiences
of affinity, attraction, and the
seeking to be in the same
Space as and unite with the
beloved.

AntiLove is dislike, anger, fear,
resentment, scorn, hate; it is
negative affinity = aversion.
AntiLove avoids, resists, rejects
and repels other. It seeks to
separate and distance from the
AntiLoved.

External forms of 
Love = Energy
such as money and
things.

PosLove is any form of positive
energy. Love is any energy that
supports, helps, builds or
grows that which is loved. E.g.
money and to give money is to
love.

AntiLove is any negative ener-
gy. It is any energy which is
harmful for the well-being or
comfort of the other. To steal is
AntiLove. To be angry and yell
is AntiLove. To shoot or bomb
someone is usually AntiLove.

Action
All Action is Love or
AntiLove depending if it
helps or harms.

PosLove impulses positive
actions towards the beloved,
actions which do good
towards and promote the well-
being of the beloved. Helping
another is love. Working with
attention and quality is love.
PosLove leads to positive
actions and positive results.

AntiLove includes negative
actions to damage or harm the
other or to obstruct their goals.
AntiLove includes damaging
the trees, the earth, and the
environment.
AntiLove also includes such
actions as lying, stealing, and
cheating.

Table 3. Five Characteristics of Love+/-



Just as we give and receive positive energies and actions; so too do we give and
receive negative energies and actions: these we name ANTILOVE.

Internally, experientially, AntiLove includes all psycanic energies that are
painful—primarily the negative emotions (anger, fear, hate, grief; as we shall see).
FEEL�DO: The internal energies = FEEL motivate the external energies
= DO = Actions. Externally, AntiLove includes all actions and energies that seek
to change, harm, destroy, punish or cause suffering to the thing or person
AntiLoved. Love and AntiLove: Neither are strangers to your life.

Commentary: It is curious to note that now and all through history, those
organizations that most preach love, religions, are often the biggest
sources of AntiLove. Examples include: the Crusades and thousands of
“Holy Wars,” the Inquisition, the Irish Protestants and Catholics, the Jews
and the Palestinians, the Jihads of the Muslims, etc. Even today, the 
planet is rife with religious conflict and AntiLove.

Love and Emotion
Looking at the table of FIVE of the CHARACTERISTICS of LOVE, where

have you already seen a table very similar to that? 
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EXPERIENCE
EMOTIONS VALUE

AFFINITY, 
UNION and

SPACE

Forms of
ENERGY =

Love

ACTION
Energy =
Love in

Movement

PosLove
Positive,
Pleasant:

Happiness &
Joy.

Good
Liking, attrac-
tion, joining,

union.

All positive
types: praise,
money, etc.

Work, support,
teach, help,
give, grow.

ANTILOVE
Negative

Unpleasant:
Pain &

Suffering.
BAD

Dislike, 
aversion, 

separation,
divorce.

All negative
types: anger,
blame, insult,

etc.

Harm, 
damage,
obstruct, 
withhold,

steal.

Table 4. Summary of Five Characteristics of Love +/-



Yes, back in Chapter 8 on the Creation of Pain and Suffering:

Observe closely the characteristics of Emotion and of Love, and you will see
that they are identical. LOVE+/- and EMOTION+/- are the same thing. The
properties of Emotion and of Love are identical. They both are or have:

• Energy;
• Polarity, positive and negative;
• Value: good and bad;
• Affinity: attraction or aversion;
• Experience: how you feel, positive and negative, which is:
• Happiness or pain; and
• Motivation for action: to support or to harm.

No matter how we look at it, the equations are always equalities:
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Table 5. Characteristics of Emotion

Love = psycanic energies � Emotions = psycanic energies

Love = +/-experience � Emotions = +/-Experience

Love is a polarity spectrum � Emotions are a polarity spectrum

Love is a polarity spectrum � Emotions = +/-Happiness

Love = +/-Affinity � Emotions = +/-Happiness

Love = +/-Value � Emotions = +/-Value

Love = +/-Value � Emotions = motivation to +/- action

CHARACTERISTIC Positive Pole Negative Pole

Value Something GOOD �
Positive emotions

Something BAD �
Negative emotions

Experience = 
FEELing = Happiness+/-

Positive Emotions =
Happiness, Joy, Ecstasy

Negative Emotions = 
Pain, Suffering, Unhappiness

Affinity,
Movement

Union

Positive emotion is affinity+:
interest, attraction, and liking

Negative emotion is 
negative affinity = aversion:

dislike, repulsion.

Positive emotion is motiva-
tion to move towards, to

reduce Distance and include
in one’s Space, to unite.

Negative emotion is motiva-
tion to avoid, separate, and
withdraw, to eliminate from

one’s Space, to distance.

ACTION
Positive emotions impulse
actions that create, help, 
support, and grow things.

Negative emotions impulse
action to attack, change, 

stop, or destroy.



Ergo, it is demonstrated that love is Polar and AntiLove exists. AntiLove has
two aspects: internal and external, psycanic and physical, negative FEEL
and negative DO:

• Internally, experientially, AntiLove is all the negative emotions: anger,
frustration, anxiety, worry, fear, sadness, sorrow, loneliness, grief,
resentment, hate, guilt, regret, desperation, depression, etc.

Your internal, FEELing of AntiLove then motivates and impulses your 
“external” love = actions:

• Externally, physically, AntiLove is any action that lowers, reduces, dam-
ages, harms or destroys the energies (entities) around you (be those enti-
ties people, animals, plants or things).

The FEEL of Love and the FEEL of Emotion are the same FEELings.
Your emotions are your internal, psycanic, experience of Love. And they are the
energies that motivate and move you to external action—which is Love+/- in
action.

I repeat: Your emotions are Love+/-. Internally, they are your experience of
Love, the FEEL of Love. Externally, they are the motivating energies that propel
and move you to DO = act and behave. Your actions are always +/- and that is
your love+/- in action. Your actions are Love or AntiLove for all entities that they
affect.

Until you understand all this,
you understand neither Love nor your Emotions.

Love and Happiness
Now, what is the relationship of Love to Happiness? The relationship is 

simple and Causal: Love Causes Happiness; or better yet: Love is Happiness.
Happiness is the result of loving. Happiness is the experience of Love. You are a
spiritual BEing, and Love-Joy-Bliss is your original nature. Love+/- and
Happiness+/- are the same thing.

Love causes Happiness: Happiness is the result of Love.
Love = Happiness; Happiness = Love.
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THE EMOTIONS ARE the INTERNAL ASPECT
—THE EXPERIENTIAL = FEELing ASPECT of LOVE—

that MOTIVATE the EXTERNAL ASPECT of
LOVE as a verb: ACTION = DO.



To verify this data, use your own experience (as you did before). Simply remem-
ber a time when you “fell in love” (or got married, had a child, etc.). How did you
feel? Did not your whole world kind of glow? Did you not “walk on air”? Did your
heart not dance? Was that not a time of great happiness? Think of other great
moments of Love in your life. Have you ever experienced more happiness than
when you loved most? 

Think of some great event in your life when you were very happy. Who were
you at that event—what IDentities were you assuming? Were not your Power 
IDentities activated? IDentities such as: I DID IT, I WON, I AM VICTORIOUS,
I AM TRIUMPHANT, POWERFUL, SUCCESSFUL, etc.? 

Was not your Self-Value positive? Were you not in IDentities such as: I AM
GOOD, GREAT, MARVELOUS, WORTHY, DESERVING, APPRECIATED,
LOVED, etc.? 

Your happiness = your positive emotion was your 
PosLove for yourself in those IDentities.

Love causes the experience of happiness.
Happiness is Love: Love is Happiness.

This brings us to one of the major errors of human beings. Science says that
to produce a desired Effect or result, find and put into operation the Cause. We
seek to be happy, to Cause ourselves happiness. But happy is a result, the result of
love and loving. Love is the only true Cause of happiness. Consequently, to be
happy, we should seek Love. Love, and above all self-love, should be our primary
goal in life. Yet, how many of us do so? We humans seek the love of others, suc-
cess, fame and fortune, but rarely love—much less self-love.

SEEK NOT HAPPINESS; SEEK ONLY TO LOVE
—starting with yourself—
and all Joy will be yours.

Thus, to the formula Love equals Emotion we can add Happiness.
Emotion+/-, Love+/-, and Happiness+/- are all the same thing. We have shown
the Emotion = Happiness, and that Love = Happiness. Mathematically if two
things equal a third, then they equal each other.

If [Emotions = Happiness] and [Love = Happiness] then
[Emotions = Love].

If [Emotions = Happiness] and [Love = Emotions] then 
[Love = Happiness].
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These equations are true in any order of these factors:
Emotions = Energy = Value = Affinity = Love = Experience = Happiness

in any order of the factors and corresponding perfectly along the entire 
spectrum of these Polarities.

Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/-

EMOLOVEJOY+/-
Because emotions+/-, love+/- and happiness+/- are identical, we need one

word to represent this one phenomenon and to remind us that they are the same
thing. In Psycanics, we use the word “EmoLoveJoy” for this purpose.
“EmoLoveJoy” is short for “Emotions = Love = Happiness:” it’s all the same
thing. The concept of polarity is also included, with or without the reminder sign
of +/-.

The Emotions are the Love Polarity
Your emotions are your experience of the love-AntiLove Polarity. The 

emotions are the Polarity Spectrum of Love+/- as Energy+/-.
1. Internally, your emotions are your FEELing of Love+/-.
2. Externally, your emotions are the motivating force for your actions.

Your actions are your Love+/- in action, to either help and grow, or damage
and destroy, in the universe.

The following polarities are all related:

Positive Energy = Good = PosLove = Positive Emotion = Happiness 

Negative Energy = BAD = AntiLove = Pain & Suffering = 
Unhappiness = UPS

The polarity spectrum of Love as energy and as experience is the emotions.
When you pass light through a prism, the light breaks into its component colors,
each a slightly different frequency. Love-energy is like that light. Its spectrum is the
entire range of emotional energy, positive and negative.

Many people think that Love is just one of the emotions, and that the
other emotions have little to do with Love. Not so: Love-energy is ALL of
the emotions. All emotions are different frequencies, different points, on the 
love-energy spectrum, as shown in the diagram on the next page.
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Love is the whole emotional polarity scale 
from the highest bliss, joy and enthusiasm down through 

anger to fear to hate to grief to the lowest apathy and depression.



It is very important to understand that the emotions, all the emotions, are Love-
energy and that Love is a spectrum+/-. The idea that love is just one particu-
lar frequency of high-affinity emotion is extremely limited and incomplete.
Without this global understanding, you can understand neither Emotion, Love nor
Happiness. Nor can you understand the origin of Love = Emotion =
Happiness+/- that we will see in the next chapter..

See the following graphic: The spectrum of LOVE = EMOTION runs from
the negative pole of apathy up through grief to fear to anger; to the neutral 
indifference; and into the positives of interest, enthusiasm, joy and ecstasy. The
positive half of the spectrum we shall call PosLove (or just love with the lower-
case “l”) and is the same as positive emotion. The negative half is called AntiLove
and is identical to negative emotion.

The PosLove emotions such as interest, satisfaction, optimism, enthusiasm, joy,
etc. feel good. They are the elixir of happiness. AntiLove, the negative emotions,
are negative experience and are therefore UPS (Unhappiness, Pain, and Suffering).
AntiLove includes the four basic negative emotions of anger, fear, and grief.
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The Four Basic Ranges of the 
AntiLove =  Negative Emotional Energy Spectrum:

1. Anger (includes resentment and hate) is an energy that motivates you to
attack and change or destroy its target, that BAD thing or person. You
believe you have the power to win. (Hate is hardened and persistent anger
with intention to destroy.)

2. Fear (includes worry and anxiety) is that energy which motivates you to
withdraw or protect yourself from that BAD thing that appears too 
powerful for you to attack and win.

3. Grief (includes sadness and sorrow) is the energy of lament for the BAD
events that you cannot change: no power. You cannot attack (anger), and
you cannot flee (fear). All that you can do is lament.

4. Depression is the result of helplessness (AntiPower NIRs) plus hopeless-
ness (forever AntiPower, such as I WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO DO IT;
there is little hope of change) It is below grief on the scale.

• Apathy is the intent to suppress all negative emotion to stop all
FEELing = suffering. It is at the bottom of the emotional scale as
the effort to feel no emotional energy.

All other emotions are variations and combinations of the first three and, of
the person’s considerations of BAD, of Power and of Time. There is an exact
mechanism that determines which flavor of AntiLove you will generate. For now,
it is only important that you note that the negative emotions are negative energy,
AntiLove and unhappiness.

ANTILOVE is the only source of your Pain and Suffering.

To this we can add “YOUR OWN” as we will see in the next chapter.

YOUR OWN AntiLove FOR SELF 
is the only source of Pain and Suffering.

Is AntiLove BAD? 
The average human being ties hirself up in knots as regards hir handling of hir

energy (love and AntiLove). Not only does s/he create the hallucination of BAD
but s/he applies it to AntiLove = hir negative emotion itself. Thus s/he places 
hirself in the peculiar situation of resisting = AntiLoving AntiLove. This of course
generates even more AntiLove and causes the persistence of the AntiLove.

One of the Laws of Polarities is: The price of not understanding Polarities
is suffering. This is one example. Remember: It is not possible to have PosLove
without AntiLove. AntiLove is not “BAD;” it is an essential part of the universe—
without it, PosLove could not exist.
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Furthermore, as with all polarities, the negative pole must not only exist but
also must be experienced—at least once—in order to know and appreciate the
positive pole. Therefore you must know AntiLove to know PosLove.

However, you do not have to live experiencing AntiLove over and over through
out life, as most humans do. They do so as a result of their ignorance of the 
psycanics of Love+/- and of themselves. When you understand yourself as
Creator and you understand the mechanisms of your creation of your BEing and
of AntiLove, you can control your creations and move from AntiLove to PosLove 
permanently.

The concept of Love and its two polarities of PosLove and AntiLove is of
extreme importance in Psycanics and in your life. In fact, Psycanics is a science
and technology of Love and Power.

There is only one thing you need do in life, and that is to love yourself.
Furthermore, you can ONLY love others to the extent that you love yourself. Love
yourself, and everything, everything, in life resolves, including Power.

Personal Power is your capacity to control your BEing, your experience, your
life, including creating and manifesting the life and things that you want. POWER
is a function of LOVE. The force that powers or energizes Power is Love. Love 
sufficiently and you will have the power to manifest anything you desire—at the
same time, you will be totally happy and therefore desire little.

The Personal Power of Christ and of Buddha came from their incredible quan-
tity of LOVE (really, of ESSENCE, but here we are only interested in the LOVE
aspect).

Power and Love are a feedback cycle as shown in the following diagram:
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Love is the energy that powers your Creator-Power. The more Love

(actually, ESSENCE) that you are, the bigger the BEing that you are

(closer to BEing the SUPREME BEING = MAXIMUM CREATOR =

POWER); and the more energy you have for energization of your

desired reality. (Creation is a process of energization.)

BEING

POWER

used to DO positive

things = to LoveLOVE
=

Joy



One of the most important keys to Power is loving yourself so that you open
to receive your creations. You can create something and have it standing by in the 
universe ready to come into your world—only to be blocked by AntiLove to self.
More creations are blocked for lack of self-love than fail because of lack of Power.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

Love has two aspects:
1. As a noun, and internally = psycanically; your Love is your emotions.

They are your experience = FEELing in the Causal Sequence of the
Love-AntiLove Energy Polarity = Happiness-UPS Polarity. Love+/-
= emotions+/- is the only Happiness/UPS that exists. (We will later
see that your BE is the cause of your FEEL: BE�DO in the Causal
Sequence.) 
Emotions+/- = Love+/- = Happiness+/-. S/He who does not under-
stand this lacks a vital piece of knowledge about life and self, and is
doomed to a life of confusion and pain. This equation is summed up and
symbolized by the word “EmoLoveJoy.”

2. Your emotions+/- as your internal Love energy+/- then motivate and
impulse your Love+/- as your external, physical actions+/-; as the verb
“to Love;” as your DO+/- in the Causal Sequence of Life: BE�FEEL�
THINK�DO. Your behaviors are your internal Love+/- expressed 
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Love without Power is weak and ineffectual.
Power without Love and Wisdom will destroy and is

therefore AntiPower.

Your internal = psycanic experience = FEELing of Love depends on your
discreating the AntiEssence Mass in which you are encased as a spirit-ual
BEing. This frees and motivates you to Love externally.

Your ability to Love externally (DO), and your Personal Power depend on
you actually Love-ing (pos-DOing); i.e. on using your Power to take action
and producing positive results (to love). The more Love you give, the more
you have.

So your “DOing Love” feeds energy back into your Power in a resonating
or heterodyning* circuit: the more Love you output in your DOing, the more
Love you have, which inputs you Power to Love even more, which returns
you even more Love which gives you more Power, and so on

*Resonating and heterodyning: Feeding back vibrations or energy into a
system to increase its amplitude or frequency = power.



outward in action = your RELATE & DO in the Causal Sequence of
Life. Your actions are either loving ones that support and grow the ener-
gies around you (everything is an energy); or they are AntiLoving actions
that harm, damage or destroy things or people around you.

Power: You are the Creator of your life, and the Manifestor of the things
and experiences you desire to have and live. Your Personal Power to 
create is a function of the Love that you are/have. The more Love you
give using your Power, the more Love you have to power your Power.

Love = Emotion is a psycanic energy polarity spectrum that expresses Value,
determines FEELing = Happiness+/-, colors all THINKing, and motivates DO
= ACTION. This is expressed in the Causal Sequence as BE�FEEL�
THINK�DO.

Love+/- = Emotion +/- is the entire spectrum and consists of AntiLove and
PosLove. The idea that Love is just one particular frequency of high-affinity 
emotion is extremely limited and incomplete.

PosLove is all forms of positive energy: what you FEEL, what you DO, and
what you give to others.

AntiLove is all forms of negative energy, both what you FEEL internally and
what those FEELings motivate you to DO externally. AntiLove is alive, well, and
flourishing on this planet.

Space is the neutral point of no energy between PosLove = +emotion and
AntiLove = neg emotion. Therefore, Space is the end of AntiLove = suffering and
the beginning of PosLove = happiness, as shown in the graphic in this chapter:
The Spectrum of Love-Energy = Emotion.

The four basic forms of AntiLove are Anger, Fear, Grief and Depression. The
mechanism that determines which flavor you generate in any situation is explained
in other Psycanics materials.
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Chapter 14

You Are Love

Your BEing is made of LOVE, for the purpose of Love-ing.

In the previous chapter, we established that your emotions and Love are the same
thing. In this chapter we are going to examine the HOW, the exact mechanism,

by which you generate your emotions = Love+/-.
The concept of Love is of much greater spiritual breadth and altitude than 

emotion. For this reason, we will use the term Love more than emotion, leaving it
to you, the student, to remember that these are the same thing. Likewise, never 
forget that we are also speaking of Happiness+/-.

The information in this chapter is so important that I am going to say 
everything in several different ways to assure understanding.

You Are Love
To understand how you create your emotions = Love, and where your Love

comes from, we have to enter into mysticism (at one of the few points where 
mysticism and religions agree). Both mysticism and religions state that the
SUPREME BEING is LOVE, and that the only truth is LOVE7.

7 Of course, religions then bastardize this, God as LOVE, by presenting a God of
myriad and nitpicking rules and regulations, easy to offend and sin against, prone to
anger, revenge and punishment. (In other words, a God made in the image and likeness
of humans, and not the other way around.) 
Love starts with Space, with Total Freedom for the beloved. LOVE has no rules, never
seeks to control; never descends into the AntiLove emotions, never punishes. INFINITE
SPACE-LOVE cannot be offended and has no commandments of any type. Your love
/AntiLove actions produce their own reward or consequence directly in your BEing and
your happiness: there is perfect justice in every moment.



Actually, this is incomplete: The ENERGY OF LIFE or BEING can best be
described as ESSENCE: CONSCIOUSNESS, INTELLIGENCE, ALL KNOW-
ING and KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, WILL, POWER, FIRST CAUSE,
CREATOR, VALUE-ABLE, TIMELESS, SPACE, ENERGY, LOVE, and
BLISS—among other qualities. We abbreviate these to “ESSENCE” (of LIFE or
ESSENCE of BEING), and to Wisdom, Power, Value, and LoveJoy, and then to
WPVLJ. The SUPREME BEING IS INFINITE ESSENCE—humans are “chil-
dren of ESSENCE,” spirit BEings, suppressed in their ESSENCE by AntiEssence
creations of self. Thus LOVE is but one of the ESSENCE qualities, but it is our
focus in this chapter.

The universe is made of ESSENCE, of LOVE, of the “body” of the
SUPREME BEING—there isn’t anything else from which to make it. There is
only the ONE. The SUPREME BEING is both CREATOR and CREATED.
LOVE (really ESSENCE) is the basic energy of the universe from which all else
is made—including you. In the ultimate analysis, even rocks are made of the ONE,
of LOVE. Not only is this theoretically so, it is one of the experiences most com-
monly reported by mystics: IT is all LOVE.

You-psycan are a spirit. You are an individualized particle of the ONE BEING,
of LOVE. As some religions express it: you are a “child of God,” a “chip off the
old block,” “made in HIR image and likeness.” As such you have the same Essence
as your CREATOR. You are made of the ONE INTELLIGENT ENERGY; you
are made of LOVE. You are LOVE. LOVE is the raw material of your BEing,
along with Will and Consciousness (i.e. all the ESSENCE energies).

Obviously, LOVE can take any form. One of the purest and most direct forms
is the emotional energy spectrum, as we saw in the last chapter: Emotion+/- is
Love+/-. Changes of Love-energy frequency along this spectrum are easy and 
natural to all spirit BEings. In other words, you = Love move (or vibrate) up and
down the emotional = love energy spectrum as part of your basic nature as
a spiritual BEing. It is your nature to be and to auto-modulate the Love =
emotional energy that you are made of.

We use the term “modulate” in the same sense that it is used in physics
and electronics. Modulate means to control the frequency or amplitude of
a wave form to control its characteristics, or to impress data. For example,
radio waves are modulated with sound waves to carry the sound informa-
tion. Your television and computer monitor work because the electron
gun at the back of the picture tube modulates the electron stream that
plays over the fluorescent material of the screen to produce the desired
image in shape and colors. So by “modulation,” we mean a change of
frequency, amplitude, or other characteristics of energy—but not a
change of kind of material, or of the essential nature of the modulated
energy.
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As a non-physical being, a psycan, you are Love energy. But that energy is not 
static—on the contrary, it is highly variable. You modulate your energy Essence =
Love constantly. Think of your Self = BEing = spirit = soul as a sphere of
Essence energy (counter-created and suppressed with AntiEssence energies.) As a
globe of Love energy, you “shine” or “glow” with different modulations or
frequencies of Love energy at each moment of your life. You experience
these changes of Love as your emotions: your emotions are your experience of
Love+/-.

You = spirit can “glow” at all points up and down the spectrum of Love. This
spectrum ranges from the deepest and darkest despair up to the highest ecstasy
and bliss. You as a Love entity “move” (change frequencies or modulation) up and
down this spectrum at the speed of thought, as fast as “greased lightening.” This
apparent “movement” along the emotion spectrum is actually an 
ever-changing modulation of yourself as Love-energy = consciousness =
psycan.

This is so important that I’ll repeat it: Your changes of emotion+/- (i.e.
“movements” up and down the emotion = love energy spectrum) are really
changes of your state of BEing. THEY ARE CHANGES of degrees of
ESSENCE+/- (includes AntiEssence). Your changing emotions are the
result of CHANGES of BE, of BEing, of variations of your IDENTITIES
(PIRs and NIRs); of your IDentification with ESSENCE or
ANTIESSENCE. Your BE � (causes) your FEEL. (We will come back to this
in a moment.) 

You may know from your studies of physics that each color of light is a differ-
ent frequency/wavelength of light energy. Imagine a light source that can change
colors; imagine a light bulb that changes from red to blue to white to red to yellow
to green to red, to purple, etc. It can be modulated = changed from any color to
any color at any time—and can mix colors.

Now think of your non-physical self, you = spirit = psycan, as a ball of
glowing energy. Imagine you as a glowing globe changing colors constantly. Those
colors represent your emotions = your frequency or flavor of Love. The changes
of color represent changes of the Love energy that you are. You experience those
changes of Love frequency as changes of emotion. You are Love+/-; your 
emotional changes are your changes of Love. Just as different tones of sound are
different modulations of air vibrations, so too are your emotions different tones
of Love energy.

Your color or flavor or modulation or frequency of Love changes constantly
according to changes of the other elements of ESSENCE, as we will see soon.
The light = Love is always there; it is Who You Are; it just varies in frequency along
its spectrum, including the negative polarity of the emotions = UPS.
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An example (understand in this example that I am not saying you change color:
I am using colors as an analogy for the different emotions = love modulations):

• You awaken in the morning and go into worry about something at
work—you are glowing gray.

• At breakfast you get angry about your child’s bad grades; now you are
radiating red.

• You get to work and find out the thing you were worried about has been
resolved and you feel relieved: the gray fades out and you turn light blue
in contentment.

• You remember a party you are going to attend and get excited: you blaze
yellow.

• Your boss comes in and gives you an interesting assignment—and you
light up in enthusiasm—your Love color shines yellow. OR you might
turn gray or black in anxiety and fear of not being able to do it.

• You get home to find out that your dog died and you are sad: you now
glow a dark, muddy blue.

And on and on: your Love frequency changes constantly according to a factor
we will soon see. It appears that it changes according to the events, but this is an
illusion. It changes as you change.

So the question is: how do you avoid the painful modulations and increase the
happy ones? 

Graphs – We can graph these changes over time, whether that time is a minute,
a day, or a month. The time frame on the following graphs can be a minute, an
hour, a day, a month, a year, your whole life. Much of the time, you are in neutral:
you have little emotional experience either positive or negative.
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But as events occur, you change your BEing relative to those events and your
love = emotions change. The normal human being experiences many uncon-
trolled—and seemingly uncontrollable—changes of emotions constantly. A graph
of your emotional = love states over any given time period might look something
like Graph #1.

Graph #2: As you apply Psycanics and CDT, you will begin to take control of
your emotions. You will begin to reduce and eliminate the causes of your changes
to AntiLove. You will begin to increase in you the factors that Cause you to glow in
PosLove. Thus your graph of emotion = Love states will begin to look like Graph
#2. Your positive love states will increase and your AntiLove states will decrease.
You will reduce the intensity, quantity and duration your activations of AntiLove
and increase the intensity and quantity and duration of your times of PosLove.
You will suffer less and less and experience more and more happiness and joy.

Imprint firmly in your consciousness this concept and image of yourself as a
globe of energy that glows with Love-light. You as a spirit, a psycan, are a globe
of ESSENCE = Love. (This is not just an analogy: when perceived psycanically
or mystically, the psycan appears as a globe of light, as a small sun.) You are a globe
of ESSENCE that changes and combines frequencies of the polar characteristics
of ESSENCE, one of which is Love-light, all the time. You experience these
changes of Love+/- as your emotions+/-.

It may appear to you that the events of your life are causing those changes. This
is false, an illusion. It is the result of the Fatal Identity: I AM NOT CREATOR
which we have already introduced and will see again in the next section. Your love-
modulations = emotions are psycanic energies. They are not caused or controlled
by anything less than you, the psycan; they are not caused by anything external to
you.
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What is really changing is you = psycan, an Essence�Love-energy entity. Your
emotional alterations are really variations of your BEing that is made of
Love, which is part of your ESSENCE, of your BEing itself. I repeat because
this is so critical to your happiness: Your changes of emotion+/- are really
changes of your state of BEing = ESSENCE, of which Love is the last 
element in the Causal Sequence of Essence. Your emotions are indicators
of degrees and changes of ESSENCE+/- (includes AntiEssence). Your
changing emotions are the result of CHANGES of BE, of BEing, of
variations of your IDENTITIES (PIRs and NIRs); of your IDentification
with ESSENCE or ANTIESSENCE. BE�FEEL: Your BE�(causes) your
FEEL.

It is the Cause of these variations that we want to understand in this
chapter.

The Cause of Your Love = Emotions
The question now is:

What Causes your emotions? 

You now understand that this question is the same as:

What determines your Love+/- modulation at any given moment?
What are you really Loving or AntiLoving?

—and why does that Love+/- = emotion+/- change so much 
and so frequently?

Because Emotion=Love= Happiness, this question can also be phrased as 
“What causes Happiness and Pain?”

We have established that nothing external to you ever causes your emotions. So,
what is it inside you that causes your changes of emotion = Love+/-? What inside
you are you loving or AntiLoving and experiencing that Love+/- as your
emotions? 

The only thing inside you is you. Your internal Love+/- is Love+/- for SELF.
You PosLove or AntiLove yourself, and experience that Love+/- as your emo-
tions. Your emotions are SELF Love+/-. Thus most important understanding
about your emotions and happiness that you can ever have is:

Your emotions are your Love for Self.

Your emotions are your Self-Love+/-.

The next question is:

What determines whether you PosLove or AntiLove yourself ?
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This is the same as asking:
What determines whether your emotions are positive or negative?

The polarity of your Love+/- is determined by 
your Essence IDentity of the moment,

plus your creation of Good-BAD about that IDentity.

• Positive IDs = PIRs + Opinion of Good � positive self-love = positive
emotions = happiness.

• Negative IDs = NIRs + Opinion of Bad � self AntiLove = negative
emotions = UPS (pain).

The following we call the Law of the Cranium, because every human being
needs this engraved on the backside of hir skull behind the forehead, so that s/he
can look up, read and remember it:

Phrased more succinctly and in first person, the Law of the Cranium is:

Your emotions+/- are how you FEEL about yourSelf.

Your Essence IDs = PIRs/NIRs = Who you are BEing
are the Cause, the trigger,

for your self-love+/- = your emotions+/- = your happiness/UPS.
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Your emotions are SELF-LOVE+/-. 

Your emotions+/- are your Love or AntiLove for your Self, 
where that Self is determined in each moment by the Essence IDs +/-, 

(PIRs / NIRs) that you are assuming relative to the events of your life; 

IDs that you are coloring with your creations of Good-BAD (Value+/-) 

about that IDentity = Self.

My emotions are my Love or AntiLove for my Self
according to the Essence IDs + Good/BAD

that I am activating at any moment.



Essence
Essence, remember, means the ESSENCE of BEing (or ESSENCE of the

LIFE FORCE which is the same thing). The Essence of BEing is
• Consciousness, Knowingness, Intelligence, Creativity � WISDOM;
• Will, Cause, Creator, Control, Manifestation � POWER;
• Value-ableness: The degree of Value, of Worth and Goodness �

VALUE;
• Love, which is Joy and Happiness � EmoLoveJoy or LOVEJOY for

short.

Essence = Wisdom � Power � Value � Love = Joy.
We further abbreviate these qualities as WPVLJ. Essence = WPVLJ.

ESSENCE of LIFE, all the above properties of the LIFE FORCE, of the
SUPREME BEING, of BEing, of Life, is a scale that goes from mineral (i.e. a
rock—a form of BEing very low in all those qualities) to plant � to animal � to
human � to higher spiritual Beings � to the SUPREME BEING, the highest
form of BEing. The CREATOR is maximum BEing and therefore maximum
WPVLJ = ESSENCE.

You love being Essence. You BAD8, AntiLove and resist being AntiEssence.
You want to BE the maximum ESSENCE possible: the ONE INFINITE
ESSENCE. This compulsion is the Experiential Imperative that rules all
human behavior. The Imperative is built into you from the moment of your 
creation as a psycan = spirit = soul. You have no choice about it, and no control
over it. You obey it at all times, know it or not, like it or not—fortunately, because
it is your beacon HOME = back to the ONE whence you came.

You love BEing Essence; you AntiLove BEing AntiEssence: that love or
AntiLove to self according to your Essence Identity of the moment is your
emotions and the ONLY happiness or pain that exists in life.

Your quantity or flavor of Essence or AntiEssence is determined by your
Essence IDentities, your PIRs and NIRs. Your Love+/- for self modulates
according to the Essence IDentity, the PIR or NIR, which you are BEing at
any moment, plus your creation of Value = Good-BAD you assign to that
IDentity = your Self.

Life is a parade of events. You assume or change—at the speed of thought—
your IDentities in relationship to the different events of your life. Thus, it appears
that external events cause your emotions, but all they really do is trigger your
IDentities. (We will come back to this.)
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When you are in positive Essence Identities = WPVLJ, you naturally PosLove
yourself. The LJ in WPVLJ is the Love that you are, have and FEEL for yourself
according to the V = Value = Good-BAD that you ascribe to yourSelf as that ID.
The J represents Joy, for happiness, as Love is the only happiness that exists.

When you are in PIRs such as I AM SMART � I AM ABLE = I CAN do it
� I AM GOOD and WORTHY, then you PosLove yourself. (Notice the Causal
Sequence of BEing W�P�V�LJ.) Expressed as a formula, this is:

PIR = +(W/P/V) + Value = Good � Self-Love = Positive Emotion = Joy

The opposite polarity, the painful polarity is: When you are in NIRs, you will
AntiLove yourself. I AM STUPID � I CAN’T do it; I AM A FAILURE � I AM
BAD and UNWORTHY � ANTILOVE = anger, fear or sorrow = ANTI-JOY.
Expressed as a formula, this is:

NIR = -(WPV) + Value = BAD � Self-AntiLove = Negative Emotion = UPS

VALUE+/- to SELF = ID determines the POLARITY of your EmoLoveJoy

In the chapter on Good-BAD, we saw how the polarity of your EmoLoveJoy
depends on your assignation of Value.

Note: Do not confuse the Value-AntiValue IDentities such as I AM LESS
THAN; UNWORTHY; NOT GOOD ENOUGH, I AM BAD, etc., with
the Value Judgment Creation of Good-BAD. They are not the same thing,
and the distinction is extremely important in CDT.

And we saw that the assigning of Value, of Good or BAD, is purely your 
creation—it is never an innate property of objective reality. We saw that Value and
Love are interrelated. You naturally PosLove Good and AntiLove BAD—never
forgetting that you are the creator of (the opinions = labels of) Good and BAD.
You are therefore, through the mechanism of your creation of Good and BAD,
the creator of your love and AntiLove = your happiness or pain.

Now, take the Essence IDentities of Wisdom�Power. The main ones are
copied below for your convenience.
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PIRs 
WISDOM�POWER

• I am smart.
• I know.
• I am wise.
• I can do it.
• I am able / capable.
• I am strong.
• I am useful.
• I am powerful.
• I am a success.

NIRs
ANTIWISDOM�

ANTIPOWER
• I don’t know.
• I am dumb / stupid.
• I am a fool / foolish.
• I am unable / incapable.
• I can’t (do / handle, etc).
• I am weak.
• I am useless.
• I am powerless.
• I am the victim.



What Value do you assign to the PIR group and what Value to the NIR group? 
Which side is GOOD and which is BAD? Pretty obvious, right? 
You generate LOVE (PosLove or AntiLove) for yourself according to the

Value+/- that you create about the Essence IDentity you have activated at any
given moment. PIRs = “Good” IDentities trigger your PosLove for self, which
you experience as positive emotions = happiness. NIRs = BAD IDentities trigger
your AntiLove for self that you experience as negative emotions = unhappiness =
pain and suffering.

PIR + Value = Good � +Self-Love = +Emotion = Happiness

NIR + Value = BAD � Self-AntiLove = Neg. Emotion = Pain

Thus the Causal Sequence is:

BE = IDs = PIRs/NIRs = (W�P�V) +/- � Value+/- = creation of
Good/Bad � +/-FEEL = EmoLoveJoy+/- � THINK+/- (end of psy-

canics) � (start of physicality) RELATE & DO+/- = Love+/- in Action �
HAVE+/- = Results+/-

This is the basic mechanism of all experience, of existence itself. Life is about
BEing and loving that BEing = SELF. Everything else in life, which is the Causal
Sequence, follows from BE-FEEL.

The Essence Identities are the most powerful and most important things in
your existence. They are your birthright, your heritage, your nature as a spiritual
Being.

Your Essence IDentities Are The God in You
There is no such thing as the devil or hell as religions paint them, but if
there were, we might say that your AntiEssence IDentities are the devil
and the hell is in you. They are the only negative FEEL that exists; they
are the source of all pain and suffering (“hell on earth”). And they are the
motivating BE-FEEL behind all negative DO: they are the cause of all of
humankind’s AntiLove actions and inhumanity to others.

Your highest goal, your Imperative in life is to maximize your BE-FEEL of
ESSENCE, which is to return to BEing God, again. This is the deepest and
strongest motivation of your existence—whether you recognize this or not.
Who You Are is no laughing matter, but rather the most serious thing in your 
existence. You generate all the AntiLove that ever BE in you around your
AntiEssence IDentities. Your own AntiLove for your AntiEssence
IDentities is the ONLY source of pain and suffering.

All of this is so important I am going to repeat it in different words.
Your emotions are how you FEEL about WHO YOU BE at the moment.
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Your emotions are your PosLove or AntiLove for yourself according to the
Goodness or BADness of the psycanic ID(s) you have activated at the moment—
never forgetting that Good-BAD-ness is your creation. This is the Causal
Sequence: BE�FEEL at full power.

Your emotions show you whether you are loving or AntiLoving yourself
at the moment. Thus, they show you whether you have a PIR or a NIR 
activated at the moment.

Self-Esteem: Your emotions are your self-esteem. They are your Value=
esteem-ation = e-value-ation�EmoLoveJoy+/- for yourSelf according to your
Wisdom�Power�Value IDentities = PIRs/NIRs. Your W�P�V is self-
determined by your IDs of the moment. You create = determine your identities
W�P�V, then create Good-BAD about them, and then love or AntiLove that 
creation: yourSelf. That is the WPVLJ+/- sequence.

Your PosLove or AntiLove for self—as determined by your WPV identities
and opinions of the moment—is your joy or your pain. There is no other source
of Happiness+. There is no other source of AntiLove = negative emotion = pain
= suffering. Your happiness or UPS in life is never caused by the events, but by the
IDs you activate in relation to the events.

BE�FEEL:
1. First you create your BE = IDentity by declaring what you are or are not:

e.g. “I AM WEAK.”
2. Then you create a judgment = e-Value-ation = Good/BAD about that ID

= yourself. (e.g. “It’s BAD that I AM WEAK.”)
3. Then you AntiLove the result = yourself in that ID + BAD.

This is the mechanism of FEEL of all the negative emotions, and when the ID
is positive, of all positive emotions. Note how you do it all: YOU ARE THE
CREATOR!

Your IDentities can change at the speed of thought (we will see the mechanism
of this soon). A change of IDentities changes your self-Love+/-. You experience
these changes of self-Love as your emotions.

As your W�P�V = Essence = psycanic IDs move up and down the Essence
Polarity Spectrum, your creation of Value = Good-BAD to yourself moves up and
down accordingly on its polarity scale. As your creation of ID + Good/BAD
Value moves up and down its scale, so does your EmoLoveJoy move up and down
its spectrum. You cannot separate your BE from your FEEL; they are really
the same energy, the ESSENCE ENERGY OF BEING, of LIFE, of the
ONE. Therefore, we will often write BE�FEEL as BE-FEEL when we wish to
emphasize that they are so interrelated that you can not separate them.

Because you can have multiple identities, even contradicting identities = both
PIRs and NIRs activated at the same time, you can experience many combinations
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of self-Love = emotions at the same time. Thus, “mixed emotions.”
This truth and mechanism of your creations is also highly useful in reverse.

We can use emotion to find the underlying, causal IDentity. Your emotions show 
you what IDentities, PIRs or NIRs you have activated at any moment. Negative
emotion is always a sure indication of a NIR:

EVERY NEGATIVE EMOTION IS PROOF OF 
THE ACTIVATION OF A NIR.

EVERY NEGATIVE EMOTION IS ANTILOVE TO SELF:
Find that Self = ID and discreate it! 

This data is very important in processing as we trace the smoke of our nega-
tive emotions back to the fire of our NIRs. We penetrate the emotion to get to the
IDentity. Then, using CDT (Creation and Discreation Technology), we extinguish
the fire: we discreate the NIRs. No fire, no more smoke.

The Myth that Your Emotions are Caused by External Events
Definition: event: Psycanics technical term. Any perceived change in any reality

in the environment. Any movement. It can be the appearance or exit or any 
person or thing. It can be anything that someone says or does. It can be any 
occurrence or happening. It can be a change in awareness of the perceiver; it can
be the first perception, the realization, of existence of a situation or circumstance.
It can be your own thoughts or actions. The word is used as it is in physics to mean
a change, movement or occurrence of any kind.

Definition: trigger event, or just: trigger. A trigger is any event that activates an
ID, a PIR or NIR. The trigger is whatever happens in your life that seems to cause
your emotions. It is the event that occurs immediately as or after which your 
negative EmoLoveJoy activates into your FEEL = experience. (Of course, it is an
illusion that anything outside of yourself causes your emotions. The trigger is only
a catalyst for the unhappiness mechanism—NIR masses—already present in the
subconscious.) A synonym for trigger is “button.”
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Your EmoLoveJoy is how you FEEL about yourSelf.
You cannot control most events; you cannot control your emotions

(suppression is not control and is unhealthy). 

What you can control, your Point of Power in life,
is your BEing = IDs.

You can discreate your NIRs and augment your PIRs.



The trigger is any event that activates a NIR Mass, stimulating it to “move”
from subconscious = no experience to your consciousness = experience = FEEL.
You experience the activation primarily as negative emotion (anger, fear, sorrow,
depression, etc.); but the NIR is always there. Negative emotion is always AntiLove
for a negative ID: there are always one or more NIRs behind every negative
emotion.

A trigger can be something external like what another person does or says. It
can be unwanted news. It can be any problem or challenge in your life. It can be
one of your own thoughts. In the ultimate analysis, the trigger is always one
of your own thoughts because events themselves have no meaning and no
Value until you create them.

EVENTS HAVE NO MEANING OR VALUE UNTIL YOU CREATE
THEM for the event.

To many people, it appears that external events cause their emotions. They 
perceive life as:

Negative event � (Causes) my negative EmoLoveJoy = my UPS (pain).
They then commence negative DO = action, attacking and trying to
change the trigger event. This is the DO part of the Causal Sequence that
we will examine in a later chapter.

However, it is not the event that causes your emotion. It is the IDentity that
you assume (activate) in relation to that event. This is so important that I repeat:

It is not the event that causes your emotion;
It is the IDentity that you assume 

(trigger or activate) in relation to that event.
Your emotions are how you FEEL about your Self.

Your emotions are your Self-Love+/- 
according to the IDs+/- = (WPV) + Good-BAD that 
you assume in relation to the events of your life.

Your emotions are not about external events; they are about you. You assume
or activate IDs according to your perception of yourself (as Wise, Power-ful
or Value-able) concurrent with the events of your life. Your emotions+/- are
then your Love+/- response to yourself in those IDentities.

On facing any event in life, you assume an identity on the Essence polarity 
spectrums of Wisdom, Power, and Value. The self-Love+/- that you are then
changes frequency according to your creation of Value+/- (Good-BAD) for that
identity. Thus: your IDs + your e-Value-ations (creations of Value= Good/BAD)
determine your self-Love = emotions. Again this is expressed in the Causal
Sequence as BE�FEEL; and in the Causal Sequence of Essence as WPV�LJ.
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Power
Power is the main characteristic of Essence. No matter what the event is, it

comes down to that you are ABLE or UNABLE; you CAN or you CAN’T 
handle the event; you CAN or CAN’T produce your desired outcome in that 
situation. (Remember that Power requires and therefore includes Wisdom.) Thus,
Power is the most important of the psycanic IDentities.

Even when the trigger event sets off your Value Identities—I AM NOT
GOOD ENOUGH, I AM LESS THAN, I AM UNWORTHY, for examples—
the basic problem is still Power. I CAN’T BE GOOD ENOUGH; I CAN’T GET
RESPECT; I AM UNABLE TO BE WORTHY, TO DESERVE; I AM 
INFERIOR and I CAN’T CHANGE THAT. All these Value problems are really
Power problems. If you had sufficient Power, you would BE Value-able and you
would be able to change your negative Value.

Thus, your EmoLoveJoy results from the W�P�V IDentities you assume in
relation to any event.

Your emotions = L-J+/- are caused, not by the event, but by the Essence
IDentities WPV that you assume—often unconsciously—relevant to that
event.

Between any trigger event and your emotion, there is always one or more of
your IDs.

The following diagram is designed to show the entire mechanism, both the 
illusion of Event Causes�Experience, and the truth of Event�NIR + Value =
BAD�AntiLove. Study the diagram until it makes sense.
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The psycanically ignorant person is unaware of the Causal Sequence
and lives in the illusion that the “Event Causes my Experience=Pain,”

represented by the curved dotted arrow at bottom. 
This is No-Responsability for Experience.



There is no causal relationship between the event and the IDentity, or
between the event and the emotion. There is only the lack of control by the
BEing of hir IDentities and of hir BADs. The BEing lets hirself be
EFFECT of events; s/he lives letting events trigger hir IDentities instead of
controlling them hirself.

Your emotional experience, positive or negative, is always the experience of
yourself in an IDentity, plus your Good-BAD triggering your Love+/-. Your expe-
rience is not caused by the external event but by the ID = PIR or NIR that you
adopt in reference to that event. You can’t always—or even very often—control
external events. You can achieve excellent control over your IDs and eliminate
your NIRs—and that is all that is necessary for Love and Happiness. It is the 
highway to Love and Happiness, and to Wisdom and Power.

We suffer due to Who We Are, not due to What Is.
We suffer because of our Internal Reality, not our External Reality.

Thus, life = the Causal Sequence is NOT, as most people perceive it:
Negative event�(causes) my negative emotion, my pain.
HAVE�FEEL

But:
Neg. event triggers�NIR +BAD�AntiLove = neg. EmoLoveJoy = UPS
(pain).
HAVE = trigger BE�FEEL

The experience of negative BE-FEEL then motivates neg. THINKing that
leads to neg. DOing to attack the trigger or to suppress the experience (e.g. with
drugs). This is the Causal Sequence: BE�FEEL�THINK�DO in its entire 
negative splendor. (We will get to DO in a later chapter).

This is the mechanism of all human suffering:
the uncontrolled triggering of negative Essence IDs that 
automatically trigger self-AntiLove = negative emotions.

Most people—due to their ignorance of Psycanics—live letting external events
trigger their IDentities. Thus, they suffer at the Effect of the external world; they
live as a “Victim of Events.” They deny Responsability for BEing the Creators of
their experience = BE-FEEL, assign Cause to the event and live blaming outside
factors and other people for their problems and pain.

They live in effort and struggle to change the world = events to try to control
their experience and BE happy—a battle that is constant, difficult, and ultimately
always lost. All the while, the true Cause lives within.

Your point of control in life is not the event. We often have little or no control
over events. And even if you are able to control a given event, life is a stream of
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events and there will always be many that you can’t control.
Nor is your point of control your emotions. Your emotions are automatic love-

energy reactions to your IDentity. You can suppress them—always with 
subsequent negative consequences—but you cannot avoid them. They are part of
what you are, of your BEing itself.

Your point of control is your IDentities, your BEing. These you can create and
discreate.

Every human being can learn to take control of hir IDentities. You can learn
to create WHO YOU ARE and maintain yourself in PIRs at all times and in 
relation to any event. You should not let this, the most crucial factor of life = Who
You Are moment to moment, be determined unconsciously by external events.

You can learn to discreate the NIRs that you have accumulated in your subcon-
scious. There is a lot of NIR mass in the subconscious of every human being—
enough to suppress your BEing down from the level of the ONE SUPREME
BEING to the level of a human. But you can discreate it all, and that is the ascent
back to your ORIGINAL NATURE.

Because your IDs = BEing determines your self-love = emotions, you thus take
control of your EmoLoveJoy—by controlling Who You Are, your BEing. You no
longer suffer and you no longer compulsively execute negative Causal Sequences,
including addictions and relationship conflicts.

NOTE: Until you do discharge at least some of the NIR Mass energies,
you will often be at the effect of the trigger events and activate even when
you understand what is going on. This is because the Masses are already
there latent in your subconscious and sensitive to re-stimulation. They
need to be reduced in energy and force, so that you can take control once
again.

BE-FEEL
We now re-introduce the term BE�FEEL, which may also be written BE-

FEEL. BE-FEEL is a term you will see often in Psycanics beyond this point. It is
the first two elements of the Causal Sequence written together as one word, as one
concept, because they are impossible to separate.

BE = IDENTITIES determines FEEL = EMOTIONS = SELF-LOVE—and
together they determine the rest of the Causal Sequence: THINK�RELATE &
DO�HAVE.
{BE = IDENTITIES�FEEL = EMOTIONS = SELF-LOVE} = BE-FEEL

Positive BE-FEEL is the experience of Wisdom, Power, Value, and
Love-Joy = Happiness that is the ONLY motivation of all human behavior.

Happiness is the purpose of life and everything anyone ever does is toward hir
own happiness. There are no exceptions to this rule, no matter how much you may
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like to think that altruism, unselfishness and sacrifice exist. They don’t. I can prove
this and the Law of The Only Motivation (The Imperative) any time, anywhere,
for any person and any behavior. (Remember: I am not saying that what people do
actually takes them to happiness: many behaviors backfire and produce unhappi-
ness. I am saying that Happiness = positive BE-FEEL is always their intent.)

The External Quest
When a person does not understand Psycanics, BEing, and the Causal

Sequence, when s/he is trapped in the Fatal Paradigm; s/he will embark on the
External Quest for happiness. S/He will seek happiness in externals: relationships,
position, fame, success, power, wealth, etc. All THINKing and DOing and
HAVEing always have as their purpose to control BE-FEEL = experience = 
happiness. All human effort has as its ultimate goal personal happiness. NO
EXCEPTIONS. Even Hitler and Idi Amin were seeking their happiness.

The true Quest, the true challenge of life, is the Internal Quest to work on
yourself and find your love and happiness within. The purpose of life is to move
from Who You Are now to Who You Want to Be. When you are BEing Wise,
Powerful, Excellent, and Loving, all the rest of the Causal Sequence, your actions,
relationships and your results, will flow from that, as we will see in the following
chapters.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

You are a spirit-ual BEing;
a LOVE-energy entity, a psycan.

Your Essence, inherited from the INFINITE ESSENCE as ITS “child” and 
as made in HIR “image and likeness,” is LOVE.

YOU ARE ESSENCE, part of which is LOVE.
LOVE is energy.

All energy is a polarity.
LOVE is a polarity.

The emotions are the energy polarity spectrum of LOVE.

You-psycan are Love+/-, and the Love that you are can “glow”
at any modulation (“color” or “flavor”) along the Love-AntiLove Spectrum.

You-Love can change from PosLove to AntiLove 
and back again at the speed of thought.

You experience these changes of Love+/- as your emotions.
You-spirit vibrate or shimmer with Love all along Love’s spectrum,

from the highest joy to the deepest pain.
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WPV�LJ = BE�FEEL:
Your Essence IDentities+/- determine your EmoLoveJoy+/-.

You-psycan “glow” with your PosLove or your AntiLove 
according to the PIR or NIR that you have activated at the moment.

Your emotions are how you FEEL about yourSelf; they are your Love or
AntiLove for Self according to your activated Essence Identities: of

Wisdom�Power�Value 
with which you confront the events of your life.

The challenge of life is to Love+ yourself and live happily ever after.
The challenge of life is to Love+ yourself and live in “Heaven”

all the time.

The main challenge of life is to work on your BEing to grow in 
Essence = Wisdom, Power and Love�Joy: to be ever more God-like.

If you wish to advance spiritually, or even just in human happiness, you must
learn to control the factors that determine where along the Love spectrum you are
“glowing” at any moment. You must learn to augment the factors that light up
your Love. You must learn how to eliminate the factors, your NIRs, which trigger
your AntiLove. All your UPS in life is negative EmoLoveJoy generated about your
NIRs.
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You create of yourself WHAT YOU BE, 
and then you love or AntiLove the result.

You-psycan live and FEEL, enjoy or suffer, 
your self-Love or your self-AntiLove 
in every moment of your existence. 

And that is your “Heaven” or your “Hell”—at every moment, wherever you go.
There is perfect justice for every BEing in every moment. 

We all create our pain or our joy by our love or our AntiLove.



LIFE IS:
BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE 

IDENTITY�EMOTION�THOUGHT�ACTION�RESULT
Control the Identity (the BE) and the rest of the sequence takes care of itself.

Your experience of Love and Joy in life 
comes from WHO YOU ARE, as created by you.

Love and Joy are the result of
YOUR CREATIONS OF POSITIVE IDENTITIES 

that you naturally and easily admire and Love+.

Your elimination of your negative emotional charges and behavior patterns
occurs as the result of the DISCREATION of the NIRs you have created in the
past and are stored up in your subconsciousness. These are the source of all
AntiLove = pain.

CDT: Creation and Discreation Technology is a precise procedure for the 
discreation of NIR masses (and any other undesired reality) and for the creation
of PIRs and all other desired realities, psycanic or physical.
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To love oneself is the beginning of a life-long romance.
—Oscar Wilde



Chapter 15

How Your NIR Masses Work

Your PIRs and their positive Causal Sequences are not a problem in your life;
you enjoy them and their results. Even so, as you apply Psycanics, you will

learn how to increase PIRs and make them more constant. You will learn to 
create yourself according to your highest ideal of “All That You Can BE.” You will
then “fall in love” with yourself—permanently. Falling in love with yourself and
living happily ever after is one of the main goals of life.

Your problems and pain in life are caused by your negative identities, by NIRs.
Therefore, their elimination is important to your personal development and to
your happiness. In this book we are focusing on your negative identities, and so in 
general ignoring your PIRs. The plan is to first weed your psycanic garden of your
negative realities, and then plant the flowers of positive ones.

To understand your experience and your existence, it is extremely important
that you understand how your negative BE-FEEL works. We are now going to
peer into the structure of your NIR masses, your NIRs + AntiLove, that are the
source of all negative emotions and suffering.

NIR Masses
A NIR mass is a mass of psycanic energy (thought and emotion) that you have

created and that persists within your Space of BEing = “mind” = conscious and
subconscious. A NIR Mass moves into and out of consciousness = experience as
it is triggered by events and then allowed to subside again.

A NIR mass has three basic parts, although there are usually multiple units of
each part. Furthermore, NIR masses interconnect and conglomerate in chains and
networks. For simplicity, we will speak as if there were just one of each part.

A NIR mass consists of a:
1. NIR = Negative Identity Reality. A NIR is any I AM that denies Essence

in some way. (Essence, remember, is WPVLJ.) Examples: I AM UNABLE,
I AM WEAK, I AM LESS THAN, I AM STUPID, I AM UNWORTHY,
etc. A reality is anything that is real = experience-able for you—not to be



confused with true.
2. Your creation of BAD with which you invalidate yourself in that negative

identity, thus bringing to bear the entire nefarious mechanism of BAD.
BAD is that which “should not be as it is, justifying the use of negative
energy to change or destroy it.” You thus deny yourself the Space to be as
you are, as you yourself have created you—and instead generate resistance
to yourself in the form of negative energy.
There will also be BADs to other things such as the event, the negative
emotions, and to feeling = suffering them. However, the important BAD
is that to the NIR.

3. AntiLove = negative emotion. The negative energy you generate behind
your creation of BAD is your own AntiLove against yourself. In a “BAD”
IDentity, you AntiLove yourself and then live = experience = suffer =
FEEL that negative energy = emotion.

This is the structure of a NIR mass: a NIR, a BAD and AntiLove charge. NIR
masses are NIRs + BADs encased in masses of AntiLove for self = negative 
emotional energy. They usually contain multiple NIRs, many BADs and various 
emotions, but the basic structure is NIR+BAD+CHARGE.

Notice that you do it all: you create the NIR; you create the BAD, and you then
AntiLove yourself generating negative emotional energy. You are the Creator.

The basic structure of a NIR mass: a NIR + BAD + Antilove.

Activations

All your negative experience in life, all your emotional charges,
all pain and suffering, are movements of NIR masses 

from your subconscious = out of perception
into your consciousness = experience.
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THERE IS NO OTHER SOURCE OF
NEGATIVE EMOTION = UPS in life.

The stimulation and movement of an Essence IDentity Mass (ID+/-
+Opinion+/-+Love+/-) into your FEEL= experience is called the ACTIVA-
TION of the IDentity mass, or just ACTIVATION for short. An Activation is the
triggering of an ID Mass from the subconscious = out of perception = out of
experience to consciousness = experience = FEEL.

Activations of NIR Masses work the same as any involuntary stimulation of
your memories, emotions and traumas. As you go through a day of your life, you
see or hear things (trigger events) that evoke or provoke associations, memories
and feelings, including of traumatic incidents in your past. In fact, all provocations
of your emotions are activations of Essence IDentity Masses.

Activations of PIR Masses produce moments of happiness, called MOPs:
Moments of Pleasure. Common triggers for PIR Mass activations are events
where you win or succeed or feel valued and loved. MOPs are triggered by events
that allow you to assume the positive IDs of Wisdom, Power and Value: knowing,
being intelligent or smart, power, winning something, getting what you want,
ability, and worthiness. The average human being struggles to control external
events and things to give hirself MOPs, much like laboratory rats will incessantly
push a button to send a small stimulating current into electrodes planted in the
pleasure centers of their brains. All efforts to control the world to get MOPs are
part of the External Quest. However, MOPs are but a mirage of happiness and
they always pass; they are never the true, lasting and impregnable happiness that
comes from having control over your IDentities and creating your BE-FEEL
internally.

Activations of NIR Masses produce Moments of Dolor = Pain (MODs), also
called Moments of AntiLove (MOAs). Although, theoretically, an activation can be
PIR + positive EmoLoveJoy, in the practice, we use the word “Activation” to refer
to the negative polarity almost exclusively: NIR + negative EmoLoveJoy. Thus, the
term “activation” usually refers to moments of negative experience, of UPS.
Any time you are in negative mental-emotional state of FEELing, you are 
ACTIVATED. An Activation can be triggered by any event, external or internal,
physical or psycanic (including your own thoughts).

Your subconscious is packed with NIR Masses (about 20,000 of them). What
happens in an Activation is that you perceive an unwanted event and unconscious-
ly assume an ID of negative WPV = NIR in relation to that event. The entire NIR
Mass (NIR+BAD+neg EML [EmoLoveJoy]) moves into your consciousness =
experience = FEEL from your subconscious. The psycanically ignorant person will
perceive the mass as negative emotional charge and often will not even realize the
NIR is there. But dig deep enough and you will always find a NIR. In 20 years and
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thousands of sessions of CDT, I have never been able to find another cause or
mechanism for negative emotion. See the figure below for an illustration of this
mechanism.

One of our principal goals in Psycanics is for you to learn how to find and 
discreate your NIRs, which discreates the entire mass, discreates the emotional
charge. There is no need to discharge the emotion separately. All negative
EmoLoveJoy is AntiLove resistances to a NIR. Discreate the NIR and the charge
discreates as there is no longer anything there to resist.

By discreating your NIR masses, you will
• Free yourself from that NIR;
• Eliminate that AntiLove for self;
• End the negative emotional charge = pain and suffering (UPS);
• Reduce your overall emotional reactivity to events;
• Restore yourself to a condition of Space that is the beginning of self-love,
• Free yourself from the neurotic compulsion to play out the rest of your

negative Causal Sequences.
• Become a happier and more loving person.
• Become a more powerful person in manifesting what you want in life.
• Become more loving and attractive to others.
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Illustration: Your subconscious is packed with NIR Masses. An Activation is

the triggering and movement of a NIR Mass from your subconscious (see

arrow) to your conscious energy field = perception = experience = FEEL. An

Activation is usually FELT primarily as negative emotion (anger, guilt, fear,

grief, etc.), but the NIR is always lurking underneath the negative

EmoLoveJoy charge. 
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Thus, the discreation of NIR masses is a powerful technique of personal
change and BEing development as well as a path of return to ESSENCE.

Discreating NIR MASSES is one of the main purposes of CDT: Creation and
Discreation Technology. CDT is a precise set of procedures and processes to han-
dle your psycanic energies so as to eliminate negative ones and create positive ones.

How You Create Your NIR Masses
You created your NIRs long ago. Traditional psychology—which knows very 

little about Spirit and perceives people as an evolution from the primal mud—will
tell you that you created them in your childhood. The truth is far more complicat-
ed as you are an immortal spirit, but the truth is also beyond this introductory
book. Therefore, we will go along with this myth of childhood creation for the
present.

When you created them, you did not know that you were doing so, and proba-
bly have little conscious memory of the process. Nevertheless, here is how you did
it. Understanding how you did it is useful in understanding how you are going to
undo it; basically we just reverse the creation process.

STEP 1. CREATING THE NIR
A NIR is a thought form, a thought reality. Like all realities, physical and psy-

canic, it is an object made of energy, a reality. As we have seen, you are the creator
of all your psycanic realities, and your NIRs are no exception. At some moment in
your existence, in whatever situation, for whatever reason, you decided you were a
NIR. You decided that you COULDN’T do it, or that you are WEAK, or LESS
THAN, or UNWORTHY, etc.

That is all that it takes to create a NIR: your fiat that it be so. (Fiat is Latin for
a command decision.) It makes no difference when, where or why you decided it.
You are the Creator. You are first the Cause = Creator, and then the Effect =
Experiencer of your creations.

STEP 2. CREATING THE BAD
NIRs are AntiEssence. They are contrary, opposite polarity, to your spiritual

nature of WPVLJ and contrary to all that you want to BE-FEEL. Furthermore, at
that time of your fiat = creation of your NIRs, you knew not of the nature of
BAD as your creation and as a hallucination. Therefore, as soon as you created the
NIR, you created that it is BAD to be that way; that it is BAD to be that NIR. You 
decided that it is BAD for you to BE STUPID, UNABLE, WEAK, UNWORTHY
or whatever. Again, you are the Creator: you fiat “BAD” and that thing—you in
this case—is now BAD. It is as simple and as direct as that.

At this point, you have created two psycanic realities: the NIR and the
BAD. The third step is your generation of your negative EmoLoveJoy.
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The basic structure of a NIR mass: NIR + BAD + Neg. EmoLoveJoy.

Now we need to correct an earlier, deliberate error. In earlier chapters, we
started with the erroneous idea that you created your AntiLove against the
BAD events of your life. This is not exactly true, but at the time you did
not have the concept of NIRs. I hope to have corrected that error with
the previous chapter, but let me emphasize the truth again here. You 
create your BADs and your AntiLove primarily against yourself, against
your NIRs, not the events. Your BADs against events are just a projection
of your BAD and AntiLove to self. An event is only BAD because it acti-
vates your NIR masses wherein you are BAD, so that that event appears
to cause your pain and is therefore BAD. BAD events are only “BAD”
because they activate our NIRs and thus appear to cause us the suffering
that is really the activation of self-AntiLove.

STEP 3: GENERATING ANTILOVE

BAD is that which “should not BE” as it is. You want to BE Good. BAD
should not BE and, least of all, a BAD you should not be. You are now NIR +
BAD by your own creation and you do not want to BE that way. BAD things must
be changed, stopped or destroyed with negative energy. So you then automatically 
generate negative energy, negative EmoLoveJoy against that BAD ID that you are 
(by your own creation). You attack yourSelf in that NIR with your own negative 
emotional energy = self-AntiLove to try to stop or change BEing that way = the
NIR.

As we made clear, I hope in the last chapter, that AntiLove is the ONLY source
of all your UPS (Unhappiness, Pain and Suffering) in life. Your negative emotions
= UPS are your AntiLove generated toward your NIRs. THERE IS NO OTHER
CAUSE OF NEGATIVE EMOTION = UPS IN LIFE. A great secret of life is
that you do not need to control external events to achieve happiness. You need to
control only your psycanic experience, IDentities, BADs and EmoLoveJoy.
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All these: Steps 1, 2 and 3 occur at the speed of thought.
However, all this is but the beginning, the seed, of a NIR mass. You then make

it grow by resisting it with even more negative energy. You thus create it bigger and 
bigger each time it activates as you advance through your life. Here is how that
works:

Law: Energy manifests what it energizes.
Energy Real-izes (makes Real).

Everything that exists, physical and psycanic, is made of energy. The more
energy something has, the more mass = reality and persistence in existence it has;
and the more impact (Cause) it has as an object causing an experience (Effect). All
creation is a process of energizing the original idea = mental creation to the
desired level of reality, psycanic or physical.

That energy can be positive or negative, love or AntiLove, it makes no differ-
ence. On the positive side, love is energy and to create is to love. To create and
grow something, whether a daughter or a business, is to love it. To love it is to give
it energy. You energize what you want to manifest with attention, caring, teaching,
planning, work, and money; all these are forms of energy = love.

The law is Energy energizes and densifies and manifests. Energy is 
energy irrelevant of its polarity. To give more energy to anything is to energize
it, make it denser, more real, and more persistent. It makes no difference
whether the energy is positive or negative: energy is mass = reality. Thus,
your negative EmoLoveJoy resistance to your NIRs only energizes them,
gives them more mass = reality, and so makes them more real and more 
persistent.

The use of negative energy = AntiLove to try to destroy something only 
energizes that thing more. All energization, irrelevant of the polarity of the 
energy, makes its target more massive, bigger, more real, stronger and more 
persistent. Resistance is any form of negative energy, and therefore all resistance
only serves to energize and make more real that which you resist, and its target
more persistent. This is the basis of such Laws of Psycanics as: Resistance Causes
Persistence; and Fear Manifests the Thing You Fear. Fear is negative energy and
resistance to that which your fear.

To give just three examples of this law in operation in the physical universe: 1-
Observe how all the governmental resistance = negative energy to drugs has made
drug trafficking one of the world’s largest and most persistent businesses. 2- The
Romans’ resistance to Christianity made it grow (by attracting those who resisted
the Romans) from a tiny Jewish sect to finally become widespread and achieve
state acceptance under the emperor Constantine in 313 AD. 3- To the degree that
you invalidate and attack another’s persons beliefs, that person will tend to persist
in and defend hir viewpoints and counterattack yours.
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Your AntiLove, which is negative energy resistance to not BE-FEEL your
NIRs, does exactly the same. It energizes the NIRs, and thus creates them even
bigger. Your mental and emotional resistance energizes, densifies, real-izes,
“persist-izes”9 your NIRs. Thus the original, light-mass, mental reality of the NIR
becomes charged and bulked-up with more and more negative emotional energy
= AntiLove (anger, fear, grief). It becomes more massive and more persistent. It
becomes stronger and stronger in your experience every time it activates; and it
becomes more easily activated.

This begins a vicious circle. The more real = experience-able the BAD NIR
mass becomes, the more you generate AntiLove to resist it. This just piles up even
more negative energy, creating more NIR mass, that you then resist even more,
which gives you even more frequent activations of ever more painful masses to
resist. It doesn’t take long to create a very real, big, dense mass of negative energy
in your BEing. Thus, your resistance sends you into a downward spiral of pain and
suffering and negative Causal Sequences in life. Substance abuse; on-going,
apparently irresolvable family conflicts, and the inability to generate sufficient
money, are just three examples of negative Causal Sequences.

Therefore, every time a NIR mass activates and you go into resistance you are
adding energy = mass = reality = persistence to that NIR mass. For this reason,
most people pass their whole lives with the same patterns of activations over and
over. Instead of discreating the NIR Masses when they activate, they live suffering
them, “persist-ing” them, and adding to them with their resistance energies.

Your negative experiences are the same energy masses moving in and out of
your subconscious, over and over again. That is why you live the same patterns of
negative experience over and over, although a new trigger can always set off a mass
not previous activated. This failure to discreate their NIR Masses is why people
have such a hard time breaking patterns of substance abuse: they are not discreat-
ing the underlying cause of the abuse: the experiential Imperative to avoid the NIR
Masses = UPS.

On the other hand, were you to apply CDT each time you activate, you would
be discharging and reducing the mass and reality of your NIR masses. Eventually,
they are discharged = gone entirely = discreated. Create PIR Masses in their stead,
and you will be living self-love=happiness (positive EmoLoveJoy) and positive
Causal Sequence. You take back control of your life. This is one of our purposes
with psycanic science.
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You Are Buried in NIR Masses 
Every human being has numerous and large NIR masses. Every human being

is encased or buried in AntiEssence = NIR Masses. They counteract and suppress
your experience, your realization, of your original spiritual ESSENCE. They “push
you down” from being the BIG BEing that you are innately, down to the BEing
level of an untransformed10 human being. A human being experiences more
AntiEssence than Essence. NIR masses are your creations that suppress your
true spiritual ESSENCE down to the opposite polarity of AntiEssence. They are
the ONLY source of UPS in life.

The further the distance of your NIR masses from the center of conscious-
ness, the greater the difficulty for perception = experience. Because these NIR
masses are so far removed from consciousness, the distance is sufficient to block
perception = experience for the moment. Your NIR masses are always there,
“hanging out” = latent in your subconscious ready to bite at any time.

To give you an idea of how much NIR mass the average human being has, let
us define the amount of mass that an average person can discreate in one hour of
CDT when guided by a qualified CDT trainer as one watt-hour of mass or energy 
discharged.

An experienced trainer with an average explorer (the person processing) can
guide that person to eliminate even a major traumatic incident like a rape or the
death of a loved one in less than an hour. A major depression mass—the kind that
requires medications for the person to function—might take 20 to 100 hours.
Because the person in such a depression has years resisting hir experience, s/he has
piled up a lot of mass in the NIRs behind hir depression.
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or of Love, or of Happiness. S/He lives at the Effect of hir Negative IDentities and in
frequent NIR Mass Activations of neg emo, which form hir negative self-image and 
negative self-esteem.
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The average person has about 20,000 watt-hours of NIR Masses suppressing
hir spirit nature of WPVLJ. In other words, to return to the level of BEing of a
Christ or a Buddha, the average human being will need about 20,000 hours of
CDT. Of course, you will see notable changes in your BE-FEEL and behaviors
after only a few hours of CDT. And any particular FEELing or DOing can 
usually be discreated in a few hours. (This depends greatly on the energy 
sensibility of the explorer.) 

We have seen what the NIR masses are, and how they are created. Now we
need to see how they move into and out of consciousness.

MIND again
You, the psycan, are an “individualized unit” of ESSENCE, an Aware-Will 

entity, a spirit. As such, you have two basic powers: Will = Cause, the ability to
move and form energy; and Consciousness = Perception, the ability to experience,
to FEEL energy. As we have seen, the mind is the interplay of the psycan as
Creator (Will in action), and hir thought-energy realities as hir creations that cause
hir experience (Awareness in action).

The Will creates, changes, manipulates, compares, analyzes and decides about
thought realities. It can call forth previously-created, even very old, thought reali-
ties from the warehouse of the subconscious: this is memory and recall. It can put
thought realities in that warehouse deliberately for later recall: this is memorization.

You, the psycan, are a conscious-energy unit, (Aware-Will), that perceives =
feels thought and emotion realities. While consciousness records everything you
ever experienced, recordings of low energy don’t last long, because they have little 
energy, little mass, and therefore little reality and little persistence. Ordinary
thoughts, also, have little mass and are fleeting. This is why you forget things: the
original recording had little energy and faded away.

High energy recordings, whether positive such as a victory event, or negative
such as a trauma incident, have more energy = mass = reality and therefore more
persistence in the warehouse (subconscious). They last longer and you are at the
Effect of them while they exist. (“Effect of them” means they act upon your con-
scious energy to produce their particular flavor of experience.) NIR masses with
their heavy emotional-resistance charges will last a lifetime and beyond.
Furthermore, as you live resisting them each time they activate, you live adding
more mass and persistence to them. In fact, every trauma is a NIR mass in activa-
tion, and then further resisted giving it more energy and more persistence. Thus,
your resistance to your creations (i.e. NIR Masses) also puts you more and more at
the Effect of them, and less and less at Cause to control them. However, with
CDT, you can eliminate your resistance and discreate the Masses. You can quickly
vanish any trauma, turning it into just another, uncharged memory with no hold
on you.
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Consciousness, perception, experience, and feeling11 are all the same phenom-
enon. Likewise, “unconscious” and “subconscious” are the same thing: they are no-
perception, no-experience, of a given reality. However, the reality may still exist.
The fact that there is no experience does not mean that a reality, e.g. a NIR, has
ceased to exist. It may only be too far out from the center of Consciousness to
perceive = feel it. For it to cease to exist, you must discreate it with CDT.

What you and every human wants is to avoid, to not-experience, negative 
realities. However, when you don’t know how to discreate a reality, you will try to
avoid its activation. When it does activate, you will then try to resist the experience,
or to suppress it with substances or distracting activities. To the degree such 
substances or activities work for you, they become addictions. The correct path to
no-experience of realities is to discreate them, so that they cease to exist at all.
CDT is a cutting edge technology for discreating negative psycanic realities (any
thought, memory, identity, BAD, resistance, emotion, trauma, etc.).

Instead of thinking of conscious and subconscious as different parts of the
mind, think of them as distances from you = psycan as the center of perception.
The subconscious = unconscious is all that area of your mind that is outside of
your perception at the moment.

Consider your BEing as a sphere of gradients of intensity of consciousness
that extends outward from a center of maximum consciousness at the experience
of “I,” to total unconsciousness (no perception).

(Mystically, that sphere of consciousness has no limits: there is only ONE 
CONSCIOUSNESS. As it fades out from individuality, it fades into ONENESS.
However, you are currently self-created into the illusion of a separated, individual
consciousness, and we are using that viewpoint here.)

The farther out from your center of consciousness (the center of the sphere)
that a reality is, the less perception you have of it. This is shown in the figure on
the following page.

Within your sphere = Space of BEing (includes Consciousness and Subcon-
scious), there are many, many realities that you have created or imported from 
others in the past. Such realities include ideas, knowledge, beliefs, values,
memories, feelings, likes and dislikes—but above all, and most importantly, NIR
masses. Some of these realities are close to the center and available to your 
perception. Others are far away, out towards the edge of the sphere and unavail-
able to your perception.
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When a reality moves in closer to your “I,” to the center, then you perceive it;
it becomes conscious and experience-able. When it is further away, you do not 
perceive it; you are unconscious of it, and we call that distance further out, your
subconscious.

However, the reality, that energy form, still exists within the total sphere of
your BEing (your mind). It is just outside of your perception field. To free you 
permanently of the possibility of activating of any reality, we must discreate it.
Avoiding it, resisting it, suppressing it, waiting for it to subside back into your 
subconscious = no experience, are all forms of resistance that achieve nothing for
your true freedom and permanent happiness. You must discreate any unwanted
reality�experience12 so that there is no longer anything there to experience.
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The following diagram is an analogy to explain consciousness, experience,
realities, and activation:

Another way to look at it is that all the masses = realities are present within
your consciousness. However, to be perceived, they must be stimulated or activat-
ed to free some of their modulated energy, so that it can stimulate the conscious
= perceptive energy field that you-psycan are. The NIR masses are there, but solid
or frozen in their energy. When they activate, and as you begin to work with them,
you begin to soften them up, and energy begins to flow out of them. That energy
is what you experience. The best understanding of how NIR masses work
and cause experience is a combination of these two analogies: distance
from awareness and loosening the energy of the mass.

What is important to understand is that your Space of BEing is jammed packed
with realities of all kinds: thoughts, ideas, emotions, opinions, memories, traumas,
and above all NIR masses. These move into and out of experience, activate,
whether called up by Will or stimulated involuntarily by a trigger event.

When negative realities trigger = activate into your experience, you have the
opportunity to discreate them, so that they no longer exist and do not keep 
popping into your experience = FEEL. The price of wasted opportunities to 
discreate, i.e. “wasting” your activations by not discreating the NIR Masses, is 
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suffering. The not-discreated NIR Mass will subside into your subconscious and
remain latent to activate again and again, and it will cause you pain. This will 
happen over and over again until you do finally discreate it. How much longer do
you want to continue to suffer in life? 

WHAT YOU DO WITH YOUR ACTIVATIONS IS CRITICAL.

YOU CAN RESIST AND “PERSIST” THEM
(in which case they will activate over and over) 

OR 
YOU CAN DISCREATE THEM and

BE FREE OF THEM FOREVER.

The NIRs inside the Activated Masses
NIR Masses move into and out of consciousness, just as any thought and 

memory, any mental reality can. When they move in on your consciousness, you
experience them primarily as your negative emotions. Nonetheless, the NIR (the
“mental” identity and the creation = opinion of BAD) are always present.
However, if you are not looking for the NIRs, these lighter mental-energy realities
often get “drowned out” by the emotion. Also, their supreme importance as the
key realities to your existence and experience and Causal Sequences may be lost
among all your other thoughts clamoring for your attention.

As we said: the stimulation = triggering = movement of a NIR mass into 
consciousness is called an Activation. While you may occasionally create a new
NIR mass, and you often add to existent NIR masses by resisting them when they
activate, it is the activation of already created NIR masses that is the source, the
cause, of 99% of all negative emotions, of almost all UPS in life.

BEHIND EVERY NEGATIVE EMOTION,
THERE IS ALWAYS A NIR.

Always, no exceptions.

One of our major goals in Psycanics is to be able to discharge��discreate =
totally eliminate, NIR masses. This is not difficult. The key is to understand the
laws of psycanic energy = realities and apply them to yourself, to your experience.

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF CONCEPTS

Are you clear on the following?:
The stimulation or movement into FEEL = experience of a negative 
emotion is called the activation. Whenever you are in negative experience,
negative emotion, you are ACTIVATED. Behind EVERY negative
emotion there are always NIRs. The external event that stimulates a
NIR mass to move into or release energy into your consciousness =
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FEEL is called the trigger event or the button. It is only a trigger; it is
never the true Cause of your emotions. Events are never the cause of
your emotions: your IDentities = PIRs and NIRs are. This is fortunate,
because if you had to control events to control your emotions and achieve
happiness, there would be no hope. Nobody has the power to control
most of the events of hir life. Likewise, you cannot control your 
emotions; they are automatic love responses to Who You BE, to your
Essence IDentities. What you do control is those IDentities, and you do
so with CDT. Control your BE, and all the rest of the Causal Sequence,
FEEL�THINK�RELATE & DO�HAVE, falls into place.

A psycanically-ignorant person will live letting external situations trigger 
(activate) hir identities, especially the negative ones. This is living at the Effect of
the world, instead of in Cause. It is living as a puppet and having your strings
jerked all the time by events—and life is but a parade of events. Examples:

• In the face of a challenge or a test or a public performance, a person’s
NIRs such as I CAN’T, I AM UNABLE, will activate accompanied by
charges of anger, fear or sadness. As life is a parade of challenges, hir life
will be filled with recurring activations of such negative emotions. (The
NIRs are always beneath, of course.) 

• Being around a competent, intelligent person, for example, may trigger a
person with NIRs such as I AM STUPID; I AM NOT GOOD
ENOUGH, I AM LESS THAN, I AM LESS INTELLIGENT, etc.
Every time such a person even thinks that another person is smarter or
better than hirself (they do not actually have to be smarter, only perceived
so), s/he will activate in self-invalidation, sadness, defeat, and maybe
depression.

• In the face of perceived-as-disrespectful treatment from another, a 
person’s I AM LESS, or I AM UNWORTHY may activate. At the same
time, hir I AM LESS will make hir interpret normal behaviors of others
as disrespectful, so it is a vicious circle of: Trigger�NIR�distorted 
perceptions of events as triggers�NIR�distorted perceptions, etc.

The trigger for a NIR mass can be almost anything and is totally individual to
each person. What triggers one person may have no effect on another, even
if s/he has the same NIRs.

The psycanically ignorant person believes that external events cause hir 
emotions. S/He perceives an event and then experiences an emotional charge:
Event�Pain. S/He then attributes the cause of the charge to the event:
Event�Pain: Cause = Event. This form of THINK is called the Fatal Paradigm.
This paradigm forces hir to the totally erroneous conclusion that s/he must 
control the external world = events in order to control hir emotions, to stop pain
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and to find happiness. This sends hir on the External Quest, the search for pain-
relief and happiness in the external world. As long as a person is trapped in this
illusion, s/he will struggle to control external events to avoid UPS and produce
MOPs, and so s/he will never achieve happiness.

The External Quest (EQ) is RELATE and DO in the Causal Sequence. In the
EQ (External Quest), the person seeks to control hir psycanic experience (BE-
FEEL) by controlling external things and events. S/He tries to stop those BAD
events that seem to cause hir pain, and s/he lives trying to accumulate the good
things that seem to cause happiness. Nobody has ever had much success with this
Quest: no human being has sufficient power to control the external world. We will
come back to the EQ in greater detail in the chapter on DO.

Between the event and the negative emotion, there is ALWAYS an identity, a
NIR, and that is your POINT of POWER. You cannot always—or even usually—
control what happens in the world. You can’t stop loved ones from leaving or
dying, or losing your job, or some item of property, or someone cutting you off in
traffic, or terrorist acts, etc. Nor can you control your emotions directly. They are
automatic generations of Love+/-. You can deny or suppress them but that is 
neither true control nor healthy.

What you do control are your IDentities. You can consciously create 
positive identities, discreate the negative ones you already have, and avoid the 
creation of new negatives in the future.

A psycanically-trained person differs from the psycanically-ignorant in 
numerous ways.

• S/He knows that the highest purpose of life is the creation of self.
Therefore, s/he is more concerned with hir BE-FEEL and with working
on it than s/he is with the external situations of life.

• As a daily discipline, s/he works on hir BEing deliberately activating 
NIRs to be able to discreate them, and to install PIRs as hir dominant 
realities�experiences.

• S/He will consciously try to maintain and reinforce hir PIRs when in a 
trigger situation.

• When a NIR does activate, s/he will apply CDT to discreate it, either
immediately or as soon as possible.

• S/He no longer tries to neurotically control external events to control hir
internal (psycanic) experience. S/He no longer has any need to try to 
control the BE, FEEL, THINK or DO or others, and therefore rarely has
a relationship conflict.

(Reaching all this is part of the state we call TRANSFORMATION.)
A BEing who has learned to control hir identities, instead of living at the 

trigger-Effect of external events, can maintain hir positive identities in the face of
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any external situation. Since IDentities determine self-love = emotions = happiness,
such a person lives free of negative emotions and in Self-Love+ and Joy. This is
the secret of Love: Self-Love; and that is the only true and impregnable happiness.
It is also the road to the expansion of BEing = WPVLJ = Essence. This 
expansion has no upper limit.

The road to controlling your identities and therefore your emotions and 
happiness is to learn to discreate the negative identities and to create the positive
identities, irrelevant of external situations. The secret of Love and therefore
Happiness is to discreate your negative, AntiLove IDentities, and create positive,
loved IDentities: transform yourself from NIRs to PIRs.

While it is possible to counter-create and over-power NIRs with PIRs, the best
strategy by far is the elimination of the NIR masses from the subconscious, easily
done with CDT.

Strategies such as Mind Control, PMA (Positive Mental Attitude), and NLP
(Neuro-Linguistic Programming) try to ignore negatives and over-plant them with
positives. As I said, this will work to a certain point, but it has two major disadvan-
tages.

The first is the Law of Creation��Counter-Creation (CCC). This law states
that the effort to create a positive will often activate any counter-reality (opposite
polarity reality) already created and present in the BEing. Thus, creating positive
will often activate negative, which may or may not become fully conscious. The
person will then stop creating positive to avoid activation of the negative,
even though s/he may not know what is happening. Thus there is a limit on
the positive creation, unless the person is willing to let negative energy activate and
knows how to handle it. Secondly, leaving the negative energy latent in the BEing,
NIRs can activate later in the same or in other trigger situations.

You can only work on realities that you can experience. If it is not in experi-
ence, you can’t manipulate it. Every activation, every incident of negative emotion
is the opportunity to discreate the causal NIR Mass of that experience. Little by
little, you liberate your BEing from all negative IDentity and all AntiEssence, and
return to your ESSENCE: Wisdom, Power, Value, and Bliss.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

In the confusion of an emotional charge, NIRs usually seem like other
thoughts: light-weight mental realities of little energy. However, the BEing tends
to enmass hir NIRs by labeling them BAD and then resisting them with more and
more AntiLove (negative emotional energy). Energy, irrelevant of polarity,
energizes its target and thereby increases its mass, which makes the reality more
dense, more real and more persistent. When that energy is negative, we call it
“resistance.” The AntiLove resistance energy intended to change or destroy a NIR
actually only energizes and densifies it, making it stronger and more persistent.
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Thus the laws for negative energy can be expressed as: Resistance Manifests
What is Resisted, and Resistance Causes Persistence.

NIR Masses move in and out of your consciousness = experience = BE-FEEL
like any memory reality. It is all the same mechanism no matter the amount of
energy of the reality, which can vary from a light thought to a major traumatic 
incident or PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder). They can be triggered, activat-
ed, by almost anything, by any event—including your own thoughts. In fact, in the
ultimate analysis, they are always activated by your thoughts, by your interpretation
of events, as events themselves have neither meaning nor value, until you assign
them one.

When NIR masses move into your consciousness, you experience them as 
emotional charge. The NIR and the BAD are always present but frequently lost in
the pyrotechnics of emotions.

People try to control external events to avoid the activation of their NIRs and
to cause themselves activations of positive ones = MOPs (as the mirage of
happiness). As a strategy for happiness, MOPs do not work very well. They
ALWAYS pass, and nobody has enough control over the external world to avoid
NIR activation and maintain themselves in MOPs all the time. This is the External
Quest we shall examine in the Chapter on DO.

The true solution is to work on yourself to discreate your NIRs and to create
a PIR = Essence Self. This will put you in a state of PosLove for yourSelf all the
time, irrelevant of external events. You become FREE of the WORLD. You
are in the world, but you are no longer of it. You need nothing from the
world to be happy, and nothing that happens in the world activates you. And
if something should activate you, you discreate that NIR, so that that activation
never happens again. This state of BE-FEEL is the only true and impregnable
happiness that exists.

This focus on yourSelf not only frees you at the human level, it is also a 
powerful path of spirit-ual development. You free your immortal BEing from the
AntiEssence that holds you down, and recover your True ESSENCE of Life =
Spirit; your Wisdom, Power, Value and Bliss. As a great teacher once put it: “The
Kingdom of Heaven (ESSENCE and Bliss) is within. Seek first the Kingdom of
Heaven.”
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I repeat:

BEHIND EVERY ACTIVATION, THERE ARE NIRS.

WHAT YOU DO WITH YOUR ACTIVATIONS IS CRITICAL.
YOU CAN RESIST AND “PERSIST” THEM

(in which case they will activate and you will suffer through them over and over) 
OR 

YOU CAN DISCREATE THEM and
BE FREE OF THEM FOREVER.

The Road to ESSENCE = BEING = Wisdom, Power,
Love and Happiness= Spirit-ual Development, and

to being the SUPREME BEING again, is the discreation of NIRs.

Discreation removes the Mass holding you down to earth,
so that your Spirit can rise to Heaven again.

(If the above is not crystal clear, re-study the materials.)

A CDT Process
A process is a procedure designed to make changes in your being. There are 

hundreds of processes in Psycanics. The purpose of a process is either to create 
positive things, or to activate negative things, so that you can eliminate that 
negative reality, or often a combination of both. The following is a general 
identity process.

All processes require the ability to FEEL subtle energies within you and the
ability to move, experience and flow those energies. For beginners, it is best that a
process be administered by a CDT Trainer (a person well versed in psycanic 
theory and practice) who, using feedback from the “explorer” (person doing the
process) guides hir to the desired result. A CDT Trainer can give you the instruc-
tions for the process, but can’t guide you personally or guarantee your results.

First of all, you need a highly developed ability to relax and an excellent 
psycanic focus—the ability to maintain attention on your thoughts and emotional
realities. By psycanic focus, I mean that you have withdrawn all attention from the
physical universe and your body, and have all your attention on your “I” and your
mind and emotions. In other words, a meditative state.

You can process seated or lying down as long as you remain totally alert and
don’t become drowsy. Your general energy should be as high as possible. For me,
the best time for processing is in the morning before my daily activities begin to
consume and, so lower my psycanic energy. It is a Law of Energy that: It takes
energy to move energy.
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Take a position that requires no muscular tension to maintain. Spend at least 10
minutes carefully relaxing every part of your body. Then focus on your “I,” quiet-
ing your mind. Decide that you are going to confront and accept whatever you find
in yourself. Avoid creating any judgments of BAD on anything, and decide now
that you will not run (psychologically) from negative emotions or thoughts.

Give yourself the instruction to “Open Feeling” and feel yourself relaxing and
opening even more.

Ask yourself “Who am I?” But look for the answer in experience, in feeling,
NOT in mind. If the process “bites” on you (works for you this time), you will
begin to feel movements of energy or masses in your head, and/or you will feel
emotions. If these emotions are positive (love and joy), then your chronic identity
and self-esteem are positive. If these emotions are negative, (sadness, anxiety, fear,
anger, guilt, etc.), then your chronic identity and self-esteem are negative (NIRs are
predominating over PIRs).

Open your feeling as much as you can and let it begin to flow, which is to 
experience these energies. The rule is: Experienced Experience Disappears.
Resistance Causes Persistence. Keep flowing the emotion as much as you can: you
are discharging that AntiLove from your being.

Another question that may help here is: “How do I really feel about me?”
Once you are experiencing the emotion well, go past it asking yourself: “Who

am I that I feel this way? How am I that I feel this way?” You are now looking for
NIRs. Look in experience, not in mind! Don’t think! Don’t analyze! You will find
NIRs in your experience, not in mind and thought. We flee to mind not to 
confront experience.

When I first started this process, I got sadness and anxiety, and NIRs of: “I am
not good enough. I can’t do it. I am nothing. I am BAD, etc.” I spent months 
discreating that and still have a lot of mass. However, I can now also contact the
WPVLJ�Joy underneath.

The basic rules are: Experienced Experience Disappears. Resistance
Causes Persistence. You must transcend your opinion of BAD, so that you can
enter into the BE-FEEL of the IDentity itself. You must integrate with your 
negative IDentity and let yourself BE that way and FEEL that way, experiencing
it fully. When you have experienced it fully, it disappears.
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Chapter 16

Identifying Your IDentities

The Causal Sequence, you remember, is BE = IDs + (Good/BAD) � FEEL =
EMOTIONS � THINK = THOUGHTS � DO = ACTIONS (including

your ways of RELATEing) � RESULTS = HAVE, which includes the quantity
and quality of your relationships.

A very important step in the application of Psycanics is the ability to take any 
specific element of any Sequence in your life—an emotion, a habit, an addiction,
a conflict in a relationship, a lack of the desired result (e.g. money)—and trace it
back to the ID = NIR that originated it. Identifying the ID is the first step in 
discreating it. Discreating the NIR will change the entire sequence and eliminate
that negative element from your life.

We now introduce the Causal Sequence chart. An experienced CDT Trainer
can take any experience in any element of this chart, and with a few questions,
guide the explorer to find all the other elements of that particular sequence in hir
life—particularly the BE = the NIR. For example, if you tell me your negative
emotion, I can guide you to find your NIR. If you tell me some negative behavior
that you are repeating, I can guide you to find the NIR. If you tell me a problem
in a relationship, I can guide you to find your NIR.

Trigger = 
negative

HAVE

BE = 
IDs

FEEL = 
EMOTION

THINK =
Programs,
Determs.

DO & RELATE
= Behavior
and Actions

RESULTS = 
neg. HAVE

Positive Sequence Desired



At this point, we have covered only the first two elements of the Causal
Sequence, BE and FEEL, but this is sufficient for you to begin to develop your
NIR identification ability. To do so, take a sheet of paper and copy the previous
form along the widest dimension of your paper. Or copy the more complete form
in Chapter 22.

Each row is one Causal Sequence and consists of all your emotions, actions,
and IDs related to any given trigger and to each other. The bottom half of the
form is for filling in the positive sequence desired. Noting the positive experience
desired helps identify the negative sequence. (See Chapter 22 for more information
on all of this.) 

The Trigger is whatever event activates you. Examples: (I put typical emotions
after each trigger.)

• When my daughter doesn’t do the dishes. Anger.
• When my wife is late. Anger, Frustration.
• When I don’t have enough money. Worry, Anxiety, Fear.
• When the house is messy. Anxiety, Guilt, Anger.
• When my boss says (whatever). Anger, Fear or Depression.
• When my father gets angry and yells at me. Fear, Sadness.
• When I have to take an exam. Fear.
• When I lost the competition. Sorrow, Grief, Depression.

On the chart, using one line or box for each trigger, write in several trigger 
incidents from your life.

In the FEEL = EMOTION column, for each trigger event, write in the 
negative emotions that you experienced; that is your emotional activation.

THINK: We have yet to explore the concept of THINK. Ignore this column
for now.

DO: Likewise, we have yet to cover DO. However notice, that to handle the 
trigger, you may have taken some action. That action may or may not have 
handled the trigger at the time. In the long run, actions taken at the effect of a NIR
usually deteriorate relationships and cause resistance to you and persistence of the
problem with the other person. You can ignore this column for now, also.

RESULTS = HAVE: Ignore this column for now.
BE = IDENTITY = NIR: What we want to do is find is the NIR that is 

activating in the presence of this trigger. We are going to do so by penetrating your
emotion and feeling the NIR.

Mind Versus Experience = FEEL
We want to find our psycanic realities (IDentities, in particular) by direct per-

ception; that is, by FEELing = experiencing them. You can compute what they
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must be by analyzing the Causal Sequence, but to work with them, to discreate
them, you must be able to feel them. Direct consciousness is experience; it is
sensing, feeling; it is just perceiving directly what is there. You must feel What Is,
the reality. You must seek it within you in experience, not in mind and analysis.

Experiencing things is very different from thinking about them. Most people
try to handle their negative realities = experience by thinking about them, by 
analyzing them, by excusing them, by trying to understand them, by trying to solve
them, by suppressing them, etc. For example, in psychiatry, you are often returned
to the past to try to understand why, when or how you created your problems in
present time. For example: “Well, when I was 5, my father did ‘x,’ ‘y’ and ‘z’ to me;
so now I am like I am.”

Well, not in Psycanics. In Psycanics, we do not need to think about realities or
compute about them or analyze them or try to understand them. We don’t care
how, why or when you created something. None of this mind activity 
contributes much to discreating your negative—in fact, just the opposite: thought
disturbs the process of experience which is the essence of discreation.
There is a famous phrase that says: “Analysis, paralysis;” could not be truer.

The mind is for creation. Consciousness = experience = feeling is for discre-
ation.

In Psycanics, we deal with reality, with What Is. We simply find and discreate
the reality; we discharge its energy mass, we take it apart so that it no longer exists.
As an analogy: In the physical universe, if I am going to take apart a table, I don’t
need to know who made it, when, why or where. I just take the object = table and
take it apart. Again: If I have a battery charged with negative energy, all I have to
do is discharge it. I don’t need to know who made the battery or when, nor where
or why it was charged; that information just wastes my attention and time as
regards discharging the battery.

Psycanics does the same with your psycanic realities = thought and emotion
objects. We dismantle them by discharging their mass = energy so that they cease
to exist.

Furthermore: It doesn’t matter what anybody did to you or made of you. It
only matters what you do and make of what they did and made of you.

And in fact, nobody did anything important to you; all they did was activate
your NIRs.

You are the Creator of your response (including your emotions) to what they
did; and it is your response that is important, not the event.

Many people flee into mind in order to get out of their experience. By focus-
ing in thinking, they reduce attention to the negative feelings and thereby reduce
their negative experience to some extent.
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Mind is Often a No-Confront on Experience
Fleeing to and hiding in the mind = thought is a common defense mechanism

in CDT and one of the things the Trainer is there to stop the explorer from doing.
Some people, precisely those who have trained themselves most to think, have

trouble distinguishing Mind from FEEL. There are processes to help a person 
differentiate and reconnect to FEELing, but they are beyond the scope of this
book.

Find the NIR
So now you are going to take one of your activations and penetrate it IN 

EXPERIENCE, to sense the NIR underneath. To do so, you want to open 
yourself up to FEELing as much as you can. You want to go into, to penetrate, the
negative emotion, and find the NIR behind it.

Your emotions are not BAD—nothing is. They are just energies that you have
formed. Do not resist them; let yourself FEEL the truth of What Is emotionally
for you, and the reality of you, your IDentities. The path to freeing yourself of the 
undesired emotions is not avoiding them, but rather going through them.

Experience Experienced Discreates.
Resistance Causes Persistence.

To do all this, sit as comfortably as you can. You can lie down IF there is no 
danger of you reducing consciousness by becoming drowsy. Relax your body for
about 10 minutes; get as relaxed as you can. Relaxation is critical to the perception
of subtle energies within you.

Once you are relaxed, go back in time, return to the incident and be there again.
This is not the same as remembering: this is re-living. This is letting yourself be
there again and FEELing everything that you felt then. Open your feeling, your
experience, to all that you felt then. Let the emotion(s) come up and over you.
Flow any experience of BAD that comes up and any resistance to the emotion
until you can feel it easily and comfortably—even though it is anger or fear or grief.
Observe your emotion objectively at the same time that you FEEL it.

Then ask yourself, Who am I that I feel this way? What negative identity did
this trigger activate in me? Is there something here that challenged my Wisdom
and Power, something that I COULD NOT do? COULD NOT get? COULD
NOT control? (Looking for AntiWisdom or AntiPower IDs.)

Is there something here that challenged my VALUE? Did an AntiValue NIR
activate: I AM LESS THAN, I AM NOT GOOD ENOUGH, I AM REJECTED? 

You know your negative emotions are AntiLove for self. All AntiLove for self
is toward an AntiEssence ID, some belief about self that denies Wisdom, Power,
or Value and therefore puts you into AntiLove for Self. Seek these IDs in 
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experience, not mind. Let them come up into your consciousness from your 
subconsciousness. If you are experiencing a negative emotion of any kind, the
NIRs are there. FEEL for them.

Practice identifying them. For some people this is easy; for others it may require
a guide and trainer at first. But I have never encountered anyone who did not get
the hang of it eventually.
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We choose our joys and sorrows long before we experience them.
—Kahlil Gibran



Chapter 17

You Create Your Self-Esteem

Esteem is a positive evaluation of something. To esteem is to appreciate and
value someone or something. Self-esteem is just that: your esteem-ation =

estimation; your e-value-ation = evaluation, of yourSelf. Self-esteem is your sense
of self-value, self-worth, your degree of being good and value-able. We have
already seen the relation of Value to Love: you love that which is Good; you
AntiLove that which is BAD. When you value yourself = esteem yourself, you are
PosLoving yourself. When you dis-esteem, AntiValue, yourself, you are AntiLoving
self. Self-esteem and self-love are, for all practical purposes, identical.

We can see that self-esteem and self-love are identical from another point of
view. We have seen that positive emotions are love and the negative emotions are
AntiLove. When you are in positive emotion—excitement, enthusiasm, joy—you
are e-value-ing positively the object of your interest. You are in positive affinity;
you want to be close to it. You want to do it good, and to have more of it. What
is all that but Love? 

And the opposite polarity: When you are in negative emotions—anger, fear,
hate, grief—you are operating with a negative value, with BAD created on the
object of your anti-affection. You affinity is negative, and you want to separate,
change or destroy it. That is AntiLove.

Now make the object of your emotions = love = affinity yourself, and you have
self-esteem. Your self-esteem is your spectrum of +Love<>AntiLove for self. It
is your affinity, positive or negative, for self. Your self-esteem is HOW YOU
FEEL, and we have seen that HOW YOU FEEL = your emotions are always
about self. We have also seen that your FEEL always comes from you BE and
your BE is yourSelf. Your self-esteem is your emotional state of the moment; and
your EmoLoveJoy state of the moment is your self-esteem (= self-love). Your
emotions ARE your self-esteem of the moment.

You have two states of self-esteem: chronic and acute.

Chronic Self-Esteem. Your chronic level is your base level—your normal,



usual experiential state, your everyday, most-of-the-time experience. Your chronic
self-esteem is your “at rest” emotional state. By “at rest” state, I mean your base
level of emotion, your normal emotional state when you are not excited = 
activated either positively or negatively. It is how you feel; it is your BE-FEEL
when you are not acutely activated either positively or negatively. Some people are
normally cheerful and optimistic, indicating a chronic positive self-esteem.
Others are chronically in negative energy: anxious, fearful, moody, grouchy, sad,
timid, hostile, pessimistic or depressed; indicating a chronic negative self-esteem.
Still others are emotionally neutral, neither positive nor negative—which generally
indicates suppression of their emotions. It is the normal-for-you level of emotion
= self-love = self-esteem in which you reside most of the time.

Your self-esteem is the result of your W�P�V IDentities. You might consid-
er your IDentities roughly equivalent to your self-image. Negative self-esteem is
due to feeling incapable to handle life in some degree (AntiPower�AntiValue), and
therefore FEELing oneself to BE lacking in Value: AntiValue�AntiLove. (We will
come back to this in the next section.)

For many people, their base or chronic FEEL level is pretty close to neutral:
calm, tranquil, neither excited nor upset. Whether it is positive, negative or 
neutral; your base emotions, experience in life, your level of happiness or
UPS, is your experience of yourSelf, of your BE-FEEL= Essence; of your
level of (self) love.

Acute Self-Esteem: Activations are “attacks” of acute self-esteem. They are
changes in self-esteem from the base line or chronic state. Activations of your
Essence IDs = PIRs or NIRs are changes in your BE that immediately produce
changes in your FEEL = emotions = self-love = self-esteem: BE�FEEL. Thus,
your emotional charges are your acute self-esteem of the moment. Every activa-
tion of positive emotion is acute positive self-esteem in that moment, esteem for
yourself for BEing, a PIR. Every activation of a negative emotion is negative self-
esteem in that particular situation: dis-esteem for yourself for BEing, a NIR. Your
emotions are self-esteem = self-Love, they are how you feel = esteem yourself
according to the IDentity you have activated at the moment.

The Cause of Self-Esteem
Remember Essence? Essence is the spiritual nature of BEing itself. It is:
Wisdom�Power�Value = Worth�Love = Joy 
• Wisdom determines Power (and can be considered part of Power),
• Power determines Worth (Value),
• Worth determines Love-ability, and
• Love is Joy = Happiness.
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The essence of self-esteem is the Essence Identities of Power and Value: the
belief = self-image that you KNOW enough (Wisdom) and “BE” (are) competent
and able to handle life, and are therefore worthy and good. Self-esteem is FELT
as confidence, security and optimism that you are capable of handling whatever
situation life sends you. As you are, therefore, able and successful; you are a good,
valuable and worthy person. We have already seen how the Value IDs lead to 
positive self-LoveJoy.

Low self-esteem is the lack of confidence in oneself to handle life, or any given
situation. Low self-esteem is simply AntiPower identity: You can’t do it; ergo, you
are a possible or probable failure. You are too ignorant or stupid (and therefore
can’t do it): AntiWisdom. Therefore, you are not Good enough. You are inferior;
you are less than those who are able, who can. Thus, you (sub)consciously assign
yourself low value, low worth, and so enter into AntiLove. That Self-AntiLove is
low or negative self-esteem.

Your self-esteem = self-love results from your self-Worth = Value that results
from your self-experience of your Power, that results from your Wisdom. Those
are Essence, and that is the Causal Sequence of BEing in action. Thus, your 
self-image and self-esteem are determined by your PIRs and NIRs.

Your self-esteem is your BE�FEEL of WPVLJ.
Your BE = IDENTITIES of WPVLJ determine your self-esteem.

The equation is:

BE = IDs = WPVLJ+\- = PIRs / NIRs = self-image �
emotions = FEEL = self-esteem

We have said that your emotions are attacks of acute self-esteem. These attacks
are activations of PIRs (MOPs) and NIRs (MODs) that you experience as strong
emotions. Your positive emotions are peaks of high self-esteem due to the activa-
tion of PIRs, particularly of Power. Your negative emotions are attacks of
negative self-esteem due to the activations of NIRs, of AntiPower. Your self-
esteem, both chronic and acute is always your state of BE-FEEL.

You esteem (or dis-esteem) Who You Are (BE) and experience 
that esteem+/- as your self-love = emotions = FEEL.

This is easily verified by observation:
Enthusiasm is emotion = love energy to do, to create. It carries an inherent

belief in that you can do whatever you are enthused about. You will not feel much
enthusiasm for something you don’t believe you have the Power to achieve.

When you do achieve a goal or win, you feel victorious, triumphant. You feel
successful, powerful, and valuable. Those are PIRs; and that is high, positive self-
esteem.
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The four basic negative emotions are anger, fear, grief, and depression. Notice
how each one is related to your power as opposed to the power of the external
threat.

1. In anger, your first intent, your initial power, to produce your desired
result has been obstructed, but you still believe you can prevail. (Power
blocked temporarily but not defeated.)

2. In fear, you doubt you can win: the threat seems more powerful than you.
You can only avoid, flee or try to protect yourself. (Insufficient Power to
win, but sufficient to take some action to avoid or protect.)

3. In sorrow: you lost; you couldn’t do it; you couldn’t prevent the BAD.
You can only mourn that which you could not avoid and cannot change.
(No Power for now).

4. At depression and apathy, you have given up hope of being able to ever
prevail. (No Power forever.)

Psycanics does not use the term “self-esteem” or “self-image” much, preferring
much larger and grander concepts: BEing, IDentities, Essence, and Self-Love.
Psycanics is about Love in general and about self-love in particular: self-esteem is
just another name for self-love.

IN SUMMARY:
Self-esteem is simple: it results naturally when you are operating in positive

IDentities, PIRs, of Power and Value: I CAN, I AM ABLE, I AM STRONG; and
I AM WORTHY, VALUABLE, IMPORTANT, etc. When you are in PIRs then
your self-esteem is naturally high, you love yourself and others, and all is well with
your world. Events don’t trigger you; you are in the reality = identity of I CAN
HANDLE WHATEVER COMES ALONG. You are happy; you love yourself,
and you can love others.

Negative self-esteem is equally simple: NIRs of AntiWisdom and AntiPower 
produce NIRs of AntiValue that activate AntiLove that is negative self-esteem.
This is why school is so important in the self-esteem of children. School is where
we first explore our abilities in learning�knowledge�Wisdom; and in Power as
being able to do schoolwork, as being a success in school.

Esteem = Love for others: When you are in AntiLove toward yourself, in 
negative self-esteem, not only are you suffering, but you can only be in AntiLove
toward others. To love others you must first love yourself; you cannot give to
others what you don’t have. You can love others only to the degree that you
love yourself.

Psycanics handles self-esteem by handling BE = IDentities: PIRs and NIRs.
With the identity processing technology of CDT, a person can discreate NIRs and
create PIRs, which ends low self-esteem and increases positive self-esteem auto-
matically—and nothing else is necessary.
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Summary of the Important Concepts to this point
In this book we are exploring how you create your life. We have seen that you

create your life according to the Causal Sequence of BE�FEEL�THINK�
RELATE & DO�HAVE. We then began investigating how the Causal Sequence
and each element of it works. We have covered BE = IDENTITIES, and that the
critical IDentities are the Essence IDentities of WPV = Wisdom, Power, and
Value—especially Power.

We have delved into FEEL = Self-LOVE = EMOTIONS, and have seen how
your FEEL is your Love+/- for self, based on your BE of the moment. The BE-
FEEL sequence is:

{Wisdom�Power�Value} = BE � self-Love = emotions = FEEL

We know that all the Essence qualities are polarities, and thus, your IDs are 
affirmations or negations of WPVLJ along a spectrum or range of possibilities
from low negative to high positive.

We have seen that:
Your primary level of BEing, you = psycan = spirit, consists of the Essence

IDentities of WPVLJ. You counter-create and suppress your Essence (PIRs) with
NIRs. This is the basic human condition. Mystically, it is the descent of spirit into
the negative polarities, and part of the Great Illusion of Existence. Every human
being is buried in NIR masses that suppress hir Essence in general and chronical-
ly, and when activated, acutely.

The human being lives in these three great illusions (among others): 1- That
BAD exists; 2- that s/he is not the Creator of BAD; and 3- that s/he (and others
and events) can BE and often are BAD.

So, next, s/he creates hir Value: Good-BAD, worthy-unworthy; deserving-
undeserving, etc. These IDs are hir second creation about self. Not understanding
Polarities, the psycanically ignorant human considers what suppresses WPVLJ, the
NIRs, as BAD.

As a spiritual BEing = psycan, you are Love+/-. After creating your BEing, you
then PosLove or AntiLove the results of your creations = yourself in those iden-
tities according to your Value creation about that identity. That Love+/- energy
you experience as your emotions+/-: this is FEEL in the Sequence.

When your identities are negative (NIRs), you label them BAD and generate
resistance = AntiLove. AntiLove is negative energy and resistance to What Is =
you, to the (temporary) reality of you, as you have created yourself with your
NIRs. Law: Rxx�Perxx. Your own AntiLove energizes and masses up your NIRs
making them bigger, more real, and persistent within your BEing. These masses
are all around you (i.e. latent in your subconscious) and can be triggered = activated
into your consciousness = experience = FEEL at any time by an event.
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All negative experience = pain is the activation of NIR masses.
All suffering is resistance to pain.

Although both the creation of new NIRs and continued resistance-
energization to old ones can occur in present time, you have already done a
tremendous amount of creation of your BEing—so much that 99% of your 
negative experience now is the activation of NIR masses created in the past. This
is to say that your experiential problems in life are not only present time creations,
but also past creations that persist and constantly activate.

Activation, which is a change of IDentity, occurs at the speed of thought.
BE determines FEEL—so much so that they are inseparable and we write

them as one term: BE�FEEL, or BE-FEEL. As part of the Experiential
Imperative, BE-FEEL is the only motivation of all human behavior. The only
motivation of all human behavior is to control one’s own experience = BE-FEEL.

As we obviously seek to avoid negative experience and to obtain positive 
experience, this can be re-stated as:

The only motivation of all human behavior
is one’s own happiness; to avoid pain and reach happiness.

Because emotions = happiness = Love, this law can also be stated:

The only motivation of all human behavior is Love.

Love, of course is part of and result of the WPVLJ sequence, and so this Law
can also be stated:

The only motivation of all human behavior is Essence = WPVLJ.

Since Essence is BEing, this law can be stated:

The only motivation of all human behavior is to increase BEing.

As the highest BEing is God, this law can be stated:

The only motivation of all human behavior is to BEcome God again.

(All of this is the Experiential Imperative, explained in the Psycanics materials.)
Every human being tries to FEEL good, to be happy, and to avoid activations

of anger, fear, grief, depression and all the other AntiLove emotions. Since how
you FEEL depends on who you BE, you are really seeking BE rather than FEEL.
This is the key to life: BEing. The Essence of BEing is WPVLJ.

Of course, few people understand that their FEEL = emotion comes from
their BE; that how they feel about themselves is love or AntiLove for self accord-
ing to the psycanic identity they are using at the moment. This is, without doubt,
is one of the most important things you can ever understand. It is the Key to the
Kingdom—any kingdom you want to enter, but especially the Kingdom of Power,
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Love and Happiness—which is the Kingdom of BEing and of “Heaven.” “Seek
First the Kingdom of Heaven.”

The only thing you must do in Life is LOVE yourself.

To Love yourself, just grow your WPV.

The first step in that growth is to discreate the Anti-WPV you have 
created that is suppressing your true Essence = spirit nature.
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Heaven—as you call it—is nowhere. Let’s just put some space between the w and
the h in that word and you’ll see that heaven is now...here.

—Conversations With God



Chapter 18

The Third Element of the Causal Sequence: THINK

We are now ready to look at the third element of the Causal Sequence:
THINK. By THINK, we mean the contents and movements of the mind,

the thoughts and the reasoning process of estimating Cause and Effect that 
analyzes and then decides action.

Remember that all thoughts are realities = masses of thought-frequency 
energy, above emotion and below Consciousness in wavelength, modulated to
hold information (concepts, data or images). All thoughts are creations of the 
psycan. They are objects and can be created, manipulated, experienced and discre-
ated just as any object in the physical universe can be.

One of the purposes of thought is to understand the universe, to derive its laws
and principles, and then to make mental models of how it functions. We then work
with those models in the mind using them to try out various courses of action and
predict their results. Eventually, we arrive at a plan of action that appears to us to
be the most effective = powerful in achieving our objectives. Thus, one of the 
purposes of thought is creation. Thus, THINK is an important part of all Cause
= Power. It is part of Wisdom in the WPVLJ sequence, and part of the Causal
Sequence of Life. (THINK is more fully covered in other Psycanics materials.) 

Thought is the creation of the mental model = the vision of the reality that we
desire to manifest. The psycan = Creator then energizes that vision to cause it to
manifest in the level of reality desired, including in the physical universe. (We will
come back to this when we get to Creation and Manifestation.)

Notice that the objective of all creation is always an experience. Experience,
which includes Games and Drama, is the purpose of existence. Thus, the purpose

BE � FEEL �THINK � DO � HAVE

We are here.  



of THINKing is to guide the thinker to achieve the ultimate motivation of all
behavior: Happiness+, which you now know is really positive BE-FEEL = Love-Joy.

The average human’s ignorance of BE-FEEL means that hir mental model of
the universe is absent or erroneous in reference to the most important thing and
force in life (BE�FEEL of POWER�LOVE�HAPPINESS). All people seek
happiness, but if they are ignorant of the nature of BE�FEEL, not to mention
that they are the Creator, how could they ever find it? 

In this chapter, we present some of the pieces of the mental mechanism of
unhappiness. We are focusing on the negative side of THINK, on the erroneous
ideas with which many people are operating and make their happiness impossible.
The mechanism is bigger than our text space here so this chapter is only an 
introduction. The positive use of THINK to create both IDentities and physical
reality is presented in other Psycanics materials.

The mental mechanism of unhappiness includes these parts:
• The Fatal Identity.
• The Fatal Paradigm.
• The creation (opinion) of BAD.
• Programs and Paradigm.
• Determinations.
• Attitudes.
• The distortion of THINKing by emotion, especially negative emotion.

This leads to unwise, unloving and ineffective ACTION.
• The Eternal External Quest: THINKing leads to the DOing of the EEQ.
• MOPs (Moments of Pleasure) and Symbols (symbols not covered here).
• The erroneous intent of HAVE�FEEL.

Two of these we have already seen: The Fatal Identity and BAD. Nevertheless,
to assure that our explanation of the mechanism is complete, we will include a
recap of the Fatal Identity.

The Effects of FEEL on THINK
The Causal Sequence includes FEEL�THINK. Before we get into specific

mechanisms, let us first consider the general effect of emotion on thought.
Emotion distorts, even overrules the mind and reason. For example, when a 

person feels that s/he has been made less of, ignored, treated poorly, disrespected,
slighted or insulted, it is because hir NIRs have been triggered: BE�FEEL. Hir
emotional state will go to anger, resentment or hate. At the effect of hir AntiLove,
hir thoughts go angrily, vengefully to how to punish the offender (the trigger 
person), or how to get even, or how to restore hir injured self-esteem. Seldom are
these thoughts positive and loving but rather AntiLoving and even violent.
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For more examples of how negative BE-FEEL affects THINKing, just consult
your own experience. Surely you have tried to reason logically with people in the
throes of a strong negative BE-FEEL such as anger, fear, grief or depression.
Have you noticed how they are blinded to reality, to a balanced view of the 
situation? Negative BE-FEEL clouds reason and logic.

• Anger: Remember a time when you tried to reason with an angry person.
What happened to their reason and reasonableness? 

• Fear: Think of a time when you tried to reason or motivate a person in
fear? Does not their fear override logic and common sense and block
them from what would be the most logical and effective course of DO =
ACTION? Does not their fear make them tense and stiff, blocking the
smooth and natural action or performance that would be the most 
effective? 

• Grief: Remember a time when you tried to talk to or cheer up a person in
grief, to have them see that it is not as bad as it seems; that life goes on?
How well do they listen? How well do they react to your efforts? 

The law is: Activations destroy Wisdom. To apply it, never make decisions
while you are activated. Discreate the NIR, restore your serenity and then decide.

By the way, one of the most dangerous activations is falling in love with 
someone—it can even lead to getting married. This is to make one of the biggest
commitments of your life based on a very temporary FEELing.

The falling in love activation occurs when you meet someone who seems to
have the exact strengths that compensate your areas of weaknesses. You seem to
have found your missing half. However, your areas of weakness are your NIRs:
what you fall in love with is the PIRs you would like to have. What activates is the
love for self that you have been missing while living in your NIRs. You find the
PIRs—albeit in another. You find your missing, desired self. You find the WPV
that you have been missing and fall in love with it: WPV�L. You want to capture
and hold on to that experience of love, so you get married. Marriage is a contract
to try to preserve the experience of love that you have found.

However, you will often find that the other has created a MASK to compen-
sate hir own NIRs, and you have fallen for the mask. Underneath the mask, s/he
has the same NIRs you do!—a rude awakening in a year or two, sometimes sooner.

Recommendation: Never get married while you are “head over heels in love.”
Live the experience, enjoy it to the fullest, but wait for the flush to pass before you
make any long-term commitments. Once the rosy glow has passed, and you are still
friends, then you can start to think about it. You want to marry your best friend,
not your infatuation.
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Attitude
Attitude is the mental-emotional position with which you confront any situa-

tion. Basically, there are just two attitudes, the two polarities: a positive attitude and
a negative attitude.

A positive attitude is basically optimism, the belief that one can handle the 
situation, and that everything will turn out well. A positive attitude is “CAN DO!”
The foundation of a positive attitude is the PIRs of power and value in WPVLJ.

Negative attitude is pessimism: the sense that one is not going to be able to
handle the situation, and that it will, therefore, turn out badly. The cause of a 
negative attitude is the AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs. “I am not going to be able
to do IT; I am not going to get what I want.” Attitude is much related to self-
esteem; it is an outward indication of self-esteem. Self-esteem, we have seen, is
purely your Essence IDentities; Wisdom, Power and Value.

The Mechanism of Unhappiness
THE FATAL IDENTITY

The FATAL IDENTITY is a complex of Identities that starts the General
Causal Sequence of unhappiness. The Fatal Identity is the negation of the Prime
Identity of Cause, of Creator. Most of humanity is in the Fatal Identity.

The Fatal Identity complex includes such identities as: I am not cause; I am not
creator; I AM NOT THE POWER IN MY LIFE; I DO NOT DETERMINE 
MY EXPERIENCE; I DO NOT CONTROL MY EMOTIONS; I AM NOT
RESPONSABLE (for whatever).

The concepts of Cause, Creation, Power and Responsability are all related. On
the polarity scale of Cause and Effect, Responsability is the midpoint, the end of
Effect and the beginning of Cause. The concepts of Cause and Effect and
Responsability are extensive and profound.

Power is one of the four fundamental elements of BEing, of Essence =
WPVLJ. Obviously, such identities as those listed above are a fatal arrow to the
very heart of Power. They are the prime, grade A, best-of-class, AntiPower
IDentities. They are pure AntiEssence at the highest level of Essence: Cause and
Creator.

Naturally, such IDs produce a negative FEEL about life (really about self).
Remember, AntiPower is essence of low self-esteem. Thus, the General Causal
Sequence of unhappiness and even depression starts with the Fatal = AntiPower
Identity.

In the Fatal Identity Complex, the BEing, who is always Cause, uses hir Cause
to deny being Cause. The Creator creates hirself as not-creator, which is an 
identity. S/He does not—cannot—alter hir spirit nature of creator, but s/he does
“kill” hir awareness and therefore, the experience of being Cause, of having
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power, of being creator. S/He creates for hirself the appearance, the illusion, of
not being Cause—and that illusion will be real for hir by hir own creation. It is real,
but not true.

The Fatal Identity Complex rules s/he who lives in it. It can be expressed in
many ways: (Note: I will add relevant parts of the Fatal Paradigm after each 
expression of the Fatal Identity. The concept of the Fatal Paradigm will be
explained later.) 

• I AM not the cause, much less the creator, of my emotions.
Therefore, you must be. You cause my emotions; you make me feel good
or bad. Therefore, I must control you to be happy.

• I AM not responsable for what I feel. It is your responsability to make
me happy. It is your fault when I am upset and suffering. It is your
responsability, your duty to make me happy.

• I CAN’T control my emotions. Therefore, I am justified in dumping
them on you, in spraying you with my anger, invalidation and blaming.
And since how I feel is your fault, I am justified in trying to make you feel
bad also.

• I AM NOT the cause and therefore not responsable for the 
problems in my relationships. The other person is the cause of the
conflicts and problems, not me. Therefore s/he must act differently;
s/he must change, not I.

• I AM NOT cause and not responsable for the BAD things that 
manifest in my life. “Shit happens,” and my life is full of it, but I don’t
have anything to do with it. I am the Victim here. The only thing I can do
is complain and blame—and I do, lots.

• I AM NOT responsable for the success or failure of my company.
I just work there.

• I AM NOT responsable for my happiness. I married to have someone
to make me happy—although they are not doing a very good job of it.
And, of course, I let them know about their failure at every opportunity
with my complaints, criticism and blaming.

• I AM NOT responsible for being a drunk or a drug addict or 
whatever. My parents, or society or whatever did it to me. I am their
Victim. I have no control over what they did to and made of me. Isn’t
that tragic? 

• The devil made me do it. Therefore, I wasn’t my fault.
And on and on: it is impossible to list all the things for which people deny

Cause and Responsability. Any time you see somebody complaining, anytime you
see anybody blaming anybody or anything for something in hir life, you are staring
hir Fatal Identity in the face.
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Let me be more confrontational: any time you deny responsability for anything
in your life, complain, or blame, you are staring your Fatal Identity in the face.

Note: The concept of Responsability in Psycanics has seven definitions.
We are using three here: 1- Recognition of Cause; 2- the possibility of
action to avoid or change undesired effects; and 3- the creation of
response from Wisdom as opposed to emotional (gut) reaction to events.

Responsability is so important to all BEing that a famous psychiatrist once said:
“There is no such thing as mental illness; there are only varying degrees of the 
negation of responsibility.”

If you are not Cause, then you can only be the other polarity: Effect. The state
of Effect, of being the Effect of negative things while denying responsability 
(possibility of action) is Victim. A Victim is one who believes that things just 
happen to hir without hir incumbency and that s/he has little power to control
them. Much of humanity lives in victimhood—a state in which happiness is
impossible.

The Fatal Identity obscures the fact that we are the creators of our emotions
and puts us in the paradigm that external things Cause our FEELings. This sends
us on the Eternal External Quest (EEQ) to try to control the external world to
control our FEEL and find happiness. The EEQ will be explained below and in
the chapter on DO.

The Fatal Identity also hides the entire mechanism of BAD. It blinds us to the
fact that we are the creators of BAD, and that BAD is an illusion. It blinds us to
the fact that we generate our negative emotions, always, and only as resistance to
BAD—itself a hallucination. Thus, we suffer due to our hallucinations: both that
we are not Creators and from our creations of BAD.

THE FATAL PARADIGM

The FATAL IDENTITY leads to the generation of an enormous thought-
belief structure (THINK) called the FATAL PARADIGM. The Fatal Paradigm is
the second and a major part of the Mechanism of Unhappiness. First, let us
refresh the concept of paradigm:
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The Fatal Identity states that “I AM NOT CAUSE-CREATOR.” This creates
a problem: that of finding the Cause, because you want to be Cause or control
Cause. You want Power. If you are not Cause, then who or what is? 

The FATAL PARADIGM is the illusory answer to the question: Given that I
am not Cause of my experience = BE-FEEL = emotions = happiness, who or
what is? Given that I am not Cause, not Creator; that I have not the Power; how
do I control my experience and achieve happiness? Who has the Power given that
it is not I?

The basic belief of the Fatal Paradigm is: Given that Cause is not internal,
within me; then it must be external. External events. People and things must be the
Cause of my experience, emotions, pain, and happiness—or lack of.

The basic and false THINK of the Fatal Paradigm is: External events cause my
pain and suffering. Externals cause my emotions, both the negatives ones and the
positives ones. External events determine how I feel. Externals cause the events
and circumstances of my life. Externals have the power to make me suffer or make
me happy.
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The Concept of Paradigm
A paradigm is a mental overlay on reality. It is a belief structure that tries to
interpret and model reality to understand it and thereby to control it.
Paradigms are created to solve certain problems, which they often do.
However, when false—and most are—a paradigm is an illusion and will 
create new problems. These new problems cannot be resolved within the 
paradigm that created them.

Examples of paradigms:
1. The earth is flat: don’t sail far out to sea or you will fall off the edge.
2. The earth is the center of the universe, and the sun and all else

revolve around it. Space navigation is impossible in this paradigm.
3. Until the 1960’s, the Swiss mechanical watch industry was so

advanced and so big that it was almost a world monopoly. Then
Texas Instruments created the first electronic timepiece with a red
light diode readout. It was offered to the Swiss. They just laughed:
“That isn’t a watch,” they said. “It has no springs, no gears, no dial,
no hands.”
Then the Japanese saw it, and the rest is history. Within ten years the
Swiss watch industry was devastated, 90% of its factories closed.
Their paradigm of a watch as a mechanical device had blinded them
to the essence of a watch: something to show time.



(Remember that event is a technical term in physics and in Psycanics, meaning
any change or movement in any entity. It can, therefore, refer to people, words,
behaviors, things, places, situations or circumstances. “External events” is some-
times shortened to just “externals” or to just “events.”)

The person then concludes: “Therefore, I must control externals in order to 
control my experience.” This is the paradigm, the THINK, which births the
Eternal External Quest (EEQ), the search for Love and Happiness in the external
world outside of self—where it is never to be found.

The Eternal External Quest has two sides:

• I must change, stop, or destroy the BAD events that cause my unhappi-
ness and pain. I must control others and the world to stop my suffering.

• I must find what GOOD things “cause” happiness, and compete against
others to get, accumulate, and hoard enough of them to make and keep
me happy.

And with that THINK, the person is off at full gallop to try to control the
world—not as it should be controlled through Wisdom, Power, Love, and the laws
of spiritual manifestation; but by force, AntiLove, wile and often deceit and 
criminality. And s/he tries to control not as an expression of WHO s/he IS, of a
high BEingness; but rather as an effort to counter-create hirself as s/he is (PIRs)
and achieve that BEingness. This is the cart before the horse.

Life is BE�FEEL�THINK�DO�HAVE. The Fatal Identity (BE): I AM
NOT CAUSE, begets the Fatal Paradigm (a THINK) that externals are Cause of
experience of activations and of happiness. The Fatal Paradigm is the belief that
one must control externals to find Love and Happiness. This sets the person off
on the EEQ, which is a negative DO in the Causal Sequence.

Let us examine the two sides of the External Quest in more detail:

Side 1: The “negative” side: I am not Cause of my emotions; externals cause
my negative emotions that are my pain and suffering. I am but the emotional 
victim of externals. When externals cause my suffering, obviously they are BAD. I
must control BAD externals to make them stop hurting me. I must attack all the
BAD events in my life with AntiLove in order to change, stop or destroy them and
so stop my pain. That AntiLove is the true source of that suffering.

The person then goes into the negative DO = Behaviors and Actions of the
Causal Sequence to control externals to try to control hir internal experience. For
example, one person attacks others with negative energy, with anger or invalidation
or blame, in order to change what others say or do, because what others say or do
appears to cause hir pain. It appears to be cause because what the others do or
say is the trigger for an activation of NIRs. Therefore, it is BAD what they say or
do. They are BAD for saying or doing it. And as they are BAD, I can attack them
even more.
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Another person will sell hirself out to appease others, to avoid their criticism,
and to obtain their acceptance and love.

Others use food, tobacco, alcohol, or drugs to change or suppress their 
negative experience. This is the mechanism of all addictions.

The problem with all of these is that they are all negative DOs = AntiLove in
some manner or another and, therefore, in the long run, can only increase pain.
Furthermore, none of them addresses the real and underlying Cause of all 
negative experience, the BE-FEEL of NIRs.

Side 2: The “positive” side: I am not the Cause of my happiness or of my
unhappiness. Externals are the cause of Happiness. I must get enough of the
“right” externals to “cause” me to “BE-FEEL” secure, loved, and happy. When I
get enough of the right things, then I will be happy—except for my anxiety about
losing them.

There are two kinds of externals: people and things.

People: I must control others to get them to think, feel, act and treat me in
ways that please me. I must get others to BE, FEEL, THINK and DO in ways that
“make” me happy. I must control what other people say and do so that they 
produce in me FEELings of BEing respected, important, good, worthy and
loved. (Notice the PIRs in bold.)

Things: I have only to find what externals things (e.g. family, money, position,
honors, etc.) cause happiness, and then accumulate more and more and more of
them until they make me feel powerful, successful, worthy, secure and happy
all the time. (Notice the PIRs.) When I accumulate enough of the outward 
symbols of value, importance and success, they will transform my internal BE-
FEEL accordingly.

Because I am not the Creator of my psycanic or of my physical universe, I must
struggle and compete with others in a purely mechanical, uncaring, even hostile
world for the limited supply of such things.

Criminality starts with the additional computation: Given my BE-FEEL of
UNABLE, LESS THAN, FAILURE, UNWORTHY, etc., I will have to resort to
lying, cheating, and stealing—whatever it takes to get those things. I can’t compete
successfully with people who are better than I am.

MOPs
Definition: MOP = MOMENT of PIR = MOMENT of PLEASURE: A

MOP is an activation of positive BE-FEEL: PIR�Self-Love = Happiness. A
MOP is a temporary experience of self-love = happiness that results from the 
activation of a PIR that occurs when some “good” trigger event shows up in the
person’s world. Thus a MOP is a Moment of PIR�self-love, which will be 
experienced as a positive emotion = pleasure.
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Humans pursue externals in order to get MOPs, in order to momentarily turn
on a PIR. This is to try to use HAVE to control BE and FEEL.

However, when a person is not psycanically controlling hir BE-FEEL directly,
but trying to control it indirectly through control of the world, the MOP will soon
pass: There is no true creation and control by the Being of hir IDs-FEEL. S/He
is living at the Effect of external triggers, both positive and negative.

One of the Laws of Life is that: The Only Constant Is Change: the Only
Thing That Does Not Change Is Change. Even when a person does arrange 
positive triggers, the world will eventually change and produce a negative trigger
that activates the person’s NIRs. Your NIR masses, remember, are always with you
until you discreate them. Thus, MOPs are always fleeting and constantly replaced
with moments—or long periods—of NIRs and their negative emotions.

The insidious danger of MOPs is that they create and sustain the illu-
sion that happiness lies outside of oneself caused by external things.
Positive trigger events do seem to cause MOPs = sparks of happiness and
that creates the illusion that externals do cause experience = happiness or
pain. This reinforces the apparent validity of the External Quest as a way
to happiness.

What really happens is that the person assumes a positive ID in relation to that
positive event, and the resulting MOP is hir activation of self-love.

By chasing MOPs externally instead of developing PIRs and self-love internally
(self-love is the source of all love and of all happiness), the human being maintains
hirself on the emotional roller coaster of hir uncontrolled identities. Hir emotions
are swayed up and down and around by the ever changing kaleidoscope of the
external world = events.

What people do is chase MOPs instead of working on their BEing to create 
permanent states of BEing�Love = Happiness. They chase HAVE trying to 
create BE-FEEL.

Externals will never fill the experiential void of true BE-FEEL. They can never
compensate, for long, for the lack of true self-love within. Therefore, even when
someone does get what s/he wants in the External Quest, it will never be enough.
External Questers are doomed to always living in dissatisfaction and struggle on
the merry-go-round of trying to get more and more and more. At the same time,
their FEEL bounces up and down on the roller coaster of MOPs to pain as they
alternate back and forth between their PIRs and NIRs depending on external
events. They are looking for happiness and love where they simply don’t exist—
outside of themselves.

And because they can never find outside what does not exist outside, the
External Quest goes on and on. There is no way of finding it, as long as you are
seeking outside: The Kingdom of Heaven is within. Thus, we call it the Eternal
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External Quest. The only way out is through understanding all that we have been
discussing.

{BE�FEEL} = {IDENTITIES�LOVE�HAPPINESS} is the ultimate
purpose of life. The purpose of life is for each BEing to create and re-create 
hirself into ever-higher levels of the Essence IDentities (WPVLJ) until s/he is the
ULTIMATE BEING, again.

The only thing you need to do in life is work on polishing your BEing.

And this is also the road to Power. Everything in your existence, your HAVE,
results naturally from Who You Are. When you are Wise, Intelligent, Powerful,
Worthy, and Loving, the universe attends and obeys you and produces that which
confirms Who You Are. This is the Causal Sequence: BE�FEEL�THINK�DO
& RELATE�HAVE. BEing is the starting point for everything.

One person who reached that highest level of BEing and was able to say: “He
who has seen me has seen the Father; The Father and I are ONE,” expressed it
thusly:

Seek First the Kingdom of Heaven.
And all else will be added unto you.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within.

His Causal Sequences—his Love, Actions, and Results from that level of
BEing—we still call miracles.

In the FATAL PARADIGM, a person is not creating hir BEing or controlling
hir identities. In fact, s/he is not even up to taking responsibility for hir FEEL =
emotions. S/He blames others for offending or hurting hir. However, the
Experiential Imperative* must be obeyed: s/he must try to control hir experience;
s/he must strive for Happiness—which comes only from greater self-love for
greater Essence IDs.

*The Experiential Imperative is the seven levels of the only motivation of
all human endeavor: to control one’s experience, to avoid pain and to
achieve and maintain pleasure and happiness.

However, as s/he is not Cause = Creator (by hir own determination) and not
controlling BE- FEEL, what does s/he have left to work with? Only THINK, DO
and HAVE—and these are Effects, not Causes.

The psycanically ignorant person sees the Sequence of life as:
THINK�DO�HAVE�FEEL-BE. S/He believes that HAVEing, both in the
area of relationships and things, will make hir BE somebody—powerful, success-
ful and important (PIRs)—and make hir FEEL happy. To get the HAVE, s/he has
to use THINK and DO. Therefore, the psycanically ignorant person perceives
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(unconsciously) the causal sequence backwards as THINK�DO�HAVE�
FEEL-BE.

To strive to get enough HAVE in an effort to create BE-FEEL is not only 
living life “backasswards;” it also makes life difficult and a struggle. It fills life with
the dark emotions of the NIRs that such a person is fighting to compensate for,
to overcome; any fault or failure or even delay will activate those NIRs. And as it
is difficult to manifest out of negative IDs, it is difficult to get the desired HAVE.

You should work with the Causal Sequence, not against it. First create your
BEing, and all else will follow as the cart does the horse: BE produces HAVE.

Furthermore, the strategy of trying to control externals to control internal 
experience does not work very well. Nobody has the power to control what 
others say and do. Nobody has much control over most of the events in hir life. If
our BE-FEEL, our happiness depends on the control of externals, we are doomed
to a life of random and poor results.

All the above, both the positive and the negative side, is part of the Eternal
External Quest (EEQ). The EEQuest is the search and the struggle (DO =
ACTION = BEHAVIOR) to control internal experience (BE-FEEL) by control-
ling externals = HAVE. It is an impossible crusade on which most of humanity is
embarked, and which has caused and is causing indescribable misery on this planet.

We will explore the EEQuest in much greater detail in the chapter on DO. Here
we are studying how BE�FEEL determines THINK and THINK determines
DO. And we are examining this specific Causal Sequence: BE = Fatal Identity �
FEEL of No Power, AntiLove, Unhappiness � Fatal Paradigm and other
THINKS � DO = EEQUEST to HAVE in order to solution the negative BE-
FEEL.

Let us return to the subject of this chapter: THINK.

Programs
The Fatal Paradigm leads to the generation of PROGRAMS. Programs are 

mental models, pictures, of how events should be. (Note: Both paradigms and 
programs are mental models or psycanic virtual realities. The difference is that 
paradigms are models of how things ARE, while programs are models of how
they SHOULD BE.)

Programs are emotionally-backed demands for how others or the world should
BE or DO. Programs are the mental models of what we believe we must HAVE
to be happy. Programs are our ideas of how events should be in our EEQuest;
they are the map for the Quest. They are emotionally backed because when they
are not fulfilled the person triggers a NIR mass. S/He activates a negative ID in
relation to not getting hir program fulfilled (AntiPower) and experiences negative
emotional charge.
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The computation behind a program is: When the world (any event) conforms
to my program, and is as it should be (i.e. according to my program, and therefore
“Good”), then I will be happy. (Happy = MOP = triggering of PIRs.) When it
does not conform, then it is BAD and it makes me unhappy = NIRs—which is
BAD and confirms to me that the event is BAD.

You have latent within you your PIRs and your NIRs. Your programs are your
mental models of how the world should be so that you can avoid the 
activation of NIRs and live in PIRs. When the world conforms to your 
programs, then you assume PIRs: “I AM CAPABLE, SUCCESSFUL, GOOD
AND LOVABLE.”

When the world does not comply with your programs, then your negative BE-
FEEL, your NIR masses (NIR+BAD+Charge) activate: I AM UNSUCCESSFUL;
I CAN’T CONTROL IT, I AM UNABLE, I AM UNWORTHY, etc. And you
enter into the vicious spiral of BAD�resistance�suffering as explained in the
chapter on BAD.

The purpose of a program is to project mentally how the world should be to
avoid activating NIRs masses and to activate PIR masses: that is, to control BE-
FEEL. The program, then, is a THINK that guides DO = ACTION; that guides
the External Quest.

Our programs have very little clout with the world, and the world frequently 
violates them. This activates our negative BE-FEEL and their negative Causal
Sequences. Nobody who has ever lived has had the power to control the world. As
long as we try to use HAVE to control BE-FEEL, we will lose and suffer much
more often than we will win.

Law: BE-FEEL is the only motivation of all human behavior. When a per-
son does not control hir BE-FEELs directly and internally; s/he tries to control
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them by molding the external world to hir programs of how it should be. S/He
thereby hopes to control hir experience by molding the world as it “should” be.
Once s/he has the program, the THINK of how events should be, s/he then acts
(DO) to try to make the world conform to those programs. This is the Eternal
External Quest.

Every human being has hundreds, even thousands, of programs. We live by 
programs. Think of just about anything in life, and you will have a program of
how it should be. How neat and clean should your house be? How much money
should you have? How should your significant other behave and treat you? How
should your children behave? What should they be when they grow up? 

There are programs that are necessary for hygiene and for social order. I am
not speaking of these. I am talking of those programs that are purely arbitrary, and
whose only purpose is to mold the world to some arbitrary standard to give a 
person a MOP because they don’t live in Responsability for Experience and 
control of their BE-FEEL.

Especially, I am speaking of programs about others: our ideas about how their
BE FEEL THINK DO HAVE should be, our expectations and demands on 
others. These are major conflict points in human relations. Show me a human
conflict at any level, family or international, and I will show you programs at work.

Often such programs are a zero-sum game: for one person to get hir program 
fulfilled, to win hir MOP, the other person has to sacrifice or lose. And at best, it
is only a MOP. True happiness is self-love and can only be created by each BEing,
never by externals. When you fulfill somebody’s program, all you do is give them
a MOP, a Moment of Pleasure. These quickly pass.

What is happening, subconsciously, is that when the world conforms to the 
program, the person gets to activate positive IDentities�positive emotions:
BE�FEEL. For example, suppose one of the programs of a woman is that “My
husband should bring me flowers or some small gift frequently.” Behind this is one
of her PIR-NIR polarities. When he gives her something, she gets to activate PIRs:
I am valued, important, and loved. When he does not give her anything, she
goes into NIRs: I am ignored, not important, not loved. This activates her
AntiLove = negative emotions, and she then shares that AntiLove with her 
husband in the form of criticism and blame—a negative DO.

Our FEEL is the result of the IDENTITY = BE that we activate in relation to
the events of our life. Programs are attempts to control the events, so that they 
activate PIRs instead of NIRs. The problem is that nobody has all that much 
control over the world, and it will often violate one’s programs. The more 
effective action is to control your BE-FEEL directly with Psycanics, so that your
BE�FEEL = experience = happiness is impervious to the world. Events come
and go, as events do, and you remain in your creation of BEing, of PIRs, no 
matter what.
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And from that state of permanent positive BE and Love-ly FEELings, you can
more wisely deal with events to achieve your desired outcomes = HAVE—this is
Power.

Not only is this a state of permanent happiness no matter what, it is also a 
position of greater Power. Free of activations and neurotic compulsions to 
control externals, you will have more Love and more Wisdom to achieve what you
want in the world. The Law is: Activations Destroy Wisdom. And Wisdom is
essential to Power.

The paradox is that at the same time you achieve more Power through more
BEing, you no longer need much from the world to be happy. You need and want
less. You take into your life only those relatively few things that really contribute to
your life quality. You become very aware of the “Point of Sufficiency” beyond
which more of anything actually reduces your happiness.

Personal note: At one point in my life, I had accumulated enough money
that I did not have to work. I had a nice house, cars, three airplanes, etc.
I was not happy and in analyzing why not, I realized that all that stuff
actually deteriorated my life. I had become a caretaker, a servant, a 
maintenance man of things. I got rid of it all.

Above all, you will give others Freedom to be as they are and as they are not.
You will no longer have programs for what others should BE or DO. You no
longer need to control them—use them—to obtain your “happiness”—i.e. MOPs.
Such Freedom is a requisite for true Love.

Observe your life. How much pressure do you have from others to act in 
certain ways that are designed to please them—even to the cost of your own 
preferences and satisfaction? How much conflict in your life, attacks and recrimi-
nations are you experiencing from others for not doing what they want as they
want it done? All this is the Fatal Paradigm and programs at work.

And don’t forget the Causal side. How much are you desiring and insisting that
others BE, FEEL, THINK, DO or HAVE in certain ways? For example, how
often do you seek to control your children with force, rather than with Wisdom?
If your children are at all rebellious rather than cooperative and enthusiastic, you
can be sure that they are resisting your programs. You may justify your demands
by thinking that it is for their own good, but that is just that: justification. No
human being can ever know what is best for another: that is impossible due to the
nature of BEing itself. You can only project your values and your programs.

Our external world (our HAVE) should be a natural result, the reflection, of
our BEing (the Causal Sequence in action). Programs are just the opposite: They
are intentions to dictate to the external world how to be to thereby control our BE-
FEEL, to avoid the activation of NIRs and activate PIRs. They are intentions to 
control the external world in order to control internal experience. When we try to
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mold the external world in order to control our identities and BE-FEEL, we have
the train in front of the locomotive. Life works: BE�HAVE; not HAVE�BE.
However, externals are never the Cause of internals—and thus programs can
never work.

HERE IS A SUMMARY OF ALL THIS: 
We have our NIRs and their masses (BE-FEEL). We have programs (THINK).

The purpose of a program is to tell the world how it should be to avoid activating
our NIRs (negative BE-FEEL) and to activate PIRs (positive BE-FEEL).

However, the world is as it is and does as it does. What Is = Reality often 
violates our programs. This triggers a NIR: it is AntiPower not to control the world
and get our program complied with. The NIR is accompanied by its mass of
emotional charge and we suffer that negative emotion—blaming it on the event.

Operating in psycanic ignorance of how life works, we then label the event
BAD for violating our program and for causing us pain, as it falsely appears to do
when we are in the Fatal Identity I AM NOT CAUSE of my experience.

At the Effect of our negative FEEL and THINK, we then strive with negative
DOs to change the event to GOOD, however our programs say it should be, in
order to change our identity and relieve our pain.

This negative energy is just more pain, generating even more opinion-experi-
ence of BAD and even more negative energy. More negative energy only causes
the world event to persist, and causes our AntiPower NIRs to deepen as “I CAN’T
GET WHAT I WANT, I CAN’T CHANGE THE BAD EVENT.”
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It is a vicious descending spiral into suffering.
Understand that all this is not about events, nor even about controlling events,

but about the human neurotic need and effort to control events to try to change
internal experience and be happy.

Examples:

Situation: There is the possibility of a good promotion at work. You want it
badly, and your program, your belief and silent demand is that you should have it.
If you get it, you will experience PIRs and MOPs, and this is what you seek. If you
don’t, your NIRs and negative emotions will activate. Thus, you are using external
events to control your internal BE-FEEL.

Ask yourself who will you BE-FEEL if you get it. The promotion would give
you a good activation of PIRs such as I AM GOOD; CAPABLE; SUCCESSFUL;
POWERFUL; VALUABLE; WORTHY; etc.; and positive emotions = self-love,
right? You would rejoice and celebrate, right? 

Now imagine they give the promotion to someone else. How will you BE-
FEEL? Would you not activate in anger, frustration, sadness, and other such 
negative FEELings? Behind all negative emotion are NIRs: in this case AntiPower
and AntiValue NIRs such as: I AM PASSED OVER; I AM NOT GOOD
ENOUGH; I AM INCAPABLE; I AM A FAILURE, I AM UNWORTHY; etc.

Engrave this law on the inside of your skull just above your eyes, so that you
never forget it:

Behind every negative experience, there is always a NIR.

On not getting the promotion and activating in negative emotions, you are
experiencing your NIRs: I AM UNABLE; I AM INCAPABLE; I AM NOT
GOOD ENOUGH; I AM LESS THAN S/HE WHO GOT THE PROMO-
TION; I AM UNWORTHY; etc. In other words, not getting the promotion trig-
gered NIRs and their AntiLove (negative BE-FEEL).

In this case, we are trying to use the HAVE of the promotion to activate PIRs.
This is going through life backwards. The effective way is to create positive BE-
FEEL and maintain it no matter what happens in the world.

If you had had the positive BE-FEEL in the first place, you would probably
have had a much better probability of getting the promotion. At the effect of your
NIRs and their negative THOUGHT-ACTION sequences, you were competing
for the job with AntiLove and neurotic behavior, although unconscious to you.
Your AntiLove attitudes and conduct lowered your evaluation with your boss.

Example 2. Relationships.

Psycanically ignorant BEings live in a relationship trying to obtain positive BE-
FEEL from the other person. Each person wants the other person to make hir feel
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important, valued, appreciated and loved. The participants in the relationship are
not taking responsibility and creating their BE-FEEL internally, but looking to the
other to give them those experiences = MOPs (the External Quest again). To this
end, each person has hir programs of how the other person should BE, ACT and
treat hir.

Let us use a very simple example: A wife, Mary, has the program that her 
husband, John, should always be on time for dinner. Her program is how her 
husband should DO = Act (be on time) to affirm that he loves her, cares about
her and considers her important. When he is on time, she experiences PIRs: I AM
RESPECTED, I AM VALUABLE, I AM IMPORTANT, I AM A GOOD WIFE,
I AM WORTHY, I AM LOVABLE AND LOVED, etc.

When John gets home late, he violates Mary’s program of how he should BE
and DO. She interprets John’s being late as: she is not important enough, not 
valued enough, not good enough to merit his timely attention. This activates her
NIRs (I AM NOT IMPORTANT, I AM NOT WORTHY, I AM NOT LOVED),
along with her AntiLove in the form of anger and sorrow.

She distributes her AntiLove to her husband in the form of attacks, complaints
and recriminations and other negative energy. The purpose of her negative 
energy is to get John to stop his BAD behavior that triggers her PIRs and AntiLove.

The relationship deteriorates under the barrage of negative energy. And usual-
ly, both elements of the relationship are in the same mechanism. The true solution
is to discreate the NIRs.

This mechanism is the CAUSE of the great majority
of conflicts and AntiLove in ALL relationships.

Example 3:

We find a father dumping his NIR-mass AntiLove on his son in the form of
shouting, recriminations, invalidations, and punishments because the boy has poor
grades (or any other behavior contrary to the programs of the father about how
his son should BE, DO or HAVE).

Father’s program: “My son should have good grades to prove himself a good
student and therefore a good son.” However, behind this is the father’s own sub-
conscious search for BE-FEEL. His subconscious calculations will be something
like this:

“When my son is a good student and good son, I AM proven capable and 
successful in raising a child, and, therefore, I AM a good father and therefore a
good and valuable person.” This is the positive BE-FEEL that the father uncon-
sciously seeks.

The other polarity is:
“When my son has bad grades then he is a failure as a student and is a BAD
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son. Therefore, I AM shown as incapable of raising a smart and good son. I AM
a failure and BAD as a father and a person.” This is negative BE-FEEL = NIRs
and AntiLove that the father subconsciously seeks to avoid.

Notice how the father tries to control his identities by controlling the external
world, in this case his son.

I repeat: THIS IS AN EXTREMELY COMMON PATTERN OF HUMAN
CONDUCT and THE SOURCE OF ALMOST ALL PROBLEMS AND CON-
FLICTS IN RELATIONSHIPS.

Life is the effort to control BE-FEEL. When you don’t understand how BE-
FEEL works, you try to control it externally with things and especially with other
people. Naturally, others resist that control.

Note how programs are AntiLove. Love begins with SPACE. Love requires
total liberty for the beloved. Love starts with giving the other person the SPACE,
the freedom, to BE (and DO and THINK, etc) as s/he is and as s/he is not.

Programs are demands on the BE�FEEL�THINK and DO of others. To the
degree that you have programs, you demand that others BE and ACT in certain
ways to please you, to make you happy = MOPs = temporarily activate your PIRs
and positive BE-FEEL. And when they don’t fulfill your programs, you react with
AntiLove: invalidation, criticism, blame, anger and resentment, result of your NIR-
mass activation. When you fail to fulfill your own programs about self, you will
AntiLove yourself with guilt, recrimination, etc.

A person who creates hir own BEing and FEELing has preferences, not 
programs, not emotion-backed demands. When the world does not fulfill them,
s/he remains in PIRs and self-love. S/He lives free of the world; s/he does not
need it nor use it to control hir BE-FEEL. S/He creates and maintains hir 
positive BE-FEEL no matter what happens around hir.

Determinations
Determinations are another form of THINK. They are decisions = creations

�beliefs that create reality and therefore experience for the creator.
Determinations become beliefs, mental realities, about the world, as opposed to
identities that are declarations = realities about self. Like paradigms, they are often
made to explain experience or excuse failure. In fact, they could be considered
miniature paradigms.

Examples: (Remember not to confuse Reality with Truth: not the same thing.)
• You have to work hard to get money.
• Money is scarce.
• All men are alike.
• The world is against me.
• Life is hard.
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Determinations are generated by IDentities. When a person is in a negative
IDentity, the mind generates negative determinations. For example, behind each of
the above determinations, we can look for the NIR that thinks like that:

1. You have to work hard to get money. Who has to work hard? Someone
who is UNABLE, or LESS INTELLIGENT, or UNWORTHY (NIRs).

2. Money is scarce. For whom is money scarce? For someone who CAN’T
EARN it easily. (AntiPower NIR.)

3. All men are alike (bad in some way). How do all men treat you? “Like I
don’t matter; like I am nothing.” Who are you that you attract that kind of
treatment? “I DON’T MATTER; I AM NOTHING” NIRs.

4. The world is against me. Why is the world against you? How are you that
the world is against you—UNABLE, a FAILURE, STUPID, UNWOR-
THY? (NIRs.)

5. Life is hard. For whom is life hard? For someone who CAN’T handle it or
get what s/he wants. (Antipower NIRs.)

Negative determinations are important for two reasons:
1. As negative THINK, they are smoke coming from NIRs and can be used

to trace back to their NIR (as we did above).
2. They are one of the seven factors that must be positive for you to mani-

fest what you want in life. As long as you have negative determinations
about an area (e.g. money), no matter how much positive visualization you
do, money cannot manifest. It is blocked by your negative determinations.

The most important thing about negative determinations is to trace them back
to the generating NIR to identify and discreate it. And, of course, change the
determination to a positive one.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

BE-FEEL determines THINKing. THINKing is our tool to decide, plan and
guide our actions = DO. THINKing determines DO = action including the
Eternal External Quest.

When a being is operating in the Fatal Identity�Fatal Paradigm, s/he tries to 
control hir BE-FEEL by controlling others, the external world, and accumulating
things. S/He operates HAVE�BE-FEEL. Not only is that control impossible, but
the best that s/he can do, will be MOPs, and these are always fleeting. The person
then can only continue hir External Quest for more and enough of the right
HAVE to make hir happy. As long as s/he is focused externally as the (impossible)
solution to internal experience, s/he will never achieve enough or true Happiness.
Thus, the External Quest becomes Eternal.

When lost in the Fatal Paradigm and the EEQ, we create programs of how 
the world should be, of exactly what we should HAVE and how we should be 
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treated. When the world fulfills those programs, our PIRs become triggered, and
we experience a MOP. MOPs are fleeting and soon pass returning us to our state
of chronic dissatisfaction.

However, more often than not, the world does not fulfill our programs. This 
triggers our AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs and our AntiLove = negative 
emotions. We then attack the event to try to change it, or we try to suppress our
negative FEEL with distracting activities or suppressing substances (like drugs).

Both of these, the Quest for MOPs as the illusion of Love and Happiness, and
the Quest to change or suppress negative FEEL are externally focused efforts,
when the real solution lies within, in your BE = IDentities.

We spend our lives in the external search for happiness trying to get the
world to comply with our programs, to give us what we THINK will make
us happy, when all the time everything we need is within.

The way life works is that we can and should create our BE-FEEL directly. The
rest of our life will flow along the Causal Sequence, and we will naturally HAVE
what goes with our level of BEing.

The more effective strategy is to discreate your negative BE-FEEL and create
your desired BE-FEEL directly with CDT. This will put you in a state of self-love
and joy, regardless of the outside world. At the same time you gain power over the
outside world as your positive IDentities act through the Causal Sequence to 
naturally bring you those things, the HAVE, that go with those identities.

Questions for thought: 

Who in your life tries to control you often with negative energy? 

Who in your life blames you for hir problems or making hir suffer? 

To be a target of hir negative energy = AntiLove means you are violating hir 
programs and triggering hir NIRs. They are blaming you for causing their
AntiLove, ignorant that this comes from their own identities. They you do what
they want to trigger their PIRs and get a MOP.

By blaming you, making you the BAD element, they are trying to control you.
The idea is that you BEcome GOOD again by doing what they want—so they can
BE-FEEL good again. They don’t really want what they want for your well-
being—no matter how much they wave this flag. Their real purpose is their own
FEELings = happiness—the only motivation of all human behavior.

When conflict occurs between your desires and your happiness, and what 
others want and their happiness; your duty is to love yourself and be true to
yourself, first and above all. To sell yourself out, to betray your happiness to
make others happy, is to betray your first responsability under Love: to love your-
self and seek your happiness. It is a greater failure of love to fail to love yourself,
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than it is to fail to love others. And it really isn’t a failure of Love; only of giving
MOPs.

When you sell out, you do not really make others happy; all you do is give them
a fleeting MOP. All MOPs soon pass, and they will come at you again with even
more demands. Moreover, when you do what they want, you are re-enforcing them
in the Fatal Paradigm that they can and should achieve happiness by controlling
you.

Always follow your intuition and your heart and do what is best for you.
Don’t sell yourself out to buy the approval/love of others. That approval will only
last until they want another MOP, and you don’t give it. Furthermore, they lose
respect for you because they can control you so easily. Play win-win where you can
in life, but if the other person insists on win-lose, never feel guilty about taking the
win position.

We will come back to all this in the next chapter.

Now the Causal side of the same question: 

Whom have you been trying to control with the BE DO HAVE? 

Whom are you blaming for causing your negative emotions? 

This is the same mechanism from the other side. You are trying to control them
to get them to do what you want so you can FEEL good = be happy. You are 
letting what they do or don’t do determine which BE-FEEL you are in.

Furthermore, by dictating to them your programs of how they should BE
FEEL THINK DO HAVE, you are denying them the Freedom, the Liberty, to be
as they are and as they are not. This Liberty, this Space, is an essential part of
Love—so much so that it is part of one of the definitions of Love in Psycanics.

Therefore, when you demand obedience to your programs, you are not loving
the other person—you are trying to use them to be happy. Furthermore, you are
doing this even though you can see by their unwillingness and resistance that your
programs are contrary to their happiness. You want them to sacrifice their desires
and happiness to give you a MOP. This is not love, but pure egoism.

They will respond in one of three ways: 1- They will sell out in order to appease
you because their NIRs make them “need” your love to compensate their lack of
self-love. 2- Or they will rebel and defend themselves with anger and withdraw
from you when they can. 3- Or if they know Psycanics, they will handle any
attempt to manipulate them with communication as in the example in the follow-
ing text:

When you understand Psycanics, you will understand human behavior. You will
be able to avoid all types of manipulation by others (control by victim, by duty or
obligation, by programs, by BAD-ing, by guilt, etc.) For example:
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Imagine Ann is a family member who insists that you do something that
you don’t want to do and for which she makes no offer of win-win com-
pensation. (You may not have to imagine it—this is a frequent situation in
real life.) As an example, let’s say Ann wants you to accompany her to a
family or social event that you have no interest in.
Common attacks include telling you that it is your familial duty to go; that
you are being egotistical and selfish by not wanting to go; that you don’t
care about her and making her happy; you don’t love her; or you owe it to
the family or to her, etc. In other words, she is using a typical duty and
obligation guilt trip.
You respond: “Ann, do you love me?”
To which Ann, as family, can only answer, “Yes, of course.”
“Then if you love me, my happiness matters to you?”
Again, she can only answer, “Yes, of course.”
“Then why are you insisting that I do something, go with you, when I am
telling you that it would make me unhappy? Your insistence tells me that
you really don’t love me; that you really don’t care about my happiness. In
fact, it is you who is selfish and unloving here. You want me to accompany
you, knowing full well that I don’t want to go and that to do so will make
me unhappy. You are totally prepared to pay the cost of my happiness to
get what you want. Is that love? Who is being selfish and inconsiderate
here?”
From this point, you could then begin negotiation to find a win-win 
solution, but that is another story.

THINK determines DO. The purpose of thought is to guide action to produce
the desired results. THINK includes a great number of kinds of mental activity
including the Fatal Paradigm, the negation of Responsability that produces the
Victim, BAD, Programs, Determinations, Attitudes, rationalizations, justifica-
tions—to name a few.

As you can see, the Fatal Identity�Fatal Paradigm and Programs�External
Quest are a major factor in all human behavior. This is, of course, but the 
reflection of the dominance of the Causal Sequence—which in turn takes its force
from the Experiential Imperative of seeking maximum BE-FEEL = ESSENCE =
the Wisdom, Power and Love of Maximum BEing.

ALL HUMAN BEHAVIOR OBEYS THE CAUSAL SEQUENCE.

Understand the Sequence and each factor and you will understand yourself,
others, and life.
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We can never obtain peace in the outer world until we make peace with ourselves.
—Dalai Lama



Chapter 19

DO and RELATE

We are now going to examine the fourth element of the Causal Sequence: DO
= BEHAVIOR and ACTION. We will show how the purpose of all DO is

to control BE�FEEL and examine some of the negative DOings of humanity.
Law:

The imperative of life is to control experience.
(Experience is the only thing that exists.)

The only motivation of all negative human behavior (DO) is 
to control one’s own experience = feel good = be happy.

(Note that this law is true for both physical and psycanic experience
although we are concerned here only with the psycanic experience.)

BE-FEEL = Power and Love is the heart of all experience and of happiness
itself. It is the supreme experience that every human being is programmed to seek.
Thus, this law can also be stated as:

The purpose of all negative human behavior (DO) is 
to control one’s BE�FEEL.

Corollary

Every human being seeks hir own happiness at all times.
Altruism and self-sacrifice do not exist.

All humans obey these laws at all times; there are few if any exceptions (to date,

BE�FEEL�THINK�DO &RELATE�HAVE

We are here.  



none has been found). These laws contradict the beliefs of many people that altru-
ism exists and that they are altruistic and sometimes self-sacrificing. How we
delude ourselves! 

The truth is: Every person in every circumstance always acts for hir own
happiness as s/he understands it at that moment. S/He may have it pro-
grammed that the happiness or well-being of another is necessary for hir own and
thus seek it for the other. But the ultimate motivation is still hir own happiness.
Even when a person seems to be sacrificing hir happiness for that of another, s/he
is still acting for hir own happiness as hir primary motivation. I am often 
challenged in seminars on this law but no one has ever been able to present an
instance where it has not proven true.

If a person can play win-win, s/he often will. If s/he can’t play win-win, s/he
will play “I win-you lose,” and s/he is doing so even when it appears s/he is 
losing—as will be explained when we get to “selling out.”

The driving force of life is to control one’s experience. When a person
lives trapped and blinded in the Fatal Identity and its Paradigm, s/he can see no
alternative but to try to control externals to try to control hir internal experience.
S/He then lives trying to overtly dominate or covertly manipulate people and
events to avoid or end activations = pain and to “cause” hirself happiness. This is
the External Quest to control internal experience. All our efforts = DO to use or
control the world to control psycanic experience—as opposed to changing 
ourselves, our BE—is the External Quest.

Positive BE = PIRs naturally leads to positive DOs. When a person feels 
powerful, valuable, and joyous, hir actions are expansive, creative, loving, generous,
and considerate of others.

Negative BE = NIRs result in negative DOs. When a person is in a NIR, s/he
is in negative BE-FEEL and the purpose of hir DO = Actions will be to try to
change that negative experience to positive. S/He can think only of himself and
hir problems. Hir actions agree with hir FEELings: anger, fear, grief, depression.
Hir actions will be emotional, unwise and unloving toward others.

The purpose of all negative DO is to control BE-FEEL,
i.e. to NOT BE-FEEL a NIR.

The purpose of negative DO is to avoid or stop 
NIRs activations and to activate PIRs.

In this chapter, we are focusing on the negative mechanisms and ignoring the 
positive ones in line with our strategy of stopping negative before creating 
positive. We are focusing on the negative behaviors that result from NIRs rather
than the positive, love-full behaviors that result from PIRs. We will see that the
purpose of all negative behaviors—from attacking someone with anger, playing
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the victim, criminality, smoking, to using heroin—is to stop, change, or suppress
negative experience. All negative experience, remember, comes from NIR masses.

By negative DO, we mean behaviors that
• Cause or increase pain and suffering for self and/or for others

(AntiLove).
• Do not produce the desired results; and often “backfire,” produce results

counter to those desired (AntiPower); and
• Increase entropy. Entropy is any reduction in the amount of available 

energy, or in the organization and control of energy (in other words: a
lower energy level or an increase in chaos). This is both AntiPower and
AntiLove.

All AntiLove behaviors to self and to others are 
the result of AntiLove to self.

All AntiLove to self is due to NIRs.
Every negative behavior can be traced to a NIR.

NIRs are the cause of all AntiLove behavior.

The purpose of all AntiLove behaviors is to control NIR BE-FEEL.

The following diagram shows the negative Causal Sequence. When the person
is in the Fatal Identity-Paradigm, s/he will try to use externals to change hir 
internal experience.
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This chapter is far from a complete presentation of AntiLove behavior = 
negative DO. However, while the specific negative behaviors of people are prob-
ably infinite, there are discernable patterns. Our purpose is to demonstrate the
concept, the principle of the Causal relationship between negative behaviors and
NIRs. Once the principle is understood, it is relatively easy to take any negative
behavior and trace it to the causing NIR. Discreate the NIR and the behavior 
vanishes.

Our DOs take place in three principal areas or directions.
1. Behaviors that involve (and harm) primarily ourselves (AntiLove to self).

E.g. over-eating, smoking, biting nails, drug addictions, selling out, etc.
2. Actions that involve AntiLove to others. These are our manners of acting

and relating to others. e.g. Blasting with anger, invalidating, shouting, hit-
ting, playing the Victim, etc. These include neurotic relationship patterns,
emotional dependency relationships, ego, and suppression, for example.

3. Actions that are directed to obtaining and accumulating things. e.g.
neurotic accumulation of more than one really needs, fraud, theft,
excessive devotion to any thing (e.g. a car or a collection of some kind).

Below is a list of a few of the more common negative behavior patterns in
humans, followed by a brief explanation of each one. Please remember that all of
these behaviors are caused by NIRs: They are all intentions 

• to activate PIRs instead of NIRs,
• to avoid activation of NIRs even though none is activated at the moment,
• to not confront = distract oneself from negative experience = NIRs,
• to end an activation, to terminate negative experience = NIRs; and
• to suppress an activation, to suppress FEELing = NIRs.

List of some specific behaviors:

• Ego and Egoderas
• Attacks
• Victim
• MOPs
• Suppression and Octopus
• Selling out and Chameleon
• Accumulation of Symbols, Ostentation and Glamour
• Distractor Activities
• Internal Suppression
• Satisfactor Activities
• Attachments
• Addictions
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Explanations of some of the behaviors: 
EGO

(Be careful not to confuse the psycanic concept of ego with the concepts used
by other systems such as psychology or psychiatry: they are not the same.) Ego is
a negative in Psycanics, one of the forms of AntiLove. All humans have some
degree of psycanic Ego, and its deployment is extremely common in relationships.
Many humans live more in Ego than in Essence.

Definition: Ego is the attempt by one being to increase hir BEing (WPVLJ), not
by increasing these in hirself, not by polishing hir BEing, but by stepping on,
belittling the BEing of others. Ego is the intent to increase one’s Wisdom, Power,
Value, and therefore Love-ability by denying, reducing, or suppressing these in others.

Ego is an intent to compensate NIRs by assigning them to others = projecting
them outside onto others, so that one can try to assume the positive polarity.

When trapped in Polarities, a person computes that if s/he makes others less,
s/he will seem more. Ego sees life as a teeter- totter: if I make others go down,
then I go up. However, life and love is really an elevator: we all go up or down
together.

If I invalidate you, then who is valid? If I say that you are or make you seem 
stupid, then who is smart? If I show that you are weak or a failure, then who is the
strong and powerful one? If I make you BAD and wrong, then who is right and
GOOD? 
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Ego is one of the opposites of Love. Love seeks to build up others, and it
seeks to integrate, to become ONE. Ego seeks to tear down others (to put oneself
above them). It seeks to separate and differentiate one as better than others. It
seeks to reinforce individuality at the cost of the individuality of others.

The purpose of all EGO is to try to compensate, overcome, to NOT BE,
NIRs. For example, I have the NIR: I AM WEAK. To not BE WEAK and there-
by assume the polarity of STRONG, I will try make you appear weak in any of a
thousand ways. Thus you are the WEAK one and I, by comparison, by polarity, the
STRONG.

Ego is an example of the Causal Sequence in action. Its parts are:

BE: NIRs: AntiPower�AntiValue: I AM incompetent, unable, less intelligent,
etc. The person will try to compensate these by assigning these negative qualities
to others so that it appears, at least in hir mind, that s/he is in the positive 
polarities of those qualities.

FEEL: All forms of self AntiLove: powerless, less than, angry, frustrated,
fearful, sad, guilty, etc. To stop FEELing these is the purpose of the Ego.

THINK: S/He will have all the THINKs we covered in the previous chapter
apply, and many more specific computations that we did not. S/He will be 
constantly calculating how to aggrandize hirself. S/He will be ambitious in the 
negative sense of the word. Extreme ego is ruthless and produces Hitlers and
Saddam Husseins.

One THINK especially related to ego is Masks. A mask is a mental image of
self created to counter-create NIRs. A mask is always the exact opposite of a NIR.
If my NIR is AntiPower (e.g. I AM INCOMPETENT), then I will create a mask
of super-competent: I can do it all. If my NIR is AntiValue (e.g. I AM LESS
THAN), then I will create a mask of being better than others.

Masks are attempts to create oneself as PIRs. However, masks remain 
relatively ineffectual thoughts. They have not sufficient mass to overcreate the
enormous mass and charge of a NIR mass.

DO: “Egoderas” are the specific behaviors that we use to convince ourselves
and others of our masks and our superiority. Many are put-downs of others. Make
a list of negative behaviors in human relationships and you have a list of egoderas.
To name a few: Arrogant, Boaster, Show-off, trying to be the Center of Attention,
Bossy, Domineering, Stuck-up, Conceited, Pretentious, Victim, Know-It-All,
Argumentative, Stand-off-ish, Controlling, “lording over” others, and “putting on
airs”—to name a few. Some examples:

• A boss with an “I AM WEAK; I AM GOING TO FAIL,” may yell at 
others to show strength and control. S/He may have a pattern of threat-
ening them with punishment or loss of their job to get their obedience.
S/He uses negative energy to handle others.
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• A person with “I AM UGLY; THEY ARE GOING TO REJECT ME,”
may overdress and put on too much make-up or jewelry, or resort to 
plastic surgery to change hir appearance.

• A person with “I AM LESS THAN” may fawn over superiors while 
acting disdainfully with subordinates.

• A person with “I AM UNLOVABLE” may have an egodera of trying to
get everyone to like hir. Or she may avoid people and groups, becoming
somewhat anti-social.

Once you understand the concept and mechanism of ego, examples are endless.
The intention of EGO is to compensate NIRs, to BE Powerful and Valuable

and therefore to BE Love-able by self and by others. Ego wants attention, respect,
admiration, etc. precisely to compensate the internal lack of these for self.
Subconsciously the person does not really BE-FEEL hirself as much Essence =
WPVLJ—on the contrary hir experience is AntiEssence. Masks and Ego are
attempts to Not-BE NIRs, not by discreating them, but by stepping on the BEing
of others to make oneself seem better and higher.

Ego is always AntiLove as it invalidates and lowers the BEing of others. And,
although it may achieve a purpose of controlling others in the short term, in the
long run it is AntiPower. It generates resistance, whether overt (rebellion) or covert
(sabotage) and makes it more difficult to achieve whatever the goal is of the 
person using Ego.
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ALL EGO IS AN INTENT TO COMPENSATE NIRS.

To find ego in others, just look at all the behaviors (including communications)
that belittle you or others. As ego is always AntiLove, in any interaction you can
feel the ego of others as a lowering of your energy and of your affinity toward that 
person. As ego triggers ego, also look at the behaviors of others that trigger your
ego: your anger, your desire to defend or to assert yourself.

Law: EGO TRIGGERS EGO.

Think of various people you don’t like and see if the reason is not their ego
and their egoderas. Ego, in trying to BE the superior person, is always in some way 
trying to make you less, to lower your BE (your power and value) and to dominate
or manipulate you. Therefore, it is always opposed to the Experiential Imperative
toward greater BE-FEEL and will be resisted by others, especially those who do
not understand that it as an expression of the low self-esteem (NIRs) of the one
who uses it.

The psycanically ignorant person will resist the ego of others. Most interper-
sonal resistances, problems and conflicts have ego involved: they are ego conflicts.
The psycanically aware person sees ego for what it is: NIRs at work. S/He sees ego
in hirself as well as in others—and works on hir NIRs to eliminate hir ego and to
be non-reactive to the ego of others.

The teaching of Psycanics is that you work on your BEing to grow in Essence
(WPVLJ). The identification and reduction of our ego through CDT is an impor-
tant tool in this self-construction project. To the ego of others, you can only be
comprehension, compassion and Space = Love for their underlying suffering =
negative BE-FEEL. Your resistance will only cause their persistence in that modality.

Summary: Ego is the attempt by one Being to increase hir BEing, power, and
importance, not by working on hirself to be better; but by “stepping on,”
invalidating, and diminishing the BEing of others. Ego and suppression are always
AntiLove and AntiPower behaviors, fueled by compulsion to compensate
NIRs.

Attacks on the Trigger
A trigger is any event that appears to a person trapped in the Fatal Paradigm as

the cause of hir activation = negative emotion. An attack is the use of negative
energy such as anger, invalidation, blame, or punishment against the trigger event.
The purpose of the attack is to stop, change or destroy the trigger event to there-
by end one’s pain = activation = negative BE-FEEL.

Overt attacks include anger, invalidation, criticism, arguing, demands, punish-
ments, and physical attacks, including killing. Anger and negative energy =
AntiLove between humans are attacks on triggers while at the effect of an
AntiPower NIR mass.
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Covert attack energies include playing the Victim (complaining, guilting in the
name of duty or obligation: e.g. “It is your duty;” or “You owe it to me”); and all
forms of manipulation by guile and deceit rather than force. In covert attacks, the
attacker—due to hir AntiPower NIRs—does not FEEL s/he has the power to
attack openly and win and so must persuade or manipulate underhandedly.

Notice that these are all AntiLove behaviors: they use negative energy and are
unpleasant to the recipient of the behavior. They are sometimes power in the short
run as the attacker may achieve hir immediate purpose, but in the long run they are
AntiPower as they damage relationships and reduce cooperation and support.

As an example, let us use the behaviors of many parents with their children.
Parents commonly use their children to control their (the parent’s) IDentities =
BE-FEEL. (Bold words that follow are NIRs). When they have “good” children,
it means they are “good” parents, capable and successful. They FEEL proud
and happy. “BAD children” means that they are BAD parents, unable, failures as 
parents, with the corresponding negative FEEL.

Consequently, such parents will attack the children with anger and punishments
when the children do something BAD. BAD, remember, is anything that violates
the parent’s programs of how the child should be—remembering also that the 
purpose of the program is to get externals to fulfill the parent’s image of how
externals should be so that the parent can assume a positive IDentity. In this case,
the purpose of the program is to permit the parent to show to hirself and others
that s/he is a good parent.

The child’s BAD behavior is the trigger that violates the program and activates
the parent’s NIRs and AntiLove in the form of anger. The parent attacks the 
trigger = child with invalidation and anger. The parent attacks the trigger to stop
that behavior and to make sure it doesn’t occur again—to avoid hir own future
activations. S/He dumps hir own self-AntiLove on the child in the form of anger,
yelling, blaming, invalidating, and punishments. All AntiLove to self often gets
projected outward to others

Hir attack may be power in the short run as s/he does stop the child’s behavior,
but over the long run it is AntiPower. Nobody likes AntiLove; it is against our 
spiritual Essence. By spraying hir child with AntiLove, the parent is damaging hir 
relationship with hir child. S/He is creating resistance and resentment, and even-
tually rebellion when the child achieves sufficient age and power to stand up to the
parent.

This example illustrates the Causal Sequence and the EEQuest well: Negative
identities (BE) produce negative FEEL (negative emotions = AntiLove) that 
produces negative behaviors (DO) that produce negative results (HAVE). The 
parent at the effect of hir NIRs (neg. BE) tries to stop hir activation (neg. FEEL),
and to activate PIRs and FEEL good by making the child = a HAVE of the 
parent conform to hir or hir programs (THINK).
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The parent executes a negative Causal Sequence: NIRs�AntiLove
(anger)�negative DO (hir behaviors towards the child)�negative result = HAVE
of a deteriorating relationship with the child.

A parent who controls hir identities internally, discreating hir NIRs and polish-
ing hir PIRs, and who lives in Space = Love to What Is, will not be the effect of
triggers. S/He will maintain hir PIRs (such as I AM LOVE, I AM PATIENCE, I
AM WISE, I AM SPACE, I AM A GOOD PARENT, etc.) irrelevant of what hir
child does.

Such a parent would calmly and lovingly explain to the child why hir behavior
is negative without any negative energy, no invalidation, and no anger. S/He would
negotiate a change of behavior with agreements, rewards and consequences (a 
consequence is very different than a punishment). Hir positive IDentities operat-
ing in PosLove and using positive communication behaviors will obtain willing
cooperation from the child and grow rather than deteriorate the relationship. S/He
is a “good” parent naturally because s/he comes out of PIRs rather than NIRs.
S/He operates out of love for self and that is the requirement and basis of all
Love and Wisdom toward others.

To change any negative behavior, just change the NIR = IDentity that acts that
way.

Suppression
Suppression is basically an ongoing pattern of Ego and therefore of attacks

to dominate and control others. The purpose is to create a BE-FEEL of power
and value to compensate AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs. Suppression is a pattern
of suppressing the BEing of others, suppressing their will, self-determination, and
sense of self-worth through invalidation and domination.

The most common suppression relationships are in the family. I will go so far
as to say that the majority of the families on the planet today include some 
suppression in their relationships. For example, it is common that one spouse tries
to dominate and control the other to some degree—and often mutually. When that
degree of domination is such that the negative energy becomes physical, we have
the “battered spouse” syndrome.

Many parents suppress their children to varying degrees. They suppress when
they deny the child the Space to BE as she is and as she is not. Parents suppress
when they try to dictate how their children should BE, FEEL, DO, THINK, dress,
study, relate, marry, etc. Such control can be very obvious with clear demands and
punishments (e.g. withholding money, for example). Or it can be covert: subtle
pressures on the child to “make the parent happy” by entering a certain profession,
or marrying—or not marrying—a particular person of the parent’s preference.

The child, to please the parent, to maintain love and support, renounces hir
own desires and interests—sells out who s/he is—to study (or marry)
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what/whom the parent wants. “Selling out” in Psycanics is to subjugate your
desired BE-FEEL-DO to the desires of others against your own preferences.

All suppression is a manifestation of NIRs. Both the suppressor and the 
suppressee are at the effect of their NIRs. Their negative behavior toward each
another is designed to avoid activation of NIRs and, where possible, activate PIRs.
The suppressor tries to BE PIRs by “lording over” and controlling the suppressee,
and by maintaining the suppressee as weak and dependent. The suppressee, out of
the fear of loss of love and support due to NIRs, sells hirself out and bends to the
will of the suppressor.

Ego and Suppression as pretended solutions to NIRs were the powering mech-
anisms behind the extreme AntiLove behaviors of such people as Hitler and
Saddam Hussein. To compensate AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs, they must 
conquer the world to ostentate that they are Power-ful and Value-able.

The phenomenon of Ego and Suppression requires a small book to explain; it
is beyond our space and our depth here .

Sell-Outs: Buying Love in the External Quest
Under the Experiential Imperative, all humans seek Love. The true source of

love is self-love. However, when NIRs predominate in our BEing (as they do for
most humans), we do not feel Love. We do not find Love within us. However, we
must have LOVE: it is the purpose of existence; it is our Essence. Therefore, we
embark on the External Quest to find it outside in the world from others.

For many people, and because of their AntiValue NIRs that lead to the inter-
nal lack of love, the love of others (the acceptation, approval, respect, esteem, etc.
of others) is of the highest importance. To “buy” love from others, they “sell
themselves out.”

You sell yourself out any time you do something you prefer not to do in order
to please others without adequate compensation of some kind; i.e., without it
being a win-win transaction. You are in effect “buying” their love by “making them
happy” at the “price” of your happiness.

The Mechanism of Buying and Selling Love
Most humans are in the Eternal External Quest. They make demands and try

to control others to control their experience (BE-FEEL). They have their pro-
grams of how you should BE and ACT so that they can assume positive identities
and feel PosLove for themselves—and thus for you because you pleased them.
They will make those demands even at the cost of your well-being and feelings in
the matter.

Verify the above in your experience: How many times in your life have other 
people insisted you do something you didn’t really want to do, or something not in
your best interests from your point of view? Notice that they wanted you to do it,
not for your happiness, but for theirs. And even though you communicated that
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you did not want to do it, they continued to insist. In other words, they were 
willing to sacrifice your happiness for theirs.

Don’t invalidate that: just understand it. It is a natural consequence of the Laws
we introduced at the beginning of the chapter. Every human obeys those laws
whether they know it or not and whether they want to or not.

If you did what they wanted without some kind of compensation to make it
win-win, you sold out. Again, don’t invalidate that; just understand it. The way out
is discreating NIRs.

There are various things you need to understand about selling out:
1. First, you aren’t really making them happy: you are only alleviating—very

temporarily—their NIRs and giving them a MOP. That MOP won’t last
long: their NIRs are still there. The true Happiness that comes from 
positive BE-FEEL is forever and not affected by externals nor does it
need anything from externals.

2. Secondly, as they are not in Cause and creation of their BE-FEEL, they
will soon return with more demands for more MOPs. They have you
pegged as a source of MOPs. They will keep coming back as long as you
keep handing out MOPs by doing what they want.

3. Thirdly, what you buy—their approval, love and support—is also very 
temporary. It will last only until you stop selling out, until you stop giving
them MOPs. Deny them, and they will activate and dump on you. They
will withdraw their love and approval to punish you. They may try to load
you up with guilt by making you BAD (BAD daughter, BAD friend, BAD
spouse, etc.).

Of course, you can redeem yourself and be GOOD again if you do what they
want and give them their MOP. Again, notice that they are using you, the external,
to try to control their BE-FEEL, to get MOPs. And you probably do the same to
them and to others.

The price for the pseudo-love of others is your BE-FEEL = happiness. You 
sacrifice your preferences, your BE, for the like of others. I use “like” in both 
senses of the word: to give them what they “like” so that they “like” you.

As what you like is always the reflection of who you are (your BEing), you are 
selling yourself out—you are betraying your BEing when you don’t do what you
think is best for you. Since BEing determines happiness, you pay for that pseudo-
love and support with your happiness.

To verify all this, go to your own life experience. Most of us have sold out at
one time or another. For many of us, it is our life policy. When have you sold out? 

Example: A high school graduate would like to dedicate hirself to a career
in music (or art or acting). However, the family tradition is law and poli-
tics. The family pressures, in many ways, the young adult to continue on
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to college to become a lawyer. The youth sells out hir desired BE (musi-
cian or artist) to please the family, to avoid their activations = AntiLove
with hir (which would activate hir NIRs) and to maintain their approval,
“love” and support, including money. Hir AntiPower NIRs tell hir that
s/he couldn’t go it alone. Hir AntiValue NIRs tell hir that s/he would be
BAD if s/he betrayed the family, and s/he would FEEL guilty.

Notice in the example above, that in the final analysis s/he sells out to control
hir own experience. S/He gives in to avoid the activations of hir own NIR masses
(AntiPower and AntiValue) that would be triggered by losing the approval and 
support of hir family. Thus, even when it appears s/he is losing, s/he is winning
experientially by avoiding activation: the impulse to avoid those activations is more
powerful than the desire for the positive experience of following hir own desires.
This goes back to what I said before: The only motivation of all behavior is one’s
own experience and the primary experience is always BE-FEEL. It also goes back
to what I stated: That a person is always winning experientially, even when it
appears s/he is losing. S/He is always taking the highest choice of least pain to
most pleasure on the experiential spectrum available to hir.

Another example: Do you know any victims? Victims are persons who live
complaining of events and people, blaming others and circumstances for
the lack of what they want. All the while, they take little direct action to
get it. Sound familiar? Victim is a very common role. You should be able
to think of some easily.

Victims live at the Effect of NIRs of AntiPower and AntiValue (I CAN’T DO
IT, I AM WEAK, I AM UNWORTHY, etc). They live in AntiLove, in anger, fear
and sorrow. They fear they have not the power to get what the want. They fear loss
of approval and rejection. They try to manipulate others to get them to do what
they want. They use blame to instill guilt. They use invalidation (BAD) trying to
get the other person to change to “good” by doing what the victim wants. They
even resort to lies and deceit to manipulate others to get what they want.

All of these are AntiLove behaviors designed to covertly manipulate others to
get what they want and to control their BE-FEEL. And they are AntiPower behav-
iors because sooner or later, others resist and stop cooperating with victims.

Suppressive Relationships
You “sell” yourself out anytime you give preference to the programs of others

about your BE DO HAVE; that is, when you do what others want at the cost of
what you want and what you think is best for you. People “sell out” in order to
“buy” approval, love, or support; due to their (neurotic) need for these to compen-
sate their NIRs. You know when you sell out because your happiness decreases
sensibly—although people who live habitually selling themselves out eventually no
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longer notice it much. They become dull to their own happiness. Some people also
sell themselves out because they were taught that sacrifice of their own preferences
is part of Love, a totally false teaching.

The more extreme examples of selling out occur in suppressive relationships.
A suppressive relationship is one where one person neurotically dominates the
other and the other neurotically lets hirself be dominated. It takes two to play this
game.

The suppressee submits to the attacks, invalidations and domination of the 
suppressor because of hir NIRs. These are felt as fear, conscious or unconscious,
of losing the “strength” support and esteem = “love” of the suppressor. The 
suppressee often justifies hir submission in the name of patience and love, and
duty and obligation; but they are really fear motivated.

At the Effect of hir AntiPower and AntiValue NIRs (e.g. I AM WEAK; I AM
LESS THAN; I AM UNWORTHY, etc.), the suppressee believes that s/he needs
the other person for approval, love, support, money, or whatever. S/He feels that
s/he does not have enough Power to survive without the suppressor. S/He lives,
consciously or subconsciously, in hir NIRs of weakness and low worth and
“knows” that s/he must avoid resisting or rebelling against the suppressor to 
maintain hir positive e-value-ation (approval and love) and support.

At the Effect of hir NIRs and in fear of loss of the relationship, the suppressee
will respond to the suppressor’s attack meekly. S/He will try to appease or buy off
the trigger so that the trigger ceases to be a source of AntiLove and returns to be
a source of “love.” This usually requires the suppressee to sell out—to abdicate
self-determination, to renounce hir preferences and what would make hir happy.
S/He often justifies this as loving and pleasing the suppressor. In fact, in many
societies, women are raised this way: to abnegate self and please others. However,
she is really selling out whom she is for external “love.” Negative BE-FEEL =
NIRs is the underlying cause of the lack of self-love and the felt need for the love
of others.

In the example above of the angry parent attacking the child, obviously the
attack will activate the child in fear and grief. S/He will become submissive to
appease the parent and end the attack and restore “love”—and thereby end hir
own (NIR and fear) activation. Or s/he may take the opposite polarity and become
rebellious against the suppression. This is actually a sign of strength—which is
often punished further by the adults.

Another example: A woman is trapped in a toxic relationship wherein the hus-
band abuses her psychologically and even physically. She is trapped in her NIRs of
I AM WEAK; I AM LESS THAN OTHERS; I AM INCAPABLE OF MAKING
IT ON MY OWN. Her IDentities and THINK could include: “I AM SO WEAK
(or UNATTRACTIVE or IGNORANT or INCAPABLE—or all of these) that if
I were to lose this relationship, how would I ever get another one? I am so value-
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less that nobody else could love me. And how would I ever get by in this difficult
world? I CAN’T make it alone. I need my relationship to survive.”

Her FEEL is fear, frustration, desperation, grief, helplessness and hopelessness.
Her first negative DO is not leaving the relationship. Her second negative DO

is everything she does to appease, to buy off, her husband’s abuse: “being a door-
mat” and “not rocking the boat.” She refrains from anything that could set her
husband off (activate him). She does not talk back, does not stand up for herself,
and obeys his commands. Daily, she sells herself out to maintain the relationship
and to reduce to minimum the abuse. She may execute additional negative DOs as
taking out her frustration on her children, or overeating or smoking.

Experientially, this is hell on earth. To free herself, she has only to discreate
those NIRs, something that can be done in a few hours or days.

In extreme cases—and I have witnessed many of these in Mexico, where I lived
for 25 years—the suppressee behaves like a “doormat” and lets others walk all over
her. I have seen women endure incredible amounts of abuse from their husband
yet cling to the relationship. Investigation has shown that this behavior is due to
the combination of two NIRs in full bloom:

• AntiPower: experienced as the fear that they can’t handle life by 
themselves; that they can’t make it without the suppressor.

• AntiValue: due to their low self worth, they believe that they can’t find
and attract anybody else who would be better for them.

Chameleon
The chameleon in Psycanics is a person who lives trying to buy the approval

and love of others. The conceptual image is of a chameleon, a lizard that literally
changes skin color and pattern to match the environment.

The chameleon tries to modify hirself to BE as other family members and 
relatives wants hir to BE in order to be approved and love-able. S/He lives trying
to appease and please. The price of the chameleon can be the loss of one’s own
BEing: after years of this, the person can literally forget who s/he is and what s/he
wants.

Octopus
An octopus in Psycanics is the suppressor, a person who lives trying to 

dominate and control the lives of as many people as possible, be they family,
employees, and even friends. The conceptual image is a person of many tentacles
wrapping them around the throats of all around hir to impose hir will and control.

A good example is the classical stereotype of the patriarch or matriarch of a
large, traditional family in many cultures (Italy or Mexico, for example) who 
dictates to all around what they shall do.
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The octopus tries to compensate NIRs and activate PIRs and self-importance
(ego) by dominating and controlling the life of others.

REVERSING ROLES

A person who is submissive before a dominant person (higher authority) will
almost always be ego and suppressive to subordinates. For example, a supervisor
who is subservient to hir boss will usually be tyrannical with hir subordinates.

Solutions
Your first responsibility in life is to love yourself. When love of self conflicts

with the demands of others, with what appears to be love of others, always put
your love for self first. Others will try to control you by trying to make you feel
guilty about putting love to self first—which is their own love to self, putting
themselves first. If it activates you to do this, process your NIRs.

To betray love of self in the name of love of others is the greater 
betrayal of love, of your primary duty to love: to love yourself.

HURTING OTHERS BY BEING AND LOVEING YOURSELF

When people first begin to understand all this and to break free of emotional-
ly dependent, sell-out, and suppressive relationships, one of their frequent 
questions is about hurting the other person, i.e. activating the other person and
“causing” hir to suffer.

Have you ever seen a child control hir parents and get what s/he wants by
throwing a temper tantrum? You are in the same situation as the controlled parent
when you let your actions be dictated by the activations of others. Their activations
are their temper tantrums to get what they want. Should you let your life be 
controlled by the “hissy fits” of others?’

All activations are activations of NIRs. When you do (or don’t do) things to
avoid activating others or to quell their activations, you are letting your life be 
controlled by the negative IDentities of others.

(Really, you are controlled by your NIRs because you only give in to the activa-
tions of others because of your own NIRs. To see this, take a situation where you
are selling out and answer the question: Who would you BE and FEEL if you 
didn’t do what they want? However, we shall ignore this for now.)

What is life like living at the Effect of others’ NIRs? Can it be Wise and
Powerful to let the NIRs of others rule your life? Can it be Happiness to live like
that? 

You cannot achieve your own fulfillment of BEing and happiness selling out
Who You Are to the emotional tantrums and negative control mechanisms of
others; i.e. to their activations, to their NIRs. The activations of others are their
lack of control of their BE-FEEL. Shall you let your life be controlled by the
NIR and emotional problems of others? 
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As we said above, this is the same mechanism that kids often use to control
their parents: they throw a tantrum to get what they want. Of course, the parent
has taught the child to do that, but that is another story. Such children tend to grow
up using their AntiLove (anger, complaining, blaming, invalidating, etc.) to control
those around them. Many adults have never escaped this mechanism and play both
sides. They use their AntiLove to control others and they let themselves be con-
trolled by the AntiLove of others.

Beneath all this is the Fatal Identity: I AM NOT CAUSE; and the Fatal
Paradigm: EXTERNALS CAUSE EXPERIENCE. The Fatal Paradigm makes it
appear that: “I can offend and hurt others and they can offend and hurt me.
Therefore, in the name of Love, I must not do things that ‘hurt’ (activate) others.
And they have the obligation to not do things that activate me.”

Thus we must all live subjugating our BE, DO and Happiness to the NIRs and
neg. FEEL of others. We believe we must live trying to make others happy so that
they live trying to make us happy. This is doomed to failure: life just doesn’t work
that way.

The activations = AntiLove of others directed at you to control you are their
denial of Space, Liberty and Love to you. They spray their AntiLove on you to 
control you, instead of truly loving you, which would be to give your Space to BE
and DO whatever is best for you by YOUR determination. They are using you in
their EEQuest to try to resolve their internal experiential problems, their negative
BE-FEEL. This is not true love, but it is the human condition in the Fatal Identity-
Paradigm that is dominant on this planet.

And if you are caught in the Fatal Identity and Paradigm, you do the same to
them.

The activations of others are their experiential problem and the solution is not
your sacrifice of self and your happiness. The solution is learning to take respons-
ability for one’s experience = BE-FEEL and to discreate NIRs. The solution is 
learning to BE Space = Love for themselves.

And if they don’t want to do that—and most humans don’t, and won’t, as they
prefer comfort over effort—then that is their problem, not yours. Your challenge
is to live your life, actualize and express your best BE DO HAVE, and find your 
happiness.

It is not your job to make others happy—it is hard enough to do it for 
yourself. It is not your responsability to subjugate your enthusiasms, desires and
goals—which always emanate from Who You Are, from your BE—to the psycanic
ignorance, NIRs and emotional problems of others.

Nor can you make others happy: the only true happiness is self-love as a result
of working on your BEing and developing Essence (PIRs). You can only give 
others MOPs to temporarily ease their NIRs. That is a disservice to them in that
it indulges and prolongs their no-responsability for their internal experience. And
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it is a great disservice to you when you do it at the cost of your own BE DO
HAVE = happiness.

As long as you are not actively using AntiLove or trying to hurt someone, as
long as you are legitimately seeking your greatest good, you are not responsable for
the activations = resistances of others. As long as you are seeking what is best for
you, seeking your happiness and your freedom—which is your self-love in
action—the resistance of others to your decisions and actions is their problem.

If they genuinely loved you, they would want what is best for you = what you
want for you, as opposed to what they want for or from you. What is best for you
is something only you can decide. “Best for you” is something that has to come
from your BEing, from your heart, and others cannot know it (unless you tell them
and they really listen). If they truly loved you, they would not be resisting your
heart; they would be supporting you.

If you live letting your desires and best life be hostage to the NIRs of others,
you will not be able to live your own life. The activations of others is life telling
them there are things they need to learn about handling their identities and their
energies and about Love. Suffering is life telling you that you have something
to learn.

Your sacrifice of self is not the optimum solution for you or for them. It is not
the optimum solution for them because when you do give in and sell out to their
NIRs, you are only reinforcing their no-responsability and their NIR demands.
They will keep doing what works. As long as that strategy works to get what they
want from you, they will keep using it on you.

More Negative DOs
AVOIDANCE AND SUPPRESSION OF EXPERIENCE

Note: Do not confuse the concept of Suppression of BEing by one 
person to another, with the concept of suppression of FEELing, by drugs
for example. While the concept of suppression is similar in each case,
these are two different behaviors or DOs.

The Experiential Imperative dictates that we avoid or terminate negative expe-
rience. ALL negative experience comes from NIRs. When we don’t understand the
laws of our experience = BE-FEEL, and how to discreate negative experience; we
adopt all kinds of strategies to control that experience externally.
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are due solely to NIRS.

Discreate the NIRs and the behaviors cease.



One strategy, part of which we saw above, is to attack and try to control and
change the trigger.

Another strategy is to give up on changing externals and triggers, and to attack
the ability to FEEL itself. We try to change, block, distract, or suppress FEEL,
with or without the aid of externals including chemicals = drugs.

There are many ways to suppress FEEL ranging from just holding our breath
or tensing our bodies, to shopping sprees, to medications such as tranquilizers and
antidepressants, to cocaine and heroin. We often become attached—addicted—to
the methods that best work for us as our salvation from pain.

The force of any attachment, addiction, or negative habit is 
the force of the Experiential Imperative to 

avoid negative experience = negative BE-FEEL.

The compulsion of any attachment or addiction is the 
force of the negative emotion we are trying to avoid.

Definitions:
Distractor: any person, thing or activity used to divert attention and therefore

feeling from negative FEEL. Examples include: over-sleeping, over-eating, shop-
ping, compulsive sex, excess and compulsive TV, must be with someone special, or
just around others, etc.

Satisfactor: Any person, thing or substance used to change negative experi-
ence. The concept is that of a pacifier for babies. Satisfactors include the people
and things to which emotional attachments are formed, and all activities and 
substances used to suppress negative experience. Examples include food, sex,
tobacco, alcohol, drugs, tranquilizers, marijuana, cocaine, etc.

Of course, the line between these two can also be blurry, and many things are
in both concepts. For that reason, we shall invent the word “dissatisfactor.”

Dis-satisfactor: We shall combine “distractor” and “satisfactor” in one word
“dis-satisfactor” and use it to mean either a distractor or a satisfactor or both. A
dis-satisfactor is anything used to avoid or handle any negative experience, where 
negative experience can be anything from mild boredom to a full blown, traumatic
emotional charge. All negative experience comes from NIRs. A dissatisfactor is 
anything—person, activity, thing, or chemical—that you use to avoid or change 
emotional discomfort and dissatisfaction.

Important note: We are not saying that there is anything wrong with the
activities or things listed below per se: many are legitimate activities. We
are talking about the neurotic (obsessive, compulsive, or addictive) use of
them as a tactic to avoid confronting negative experience at any moment.
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ACTIVITIES

Many people flee to activities to distract themselves from or to change nega-
tive experience. These distractor activities can range from eating and overeating, to
busy-work, to going shopping when you don’t need anything, to visiting friends to
avoid loneliness (some people can’t stand being alone). The forms are limitless; the 
mechanism is identical: external activity to avoid or distract from negative internal
experience.

Another example of this is “nervous” activities to discharge negative 
experience. Such activities can range from sucking on a pacifier or fondling a
blanket (the favorite of Linus), to biting the nails, chewing gum, tapping the foot,
overeating, nervous rituals, smoking, etc.

THINGS

The neurotic accumulation of things as dis-satisfactors can range from 
buying something you really don’t need to get out of a mild depression (trinkets,
clothes, shoes); to collecting any class of objects to give your life meaning.

For others it can become a life-long search for and accumulation of the 
“symbols of success” (latest model sports car, mansion, jewels, wealth, social 
position, power, glamour, etc.). When this search is NIR-based as part of the
EEQuest to HAVE in order to BE someone, to BE important and happy; the 
person never feels that s/he has enough no matter how rich s/he becomes.

Many people live trying to assuage NIRs with money and things. They are 
trying to acquire positive identities, to BE someone, by HAVE. They are striving
for HAVE�BE, instead of BE�HAVE. Many politicians, for example, seek to
compensate their internal poverty of BE-FEEL by obtaining ever more position
and power.

We will come back to this in the next chapter on HAVEing.

Attachments
Attachment exists when people, to compensate their NIRs, take their identity,

strength (Power) or Value from things or people. Many people neurotically cling to
and emotionally depend on significant others: parents, children, spouse, or friends.
They take their strength, courage, sense of worth and love from others to 
compensate their NIRs of low power and low value. This often expresses itself in
suppression and selling out.

Many people also have attachments to things; for example, a teenager to his car,
an executive to her business, a rich man to his money. People have been so attached
to someone or something, that they have committed suicide on losing it. The loss
of that person or thing activates their NIRs and they kill themselves to escape the 
negative BE-FEEL that results. Romeo and Juliet is a fictional example. People
jumping out of windows during market crashes is a non-fictional example.
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If the loss of anything from your life—no matter what—would “cause” you
pain or suffering, you have an attachment to that person or thing. A truly free or
liberated BEing has no attachment to anything, not even to life itself. (Of course,
this is a very high spiritual level.)

Most people have attachments to at least their parents, spouses, and children.
They have one if the loss or death that person would cause them pain.

There is always a NIR behind attachments.
A note for the Buddhists. One of the Four Noble Truths of Buddha is
that “The Cause of Suffering is Attachment.” This is true, but it ignores
something deeper, the Cause of Attachment: NIRs.

Addictions
From time immemorial, humans have used chemical substances to suppress

FEELing. The substances range from tobacco and alcohol, through legal drugs
such as tranquilizers, to illegal drugs such as marijuana, cocaine and heroin. These
last have the added advantage, in that not only do they suppress negative experi-
ence, they also briefly stimulate positive experience.

(For our purposes, there is no difference between legal and illegal chemicals
except their legality.) 

All of such chemicals are addictive to the degree that they work. An addiction
is the neurotic compulsion to use a substance to change, stop or suppress negative
internal experience = negative BE-FEEL.

The force of any addiction or attachment is the force of
the experiential imperative to avoid negative experience.

The compulsive force of any attachment or addiction is proportional
to the force of the emotional charge (NIR mass) that it is suppressing.

Discreate the NIR mass and the addiction = compulsion
to use that substance to suppress the negative experience disappears.

The mechanisms of attachment and addiction are identical: the avoidance or 
suppression of NIR mass experience.

The Internal, Direct Suppression of Experience
Some people have learned to shut down their feelings by creating mental and

emotional blocks and/or by physical tension. One way to do this is by fleeing to
mind, to “thinking about” and analysis to avoid and divert attention from
FEELing.

All of these suppression tactics may work to some degree to handle your 
negative experience. However, none of them is the optimum solution or a long-
term solution, or a path of personal development and improvement.
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The optimum solution is to discharge = discreate the causal NIR mass from
your BEing. Discreation eliminates the negative experience at the moment of acti-
vation, reduces the remaining total NIR mass in your subconscious, and restores
you to Space. Discreation reduces your self-AntiLove and increases self-love =
self-esteem. It restores Essence to your BEing and increases your Wisdom and
Power in life.

The cause of all negative FEEL is
negative BE = NIRs and their AntiLove masses.

The compulsive or obsessive force behind all negative behaviors is 
the Experiential Imperative to avoid negative experience.

The purpose of all negative behaviors is to handle,
in some way, negative FEELings.

Discreate the NIR and the negative FEEL = AntiLove disappears,
and there is no more compulsive force to that behavior.

You can end any negative behavior, including addictions, by discreating the
causal NIR mass.

With CDT you learn to identify your negative behaviors, trace them to the
causal NIR and then discreate that NIR.

Yet another example of NIRs and how they determine DO
An important aspect of DO is NOT-DO. A NOT-DO is everything you

would like to do, or know that you should do, and don’t. A few examples of NOT-
DOs:

You want to, but don’t:
• Move out of your parents’ house.
• Move to another city.
• Travel to another country.
• Ask for something you need or want.
• Ask for a raise.
• Leave a job you dislike or that doesn’t pay enough.
• Get a divorce.
• Approach a person you are interested in (shyness).
• Give money to some worthy cause (be generous).
• Tell someone the truth about what you feel.

Even when you have a logical reason for not acting (The Law is: The Mind Can
Justify Anything) what really stops you is fear: fear of the consequences, fear of
rejection, fear of being unable, fear of suffering, fear of failure.
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It really doesn’t make much difference what the fear is; the real source of all
fear is the AntiPower identities. Behind every FEAR, there is always future
AntiPower NIRs: I AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE to do/succeed/avoid/
control/handle (whatever). FEAR includes, anxiety, worry, tension, stress, and
panic. All are forms of fear.

Let’s do a simple process to verify all this and to get to the NIR.
• Go into relaxation and psycanic focus.
• Pick something important to you, something that you really need and

want to do.
• Make a commitment to do the thing, and imagine that you are starting to

do it. Do this in your imagination now. Of course it would be even better
if you actually started to do it physically.

• Open your experience and let your repressed FEELings come up into
consciousness. What FEELings are there? Fear, anxiety, sadness, guilt—
what? 

• Notice that you, consciously or unconsciously, have been avoiding doing
that thing to avoid these feelings. Your experience+/- controls your life.

• Once you have FEEL, penetrate your experience and find the NIR. Who
are you that you have that AntiLove activated? Who are you that you do
not act? For example, you don’t leave home, because you fear not making
it in the outside world: Your NIRs might be I AM UNABLE or I AM
WEAK.

Discreate the NIR, and you will find the path to that DO open.

SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

BE�FEEL�THINK�DO & RELATE�HAVE 

=
NIRs�ANTILOVE�Neg. THINKING�Neg. ACTION�POOR

RESULTS

All negative human conduct, all AntiLove and AntiPower behaviors,
from interpersonal frictions to drug addictions to world wars, are the result
of NIRs. All negative DO is the intent to control the external world, or to 
suppress experience, in order to stop negative BE-FEEL and activate PIRs.

This is so important, I repeat it:
The purpose of all negative behavior is to control BE-FEEL:
• to avoid the pain of the activation of NIR masses = negative identities

with their self AntiLove experienced as negative emotions.
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• to try to assume a positive identity, to try to activate PIRs, so that the 
person can FEEL powerful, Good and worthy, and therefore 
love hirself = be happy.

All AntiLove behavior is the projection of the AntiLove of self. When a per-
son is in AntiLove, it is very difficult that s/he can control hirself and act with love.

AntiLove behaviors are also AntiPower behaviors because in the long run they
damage relationships and diminish good will, cooperation and support of others.

The solution to negative DO behaviors, actions, habits and relations, is simply
to discreate the NIR and replace it with a PIR. PIR = positive BE-FEEL
naturally produces actions that are expansive and loving, and are win-win for self
and others.

Finding the NIR Behind Any Negative DO
An experienced trainer can take any negative behavior and trace it to the NIR

causing the behavior. S/He can start with: a conflict between people; a dislike of
another; ego; selling out; not starting or doing something that you, the explorer,
want to do; attachments; addictions; smoking; overeating; nervous ticks; lying;
deceit; victim; criminality; etc. A good trainer can start with ANYTHING you do
that you want to stop doing; and anything that you want to do but don’t, and trace
it to the NIR.

There are multiple ways to track down the NIR behind any negative behavior
and these are presented in Emotions, Love and Happiness. Here, we have space for
one example in relationships.

1. Identify the AntiLove behavior: for example, yelling at a child or spouse.
2. Identify the objective of your AntiLove behavior. What specifically are

you trying to achieve? 
The next two questions use the emotion to get to the identity. Our objective

here is to go directly to the NIR from DO without using the FEEL, but including
these questions is helpful.

• What will you FEEL on achieving the objective? This will be the 
emotion around the PIR.

• What do you feel on not achieving the objective? This is the emotion
around the NIR (anger for one). You can penetrate the emotion 
directly to find the NIR. (Penetrate means to penetrate with con-
sciousness and intention an experience to find the energies behind it.)

3. Identify your identity polarity:
Who will you BE (PIRs) if you achieve the objective?
Who BE you (NIRs) if you don’t achieve the objective? 
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You would then discreate those NIRs, and create those PIRs to BE who you
want to BE all the time, or in that situation irrelevant of the trigger event. The
objective is to maintain positive identity no matter the external events are.

An example is in order.
Trigger event: My 16-year-old daughter has a pattern of getting home after

her curfew. (Note that this is also a negative HAVE: I have a daughter who does
not cooperate with me.)

My neg. FEEL: worry, fear, anger, frustration, sadness.
My neg. DO: yelling, threatening, punishing, not listening, not understanding

her, not negotiating win-win with her—and maybe other egoderas.
My neg. RESULTS: surliness and rebellion in my daughter, and no change in

her behavior of arriving late. In other words, an increase in my neg. HAVE of a
rebellious daughter.

APPLY THE PROCESS: 
Identify the objective of the behavior: “to try to get my daughter to be home

on time so that she is safe from the dangers of the street, so that I do not worry
and fear.” (Remember the ultimate motivation of all our behaviors is our own
experience.)

My identity polarities and their sequences are (see the following diagram):
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TRIGGER EVENT
When she comes 

home on time.

BE: I CAN control my daughter and therefore

I CAN control my world. I CAN keep her safe.

I AM a CAPABLE parent; I AM A GOOD parent

and person.

FEEL: satisfaction, security, tranquility.

BE: I CAN’T control my daughter and there-

fore I CAN’T control my world. I AM UNABLE

to get what I want and need here. I CAN’T

keep my daughter safe. I AM INCOMPETENT

as a parent to protect my daughter. It is BAD

that I CAN’T control these things. I AM A BAD

parent and therefore a BAD person.

FEEL: anger, fear, worry, frustration, sadness.

TRIGGER EVENT
When she doesn’t

come home on

time.

Positive Sequence

Polarity

Negative Sequence



Once you understand the mechanism, you would use CDT to discharge the
AntiPower and AntiValue identities in the negative sequence. This will free you of
your compulsion to your neurotic and AntiPower behavior of yelling, invalidating,
blaming and punishing your daughter. This behavior has been deteriorating the 
relationship, closing off communication (essential to a relationship), and leaving
your daughter no way to deal with you to get what she wants (you win—she loses).

It will also free you of your negative THINK, your ego, and your compulsion
to control your daughter. You could then sit down with her in serenity and love,
get her experience and her goals, tell her your considerations and worries and then
together decide how to handle the situation so that it is win-win.

(Obviously, if you are having these kinds of problems with a child, you
already have a long history of AntiWisdom and AntiLove with the child
such that s/he is in this state of rebellion and unconcern about the effects
of hir actions on you. But this is another story.) The only problems a child
has are hir parents.

Your Causal Sequence Chart
Now take your Causal Sequence Chart and fill in on each line, for each trigger

and negative emotion, your negative behaviors. Or start with filling in your nega-
tive behaviors and add in your negative emotions in the situation. It doesn’t make
any difference where you start in filling in a Causal Sequence Chart: if you have
one element you can find all the others.

Even if you have already found your identities from penetrating your FEEL,
practice identifying them from your DO. Remember to find them in your experi-
ence, in your FEEL of self, not just by analysis and logic.

These questions can help you:
What do you DO that is AntiLove (and AntiPower in the long run)?
• Try to change the Trigger Event, whether by overt attack or covert 

manipulation. This includes what you say and all actions.
And / Or

• Try to evade, stop, change or suppress your FEEL in this situation.
Are there any other negative behaviors toward yourself or others to achieve

some result in this situation? 
These questions can help you to identity other parts of your Causal Sequence.
• What are you trying to achieve by your behaviors? Your desired HAVE.
• Who will you show yourself to BE by achieving those things? Your

desired BE.
• Who are you, who do you show yourself to BE by not having those

results? Your NIRs.
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ALL NEGATIVE BEHAVIORS DERIVE FROM NIRs.

The purpose of all negative behaviors is to control experience = 
FEEL that comes from BE = IDentities = NIRs.

REVIEW

The driving force of all human effort is the Experiential Imperative:
to ever expand IDentity = BEing = Essence = 
WPVLJ (Power & Love for short) = BE-FEEL.

Life operates according to the Causal Sequence of BFTDH.
BEing determines FEELing; your identities determine your self-love or

AntiLove and you experience this Love+/- as your emotions.
Your BEing and your FEELing determine your THINKing. Within the catego-

ry of THINKing, we have introduced the Fatal Paradigm, Values (Good-BAD),
programs, determinations, ego and other mechanisms. Programs, for example, are
ideas of how externals should be so that we can assume a positive IDentity.

We have seen how the BE FEEL THINK sequence determines DOing. All
negative human behavior is the effort to change, stop or suppress negative BE-
FEEL. Such AntiLove and AntiPower DOing are the source of most of the 
problems, conflicts and pain on this planet—always remembering that everything
originates in BE.
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A human being is a part of the whole called by us universe, a part limited in time
and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and feeling as something separated
from the rest, a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a
kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to affection for a few
persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widen-
ing our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature
in its beauty.

—Albert Einstein



Chapter 20

What is HAVE? 

The concept of HAVE includes everything that shows up in your life, the Good
and the BAD, whether you recognize being the Cause or not; whether you

accept Responsability for it or not.
Most people deny Cause-Responsability for BAD things, for the negative 

experiences and events in their life. They believe that the BAD things that happen
to them are just coincidences, accidents, and bad luck. This, of course, is the Fatal
Identity; I AM NOT CAUSE, in full bloom.

There are two main areas of HAVE: things and people = relationships.
THINGS: Your HAVE includes your position in life, your money and your

material possessions. It includes your body, physical condition, and health. It
includes sickness and what you call accidents. It includes coincidences, and
“luck+/-.” It includes your education, knowledge and abilities, and your successes
and your failures.

PEOPLE: In the area of people, your HAVE includes your relationships, both
quantity and quality. It includes your spouse and your relationship with him or her.
It includes how others treat you and how they react to your treatment of them. It
includes the BFTDH of others to the degree that these affect you, and especially
as their BFTDH are responses or reactions to your BFTDH. It includes your 
children and your relationship with them: they are the result of all your BFTDH in
raising them.

HAVE includes both positive HAVE and negative HAVE and includes
NOT HAVE:

BE � FEEL � THINK � DO �HAVE

We are here.   



• Positive HAVE: Everything that you have that you want, that you consid-
er positive for you. Since this is not a problem, not something you want to
change, we need say little more about it.

• Negative HAVE: Everything that you have that you do not want.
Examples include debts, an illness, a bad job, a bad marriage, an impend-
ing divorce if not desired, any kind of problem including legal, and 
relationships. Do you have problems and conflicts in your relationships?
Do you dislike how someone else is treating you? Such is your HAVE 
no matter how much you play the victim by denying responsibility and
blaming the other person.

• NOT-HAVE: Your HAVE also includes your NOT-HAVE. Your NOT-
HAVE is everything you would like to have but have not been able to 
manifest. It includes that ideal job you haven’t been able to find; or if
found, to get. It includes the financial abundance and security you would
like to have. It includes the new car, new house, new spouse; anything you
have wanted and have not been able to get.

Here are some examples of negative HAVEs and NOT HAVEs that many 
people would like to change:

We have seen that all psycanic experience: BE, FEEL and THINK are internal
creations of the psycan and are irrelevant of external events, except when the psy-
can connects them by assigning Cause to the externals—which is but another cre-
ation.

However, most people are ignorant of themselves as Cause and of all that we
have seen so far in this book. They are trapped in the Fatal Identity�Paradigm, and
seek to control their BE-FEEL by controlling their HAVE. They seek to control
their BE-FEEL by controlling how other people BE and DO=act and by obtain-
ing material things. This is, of course, the EEQuest.

In this chapter we want to examine how people try to use HAVE (things and
relationships) to control their BE-FEEL. Note: We are abbreviating the Causal
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• failures in endeavors of any
kind

• poor health
• accidents of any kind
• bad luck
• how others treat me
• inattentive spouse
• unfaithful spouse
• unhappy marriage
• rebellious children

• divorce
• disliked job
• grumpy boss
• subordinates in sabotage
• wrong career
• addictions
• lack of money
• debts
• can’t afford a house
• decrepit car



Sequence to BE DO HAVE while never forgetting that FEEL and THINK are
also present.

HAVE in the Causal Sequence
There are many ways in which BE�FEEL�DO affect HAVE. We have already

seen the causal relationship of BE�FEEL�THINK to DO. The relationship
between DO and HAVE should be obvious: your actions produce your results. If
that is not obvious, try staying in bed for six months DOing as little as possible
and see what happens to your HAVE.

Here are some examples of how FEEL and DO affect HAVE on the negative
side:

Accidents are a HAVE if you have one. How many accidents are caused
because a person is activated in anger, fear, grief or depression? (Remember all
emotion comes from identities.) Have you ever had an accident in which your 
negative mental and emotional state was a factor? Or maybe we should phrase this
the other way around: in what percentage of the accidents you have had in your
life was your negative mental and emotional state NOT a factor? One study of
industrial accidents reported that emotional upsets, whether originated at work or
brought to work from home, were the leading factor in such accidents.

Have you ever broken or damaged something when you were angry or upset?
That reduced your HAVE.

Relationships: At the effect of negative emotion (negative BE-FEEL), have
you ever done or said anything you wished you hadn’t? (What human being hasn’t?)

What is the quality of your relationships? How much negative energy =
AntiLove is in your relationships? All AntiLove comes from NIRs.

How do people treat and react to you? If negatively, they are reacting to you,
to your NIRs. (Your NIRs can activate their NIRs: called the phenomenon of
Mirrors in Psycanics.) Are you taking responsability for this or do you live blaming
others for how they treat you? 

Have your ever done less than your best on a test because of fear? Have you
ever had less than your best results (HAVE) at a public appearance (speaking, per-
forming, etc.) because of fear? Fear is always the result of the AntiPower NIR: I
am not going to be able to (whatever). Fear stiffens, even paralyses, DO.

Your BE-FEEL determines the quality of your actions = DO and these 
determine your results = HAVE. All activations—states of negative BE-FEEL, of
emotional charge—destroy Wisdom and thereby result in ineffective and contra-
effective actions that fail to produce the desired HAVE = result.

Law: ALL ACTIVATIONS DESTROY WISDOM.

Without Wisdom to guide action, your chances of producing the desired result
are greatly reduced.
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HAVE�BE
There are many other aspects of HAVE. One of them is HAVE�BE, to try to

HAVE in order to BE. This is the intent to control BE-FEEL by controlling the
external world and accumulating externals. Most of humanity lives in this error:
the belief that they can achieve happiness by getting enough of the right material
things.

Life is a pyramid with BE at the top as factor most important and causal. BE
determines DO and DO determines HAVE. However, most people live upside
down. They put HAVE at the top. They center their lives on what they HAVE and
how to HAVE more. They work and struggle—even lie and cheat and steal—to
obtain more and more material results, believing that this is the way to fulfillment
and happiness.

Remember that all human behavior has as its purpose to control BE-FEEL. At
the effect of their NIRs, people subconsciously THINK:

“When I get (HAVE) that position, then I will BE someone: I will BE impor-
tant, respected and admired, etc.”

“When I HAVE (so much money), then I will BE a success, and powerful and
happy.”

“When I HAVE great kids then I AM a GOOD mother.”
“When I HAVE my spouse/my family/my business, then I will BE worthy/

deserving/appreciated, etc.”
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BE

DO

HAVE

Life works like this

BE = IDENTITY

DO = ACTION

HAVE = RESULTS

Center your

attention and

your efforts in

BE. 

Many people live like this. 

They center their lives in HAVE. 

They are trying to use HAVE to

control BE-FEEL.

HAVE

DO

BE



We instinctively know that BEing-IDentity is important: we just don’t know
how to go about creating it. We erroneously try to use HAVE, material things and 
relationships, to show and prove who we are. This is HAVE�BE. This is living
against the grain.

The maximum that externals can ever do is give us a MOP. They will never fill
for long the yearning for WPVLJ that is the motivating force of human existence.

MOPs
In the Fatal Paradigm, it seems to a person that external things do indeed cause

hir experience. A BAD event occurs and s/he experiences negative emotions. A
Good event occurs and s/he experiences a moment of happiness, a MOP. S/He
ascribes Cause to the events. Thus the illusion that external events cause psycanic
experience+/- can be very strong. (You now know, of course, that it is the ID that
the person assumes in the event that triggers emotions, not the event.) 

As we have seen, this illusion sends the being on the External Quest to control
the world in order to control hir experience = FEEL. S/He attacks or flees the
BAD things that seem to cause pain. S/He struggles to obtain and accumulate the
GOOD things that seem to cause happiness. Thus s/he focuses on externals, on
getting or achieving things, on HAVEing, to control hir experience.

On the negative side of the mechanism, a person subconsciously computes
that when a BAD event occurs, s/he has failed to prevent that event and failed to
get whatever s/he wanted in that situation. This activates AntiPower identities, and
these activate AntiValue identities. The BADs to these NIRs then activate
AntiLove and that AntiLove is hir pain.

On the positive side of the mechanism, by causing a GOOD event such as 
getting something, the person is trying to activate positive power identities = PIRs:
I AM SUCCESSFUL, I AM POWERFUL, etc. that activate positive Value
Identities: I AM WORTHY, I AM GOOD, I DESERVE, etc. S/He then automat-
ically generates a moment of self-love that we call a MOP.

Notice that both BAD and GOOD events are a HAVE: they are what show up
in the person’s life. The BAD events, by being what is not wanted, are triggers for
NIRs and therefore for negative emotions. The GOOD events, getting what one
wants, are triggers for PIRs and their MOPs.

A MOP, you will recall is a fleeting moment of love = happiness that comes as
the result of the temporary activation of PIRs by external events. A MOP is the 
temporary activation of self-love as a result of the stimulation of a PIR by
some external event.

MOPs are fleeting, because the person is not really taking responsability for hir
experience = BE-FEEL, and not creating and controlling hir identities internally.
MOPs and their opposites, the negative emotions, come and go as events come
and go. There is no true, internal control of BE-FEEL by the person.
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Thus the person wastes hir life struggling to control hir BE-FEEL = happiness
by controlling externals. This will never work because nobody has all that much 
control of externals. Furthermore, the energy used at the Effect of a NIR to con-
trol those externals is almost always negative energy. The use of negative energy
to control externals is Resistance—and Resistance Causes Resistance and
Persistence; the opposite of the change sought. Furthermore, that resistance is the
only source of human suffering—and that suffering = NIRs is what the person is
trying to change in the first place!

What you should be doing is working on yourself, on your BEing to create
yourself as an ever-higher and higher expression of Essence, of WPVLJ. You do
not need anything outside of your self to do this—and the events of your life that
activate you simply show you who you are. The negative events that activate you
are especially useful because they put your negative identities in your face.

When you understand how all this works, you will realize that HAVEing does
nothing to create true identity. That is why so many have so much and still remain
so unhappy.

When you begin to achieve control within you, you will eventually be able to
maintain WPVLJ all the time, no matter what the external events and no matter
your HAVE or Not-HAVE. Furthermore, any desired HAVE becomes easy to
manifest as it is the natural result of a positive BE and Causal Sequence.

Once you have created positive BEing, you will no longer need or even want
external things beyond those that really serve you. When you are in strong PIRs all
the time, you will “fall in love” with yourself and “live happily ever after.” I mean
this: “fall in love” with yourself and “live happily ever after” literally.
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I CAN’T control her. 
I AM incompetent.

I AM weak.
I AM a BAD parent.
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Trigger = (e.g.) 
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RESULT of DO
More of the same
HAVE = rebellious
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DO = Behaviors and Actions
at effect of NIR:

Attack the HAVE=trigger to control
and change. Anger, invalidation

(BAD daughter), blame, demands,
threats, punishments, etc.

The Intent to Control HAVE to Control Experience

ANTILOVE =
Anger, Guilt,
Frustration,

Sorrow.



This relative indifference to material things is a mark of spiritually advanced
BEings. We can see it in Buddha, Christ, St. Francis of Assisi, Gandhi, Mother
Teresa, to name a few well-known examples. It is not that material things are
BAD—they are not. They are just not very important to one who lives in a Bliss
of Power and Love of a high Essence BEing.

High Essence BEings:
• Understand that material things are not the essence of happiness. They

are already happy and material things cannot add much to that happiness.
• Know that, from their level of BEing = positive identities and self-love,

that they can manifest what they need or want when they need or want it.
They do not need to accumulate or hoard.

• Know that having more material things than you can actually need deteri-
orates life and happiness. You become a caretaker, a servant, of money
and things.

• Know that they are going to leave it all behind—so why drag it with you
through life? 

Notice: I am not speaking of taking vows of poverty. I am not saying 
anything is wrong with wealth or the material things of life. I am speaking
to the neurotic desire for the over accumulation of material things as a
(false) solution to internal negative experience = negative BE-FEEL.
Most of humanity is trapped in this desire.

A MOP can be anything from an ice cream cone to becoming President. It is 
anything that the BEing seeks to try to fill that hollow, that experiential emptiness
within, the experiential void left by the lack of Love.

Note: I repeat, I am not saying that there is anything wrong with goals,
material things and earthly position. They enrich life and every person was
designed to live in abundance of the HAVEs of hir choice. However, they
should be the fruits of hir BEing and as a result of conscious creation—
not an attempt to create BEing, to change from negative to positive
IDentities.
The tree (BEing) produces the fruit, not the fruit the tree. By their fruits
you will know them; you will know their BEing.
In the advanced texts of relationships, creation and manifestation, I
explain how to control your physical universe and manifest what you wish
to HAVE.

I am not here talking about a healthy HAVE of all that you can enjoy. I am 
talking about the neurotic search for HAVE as a strategy to escape the internal
poverty of Love. I am talking about the obsessive accumulation of money and
things far beyond what a person needs for a comfortable life and whose accumu-
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lation contributes to lack and suffering for others. I am talking about the compul-
sion to dominate the world (the drive to power) that has tortured and killed 
millions of people throughout history and continues to do so even as you read this.
I am talking about the excessive focus on the exterior world while neglecting the
interior. I am talking about anything that puts achievement of externals above
mastery of self.

No person can escape the obsession to find Love, the Experiential Imperative.
Nor should s/he: it is the beacon of spiritual growth and the lighthouse, home to
God. S/He can only understand how hir BEing works, know wherein Love lies,
and then work on hirself to uncover it there.

Until the majority of human beings “get with the program,” and recognize that
their internal work is much more important than their external work and transcend
the EEQuest, life on this planet will not work for the majority. And as long as this
is going on, it won’t work as well as it could for anybody.

Symbols and Glamour
In Psycanics, “symbols” are the material things that people use to try to create

within themselves the internal experience represented by the symbol: success, wealth,
power, value, importance, etc. A symbol is the external representation of
power, success, and value that people chase hoping that the symbol will give
them the corresponding internal experience = BE-FEEL. Common symbols
include: latest model car, jewels, mansion in the best neighborhood, private jet,
big bank account, vacation homes in famous places, titles and honors, social and
political position, fame, etc.

Many people are driven to accumulate the external symbols of success to 
compensate their NIRs, to compensate their internal poverty of BE-FEEL.
Symbols are another element of the Eternal External Quest. Symbols can, in
fact, be considered just bigger and higher-priced MOPs.

Those who compulsively seek symbols hope that the achievement of the 
symbol will create internally the BE-FEEL of power and success and value that
they lack in their experience (due to NIRs). They hope that the symbols will
prove to themselves and to others that they are WPVLJ: important, powerful,
successful, valuable, worthy, respectable and therefore love-able for themselves
and by others.

This not only does not work very well, it often backfires. Many people reach a
level of symbols, of financial abundance and material comfort, wherein their 
consciousness is no longer dominated by the struggle to survive and get enough in
the physical universe. They have more than enough of everything physical they can
desire. So, now, what can they do to satisfy the Quest for BE-FEEL? 

They originally sought the symbols to satisfy the External Quest for Love, the
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ultimate motivation of all human conduct. But because nothing external can ever 
satisfy that Quest, the dissatisfaction and the search “for something more,”
continues within them—and actually seems to get worse! Their material success
frees up the attention that they had on their struggle to be successful, and they
actually become even more conscious of their dissatisfaction. They must seek
ever-bigger goals in the physical universe to fill the internal void or try to loose
themselves in the pleasures of the world. Psychology has long noted that rich 
people are often more unhappy and neurotic than ordinary people: They even have
a name for it: the “jet-set neurosis.”

The wiser ones sometimes see that no matter what they do or get, nothing
external will ever fill the void within. This begins the stage in Mysticism known as
the Dark Night of the Soul.

The Dark Night of the Soul: As a BEing advances in consciousness, s/he
will eventually see hollowness and futility in the world—the Darkness—
but does not yet know of any alternative, does not know of the Light.
This state is a very, very painful state known in Mysticism as the Dark
Night of the Soul or Accidie. It can last many years.

Glamour: The use of symbols reaches its epitome in what is called “Glamour.”
Glamour is the ostentation of symbols to say to the world, in the manner of
peacocks, “Look at me. Am I not great?” The purpose of seeking Glamour is to
attract attention and admiration, as always, to compensate NIRs. When a person
lives in negative internal BE-FEEL, s/he seeks any and all means by which to
change it.

The epitome of Glamour might be the Academy Awards, the highest honors
of the movie business, where some of the stars compete with all accouterments 
possible (limousines, gowns and jewels, etc.) to show themselves off.

Again, it is not what they do; it is the driving force behind why they do it—
to compensate NIRs. And notice that not all stars do this: some don’t care, some
dress down (i.e. jeans), some just dress appropriately (tux or evening gown) 
without vying for attention. It depends on the NIRs of the star, on hir 
neurotic need to compensate internal poverty of experience.

Symbols and Glamour also connect very well with Ego and with Attachment.
Ego, remember, is the intention to compensate NIRs by making less of the BEing
of others, by lording it over them. The ostentation of symbols and glamour are
often used to do this, and a person can become very attached to hir symbols.

Princess Diana and Mother Teresa
To understand the difference between Symbols and Glamour, and true BE-

FEEL; let us use as example two well-known figures: Princess Diana and Mother
Teresa.
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Diana had all the symbols and all the glamour possible. Social position, money,
jewels, designer gowns, Rolls Royce’s, private jets, expensive vacations. She had
anything and everything she wanted. She lived and moved in the highest places and
in the most luxurious of physical environments: literally, palaces.

Yet what was her psycanic experience? Her life was full of conflicts with her 
husband, with the royal family, and with the press. We know from her biographies
that she was unhappy—often profoundly so. She was unhappy in the best of
conditions, with the best of symbols and glamour.

Mother Teresa was the opposite polarity. She had—and cared about—none of
the symbols. She wore a dress made of the poorest cloth—precisely because it was
the cloth of the poorest people. She lived and worked in the most squalid 
conditions on this planet. She had no jewels, in fact, almost no possessions at all.
And were you to have given her any jewels, she would have sold them and used the
money to help others.

Yet what was her psycanic experience? Profound satisfaction, love, and joy.
She was happy and fulfilled in the worst of conditions.

Princess Diana was unhappy in the best of conditions. Mother Teresa was
happy in the worst of conditions. Observe the contrast: With Princess Diana we
have maximum positive physical experience but negative psycanic experience.
With Mother Teresa the opposite: negative physical environment, great psycanic
experience.

What a demonstration of the law that psycanic experience is independent of
externals, and that no kind or amount of externals can ever make you happy!

But that is not all. There is a saying: “Seek First the Kingdom of Heaven—
within you, remember—and all else will be added unto you.” If Mother Teresa had
requested a gown from Christian Dior, do you not think he would have been 
honored to give her one—free? Had she desired to travel anywhere, do you not
think someone would have put a private jet and a limousine at her disposal? Would
not Princess Diana herself have opened her doors to Mother Teresa? 

Thus, many people live life HAVE�BE: they seek symbols to BE someone
and, thus, FEEL happy. However, life is really BE�HAVE. When you have the
BEing, the HAVEing appropriate to the BEing manifests easily by just your
thought and intention to HAVE it.

And that still is not all: The paradox is that when you can HAVE it all, you no
longer want much. You don’t want much because you don’t need it to be happy.
Your happiness is internal and permanent.

Furthermore, you see that large quantities of money and things actually absorb
your TE*. Having more than what really serves you, turns you into an administra-
tor and a caretaker of things—a rather low profession for a highly aware, spiritual
BEing. (*TE = Time and Energy = Life)
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Notice that almost all highly spiritual BEings have been indifferent to wealth
and luxury. There are good reasons for that. It is not a denial for them for spirit-
ual purposes; it is the natural expression of who they are.

Again: I am not saying that there is anything wrong with wealth and 
luxury. I am speaking of the motivations by which so many humans 
neurotically seek them and are emotionally attached to them even to the
point of harming others, even to the point of criminality.

If you want such things, go get them. But don’t make the error of thinking that
they are going to make much difference in your happiness in life. If it is happiness
you seek, it is Wiser to set aside your quest for treasure, use your TEA, for the
Kingdom of Heaven that is within you.

Attachments and Addictions
Attachments and Addictions are emotionally backed dependencies on others,

things or substances to control BE�FEEL. We introduce them in the chapter on
DO because they are actions. However, they are also a form of HAVE, if you
HAVE any.

ATTACHMENTS

We cling emotionally to other people, taking from them our identity, strength,
support or value. Why? Because of our NIRs. Because we FEEL internally that we
BE weak, unable, unimportant, nobody, helpless, unworthy, undeserving, etc.

For example: many parents take their prime identity and meaning in life from
their children. As long as the children are there, they BE-FEEL needed, capable,
useful and important. When the children are no longer there, they enter into the
negative BE�FEEL of “empty nest syndrome.” They have lost their identity of
parent and sense = IDentity of PIRs: important, useful, capable, loved, etc.

Many people also cling to things. They take our identity and importance from
them. A teenager becomes attached to his hot rod; scratch it and watch his 
reaction. A collector becomes attached to the objects she collects; they give her
identity and importance. A businessman becomes attached to his business or to his
money. A lover becomes attached to her lover. People have committed suicide on
losing their lover or their business or their money; such can be the strength of
attachments.

Most humans are attached to some people and some things. If the loss of
any person or any thing in your life would send you into suffering, you have an 
attachment.

This is true even if that loss is the death of a spouse or a child. A spiritually
advanced person understands that death is the other pole of life, that no event is
BAD. S/He knows that we are all immortal BEings and part of the ONE, that
nobody really dies, and s/he never resists What Is. S/He creates hir BEing and hir
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FEELing = love = happiness internally and never suffers due to external events.
S/He is attached to no one and no thing.

Notice that both Buddha and Christ (and many others) taught non-attachment.
Understanding all that we are seeing in this book, you’ll understand the mechanism
of attachment and how to break it.

Life is about WHO YOU ARE and moving from that to 
WHO YOU WANT TO BE.

And WHO YOU WANT TO BE at the highest level is ESSENCE.

ADDICTIONS

Addictions are DOs, but are also HAVEs, and on two levels.
1. The first is the possession and use of a substance, an external, a HAVE,

to suppress and change experience. Additionally, HAVEing some 
substances carries jail sentences.

2. The second is the addiction itself. An addiction is something that you
HAVE and carry through life until you discreate the NIR behind it.

The purpose of all substance consumption is to change experience: to suppress
negative, and if possible, cause positive. All negative experience comes out of
NIRs: thus, the purpose of all substance use and abuse is to control BE-
FEEL.

To the degree that the substance achieves that purpose of suppressing negative
BE-FEEL it becomes psycanically addictive. Some chemicals are also physically
addictive. The force of the addiction and its power over a person is the force of
the Experiential Imperative to control, to suppress negative experience. The force
of an addiction is the force of the person’s own negative emotions (NIR
masses) that s/he is trying to avoid experiencing. Discreate the NIRs and the
addiction disappears.

HAVE in the Causal Sequence 
Let us apply the theory of HAVE with an example of it in a typical Causal

Sequence.
• Trigger: At work: boss assigns a major job task with a deadline.
• BE = IDentity: I AM NOT GOING TO BE ABLE to do everything

well and on time. I AM NOT COMPETENT. I AM GOING TO FAIL.
I could be fired.

• FEEL = emotion: nervousness, anxiety, worry, and underneath: fear; fear
of not being able, of failure, of losing job, etc.

• DO = behaviors: smoke more, drink more, stop eating adequately (or
overeat), become testy and short with others both at work and at home.
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• HAVE = Results: Anxiety causes lowered concentration, blocked 
creativity and mistakes, all reducing performance at work. Flare ups of
anger under the pressure cause resistance and reduce support and 
cooperation from co-workers—just when you need them most.

With this NIR continued over time: the result could be poor performance,
being passed over for promotion, even loss of job. At home, s/he has spats with
partner and with children, which damages these relationships; s/he may also be
abusing alcohol or cigarettes.

Smoking itself is an addiction, a compulsive use of a chemical to suppress
FEELing. Were we to penetrate this addiction, we would probably find that a 
person smokes to suppress anxiety from AntiPower NIRs.

Additional Negative HAVE from smoking (as an example): smelly clothes and
house, higher cleaning bills, less money (because it was spent on smoking 
materials and to replace burned clothing), resistance from non-smokers, eventual
damage to health and associated medical expenses.

The easiest and fastest way to find an ID is usually penetrating EMOTION.
And we have seen that it can be done by penetrating DO. It can also be done by
penetrating HAVE. Although for beginners it may require training to trace HAVE
to a specific identity, here are some examples:

• HAVE: a job I dislike or that is low paying: Who am I that I don’t change
to a better job? Not capable or good enough to get a better one? Who
would I have to be—that I don’t feel that I am—to get and keep a better
job: not capable or good enough to get a better one? 

• HAVE: lack of money: Who am I that I can’t generate the money I
desire—not powerful enough, not deserving enough, not smart enough? 

• HAVE: lack of sales: Who am I (from what NIR am I operating) that I
can’t generate more sales? Who would I have to BE (PIRs) to sell as I
would like to? What characteristics and qualities of BEing do I need to be
a great salesperson? 

• HAVE: lack of assertiveness: Who am I (NIR) that I don’t say what I
think, feel or want? Who am I that I put up with this treatment without
protest? Who am I that I can’t seem to say NO when somebody wants
something that I don’t want to do or give?
Notice that the emotion for these will be fear. Possible identities include:
WEAK, BAD, UNLOVABLE, OF LITTLE VALUE, LESS THAN,
INCAPABLE, ETC. Note: Lack of assertiveness could also be considered
a negative DO.

• HAVE: A pattern of disrespectful treatment from others: Who am I
(NIR) that others treat me like that? Who am I that expresses itself in
how I act (DO) which provokes this response in others? 
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• HAVE: a marriage in negative energy: Who am I that I don’t terminate
this bad relationship? Who am I that I HAVE this negative marriage?
Who am I that I can’t HAVE the marriage that I desire? 

• HAVE: no raise at work: Who am I that I don’t ask for the raise I
deserve? 

All of these above can also be converted to emotion by imagining yourself
doing that which you are not doing and FEELing what activates.

Go to your Causal Sequence chart, and for each Trigger-Identity-Emotion-
Action sequence on your chart, in the column HAVE = RESULTS, write your 
negative HAVEs. Your negative HAVE for each Sequence is:

• All the negative people and things that exist in your life, including 
conflicts and problems with them.

• All your triggers: the people and things that activate you.
• The results of your DOs = ACTIONS to handle your trigger.
• What you seek or use to stop, change or suppress your negative experi-

ence (satisfactors and distractors, including attachments and addictions).
• All failures or partial successes in getting the positive HAVE that you are

trying to achieve.
Once you have these, you can start to ask yourself; Who Am I that I HAVE

these results? 
You can also use the opposite polarity to bring the negative polarity out: Who

Would I Have to BE to HAVE the HAVE I want in this situation?
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Chapter 21

How to HAVE What You Want

Creation and Manifestation in the Physical Universe

The Personal Power to create and manifest what you want in the physical 
universe is a large subject in itself and an advanced one. Before you can 

create in the physical universe you must be able to create and discreate in 
your psycanic universe. Therefore, physical manifestation is an advanced 
subject that can only be understood and mastered after mastering psycanic 
manifestation.

Your personal physical universe is a reflection or projection of your psycanic
universe. Before you can control the world, you must learn to control your mind—
including your subconscious mind. Our treatment of manifestation in the physical
universe is but the briefest of introductions.

At one level or another of your BEing, which includes your Super
Consciousness, Consciousness or Subconscious, you are the Cause, the Creator, of
all that exists in your life. Although it may difficult for a non-mystic to see, much
less accept: There are no coincidences and no accidents in anyone’s life.
Everything that exists is a creation.

The question is: To whom are you assigning the Responsability for the 
creation? In other words: “Who is creating it—you, or God, or the Devil, or the
uncaring machinery of the Universe, or chance or what?” If you assign God (or
any other external agent) as the Cause in your life, you are in the Fatal Paradigm: I
AM NOT CAUSE.

Creating the identity I AM NOT CREATOR; I AM NOT RESPONS-
ABLE FOR MY HAVE = WHAT SHOWS UP IN MY LIFE does not kill
your Cause; it only kills your awareness of it. It drives your consciousness of the
process of creation “underground;” beyond your awareness where you lose 
control of it.

There are multiple factors that determine your power to control your HAVE,
that is, to manifest what you want in life. These factors include your:



• Super Conscious and your Life Script. You are an extension of a higher
Consciousness down into physical reality. You came here with a plan for
this life—one which you may or may not carry out and which you may or
may not change while here .

• The Experiential Imperative: Everything that happens in your life is
designed at the Super Conscious level to give you the experiences you
need for your spiritual progress and return to LOVE = God. This is a 
factor in all your creations, and therefore in all that happens to you.

• Overall BEing: your level of Consciousness, Love, and Power as a 
spiritual Being. How Power-ful are you? (Remember that Power is a 
result of Love.) 

• Conscious: You must create the appropriate BE = IDentity, for any
desired HAVE. This is the factor we will be exploring in this chapter.

• Conscious: Vision: You must energize the mental creation of the desired
state. Most people focus more on what they HAVE, that they don’t want,
than on what they don’t HAVE, and they do want. Furthermore, you must
achieve reality that you already have what it is that you want.

• Subconscious: You must terminate all Resistance (negative energization) to
your present state. You can not create what you want resisting what you
HAVE.

• Subconscious: Optimize determinations about the area. Determinations
are realities created about something other than the BEing. Examples
about the area of money: Money is scarce. You have to work hard to get money.
Most jobs don’t pay well. Determinations will manifest their conditions.

ID and HAVE
Beyond the obvious workings of the Causal Sequence at the human level that

we have seen so far, there is also a spiritual relationship between BE and HAVE.
You-psycan manifest by communicating to the INTELLIGENT ENERGY

that is both CREATOR and CREATED the psycanic reality (vision) of what you
wish to manifest.

You can call that communication: prayer, goal setting, forming mental images,
envisioning, commitment to your dream—the name makes no difference.
What matters is the communication of the mental reality of what is to be to the
ENERGY.

The Laws of Creation and Manifestation in the Physical Universe are
sometimes tricky: For example, you must not communicate what you
want, because wanting actually manifests the absence of the thing desired
in order to maintain the creation of wanting. If you say “I WANT (what-
ever),” then to maintain the creation = identity of I WANT, you cannot
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have what you want because then I WANT (whatever) would no longer be
true. Wanting ceases when you have what you wanted. You should 
communicate: I AM (whatever).

Manifestation in the physical universe is a process of communication. As we
saw above, your communication must be aligned on all levels: Super Conscious,
Conscious, and Subconscious—and there are many other laws that apply.
However, in this book, we are concerned only with BE�HAVE.

BEING = IDENTITY = WHO YOU ARE is your loudest communication to
the ENERGY. It is your primary “prayer” to put it in religious terms. The universe
obeys your declarations of What Is and What Is to be in your life.

The strongest of all your communications = prayers is always
What You Are = your BE = your I AMs.

If your NIRs are strong: I CAN’T DO IT; I AM WEAK; I AM A FAILURE;
I AM UNWORTHY; etc., the universe cannot and will not send you anything—
such as success, money, “good luck,” a better job, etc.—that would violate those
identities. The universe obeys your creations, the highest of which are your
IDentities.

You always manifest according to Who You Are.
You can energize = ask = pray for anything, but you can only receive (HAVE)

what is appropriate to the quality of your IDentities in that area of manifestation.
The rule is:

Life does not give you what you want.
Life gives you what goes with Who You Are.

Thus your IDs = BEing influence and determine your HAVE. You can only
HAVE what goes with, is appropriate to WHO YOU ARE. People try to manifest
many things in their lives, but when their identity is not adequate to the desired
result, it will not manifest. It is not possible to manifest and retain a HAVE above
the level of your identities in that area of life.

One of the examples of this is that relatively few people ever rise out of the
socio-economic class into which they were born. From an early age, they absorb
the identities (and the determinations = beliefs) of that class and never learn how
to change them. Those who do rise have created a strong vision of the IDs that
they want to BE, as well as of the HAVE that they desire. They see them as already
existing.

Your power of manifestation in the physical universe is a function of your
BEing. When your BE is appropriate to a desired HAVE, that HAVE appears 
easily just by energizing the vision. When your BE is not aligned with a desired
HAVE, obtaining that HAVE requires a lot of effort and struggle and is difficult
at best.
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Optimization of your BE grows your Love, and Power comes from Love. You
will naturally and without much effort acquire the things that go with the quality
of your BEing. (Christ and Buddha are example of high levels of BEing and Love
with the corresponding Power. Power is a by-product of Love.)

To illustrate the relationship between BE and HAVE, here is a process from the
Creation and Manifestation in the Physical Universe Course. If you wish to have
the cognition, the “Aha!” experience, rather than just an intellectual understanding,
please follow the instructions for the process exactly.

PROCESS ON HAVE
In the square labeled HAVE in the diagram, write at least four things you most

want to HAVE: things that are important to you, that would substantially improve
the quality of your life. Two of them should be physical, and two of them psycanic
(non-physical).

For example, the physical could be: a house, your own business, notable 
success in some field, a great lover, etc. Psycanic things could be intelligence, more
loving relationships, abundance, wealth, fame, happiness, etc.

Write the four things now, before proceeding. Let loose your desire and your
imagination and ignore any limits or obstacles. Choose the ideal, the best, let
money be no object.

DO: In the area of DO, write the actions, habits and behaviors that a person
should be DOing in order to produce easily what you want to HAVE. Especially
note the things that you have not been doing that you know you should be DOing.
This could include such DOings as studying and preparing, getting out of bed 
earlier, researching, contacting clients, networking, terminating a relationship,
saving money, planning, working harder or smarter, organizing more, concentrat-
ing, getting a better job, stop drinking, changing whatever in yourself or your life.
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Write down at least three of the most important actions that a person should
be taking to manifest what you want to HAVE.

BE: Now in the area labeled BE, write how a person should BE in order to 
produce what you want to HAVE, easily, rapidly and naturally, without struggle and
effort. Write at least three ways of BEing, three qualities or characteristics, nouns
or adjectives, that a person should BE to deserve and easily produce what you want
to HAVE.

It may help to look at what you wrote in DO = ACTIONs. How would a 
person need to BE to naturally act in those ways; so that s/he naturally and effort-
lessly expresses himself in such quality actions? What qualities of BEing would
naturally lead a person to behave and perform in those optimum ways that you
have noted? Add any qualities or characteristics that occur to you to your list in BE.

Don’t think about the BE much; don’t try to analyze it mentally. Go
inside yourself, consult your feeling or intuition, but don’t think about it. Let these
qualities of BEing pop up from your subconscious. Do not try to analyze or think
them up. Examples could include: intelligent, diligent, responsible, honest, smart,
educated, prepared, affectionate, creative, gifted, intuitive, hard working, etc.

Write the qualities of BEing that occur to you in the circle BE. Do this before
proceeding.

Now look at your work: You have identified various things that you would like
to HAVE that are important to you to HAVE. You have identified various DOs,
actions, behaviors or habits that a person should perform to be successful in
acquiring what you want to HAVE. And finally, you have identified how a person
should BE in order to naturally ACT thusly, and thereby to deserve and easily 
produce what you want to HAVE.

Now observe what you have written in BE.
IS THAT YOU? ARE YOU THAT WAY? Are you BEing those qualities now,

already? Do you those characteristics in the degree and excellence necessary to 
produce easily what you want to HAVE? 

The answer is NO, is it not? You recognize, you know inside you, that you are
not BEing in those ways, in sufficient quantity and quality so that what you want
flows naturally from who you are. In fact, were you those qualities in sufficient
degree, it would never have entered your mind to write them down. The fact that
they came to consciousness means that you have an ideal in your subconscious of how
a person should BE to have that HAVE—AND you feel you are not there as yet.

Occasionally, someone will declare that “Yes, I am that way and in the degree
of excellence necessary to produce my HAVE.” However, when I question them
this always turns out to be a mask.

The truth is: If you were already that way, had those qualities, they would not
have occurred to you.
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The truth is that if you were that way, had those qualities; you would already
have what you want (if you also applied the other factors of manifestation). For
those qualities to come to mind, there must be a difference between your ideal
BEing for that situation and your reality of self.

And until you are that way, until you are that BE, getting what you want will 
continue to be a struggle, often with mediocre results.

Life works BE�DO�HAVE, equal to ID�ACTION�RESULTS. It can’t
work any other way. The HAVE = RESULTS always correspond to the BE = ID.
It is difficult to create an ideal HAVE, a HAVE in excellence and abundance, from
a lower level or quality of BEing.

To illustrate this, let us create a scale for BE DO HAVE, that goes from nega-
tive states of being, with the corresponding negative actions, and negative results
through mediocrity to excellence. For example, imagine that we are dealing with
the identity of salesperson. The quality of a salesperson ranges from Bad to
Excellent.

For simplicity, let us reduce the scale to three levels: Excellent, Mediocre and
Bad.
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Since each quality of BE has a corresponding quality of Action and Results, we
can expand the scale horizontally to include DO and HAVE for each quality of
BEing as we do in the next diagram. Remember that the quality of DO =
ACTION and of HAVE = RESULTS proceeds from the BEing of the same level
as shown by the horizontal arrows.

What happens in life, how most people operate, is that they try to produce the
RESULTS, the HAVE, of a higher identity from an inferior identity, from who
they are now at a mediocre or poor level of BE = ID. The new, thick arrows show
this in the following diagram.
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As life is horizontal: BE�DO�HAVE, this doesn’t work very well, if at all.
When you live trying to manifest the HAVE of a better identity from a lower 
quality identity, life shows up as struggle and effort and is frustrating and difficult.

You, as a spiritual being, are focusing in and operating in the physical universe
to create, play and enjoy. You are not here to suffer and struggle—unless you want
such DRAMA. (The concepts of GAMES and of DRAMA are covered in other
Psycanics materials.) You are here to create and experience and enjoy.

All creation emanates from the Creator, which is from the BEing = IDentity.
In order to HAVE what you want in life, easily and naturally, you must first create
the identity that naturally expresses itself in that HAVE. That is, first go up the
identity scale to excellence in who you are, then you will naturally ACT appropri-
ately and well and easily and produce the RESULTS you desire.

This is shown by the thick vertical arrow in the following diagram.
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SUMMARY OF THIS CHAPTER

Your HAVE is everything, positive and negative, that shows up in your life. The
two main divisions are people (relationships) and things.

Your HAVE is determined by your Causal Sequences that commence with
PIRs or NIRs.

When your BE in a Causal Sequence is a PIR, you already feel able and worthy,
and confident, relaxed and happy. Your thinking is positive and expansive, and
your actions are loving and effective both with others and with things. You 
naturally produce good results = HAVE.

When your BE is in NIRs, your negative emotions (FEEL) distort THINKing
and destroy Wisdom. As THINKing is what guides action, the negative emotions
and distorted thinking lead to ineffective or negative action that fails to produce
the desired result and often makes the situation worse: negative HAVE.

At a higher level, your identities are communications to the ENERGY. The
identity “I AM’ is the same as saying “HERE IS.” If your identities are: I AM
unable; I AM a failure; I AM unworthy, the universe will not manifest anything in
your life that would contradict those identities.
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HAVE�BE-FEEL. In their ignorance of Psycanics, most people are trapped
in the illusion of the Fatal Paradigm that externals cause their experience+/-, their
pain and their happiness. They, therefore, embark on the External Quest to 
control externals, others and things, in order to control their experience. They try
to HAVE in order to BE someone and FEEL good.

HAVEing: People: People seek love without because they do not find it 
within. They beg or demand the love of others because they do not love them-
selves. They seek to control how others act and treat them (i.e. according to their
programs of how the other should act), so that they can assume positive identities;
so that they can feel respected, important or appreciated. However, this is seeking
MOPs; it is not true self-control and creation of BEing. All activations (AntiLove)
in relationships occur when one party does not obey the programs of the other,
thereby activating NIRs.

Thus, humans use others to control their BE-FEEL. This is the opposite of
Love. Love does not use AntiLove to control others but gives the beloved total
freedom to BFTDH as s/he desires, not as the “lover” desires.

HAVEing: Things: The Fatal Paradigm creates the illusion that externals
cause experience. Most people are centered in HAVE, in the getting and accumu-
lation of material things, titles and position in relationships. They believe that such
things will give them BE and FEEL: show them to BE someone important and
powerful and therefore to be admired and love. They believe that externals can
eventually make them happy, can fill the Love void within, when all externals can
do is give MOPs. Thus most humans waste their lives chasing MOPs as a child
might chase butterflies.

Creation works just the opposite. Seek internally; seek to BE your highest
vision of all that you can BE, your ideal, whom you will naturally Love. All else
comes easily. When you seek to BE the Love and Power within, you can easily add
anything else you want—at the same time, you don’t want much.

HAVEing: Attachments and Addictions: The compulsive or obsessive use
of externals to avoid, suppress or change negative experience = negative BE-
FEEL.

Power
You are the Creator and you were designed to control both your psycanic and

your physical universe and to manifest the things and the experience that 
you would like to have. Your innate Creator power operates by exact laws and 
according to precise mechanisms.

While all the laws and the mechanisms are beyond our scope here, one of them
is to BE LOVE: Power comes from Love. Another is to BE the person, to have
the qualities and characteristics of the kind of person that can manifest the desired
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results easily. This BE starts with PIRs: I AM SMART; I AM WISE; I AM 
POWERFUL; I CAN do it; I AM WORTHY; etc.

Life is BE�HAVE;
not HAVE�BE as most people live it.
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Knowledge of the self is the mother of all knowledge. So it is incumbent on me to
know my self, to know it completely, to know its minutiae, its characteristics, its
subtleties, and its very atoms.

—Kahlil Gibran



Chapter 22

Becoming Aware of Your Causal Sequences

We want to change many things in our lives. We want to change our negative
FEEL = negative emotions; our negative DOs = “bad” habits and behaviors;

and our negative HAVE, both to eliminate what we have that we don’t want and
to manifest what we do want.

The key to all change is change of self. Change of self is change of BE =
IDentities, particularly the Essence ones of WPVLJ. To know what to change, we
need to learn how to identify the IDentities that are causing that which we want to
change. To apply the power of Psycanics, we must learn to take anything negative
in our life and trace it to the NIR that originates it. Once we have the NIR, we can
discreate it (and change our negative determinations) using CDT. This changes self
and the entire Causal Sequence.

Finding the NIRs that we need to discreate can be done with a Causal Sequence
Chart, examples of which are included in this chapter. Each chart is for one
Sequence, for one trigger or one situation, although there can be and usually are 
multiple NIRs, emotions, and behaviors in each Sequence.

After you have done several Sequences, you will begin to see patterns and be
able to identity your personal basic NIRs. Everybody has one to several NIRs that
appear over and over again: these are their central NIRs that control their lives on
the negative side. My main two are: I CAN’T (AntiPower); and I AM NOT
GOOD ENOUGH for whatever (AntiValue).

The following pages present a chart first that is filled in with some of the 
questions you can ask yourself. Next are two example charts of a typical sequence.
And finally, there are blank charts you can use or copy. These charts are also found
on our website, www.psycanics.org.

You need only one element of a sequence to a find the rest of the sequence
and the NIR. You can find the NIR with only the emotion (FEEL). You can find
the NIR with only the negative behavior (DO). You can find the NIR by using the
programs (THINK). You can find the NIR by using HAVE, either the HAVE that
you want and don’t have yet or the negative HAVE that you have and don’t want.



If you have one element of any Sequence, you can find all the others. Of
course, the more elements that you work with, the easier it is to identify the NIR.

Neg. FEELing = negative emotion is the most common element to use to find
a NIR and the easiest.

To train yourself to find NIRs in yourself—and to guide others to find theirs
should you be training them—it is good practice to write out all the elements for
each Sequence until you become proficient at diagnosing sequences. Remember,
this is the basic mechanism of all human behavior. When you understand it, you
will understand yourself and humanity.

For simplicity, the element of THINK is not on the chart. It includes the Fatal
Paradigm, the creation of BAD, programs, determinations, and all unexpressed
negative thoughts about the trigger or anything relevant to the event. It can be
added as desired or needed.

The negative Sequence is on top of the form. You can write the positive
sequence desired at the bottom of the form. Often, contrasting the polarity
between the negative and positive sequences helps awareness of each side.

In filling out the form, the identities are usually the last items to fill in. Find
them in experience, not mind or analysis.
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Chapter 23

Summary

We have come a long way. The idea density of this book is very high: you have
been presented with one new and sophisticated concept after another. To

have gotten this far is a tribute to your intelligence and your persistence. You now
have an advanced understanding of the whys and wherefores of human behavior.

Let us sum it all up:

You are the Creator of all your psycanic experience and 
of your physical life events and circumstances.

Great summary, right? 
Oh, you would like a little more detail? 
OK. Let’s try this:

The Psycan
Psycanics is a science of the human spirit, defined as that non-physical entity

of Will, Consciousness and Love that incarnates in a physical body for the purpose
of playing in the physical universe. This spirit-ual entity, the Aware-Will, is the 
psycan. Psycanics is the study of the psycan, its nature and powers.

Energy
Everything that exists is ENERGY. Everything that exists includes psycanic

objects = things = matter = realities such as thoughts and emotions; and all 
physical forms of energy such as electromagnetic radiation (light, radio, etc), and
solid matter.

All energy = matter, both psycanic and physical, obeys exact laws: there are no
accidents or coincidences. The psycan and all things = realities that cause hir 
experience, both psycanic and physical, are lawful: they function according to exact
laws.

The knowledge of these laws gives you, the psycan, control over your existence.
Psycanics is a codification of the laws of meta-physical = spirit-ual = psycanic



energy. As all experience is the effect of energy on consciousness, Psycanics is the
laws of experience. As experience is the only thing that exists, Psycanics is the laws
of existence.

Two Universes
You, the psycan, come from a meta-physical level, a spirit-ual level, of exis-

tence; you come from another universe beyond this physical reality. You come into
and focus on the physical universe through a body. You thus live in two universes
at the same time. Both universes are made of energy, and both are governed by
laws, always. Your psycanic universe consists of all your meta-physical energies
including thought and emotion. All your psycanic experience is caused by psycanic
realities. You are the Creator and Discreator of your psycanic realities, therefore,
of ALL your psycanic experience.

Cause and Effect
Both universes function through the laws of Cause and Effect. Creation is

Cause and Experience is Effect. The psycan is both Cause and Effect. The higher
universe, the psycanic universe, is Cause over the physical universe: everything is
first created in Mind. Every human being lives at the Effect of hir Psycanics 
realities, especially hir IDs, that cause hir negative experience. Hir Power lies in the
ability to create and discreate reality. Who denies creation and responsability for hir
realities creates hirself as Victim. The point of transition and return from Victim
to Cause is Responsability.

Experience
Experience is the only thing that exists. You know something only to the degree

that you experience it. The only motivation of all human behavior is to control 
experience. The prime experience is experience of self and of Love: BE-FEEL.

All experience is the Effect (touching, contact, impact) of energy on conscious-
ness. This contact may be psycanic and direct as in the case of thought and 
emotional energies that directly “vibrate” consciousness. Or it may be indirect as
in the case of physical contacts to the body that send nerve impulses to the brain
that transduces the energy up to consciousness.

As all Energy is always legal, all experience is legal, and all experience, both 
physical and psycanic, can be controlled. One of the purposes of Psycanics is to
show you how Energy works and how you can control it.

Your psycanic experience is more important than your physical experience.
Indeed, the main purpose of the physical universe is to increase the opportunities
and ranges of psycanic experience and put you in consciousness of Who You Are
from whence you can move to Who You Want to BE. Your psycanic experience =
realities determines your physical experience = realities.
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Polarity
One of the major properties of Energy and therefore of all experience is

Polarity. The understanding of polarities is essential to the understanding of
experience and all existence. Both sides of a polarity must exist; it is impossible to
have one pole without the other. Therefore, it is foolishness to resist negative
poles; it is to resist existence itself. It is only necessary to experience one pole once
to be able to know the other pole; you do not have to live in negatives. The price
of the ignorance of Polarity is suffering.

Mind
You are the Creator of your mind and there isn’t one. There is only the psycan:

the Cause = Creator of thoughts and emotions; and the Effect = Experiencer
of hir creations of thought and emotions. The mind is but the psycan and hir 
psycanic realities. The psycan has the ability to form, perceive, observe, experience,
analyze, manipulate, and project mental energy = realities.

Thoughts and emotions are things; they are objects. They are made of energy,
as is everything that exists. They have substance and mass. They can persist over
time. They cause experience. They can be created and discreated—and this is
the secret to power over life.

You are the Creator or the importer of everything in your mind; you are Cause.
You decide and control all that is in your mind.

The Fatal IDentity
or The Creator Who Creates That S/He Is Not Creator

The first insidious creation, a hallucination, that you create is that you are not
Creator. This does not stop you from BEing a creator or from creating. Creator is
your nature, and you can no more stop being creator that your body can stop
breathing. But it does blind you to your Cause = Power and puts you at the Effect
= Victim of your creations with no control over them.

The Fatal Identity creates the Gordian Knot of life. It balls and snarls you up
in your creations like a kitten in a skein of yarn. The only way out is to go back to 
knowing that you are the Creator and understanding the processes of creation and
discreation.

One of the difficulties people experience with recognizing their Creator is that
it requires recognition of creating BAD. They feel that there are so many BAD
things in their life, and they do not want to take responsability for them. They find
it difficult to take responsability for the creation of BAD as that would make them
BAD.

The solution to this is understanding your creation: BAD.
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You Are The Creator of BAD
Your second insidious creation and hallucination is BAD. BAD is the idea that

something should not be as it is, thus justifying the use of negative energy to
change or destroy it. The creation of BAD is a huge theme that  is barely intro-
duced in this book.

The truth is that BAD is just another creation of the mind. It has no existence
outside of the mind. It is a hallucination, a lie and a distortion of reality.

NIsGOB & CarPriCon: Nothing is Good or Bad and Everything has
Characteristics, Prices and Consequences.

You Create Your Pain and Suffering
BAD is that which should not BE. The ignorant person first creates BAD and

then resists it using negative energy to change or destroy it. That negative energy
begins with hir own AntiLove = negative emotions which is the only source of
pain and suffering in life.

The emotions are love-energy. Most humans let their generation of emotion =
love +/- be decided by Good and BAD—which in themselves are hallucinations.
Thus, they suffer by their own hallucinations; they suffer, literally, for nothing.

Your emotions = happiness or suffering is never caused by external events but
by your evaluation, Good or BAD, of events. You create those judgments, and thus
you are the Creator of BAD and of your Love or AntiLove, therefore, of your
Happiness or your Pain.

The creation of BAD leads to the generation of Resistance, our next theme:

Resistance
Resistance is any negative energy against anything to change, stop or destroy it.

Mental resistance includes BAD, worry and all forms of invalidations. All the 
negative emotions are resistance to something, first to events, but more profound-
ly to IDentities, to NIRs.

Resistance is energization, and all energization+/- adds energy to its target
object, making it more massive, more real and more persistent. The polarity of the
energy, positive or negative, is irrelevant.

Resistance Causes Persistence.
With other people: Resistance Causes Resistance and Persistence.

Change is the only Constant in life;
The only thing that doesn’t change is Change.

Life is change. Nothing is permanent.
This, too, shall pass.
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When you try to change something after creating BAD to it =What Is,
you are resisting What Is, which is an energization of What Is

and contributes to its persistence.
Rxx sticks the flow of life in What Is and makes change difficult.

When you stop resisting and give SPace to What Is,
you and all other things will change naturally in the flow of life.

Instead of resisting What Is, use Change.
Learn to control the direction of the change: you are Cause.

All of this is particularly applicable when what you want to change is you.

Law: You cannot create what you want to BE resisting what you are.

Space
Space (SP or SPace) is one of the most important concepts in all Psycanics.

Space is the point of neutrality, of no energy between the two poles of any 
polarity, especially the Love-Energy-Emotions polarity. Thus Space is the end of
negative energy = resistance, and the beginning of positive energy = Love. As 
negative energy is pain and Love+ is happiness, Space is the end of suffering and
the beginning of happiness.

Space is also the condition of your consciousness when it is free of activations
= NIR masses. Thus, CDT, by discreating activations, removes you from the
Effect of the NIR mass, and restores you to Space, your natural condition of
Cause and Love.

Space = Love is the solution to negative energy; to resist negative energy with
more negative energy only piles up negative energy as expressed by the formula:
Rxx�Perxx.

The key to Space is the no-creation of BAD.

The Causal Sequence
Life works according the Causal Sequence, which is

BE��FEEL��THINK��DO��HAVE

The Causal Sequence can also be expressed as 

IDENTITY��EMOTION��THOUGHT��ACTION��RESULTS

Each element Causes the following elements. Thus your life originates and
emanates from BE = Who You Are. Learn to control your BE, and you control
your life.
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You Create Your BEing
Your BEing consists of all that you are BEing, which is also defined by the

other polarity, all that you are NOT BEing. Each statement of what you are BEing
is called an identity. Identities are creations, self-determinations of What You Are
and What You Are Not. Most take the form of I AM and I AM NOT.

While there are many levels of BEing and many kinds of identities, only the
Essence IDentities are really important. Essence means the Essence of BEing and
the supreme BEing is God. The Essence IDentities are those that affirm or 
suppress your Essence as a spiritual BEing, as a “child of God.” Essence is 
abbreviated to the four principle qualities of Wisdom, Power, Value, and Love-Joy;
which is further abbreviated to WPVLJ.

Essence is a polarity that runs from the level of the WPVLJ of God down to
that of a rock. A person is less than halfway between God and rock. Compared to
God, s/he displays little Wisdom, little Power, lives in lots of BAD including to
hirself, and lives in more AntiLove and suffering than in Love-Joy.

However, a person is a “child of God” and has innately within all the
ESSENCE of God: “The Kingdom of Heaven is Within.”

In order to lower hir BEing from that of hir ORIGIN and ESSENCE, humans
had to counter-create ESSENCE. We had to create that we are Not Wise, Not
Creator, Not Powerful, Not Cause, Not Valuable, and BAD (“sinners”). Thus, the
human being is a psycan, a spiritual BEing, who has “buried” hirself under “tons”
of Essence suppression realities, called NIR masses. S/He has buried hir BEing in
the AntiEssence polarity of BEingness.

The Essence Suppressor Mass is composed of NIRs: Negative Identity
Realities. NIRs are creations of identity that deny WPVLJ. The discreation of
this AntiEssence mass by the discreation of NIRs is a major goal of Psycanics.
While a particular NIR activation can be reduced quickly, in less than an hour, the
entire mass is huge and takes years to eliminate.

NIRs are the major factor of BE = IDentities in all negative Causal Sequences.
For a person to change hir FEEL, THINK, DO and HAVE, all s/he needs to do
is change hir IDentities.

The main purpose and challenge of life is to grow your BEing in 
Essence = Wisdom, Power, Goodness, Love and Joy.

This is also the road of return to God.

Love and Emotion
The emotions are Love

Both Emotion+/- and Love+/- are polarities, and they are the same polarity.
They include the sub-polarities of value, feeling, affinity, motivation, Space,
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movement, and action. The positive emotions are PosLove and the negative 
emotions are AntiLove. The equations are, in any order of the factors:

Love+/- = Energy+/- = Emotions+/- = 
Main Experience of Life = Happiness+/-

BE�FEEL
Your emotions are your love or Antilove for self according to the Essence

IDentity that you have activated at the moment. If you are in PIRs, you 
generate +love. If you are in NIRs, you generate AntiLove.

Your emotions are your Love+/- for self according to
the Essence IDentity that you assume to confront any event.

You can not separate how you FEEL from who you BE.
You love or Antilove who you BE.

Thus the concept of BE-FEEL.

You are the Creator: To control how you FEEL, to achieve Love = Happiness,
just control your IDentities = BE so that you naturally love yourself. This—and
the technology of how to do it, CDT—is a major teaching of Psycanics. CDT is
a process of eliminating NIRs and energizing PIRs to reduce your AntiEssence
mass and restore yourself to your ORIGINAL BEing = ESSENCE = WPVLJ.

NIR Masses
All attacks of negative emotions are activations of NIR masses. A NIR mass

consists of a NIR, BAD to the NIR, and the AntiLove resistance = negative
charge against the NIR because it is BAD. All activations are the triggering and
movement of NIR masses latent in the subconscious into consciousness = 
experience.

The activations of NIR masses are the source of all pain and suffering in life.
There is no other cause of negative psycanic experience.

Self-Esteem
Self-esteem is simply how you esteem and FEEL about who you are. Who you

are is your level of WPVLJ: Wisdom�Power�Value�Self-Love = Joy.
Your self-esteem is your love or AntiLove for self, based on your FEELing of

your Power to control life and get what you want. Power�Value: Your FEELing
of Power is the prime factor in sense (FEELing) of worth. Your self-esteem
depends entirely on your BE�FEEL, on PIRs and NIRs. Control your IDentities,
and you control your self-esteem.
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THINK
The negative BE�FEEL of the Fatal Identity (I AM NOT CAUSE, an

AntiPower ID) generates AntiLove and the THINK of the Fatal Paradigm. The
Fatal Paradigm starts with the illusion that external events cause internal (psycanic)
experience. The person then generates programs about how other people and
events should be in order to cause hir happiness. S/He then embarks on the
External Quest to get the world to conform to hir programs so that s/he can BE-
FEEL good.

The person also generates many determinations to explain hir failures to 
control life; each determination then becomes a further limit to hir Power.

As THINKing guides DO = Action, most behaviors at the effect of negative
THINK will be ineffective and often counter-productive.

DO and The External Quest
The only motivation of all human behavior is to control BE-FEEL = Love =

Happiness. The drive to Love = Happiness, which is a shadow of the drive to
ESSENCE, is the Experiential Imperative. However, few humans understand the
psycanics of their existence. Because of their NIR masses, they do not find Love
= Happiness within.

Ignorant of the true location of Love, and trapped in the Fatal Paradigm, they
embark on a search for externals, for MOPs, believing that is the path to BEing
someone and FEELing happiness. This search, the External Quest can never be 
really fruitful.

All the AntiLove behaviors of humanity, from interpersonal conflicts to 
international wars, are DOs at the Effect of negative BE-FEEL and whose 
purpose is to change that negative BE-FEEL.

HAVE
HAVE is everything that shows up in the life of a person. Obviously, HAVE

depends on, results from, the quality of DO. DO at the effect of negative BE-
FEEL�THINK naturally leads to problems and failures of HAVE = getting what
you want.

However, there is more to it than that. Your BEing, your identities are commu-
nications to the ENERGY. I AM is the same as saying HERE IS. Thus if you
are in a NIR: e.g. I AM UNABLE; I AM A FAILURE, I AM UNWORTHY, you
will not be able to manifest anything that contradicts such IDentities.

HAVE�BE. Most people live trying to obtain and accumulate material things
in an attempt to BE somebody and FEEL good. This is backwards. Life works
BE�HAVE. First create the BEing that will naturally have the desired things 
manifest easily.
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The Causal Sequence Chart
One of the objectives of this book is that you learn to identify your Causal

Sequences and especially to trace any negative element to the underlying NIR. This
is the necessary step previous to learning to discreate the NIR.

End of Summary

Applying Psycanics
Psycanics is a Cosmology of Existence, a Philosophy, a Psychology, and a life-

style. There are few aspects of human experience that it does not address, explain
and show how to control.

As you begin to understand Psycanics, you will find yourself adopting it as a
value system and a way of life. It is a system of continual improvement of your
BEing, therefore of your life. It is something that eventually you apply all the time,
no matter what else you may be doing.

The everyday practice of Psycanics includes these disciplines:
• BE SPACE. Control your mind and transcend the creation of BAD. Be

Space to What Is. Your generation of negative energy = AntiLove = 
resistance only causes you pain and the persistence of the BAD thing you
are resisting. Change What Is to What You Would Like It To Be first by
changing yourself to the appropriate identity to HAVE that thing; and
then by applying Wisdom and Love in dealing with externals.

• Learn to think in terms of your IDentities, objectives and consequences,
in terms of positive and negative, and in terms of love and Antilove—not
in terms of Good and BAD.

• Use all the negatives in your life to see who you are, discreate the IDs,
and become who you want to BE. If something “negative” serves you, is 
it really negative? Process every activation when it occurs or as soon as 
possible.

• Live in the question WHO AM I that I FEEL and ACT as I am 
feeling and acting in this moment? Recognize that your primary 
experience and motivation in life is your own BE-FEEL. Externals are
secondary, and their main purpose is to show you your identities. Always
focus inward rather outward. The purpose of life is the creation of self
in your highest ideal.

1. When your FEEL-DO is positive, affirm, polish and energize the 
originating BE = IDentities with +love.

2 When your FEEL-DO is negative, find the NIR and discreate it
and create the PIR desired.
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3. You can also change your DO and act positively. DO�BE does
work. IDentities express in Action; Action forms IDentities.

• Live in the question: “What Would Love Do Now?”—then DO it. As
DO creates IDentity, this creates in you the IDentity I AM LOVE, which
takes you back to ESSENCE = God.

• To create what you wish to experience in the physical universe, first 
create the vision of that reality. Then identify who you would have to
BE to manifest that thing easily. Then create the IDentities and energize
the Vision.

What Now?
You will find a great deal of free information on our website at 

www.psycanics.org. Be sure to subscribe to our mailing list to be notified of new
materials and upcoming events.

To locate CDT trainers, study groups, or to start a study group for Psycanics in
your area, send an email to info@psycanics.org.

I highly recommend the Conversations with God series of books channeled by
Neale Donald Walsch.

End of Book.
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Go forth and BE all that you want to BE 
and that you can BE—

to discover you have no limits.

The main purpose and challenge of life 
is to grow your BEing in 

Essence = Wisdom, Power, Goodness, Love and Joy.

When you are infinite ESSENCE again,
you are God again.

And the only thing left to do is start the Drama of not-BEing God again.

To BE ever more Essence is the road of return to God—
who lives within, for you and She are 

the ONE and the SAME.

There is only ONE, and it is the ALL THAT IS.

Seek First the Kingdom of Heaven and 
all else will be added unto you:

BE�HAVE.

The Kingdom of Heaven is within.
It is the BEing of ESSENCE.

Uncover and discover Who You Are.
CDT and meditation will take you there.
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